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Introduction to the Unit 

Being the first unit of the module, this introductory unit highlights the sociopolitical background 

of the 20th century and introduces several features of the modern novel as a genre. The major aim 

of the section is to familiarize students with those concepts and movements which are important 

for understanding the modern novel as a sub-genre of English literature. Moreover, the idea is to 

highlight important novelist and their works for the students and to provide them with a solid 

foundation of the knowledge of the socio-political background so that they can understand and 

comment on the development of the 20th century novel. the following topics are discussed in this 

unit: 

• Introduction to the 20th century novel 

• Three generations of the 20th century novel 

• Social problem novels 

• Individual and moral dilemma 

• Political novel of 20th century 

• Interior monologue 

• Treatment of nature 

• Women writers of the 20th century novel 

• Science fiction in 20th century 

 

 

Learning Objectives 

Having gone through this unit, the students will be able to: 

1. Explain the background of this 20th century novel 

2. Comment on the socio-political context of the modern novel 

3. Discuss about the major novelists of the 20th century 

4. Describe some important novels of 20th century 

5. Enlist important features of the modern novel 

6. Define the following concept related to the modern novel: 

 

o Social problem novel 

o Science fiction 

o Interior monologue 
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1.1   Introduction to the 20th Century Novel 

The 20th century novel broke the tradition of the Victorian novel and took a broader role in several 

ways. Now novel was no more only a source of storytelling or entertainment. It was now rather 

focusing on a lot more than that. this modern novel was now focusing on characters to unravel the 

intricate knit of feelings and thoughts that would activate individual. In addition, there were novels 

concerned with social and political issues of the society. 

In the beginning of the 20th century, the novel was still under the influence of some prominent 

19th century novelists including Russian Feodoz Dostoevsky and Leotostoy, and French writers 

Honore de Balzac, Guy de Maupassant, Gustave Flaubest and Emite Zola. Those earlier English 

novelists had learnt from these great writers how to present characters in their real shapes without 

making them too good or too bad. There were with a mixture of character traits. This order 

structure of characters started giving ways to characters struggling with themselves and/or with 

certain situations. 

In the early part of the 20th century, the novel developed both in terms of quality and quantity, 

especially during the time between the two world wars. This unprecedented development of the 

novel as a literacy genre gave birth to so many new themes, topics, plots and characters as well as 

new types of novels. The century also witnessed the introduction and subsequent popularization 

of various new genres-such as the detective novel, the story of intrigue (spy) and most of all the 

science fiction. We will touch the science fiction (Sci-Fi) at the end of this unit separately. The 

Gothic novel which originated in the 18th century also saw new heights. The psychological social 

novel which was initiated by the Victorian novelists reach new ways of looking at live with so 

many new intriguing imaginative experiences-as a major new approach. Another subgenre of 

documentary novel emerged and further continued to grow. The century further saw sub genres of 

novel such as the social novel, the industrial novel, ‘condition of England’ novel and social-

problem novel etc. 

Largely written by the working middle class, the 20th century novel highlights poverty, disease, 

dirt and the abuses of industrialization including child workers, sweated labor, factory accidents 

and other anxieties of working class. These themes also included the fear of collective action, trade 

unionism, the growth of new cities and the issues of sanitation and internal factory condition. 

Although most of these themes started in the 19th century yet these topics and unprecedented 

growth in the novel was witnessed in the 20th century. 

It is argued that the novel saw its mature stage during the mid of the 20th century when the novel 

between 1939 and 1964 showed the vigor and the vitality of the novel as a major genre. It is also 

argued that the novel as a genre has declined in scale since then. No novelist since then has the 

moral urgency of a Joseph Conrad (1857-1924), the verbal gifts and wit of a James Joyce (1882-

1941), and the vitality and all-consuming obsession of a DH. Lawrence (1885-1930). EM Forster 

(1876-1970), Virginia Woolf (1882-1941), John Galsworthy (1867-1946), George Orwell (1903-
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1950), H.G. Wells (1866-1946) are among other important writers of the early part of the 20th 

century. In these 20th century novels, there is a great deal of satire on the evils of the century such 

as urban civilization. The Power and the Glory (1924) by Graham Greene is a great example 

wherein he satires the evils of the society. In this novel, the context of good and evil ranges 

throughout. 

Novel such as Animal Farms (1945) and Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949) represent political issues. 

Like a political allegory, novels represent disillusionment with Russian communism similarly 

William Golding in his Lord of the Flies (1954) is mainly concerned with the moral aimlessness 

showing the frailty of the structure of the modern civilization. In the latter half of the century 

Samuel Becket shows the tragic vision of life. John fowler`s The French Lieutenant`s Woman 

(1969) suggests the tragic uncertainty of modern human life. 

These are working class novels in the post WW-II era (such as Saturday Nights and Sunday 

Morning (1958) by Alan Sillitoe) telling the story of the factory worker. Similarly, novel by 

woman writers highlight the emergency of a feminist discourse providing very clear examples of 

genuinely new voices in fiction and sharing the very different aspects of female life. 

  

1.2   Three Generations of the 20th Century Novel 

On the basis of their distinguishable features, the novels written during the 20th century can be 

roughly divided into three generations: 

• The novels written before 1920 

• The novels written between the two world wars (1920-1940) 

• The novels written after World War (WW)-II 

 

1.2.1 The Novels Written before 1920 

This period was dominated by two great names; Henry James (1943-1916) and Joseph Conrad 

(1857-1924). Who experimented new techniques and established great stature for them as modern 

novelists. Henry James was an Anglo American and younger brother of American psychologist. 

James as a novelist focused on minute details of the portraits of interestingly individuals in his 

stories. Much of his work’s e.g., The American, the portrait of lady and The Then of the screw 

Were written before 1900, but he produced his masterpieces The Wings of The Dove, The 

Ambassadors and The Golden Bowl were published during 1902-05. James was interesting in 

showing the details of American culture and emotions. He very skillfully revealed subtle emotion 
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of his characters with simple apparent language and facial expression-an approach which 

distinguished him as a writer from other stream-of-consciousness technique. 

Joseph Conrad, on the other hand, was interested in exploring individual caught up in their moral 

dilemma. His characters and settings were very different from others. Many of his novels were set 

up in unusual exotic locales mostly in tropical lands. He experimented and oblique method of 

storytelling-a concern with point-of-view as a consciously manipulated technique in literature. 

There were some other excellent novelists who wrote during the first generation of the 20th century 

novel. HG. Wells (1866) wrote some fifty novels and also experimented in the science fiction 

novel. Arnold Bennett (1867-1931) wrote realistic stories after establishing career as a successful 

journalist. He mainly wrote about the apparently uneventful life of his native town Stafford shire. 

John Galsworthy (1867-1933) wrote about a very different class of society. He mainly wrote about 

the upper wealthy class of the society. 

Somerset Maugham (1874-1965) expressed the stories of disillusionment and frustration that were 

to be leading themes in the next generation. His novel human bandage (1915) is considered as a 

masterpiece. EM. Forster is another prolific writer who contributed to all these generations of the 

novelists. He wrote his first novel in 1905 and continued writing until the post-World War 2 period. 

His novel a passage to India (1924) is passed of this course and you will study in detail about his 

skillful treatment of the relation between the colonizers and the colonized. He handled this very 

complex relationships between individual of two different cultures and races in an artistic way in 

his novel. 

  

1.2.2    The Novel Written between The Two World Wars (1920-1940) 

In the second generation of the 20th century novel, three novelist produced the best of their 

significant work. They included Virginia Woolf (1882-1941), D.H. Lawrence (1885-1930) and 

James Joyce (1882-1941). These novelists had already started writing books, but they matured 

their technique and reached their focal points during this period. Joyce and Woolf continuously 

altered their novelistic technique through the development of the stream-of-consciousness 

technique and added new skills to the expression of emotions and feelings. DH. Lawrence 

developed the new technique and brought a fresh strain of vitalism to the English novel. 

The novelist of the second generation of the modern English novel used the technique of interior 

monologue. Woolf`s novels, (especially, Mrs. Dalloway (1925), are basically written in the form 

of a series of interior monologue. She gives her readers a remarkable insight into the feelings and 

emotions-mental actions and reactions, of her characters. Her showing of the inner soliloquies of 

her characters makes her a pioneer in the bold stylistics of her novels. Many of her following 

novelists took inspiration from her and followed her techniques. 
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James Joyce further expanded the technique of interior monologue to the height of a true ‘stream-

of-consciousness’ by showing the thoughts of her character randomly jumping from one idea to 

another thus reproducing the inner consciousness and even, sometime the consciousness of his 

character. His early novels, Dubliners, and a portrait of the artist as a young man with a lot of 

autobiographical elements were sort of conventionally organized. In his later novels, such as 

Ulysses wait and Finnegan’s wake, he showed a pure stream of thoughts by his character when 

they went leaping and drifting from one idea to another without any logical connection. In this 

kind of novels written by Joyce, we can feel the superimposed complex layer of allusions and 

symbols giving a universal dimension to his characters. 

D. H. Lawrence as a novelist who stood strikingly different from his contemporaries, Woolf and 

Joyce, in terms of his subject matter and writing style. He was the son of a couple comprising a 

minor and a schoolteacher. He escaped from the labor class, married to a German and refused to 

have anything to do with the military during World War-I. With a romantic disposition, he visited 

many countries and settled down in Germany.  

The titles of his principal novels such as Sons and Lovers, Woman in Love and Lady Chatterley’s 

Lover, shows his fascination for exploring the relationship between women and men-whether 

mother to son a sweetheart to lover. 

 

1.2.3 The Novels Written after World War-II 

There were many novelists who started writing during 1930s and reached prominence after World 

War-II. Although none of them were able to achieve the stature of Joyce, Woolf, or Lawrence, yet 

three were few big names who continued with the legacy of the modern novel and developed it 

further to new heights. William Golding, a symbolic novelist is certainly one of the prolific writers 

who contributed to the growth of English novel. The Lord of the Flies (1954) is considered as one 

of the most powerful novels since World War 2. The novel is the story of a bitter realism and with 

a lot of symbolic meaning showing the weakness of the foundation of civilization and human 

beings rather to essential animal nature. His later novels continue to show the sense of human 

showing inadequacy and his own vision of human being Golding's novel Lord of the flies is part 

of this course. A similar theme can also be found in the novel of Graham Greene. His novel A 

Burnt-Out case (1961) is an adventure/detective story of the ambiguities of human judgment and 

intensity of the crisis of human faith. 

George Orwell (1903-1950) is another major knowledge of the third generation of the modern 

novel. Most of his novels are the outcome of his experiences of working as a poor lonely boy in 

the slums of London. His two novels Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four are considered 

among the most powerful books of their time. Criticizing the Atrocities of communism, these 

novels demonstrate the inherent human desire to achieve power on the name of justice, freedom, 

and equality. Another of his powerful books is the novel Anglo-Saxon Attitudes (1956). 
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This period also witnessed the introduction and popularization of several subgenres of the novel. 

The Detective Novel, the Story of Intrigue, the Spy Story, and the science fiction novel. The gothic 

novel which originated in the late 18th century got matured and popularized and enjoyed 

renaissance during this period. The psychological social novel introduced by James Joyce, Virginia 

Woolf, and DH. Lawrence got transformed into another way of looking at human life. The blending 

of fiction with non-fiction, as in documentary got introduced and further continued to grow. 

In a century of these diverse development in the novel, the possibilities of writing various types of 

novels increased alongside its growth. George Orwell, William Golding, Anthony Burgers, and 

Evelyn Waugh are the representative novelist of this period. This period also saw an unprecedented 

increase in the number of female novelists who gave another point of view regarding the social 

and political life of 20th century. 

Notable female writers of this period include Virginia Woolf, iris Murdoch, Ivy Compton-Burnett, 

Doris Lessing, and Margaret drabble. Their participation not only increased the diversity in the 

participation but also created tremendous influence in the novel by and about women. 

  

1.3   Social-Problem Novels 

The social novel in English literature appeared for the first time during industrial revolution. This 

was a reaction to industrialization, political, social, and economic condition during the 19th 

century. In the beginning, it was a kind of ‘Condition of England’ novel and was also called the 

social problem novel. The fiction written as the themes of working-class condition were an 

outcome of the new industrial age. The major subject matter of such novel was the working people 

and their specific issues. These novels were largely written by working middle class highlighting 

their glass specific issues such as poverty, dirt, industrial abuses, disease, child workers and factory 

accident. This kind of genre roughly started from 1860s and continued growing. The exponential 

growth of the new cities Walmart the campaigns around sanitation and other factory conditions 

were the main industrial topics for social problem novels. Harriet Martineau’s A Manchester Strike 

as part of her political economy (1832) and Charles Dickens Oliver Twist (1838) are considered 

as the pioneering true social problem novels. 

This realistic tradition of the social novel in the English literature continues towards the end of the 

20th century and become an integral part of the modern era literature and underwent through 

transformation to better fit in the type of thinking in the postmodern outlook. The new social 

problem novel was based on another set of realistic defining and redefining the modern social 

novel. Hoggart in “The Uses of Literacy (1957)” depicts the divide between the working class and 

Aristocracy and highlights the social issues of the time. Brazzaville Beach (1990) and Armadillo 

(1990) are good example for showing the social space becoming ‘empty’ in the modern age. The 

social realism of late 19th century appears to be actual towards the end of the 20th century. Pat 
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Backer`s The Century's Daughter (1986, republished in 1996 as Liza`s England) presents urban 

England in a failed state -with condemned houses, abandoned factories, redundant workers and 

dysfunctional family systems. 

Social and political themes continued influencing the social novel throughout the 20th century by 

depicting the far reading social, economic, and political changes. These novels were an attempt to 

shed light on the condition and opinion of those unidentified public. In this way, these social novels 

were not only stories with characters but those were also the social documents reading the real 

condition of masses giving an accurate picture of the social scene. Such social novels were also in 

great demand by the readers- their popularity was not accidental but by the appeal for the readers 

of the time. 

In short, the modern English novel remained a literacy genre concerned with the social and political 

themes throughout the 20th century. The social novel represented the social scene and the social 

changes which were taking place due to the shift of the paradigm of living and thinking. 

 

1.4   Individual and Moral Dilemma 

All the three generations of the modern novel we discussed in the previous section, and which 

were written throughout the 20th century explored and exposed the individual and moral dilemma 

of the characters presented. For example, the novels of Henry James (1843-1916) were concerned 

with the details of the individual life of his character. The Portrait of a Lady and other novels of 

James are focused on the fine details of the portrait of individuals. Similarly, the novels of Conrad, 

like of James depict the stories of individuals who are caught up in a moral dilemma. Maugham’s 

Human Bandage (1915) shows the relation of human beings and the moral issues of the time. 

E. M. Foster's A Passage to India (1924) is another excellent example for showing the intricate 

human experiences and the moral dilemma attached. His story in this novel is based on the 

difference of experiences between individual of two races-in the form of the colonizers and the 

colonized. Woolf Mrs. Dalloway (1925) is the story of a little character and her individual mental 

actions and reactions as a representative character of her Londoner class. 

George Orwell (1903-1950) `s novels are based on sharing the crisis of political exploitation 

alongside showing the miseries of working class by depicting the poverty and slums of urban cities. 

Not to miss the novel The Lord of the Flies (1954) by William Golding wherein he shows the 

frailty of the human civilization and the moral tragedy attached. Such novels explored the 

ambiguities of moral judgment and the intensity of the crisis of the human faith. Individuals and 

moral dilemma remained as important feature of the 20th century novel. 
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1.5    The Political Novel of the 20th Century  

Like social issues, the 20th century novel also explored and exposed the political scene of the 

society. Depicting political themes in novels was not something new but the way the 20th century 

novel depicted the political situation of the time was unprecedented. There were novels which 

highlighted movements, ideologies, wars, and types of governments and related these themes in 

broader social spectrum as well as at individual level. 

George Orwell (1903-1950) `s novels Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four are excellent 

examples of the political novels written during the last century. In these two novels he 

demonstrated the inherent human desire for power and to control others. These books are 

wonderful example of social and political satire of the Russian and Italian communist regimes of 

the time. Written in an allegorical representation of Russian Revolution, the novels depict the 

political situation.  

Nineteen Eighty-Four is a specific depiction of the political situation in Asia under the authority 

of Stalin by representing the communist strategy to promote their ideology and psychologically 

control people by brainwashing and propagation. 

While fighting himself in Spanish war (1936-1939), Orwell had witnessed the communist 

atrocities and when he returned to England, he wrote these novels to express his views and warn 

people against communist ideologies. Orwell`s politics was that of the left and he wrote about his 

own experiment of the Spanish war and that of the Nazi-supported fascists ideologies and 

manipulation. Here's another book Homage to Catalona is also written as an analogy of previous 

books, and against totalitarianism and for the democrats socialism. Thus he warned the while 

would and the next generation against the danger of the communist system and their ruling style. 

Alongside depicting the social and economic issues of the time. The modern novel of the 20th 

century exposed the political system of the time. These novels exposed the cruelty and oppression 

of the government to control their citizens. The trend is still continued and the novelist has 

continued to express their resentment over the tactics of oppressive governments and their 

management styles-to use public for their idealism, for their limitation to work cheap to be sold as 

resold.  

 

1.6   Interior Monologue 

During the 19th century, the Victorian novelists had already started using the stream-of-

consciousness technique to use in their psychological novels. it was a narrative mode to express 

the complex thoughts emotions and feelings which pass through the mind of a narrator. The 

Victorian novelist developed and popularized this narrative technique but the early 20th century 
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novelists such as Virginia Woolf and James Joyce further developed this very technique and took 

it to the height of a method and used it for sharing the mental actions and reactions of their 

characters. In her novel, Mrs. Dalloway (1925), Woolf probed the inner thoughts of her title 

character and gave her readers a remarkable insight into the feelings of her upper-class Londoner 

characters. Generally speaking, the novels of Woolf our series of interior monologues, and/or inner 

soliloquies. She as a novelist, excelled in this technique and inspired many future novelists to 

follow her. 

James Joyce also exerted this technique of interior monologue and took it to a true “stream-of-

consciousness” narrative method. He recognized the nature of human thinking and the thoughts 

pattern in human mind while jumping randomly from one idea to another with extraordinary speed. 

He successfully attempted and exploring to produce and reproduce faithfully the inner 

consciousness and even sometimes the unconsciousness of his characters. 

Joyce`s early works, Dubliners and A Portrait of The Artist as a Young Man were autobiographical 

and conventionally organized but his later novels such as Ulysses and Finnegans Wake are 

excellent example of his using pure stream of thoughts where the human mind jumps from one 

idea to another randomly and without any logical connection. 

In interior monologue, there is a complex layer superimposed on the actual thoughts of the 

characters in terms of allusions and symbol focusing on the universal dimensions of the characters. 

The 20th century novels have this narrative method used and developed to the best of the technique 

providing the readers an excellent insight into them mental process of the characters. 

 

1.7   Treatment of Nature 

The novels written during the 20th century also explored the paradigm shift in the living style of 

human being and the surrounding environment. The shift that characterized the turn between 19th 

and 20th centuries novels included the treatment of nature by the writers in their books. The 

modern trend in writing put emphasis on the significance of the observation of living creature and 

human being in their context. Thus, the treatment of environment impacted many writers of the 

time. The literacy modernism exhibited by Virginia Woolf and G.H. Wells characterize the 

treatment of nature in their stories and resonated beyond the study of nature to a change in overall 

outlook. The changing branch of life sciences impacted the late 19th as well as the early 20th 

century writer to a great extent and there were pamphlets and articles written on contemporary 

topic of scientific understanding. Thus, development in the subject of life sciences not only 

changed the manner of common man towards the understanding of nature but also transform the 

perception of scientists and writers. This shift encouraged the focus on observation of organisms 

within their natural environment. 
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The depiction of arts and science during the 20th century was conceived as an objective by many 

novel writers. D. H. Lawrence used the same approach in his novel, Sons and Lovers. This novel 

exposed many environmental depictions and natural scenes depicting moments of romantic 

transcendence. With rich images of nature and vivid pictorial imagery, Lawrence very keenly uses 

the description of natural sceneries to highlight sensual energy and by broking the moral code of 

his time and its repression. Lawrence and his contemporaries used nature abundantly to show their 

love for nature and environment and, thus, they developed a new trend in novel to treat nature on 

priority and make it as an important theme in the modern English novel. 

  

1.8   The Women Writers of the 2oth Century 

The 20th century literature also witnessed an unprecedented increase in the number of women 

writers. Elizabeth Bowen (1899-1973) and Ivy Compton Burnett (1892-1969) were among the 

outstanding early novelist of the 20th century. As an intensely feminine novelist, Boen wrote eight 

novels and stood among The Pioneers to touch upon specific themes related to female issues of 

the time. She developed young girls so realistically and artistically in her novels. She mastered in 

clarity of detail, precision of phrases and ironical expression as a novelist. By showing a 

remarkable talent in depicting English middle class family life, Compton-Burnett established as a 

powerful writer. She started writing in pre wars. And continued writing after World War 2 and 

came up with more than a dozen novels. Major themes including topics related to family life and 

relation between man and woman by providing a subtle insight into human relationships and 

family psychology. Some of her stories are in the form of conversation. Her strength as a novelist 

includes her artistry and an urge you perfection also using wit and humor. 

Virginia Woolf (1882-1941) most certainly one of the most influential novelists of the 20th 

century. Her novel To the Lighthouse is included in the course which you are going to study in 

detail. This novel has an abrupt beginning without any background or setting. The novel depicts a 

fine pattern of human relationship, and it is nice story of the moral and psychological problems. 

Woolf wrote Mrs. Dalloway and Orland and established her repute as a great novelist to inspire 

others to follow her topics and techniques. She wrote novels as well as critical writings. 

Another notable novelist of the 20th century include Iris Murdoch, Doris Lessing, Margaret 

Drabble, Rebecca West, Storm Jameson and Rosaland Lehman. 

Doris Lessing was mainly concerned with the woman's problem in her novel. Her first novel, The 

Grass is Singing Is based on the story of a poor white farmer`s wife. The story is set in South 

Africa, the novel deals with women life, beliefs, and social issues. By exploring the pressures of 

the political and social problems on the women, Lessing`s Wrote on the topics of women while 

dealing problems with power, courage, and honesty. 
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Margaret Drabbles presented women as her main characters expressing their ideas about higher 

education and other modern concepts. In her novels, The Millstone, and The Waterfall, she 

depicted the loneliness and frustrations and related human feelings. Similarly, Drabble create an 

unhappy society in her novel The Ice Age and in a way warned against the danger of loneliness in 

the society. 

For many decades, there was a tremendous interest in the novels written by women. The female 

writers successfully created their place in the writing circles and found new audience to be 

interested in their novels. Thus, women novelists not only increased in numbers but also in terms 

of quality and demand for the novel written by women. 

  

1.9    Science Fiction in the 20th Century 

The discussion on the 20th century novel may not be complete without mentioning the emergence 

of science fiction as a new sub-genre of novel in literature. There were many novels which were 

written on the foundation of scientific and technology development known as science fiction and 

such stories were based on the subjects of science and technology. These science fiction stories 

were based on exciting scientific development and fictional development of the future. These were 

three main categories of early science fiction written during the 20th century: 

• The dangers of scientific development and respective threats to human race. 

• What next is going to happen if poverty, war and disease are defeated by man? 

• The exploration of the world of space and the possibility of man to settle there. 

 

Many writers have attempted science fiction alongside their other novels. H.G Wells Was 

interested in exploring the scientific advances of his age. His science fiction stories are based on 

the uncertain future of human race of the world. He was so optimistic about the advances of science 

and to be used for the benefits of human being. Novelist started painting the future of the world in 

their work. 

Like H.G Wells, there are many writers who has written in the area of science fiction-including 

E.M Foster, Aldous Huxley, Kingsley Amis and Doris Lessing, George Orwell and Anthony 

Burgess gave a picture of their world. 

This was another group of writers who opted for science fiction such as John Wyndham have 

showed a very different world after the destruction of the present society. Brian Aldiss, in his 

novel, Grey Beard presented a group of people who wanted to live in this world even most of the 
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world is destroyed. Similarly, Arthur C. Clarke wrote science fiction such as The City and The 

Star. Such novels go hand in hand to predict the future of the world, its political and social system, 

and even the future of the 20th century. 
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Summary Points  

❖ The 20th century novel broke the tradition of the Victorian novel and took a broader role 

in several ways. Now novel was no more only a source of storytelling or entertainment. It 

was now rather focusing on a lot more than that. this modern novel was now focusing on 

characters to unravel the intricate knit of feelings and thoughts that would activate 

individual. In addition, there were novels concerned with social and political issues of the 

society. 

 

❖ Largely written by the working middle class, the 20th century novel highlights poverty, 

disease, dirt and the abuses of industrialization including child workers, sweated labor, 

factory accidents and other anxieties of working class. These themes also included the fear 

of collective action, trade unionism, the growth of new cities and the issues of sanitation 

and internal factory condition. 

 

❖ The century also witnessed the introduction and subsequent popularization of various new 

genres-such as the detective novel, the story of intrigue (spy) and most of all the science 

fiction. We will touch the science fiction (Sci-Fi) at the end of this unit separately. The 

Gothic novel which originated in the 18th century also saw new heights. The psychological 

social novel which was initiated by the Victorian novelists reach new ways of looking at 

live with so many new intriguing imaginative experiences-as a major new approach. 

 

❖ This early period of the 20th century was dominated by two great names; Henry James 

(1943-1916) and Joseph Conrad (1857-1924). 

 

❖ James was interesting in showing the details of American culture and emotions. He very 

skillfully revealed subtle emotion of his characters with simple apparent language and 

facial expression-an approach which distinguished him as a writer from other stream-of-

consciousness technique. 

 

❖ Joseph Conrad, on the other hand, was interested in exploring individual caught up in their 

moral dilemma. His characters and settings were very different from others. Many of his 

novels were set up in unusual exotic locales mostly in tropical lands. He experimented and 

oblique method of storytelling-a concern with point-of-view as a consciously manipulated 

technique in literature. 

 

❖ In the second generation of the 20th century novel, three novelist produced the best of their 

significant work. They included Virginia Woolf (1882-1941), D.H. Lawrence (1885-1930) 

and James Joyce (1882-1941). 

 

❖ The Novelist of the second generation of the modern English novel used the technique of 

interior monologue. Woolf`s novels, (especially, Mrs. Dalloway (1925), are basically 
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written in the form of a series of interior monologue. She gives her readers a remarkable 

insight into the feelings and emotions-mental actions and reactions, of her characters. 

 

❖ James Joyce further expanded the technique of interior monologue to the height of a true 

‘stream-of-consciousness’ by showing the thoughts of her character randomly jumping 

from one idea to another thus reproducing the inner consciousness and even, sometime the 

consciousness of his character. 

 

❖ D. H. Lawrence as a novelist who stood strikingly different from his contemporaries, 

Woolf and Joyce, in terms of his subject matter and writing style. He was the son of a 

couple comprising a minor and a schoolteacher. He escaped from the labor class, married 

to a German and refused to have anything to do with the military during World War-I. With 

a romantic disposition, he visited many countries and settled down in Germany.  

 

❖ The Lord of the Flies (1954) is considered as one of the most powerful novels since World 

War 2. The novel is the story of a bitter realism and with a lot of symbolic meaning showing 

the weakness of the foundation of civilization and human beings rather to essential animal 

nature. 

 

❖ George Orwell (1903-1950) is another major knowledge of the third generation of the 

modern novel. Most of his novels are the outcome of his experiences of working as a poor 

lonely boy in the slums of London. His two novels Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four 

are considered among the most powerful books of their time. Criticizing the Atrocities of 

communism, these novels demonstrate the inherent human desire to achieve power on the 

name of justice, freedom, and equality. 

 

❖ The social novel in English literature appeared for the first time during industrial 

revolution. This was a reaction to industrialization, political, social, and economic 

condition during the 19th century. 

 

❖ Social and political themes continued influencing the social novel throughout the 20th 

century by depicting the far reading social, economic, and political changes. These novels 

were an attempt to shed light on the condition and opinion of those unidentified public. 

 

❖ The novels of Henry James (1843-1916) were concerned with the details of the individual 

life of his character. The Portrait of a Lady and other novels of James are focused on the 

fine details of the portrait of individuals. 

 

❖ E. M. Foster's A Passage to India (1924) is another excellent example for showing the 

intricate human experiences and the moral dilemma attached. His story in this novel is 

based on the difference of experiences between individual of two races-in the form of the 

colonizers and the colonized. 
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❖ George Orwell (1903-1950) ̀ s novels Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four are excellent 

examples of the political novels written during the last century. In these two novels he 

demonstrated the inherent human desire for power and to control others. These books are 

wonderful example of social and political satire of the Russian and Italian communist 

regimes of the time. Written in an allegorical representation of Russian Revolution, the 

novels depict the political situation. 

 

❖ The Victorian novelist developed and popularized this narrative technique but the early 

20th century novelists such as Virginia Woolf and James Joyce further developed this very 

technique and took it to the height of a method and used it for sharing the mental actions 

and reactions of their characters called interior monologue. 

 

❖ The depiction of arts and science during the 20th century was conceived as an objective by 

many novel writers. D. H. Lawrence used the same approach in his novel, Sons and Lovers. 

This novel exposed many environmental depictions and natural scenes depicting moments 

of romantic transcendence. 

 

❖ The 20th century literature also witnessed an unprecedented increase in the number of 

women writers. 

 

❖ For many decades, there was a tremendous interest in the novels written by women. The 

female writers successfully created their place in the writing circles and found new 

audience to be interested in their novels. Thus, women novelists not only increased in 

numbers but also in terms of quality and demand for the novel written by women. 

 

❖ These were three main categories of early science fiction written during the 20th century: 

o The dangers of scientific development and respective threats to human race. 

o What next is going to happen if poverty, war and disease are defeated by man? 

o The exploration of the world of space and the possibility of man to settle there.  
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Self-Assessment Questions 

 

1. Discuss the socio-political background of the 20th century English novel. 

  

2. Discuss the features of the 20th century English novel. 

  

3. Critically evaluate the thre generations of the 20th century English novel. Highlight the 

main points of these generations separetly. 

 

4. How are the novel written before 1920 different from the ones written after Worl War – 

II? 

 

5. Discuss the social-problem novel with examples from the 20th century. 

 

6. Comment on the political novel of the 20th century. 

 

7. Define the following terms with examples: 

o Interior monolgue  

o Political novel 

o Scince fiction 

o Social-problem novel 

o Individual and moral dilemma 

 

8. How did the 20th century novelists treat nature in their works? Provide some examples 

from the novels you studied during your course. 

 

9. Write a detailed note on the women writers of the 20th century novel. 

 

10. What sub genres emerged from the 20th century novel? Provide examples from your 

course readings. 

 

11. Write a detailed note on the elading novelists of the 20th century. 
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Introduction to the Unit 

The current unit introduces modern novel as a distinct historical period in the development of the 

English novel. It gives a detailed understanding of the literary, social, and political historical 

factors that gave rise to modernist fiction. The unit explains early and later modernist fiction in 

terms of its similarities and differences so that students develop a critical understanding of this 

period in English literature. Next, thematic aspects of the modernist novel are explained in terms 

of major themes recurring in the fiction of this time. It focuses on individualism, the absurdity of 

life, fragmentation and pessimism, and frank treatment of sexuality as significant foci in the novels 

produced during this period. The unit goes on to analyze literary techniques common among 

modernist fiction writers like E. M. Forster, William Golding, Earnest Hemmingway, James Joyce, 

and Virginia Woold. It elaborates modernist writers’ preference to use narrative styles and literary 

techniques different from the classical Victorian novelists. The modernist experimentation with 

form, style, and dictions; their use of stream of consciousness and open symbols in narration; use 

of non-linear and multi-focal narratives are explained in terms of their relevance for the age and 

its socio-political conditions. As a whole, the unit provides a comprehensive introduction to 

modernist fiction that aimed to prepare students for analyzing actual fictional texts included in this 

course.  

Learning Objectives 

By the end of the unit, the students will be able to discuss critically:  

1. the beginning of the modernist novel in terms of socio-political and literary backgrounds  

2. the effect on novel writing of major events like the two world wars and the Great 

Depression 

3. early and later modernist phases and their literary characteristics  

4. significant thematic aspects of the modernist novel 
5. differences between the modernist novel and the nineteenth-century Victorian novel 

6. significant techniques used in the modernist novel 

2.1 Modernist Period in English Literature  

There is seldom an agreement between literary scholars over the exact time when the modernist 

period started. However, it is often considered to begin from as early as 1880 and stretches into 

the mid-1940s till after the second World War. The modernist period is marked by major changes 

and upheavals industrialization, scientific advancement, globalization, and the two world wars 

(WWI 1914–1918; WWII 1939–1945). These changes cannot be disregarded while conducting 

any serious study of modernist fiction or modernist literature in general.  

Whereas industrialization and war seemed to minimize and devalue the value of human life and 

socio-cultural uniqueness, globalization (increased connection and movement between parts of the 
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world) seemed to make the world shrink. These factors accelerated a change in social, cultural, 

and literary production as people of the time attempted to respond to these factors. The rapid pace 

of social change crystalized rapid changes in the cultural production of the time. Prose fiction 

(novel) being a significant form of cultural production was no exception. As the following sections 

will show, the novel underwent extensive experimentation in all its aspects. The aims of writing 

fiction were reconceptualized and so were the methods/techniques of writing the novel. These 

innovations are quite apparent when you compare any form of cultural production (literature, arts, 

architecture) from the modernist period of the late 19th century and early 20th century to what was 

produced before.  

These artists saw the old ways of doing artistic production as outdated and not fit for purpose in 

modern times. They wanted to re-conceptualize literature, religion, arts, and social organization. 

More than anything, they wanted to see life differently – to talk about what it means to be “human” 

and what constitutes our sense of “self” as conscious beings. The modernist era is, therefore, an 

era of questioning accepted norms, beliefs, and moralities of the Enlightenment and the Victorian 

Age. Modernism is the age of “paradoxical if not opposed trends towards revolutionary and 

reactionary positions, fear of the new and delight at the disappearance of the old, nihilism and 

fanatical enthusiasm, creativity and despair” (Childs, 2000). Such contradictions and paradoxes in 

modernist approaches towards novel writing are quite also quite apparent, as you will recognize 

while studying actual novels later in this course. Further, literary criticism of the modernist novel 

grew in tandem with the growth of the new novel and offered new critical perspectives to 

understand it. These critical perspectives will be elaborated on later in the current unit.  

2.2 Phases of the Modernist Period   

As mentioned at the beginning of this unit, the modernist is not dated uniformly by different 

scholars. Further, the period can be divided into two phases – the early modern period and the later 

modern period.   

2.2.1 Early modernist period  

Although a common assumption about the modernist period is that 1910 roughly marks its 

beginning, precursor works of the modernist approach had started to appear earlier. Joseph 

Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (1899) is an early modernist work that assimilates the modernist 

approach toward fiction and blends with realistic fiction as was common during the Victorian age. 

It is therefore a fiction that overlaps both the Victorian and the modernist prose fiction and deploys 

literary techniques from both these periods. Similarly, poetic and dramatic works that indicated a 

clear shift from the traditional Victorian literature appeared earlier than 1910 although in a 

tentative and somewhat ambivalent manner. The innovative ideas of Sigmund Freud  (1856-1939), 

Charles Darwin  (1809-1882), Fredrich Nietzsche (1844–1900), Alber Einstein (1879-1955), and 

others altered human understanding at the philosophical, psychological, and scientific plains. 

These changes transformed literary production resulting in new and innovative techniques like 

stream-of-consciousness, interior monologue, and the use of multiple perspectives. These 
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techniques expanded our understanding of what is meant by realistic fiction. They undermined and 

subverted the Victorian novelists’ beliefs about realistic fiction based on a conservative morality.  

Fiction writers after World War I adopted the modernist approach in fiction by introducing 

unreliable narrators, multiple points of view, and pessimistic outlooks. They sought to express in 

literary terms the disillusionment and absurdity fuelled by a world war that shattered strong beliefs 

about human progress and rationality. A major figure among the modernists is James Joyce (1882-

1941), well known for his innovative use of new literary techniques including stream-of-

consciousness, interior monologue, and non-linear narrative. His most significant works Ullysses 

(1922) depicts a single day in the life of its protagonist Leopold Bloom using modernist techniques. 

T. S. Eliot (1923), one of the most significant modernist poets and critics, describes Joyce’s literary 

technique as “a way of controlling, of ordering, of giving a shape and a significance to the immense 

panorama of futility and anarchy which is contemporary history... It is, I seriously believe, a step 

toward making the modern world possible for art” (p. 177). Eliot’s poetic production is well known 

for using modernist techniques of using a fragmented structure and non-unitary narrative that 

reflects the futility of believing in progress. It describes the disjointed world of the twentieth 

century and the decay of civilization in the Western ‘developed’ world. Modernist literature of the 

period tried to obscure the boundaries between different genres of literature. Prose works tended 

to be poetic and vice versa. Eliot’s poetry, for example, eschews poetic grace and rhythmic 

language to mirror the fragmentation of wasteland. Contrarily, Virginia Woolf’s novels Mrs. 

Dalloway (1925) and The Waves (1931) use poetic prose to approximate the fluid shifting of 

stream-of-consciousness of the characters.  

2.2.2 Later modernist period  

Modernism did not end abruptly in the 1930s but continues to have a long shadow after World 

War II. To understand late modernism, it is essential to consider the historical backdrop of the two 

world wars, its effect on global geopolitics, and the shrinking economy and global outreach of the 

United Kingdom following WWII. According to Mackay (2004, p. 4), WWII has a crucial role in 

the shaping of late modernist writing: “Late modernism gives the critical and affective content to 

the story of England’s cultural remaking”. Thus according to Mackay and other critics of the age, 

the rise of British nationalism is a central important element in the shaping of literature in the late 

modernist period. As an offshoot of the nationalistic consciousness affected by WWII, the 

relationship between the state and citizens changed. This changing public sphere also affected 

themes explored in novels in the late modernist period. In the wake of WWI, economic depression 

followed in the 1930s and another major global war was looming on the horizon. Literary writers 

of the early modernist period focused on breaking free from the conservative literary techniques 

of the Victorian novelist and their understanding o realism. It was focused more on the individual 

consciousness that Virginia Woolf called “an ordinary mind on an ordinary day” (MF, 150). 

During the late modern period, the broader social and political problems became too significant. 

Concomitantly, there is a change in the thematic foci of novels from purely individualist 

preoccupation to broader socio-political issues.  
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Significant writers who continued to produce modernist literature after its initial full outburst early 

in the twentieth century include novelists Virginia Woolf, E. M. Forster, and poets like T. S. Eliot. 

New novelists who rose to prominence after the initial period of modernism showed marked 

differences. Whereas a fragmentary approach to life is still there and so is the experimental 

narrative style of modernism, there is a greater focus on the outside world as compared to the 

complete focus on the psychological states of individual characters in the early modernist 

novelists. Christopher Isherwood’s (1904-1946) Goodbye to Berlin (1939) is modernist in 

narrative techniques and formal properties. However, he is quite distinctly different from classical 

modernists like Virginia Woolf in terms of his focus on the outer world. Isherwood (1963)states, 

“‘I am a camera with its shutter open, quite passive, recording, not thinking. Recording the man 

shaving at the window opposite and the woman in the kimono washing her hair. Someday, all this 

will have to be developed, carefully printed, fixed” (p. 1). This turn toward the outer world is not 

limited to Isherwood but indicates a broader shift that was apparent in other literary genres of the 

time and the film industry as well. Virginia Woolf’s Between the Acts is an example of a similar 

change in approach toward fiction writing. It exemplifies a change in her techniques and a focus 

on the outer world. 

2.3 Thematic Aspects of Modernist Fiction  

2.3.1 Individualism 

In response to the rapidly changing world around them, the modernist fiction writers focused more 

on the individual and how they adapted themselves to their social surroundings. Industrialization 

undermined the social structure of the agrarian society, dismantling its collective culture. Scientific 

discoveries like Charles Darwin’s groundbreaking theories of evolution undermined Christian 

faith and the concept of God. Similarly, globalization brought different parts of the world together 

making it difficult to strongly believe in any one culture. The rapid rise of capitalism was 

reconceptualizing every aspect of human life and culture in terms of market rationality and 

transaction. This gave rise to a relativist morality based on the acceptance of multiple moral 

perspectives. These sociocultural changes put pressure on the individual as they tried to make 

sense of their life in a rapidly changing world.  

In response to these changes, the modernist writers focused their fiction more on the individual 

rather than on depicting social surroundings. Writers like Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961), for 

instance, are famous for depicting fictional characters who persevere in the face of adverse 

surroundings and triumph over them. They accept their social norms at face value and adopt 

strongly held individualist norms that help them survive with some level of integrity. Similarly, 

James Joyce's and Virginia Woolfe’s novels are focused on analyzing individual consciousness 

from moment to moment (stream of consciousness) which seems quite bizarre to a reader who is 

not familiar with this kind of novel.  

2.3.2 Absurdity of life 
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The occurrence of two world wars in a short period during the first half of the twentieth century 

shattered beliefs about human progress and civilization. People could not make sense of how to 

believe in human progress when mass carnage was conducted by nation-states. Nations that were 

key players in both WW1 and WW2 were from the “civilized world” who claimed that human 

civilization had been perfected in their countries. Along with the world wars, global capitalism 

made agrarian values and norms redundant. Under capitalism, society was seen as a market where 

players compete for control of means of production and distribution. The theories of Carl Marx 

(1818-1883) proved a significant turning point for capitalism. He challenged the claims of 

capitalism as a system based on the freedom of individuals. Through his Marxist/Socialist critique, 

Marx showed how the labor (proletariat) was excessively and continuously exploited by the 

capitalist (bourgeois) classes.  

Against this background, life shown in modernist fiction is markedly absurd – it lacks coherence 

and meaning. In the worlds of these novels, individual efforts are often annulled by crushing blows 

of circumstances. Individuals struggle to find any consistent meaning in their life. The world 

becomes increasingly absurd and incomprehensible the more the characters try to impose meaning 

on their actions and lives. Absurdist writers like Franz Kafka (1883-1924) present characters living 

in a bizarre world that is different from the world as we know it. For example, "The 

Metamorphosis" narrates the story of a traveling salesman who is turned into a giant insect-like 

creature. These and other fictional stories of absurdist nature highlight the absurd world in which 

the modernist writers lived.  

2.3.3 Fragmentation and pessimism 

As a whole, the modernist period in English literature is marked by a pessimistic and fragmented 

outlook on life and the existence of human beings. This pessimism is related to the bleak outlook 

of the times underpinned by rapid political and technological changes and a loss of stability in 

sociocultural life. With the death of Queen Victoria (1819-1901), a long era of political stability 

and prosperity came to an end – an era of highly conventional social norms and social conformity. 

The beginning of the twentieth century saw a decline in the political power of the United Kingdom 

and a simultaneous rise of the United States as the next global power. The beginning of the century 

saw the first modern war on a global scale. Many English poets died on the battlefield (names) 

while those who survived (names) wrote poetry that vividly describes the horror, meaninglessness, 

and large-scale destruction of a war fought with modern weapons. WW1 created social, economic, 

and political problems for the UK that created social unrest. Further, in the wake of 

industrialization, rapid urbanization in the UK was changing society fast and breaking the fabric 

of old society. The psychoanalytical theories of Sigmond Freud (1856-1939), and the philosophy 

of  Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) and Ernst Mach (1838-1916) proved highly influential in 

shaping pessimism and fragmentation in modernist literary writers. All these writers focused on 

individualism – a key feature of the modernist movement in literature.  
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Paradoxically enough, most of the modernist literature is anti-modern. These writers break apart 

from the literary traditions and social norms as conservative and exploitative. They also lamented 

modernity – the age they were living in – as an age of loss of tradition, certainty, and religious 

convictions. This inherent contradiction at the heart of the modernist period resulted in literary 

production that is fragmented, tentative, and experimental. These authors taped a variety of sources 

like myths, history, their individual experiences. Earlier, Victorian novelists focused on external 

society and cultural norms as the sources of their narratives. The modernist novelists turned their 

literary gaze inwards into the psychological processes of individual perceptions.  

James Joyce’s novel Ullysses (1922) is parallels the classical travel saga of Odyssey written by the 

ancient Greek poet Homer. However, it is the fragmented tale of its protagonist who travels 

through the modern city of Dublin. It focuses on the stream of consciousness of its major and 

supporting characters. It makes use of literary allusions to Greek and Roman mythology that is a 

common feature of modernist fiction. Although novels were predominantly written in this 

modernist vein, there were still authors who combined Victorian and Modernist approaches toward 

fiction writing. For instance, E. M. Forster’s Passage to India focuses on social class division in 

British ruled India in the early twentieth century. However, he also displays interest in individual 

characters and their perception of what colonization meant for the possibility of personal 

connections and friendship among the ruling and the ruled classes.  

2.3.4 Frank treatment of sexuality  

Apart from breaking literary conventions of the previous Victorian novelists, modernist writers 

also break literary norms around the depiction of sexual content in literary storytelling. Whereas 

previous sex was not made explicit in fiction but suggested through innuendos and overtones, 

modernist writers felt no need for such caution whether talking about sex, religion, or social class 

divisions. They incorporated sexual elements as a necessary and important aspect of the individual 

psyche as well as a collective society. Personal and social norms and values around sex were put 

under scrutiny through the explicit depiction of sexual content. Such treatment of sex in serious 

fiction was unimaginable within the conservative socio-political norms of Victorian society.  

Significantly influenced by Sigmund Freud’s psychosexual analysis of the human psyche, 

modernist fiction acknowledges little bounds in depicting sexual contents. Freud reduced humans 

individually and their psychological basis to repressed sexual desires that were consciousness 

repressed due to social taboos, conservative norms, and a fear of rejection in society. Modernists 

took as their task to break such taboos and conservative norms through celebrating and depicting 

the role of the sexual impulse in human life at the individual and social levels. For instance, Ulysses 

is quite explicit in his treatment of sex and its ridicule of conventional religion. It also mocks Irish 

nationalism and its supporting ideology. Due to these facts, it was banned in Ireland and the United 

States after its first publication. Another example of modernist treatment of sex in the fiction is D. 

H. Lawrence. He did not acknowledge Victorian prudence and shame about the topic of sex and 

chose to treat it explicitly and frankly. In successive novels like The Rainbow (1915), Lady 
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Chatterley’s Lover (1928; 1932), and Sons and Lovers (1913), he elevates sexual impulse to a 

spiritual level as a physical impulse that has deep psychological implications for fulfillment in life.  

2.4 Literary Techniques in the Modernist Novel 

2.4.1 Experimentation and innovation 

Modernist novelists abandoned established traditions of fiction writing and sought to experiment 

with new forms and techniques of fiction writing. Because modernists believed that the existing 

traditional approaches toward fiction were inadequate to reflect their contemporary world and its 

issues, they wanted to break new grounds through innovation. Form of the novel became a very 

important aspect of fiction writing and experiments with the form of the novel were taken as a 

serious aspect of the art of novel writing. This focus on form is often referred to as formalism in 

modernist fiction. Commitment to experimentation and innovation resulted in new ways of writing 

novels like the stream of consciousness technique used by James Joyce and Virginia Woolf. 

2.4.2 Stream of consciousness 

The technique of “stream of consciousness” has come to be commonly associated with the 

modernist fiction writers of the early 20th century. Although it was originally used by the 

psychologist Henry James in The Principles of Psychology (1890), the term is better known for its 

use in fiction writing than as a psychoanalytical term. Earlier Victorian novelists represented their 

characters and social contexts in terms of rational thought. Due to its rational underpinning, the 

characterization, plot, symbols, and motifs in these pre-modernist writers tended to be quite 

systematic and linear. However, rational thoughts are preceded by often irrational thoughts and 

conflicting emotions. To represent their characters in the fullness and richness of actual human 

life, modernist writers blended the irrational and rational aspects of the thought process in the 

human mind. “Stream of consciousness” is a technique of writing that represents the conflictual, 

past-paced, and subtle working of the human mind as thoughts, emotions, feelings, and perceptions 

emerge. In this technique, the writer takes snippets of fragmented thoughts and fleeting feelings 

using incomplete sentence structures, inconsistent grammatical structures, fleeting images, and 

ideas associated freely with one another. In brief, this techniques copies or mimics the actual 

stream of thoughts and feelings as humans experience them at the mental level before they are 

articulated in a rational corrected form.  

This technique uses the interior stream of consciousness of a character to narrate his/her internal 

mental processes as they blended before articulation. For example, in James Joyce’s Ulysses the 

inner states of the central characters of the story, Leopold and Molly Bloom, and Stephen Dedalus, 

are represented through complex interwoven narratives that use broken grammar, mythical 

imagery, incongruous and irrational thoughts. Other notable writers who practiced this technique 

in the modernist period include William Faulkner (The Sound and the Fury, 1929) and Virginia 

Woolf (Waves, 1931; To the Lighthouse, 1927). Both Faulkner and Woolf wrote, “psychological 
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novels” in which the writers spend a great deal of time describing the internal thought processes 

of his/her characters instead of focusing on what they say or do. In this type of novel, therefore, 

external action becomes less significant as compared to conveying the actual thought processes 

that precede any action or talk.  

2.4.3 Use of symbols 

The use of symbols in literary production was also practiced before the modernist writers. 

However, they made the use of symbols a significant part of their narrative. They imagined the 

world in symbolic terms. The stories they told needed to be decoded for the open symbols used in 

them. Thus symbolism became a central feature of fiction writing during this period. Modernists 

innovatively used symbols leaving the reader in charge of how to interpret the symbols. Multiple 

interpretations of the same symbols are possible in their stories and the reader needs to make an 

effort to reach any possible interpretation because the symbols are not apparent and not easy to 

decode. For instance, James Joyce and Virginia Woolfe used open-ended symbols in their highly 

symbolic texts. These texts demand that the reader engages with the world of fiction not just at the 

literal narrative level but also at the level of symbolic understanding of characters, actions, and 

themes. This puts the reader in charge of doing interpretation while reading the text of a novel. 

This approach that expects readers to be more than someone who only passively enjoys a novel is 

new in literary production. It puts the reader in a responsible position because it is not just the 

author who is constructing the text but the reader also participates in its production by actively 

interpreting the symbolic text.  

2.4.4 Negation of realism and naturalism 

Nineteenth-century fiction is set apart from the modernist fiction of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries in terms of its approach toward realism. Realism believes that the external 

social, cultural, technological, and religious world needs to be reflected in literary productions. 

The more literature uses existing external reality and critiques it to improve it, the better it is for 

literature because it helps in social reformation. A central belief/tenet of the realist school of 

thought of literature is that human progress is real – that humans are progressing, although slowly 

and non-continuously – from a less civilized to a more civilized state.  Social systems are therefore 

seen to be progressing from a more primitive to a more civilized state. Realist novelists like Charles 

Dickens (1812-1870) and Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) believed in human progress although they 

criticized less desirable aspects of their social surroundings. They tried to amend these flaws in the 

culture of their time through their fictional work.  

However, when faced with the reality of two consecutive world wars it was hard to maintain a 

belief in human progress. Large scale killing of fellow human beings made it difficult to believe 

that humans in modern times were different or more civilized from humans in the previous eras. 

Similarly, technological innovation was seen at first as the harbinger of a new dawn of human 

prosperity and proof of human progress. However, the same technology was used to invent new 
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mass killing technologies on the one hand and it had a devastating effect on the natural 

environment on the other. Realism was thus bankrupt and had no external progressive world to 

draw upon consistently for its themes.   

Reflecting these changes, the modernists wrote fiction that acknowledges no fixed external social 

environment but a fragmented one. The internal conscious processes of the human mind became 

very important for modernist writers. The plot of modernist novels revolves around characters’ 

perceptions of the world around them instead of focusing on the external world itself. Modernism 

accommodated and embraced disunity, disjunction, and lack of coherence in the world as its 

external context. The internal world of human consciousness was depicted and explored through 

highly symbolic narratives that focused on how human consciousness grappled with and made 

sense of a world that refused to give any. These aspects of the modernist novel set it apart from 

the realist novel of the preceding era. 

2.4.5 Nonlinear narrative 

Just as the modernist novelist did not agree with other conventional techniques of the Victorian 

novelists, they adopted the non-traditional narrative technique. The story was often told in a non-

linear manner which means that instead of following the chronological order of events the narrative 

followed the way events were experienced by the character in the story. Closely connected with 

the use of “stream of consciousness”, the non-linear narrative does not neatly fall into a beginning, 

middle, and end. Rather, the sequence of events is arranged to follow the stream of consciousness 

of a character or to mirror a theme that the novelist wants to convey implicitly through rearranging 

the sequence of events. Through these techniques, the readers are connected with the character that 

is experiencing the events in the narrative. A significant characteristic of the non-linear narrative 

is the manipulation of time. Instead of running linearly from the present to the future, time in a 

non-linear narrative may run backward, back and forth, or in circles.  

Prominent examples of the non-linear narrative include the works of Franz Kafka, James Joyce, 

and Virginia Woolf. Joyce pioneered and refined the narrative style known as stream of 

consciousness. As he was innovative in other literary techniques like the use of language, imagery, 

and myth in his fictional work, Joyce also experimented with the representation of time in fiction. 

In A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916) and Ulysses (1922), he was innovative in the 

rendering of time and the sequencing of events. Joyce did not portray a rational plot based on a 

linear projection of time but made serious efforts to mimic in his plot structure the experience of 

time as it is experienced in real life. He combined a non-sequential plot with innovative use of 

language and symbolism to depict a disjointed image of modern life. His contemporary novelist 

Virginia Woolf thought that the Victorian linear and rationalist narrative style was not suitable to 

represent the non-linear and disjointed experiences of life. Influence by Joyce’s Ulysses. in Mrs. 

Dalloway Woolf combined non-linear storytelling with symbolism and stream of consciousness. 

Critics believe that in this novel Woolf perfected the distinct style that she used later on in her 

subsequent novels. 
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Summary Points  

❖  The modernist period in English literature is often dated from around 1880 till the mid-

1940s. It is a period of great social upheavals like the two world wars and the Great 

Economic Depression of the 1930s.  

 

❖ Major factors affecting the age include the effects of rapid and massive industrialization in 

the nineteenth century, major scientific discoveries like Darwin’s theory of natural 

selection, Freud’s theories about the human psyche, globalization and its impact on local 

cultures, and the large scale killings during the two world wars.  

 

❖ Novelists and other literary writers thought that the Victorian literary approach was too 

traditional and focused on a realistic depiction of the outer world. That the twentieth 

century needed innovative and experimental approaches to writing literature in new ways.  

 

❖ The modernist novel is experimental, innovative, and even paradoxical in its treatment of 

its subject and narration.  

 

❖ This literary era can be divided into an early modernist period starting before the end of 

the nineteenth century and stretching till the 1930s. innovative techniques like stream-of-

consciousness, interior monologue, and multiple narrative perspectives were used that 

make this literature different from the conservative literature produced during the Victorian 

period. The later modernist period is influenced by WWII and its impact on the role of the 

UK in global politics and the relation between the public and the state.  

 

❖ Individualism is a key concern in the modernist novel that makes it different from the 

Victorian novel. Another important theme is the absurdity of life in the face of two world 

wars that seriously undermined an unquestioned belief in human progress in modern times. 

Fragmentation and pessimism affected the age as much as modernist literature. There is a 

free and frank treatment of sexuality in the modernist novel.  

 

❖ The techniques used by modernist novelists include experimentation and innovation with 

the structure and narrative form of the novel. The use of stream-of-consciousness as a 

narrative technique and of open symbols to convey themes emerged as distinctive features 

of modernist fiction. Realism and naturalism – common in the Victorian novel – were 

abandoned in favor of psychological techniques like stream-of-consciousness. Nonlinear 

narration is used in which the plot does not move forward logically.  
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Self-Assessment Questions  

1. Discuss the modernist period in English literature and point out its main characteristics.  

2. How is modernist fiction different from Victorian fiction? Given main points.  

3. What are the phases of the modernist period? Discuss key features of each phase.  

4. Discuss individualism as a dominant thematic concern in the modernist novel. What were 

the reasons for modernist novelists’ focus on individualism?  

5. What is meant by “absurdity”? Why do modernist novelists treat the “absurdity of life” as 

a major theme in their fiction?  

6. Discuss critically the occurrence of pessimism and fragmentation as a key theme in 

modernist fiction. Elaborate on its possible reasons.  

7. Write a brief note about how the modernist novelists treated sexuality in their writing that 

makes this literature different from Victorian literature.  

8. Why do modernist novelists use experimental and innovative techniques in their writing? 

Give some examples of such innovative techniques.  

9. What is stream-of-consciousness? Discuss its use as a literary technique in the modernist 

novel.  

10. How did the modernist novelists use literary symbols? Make a difference between their 

use of symbols and the Victorian novelists.  

11. What are “realism” and “naturalism”? Discuss briefly how the modernist writers 

responded to these techniques.  

12. What is meant by “nonlinear narrative”? How was this technique used by the modernist 

novelists and for what purposes?  
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Introduction to the Unit 

This unit focuses on Leo Tolstoy’s novella The Death of Ivan Ilyich which is considered as one of 

his masterpieces written during his later career. Published for the first time in 1886, the story gives 

us a setting of the 19th century Russia touching upon one of the most important aspects of human 

life, i.e., death. This is basically the story of the suffereings of the terminal illness and ultimate 

death of a high court judge, Ivan Ilyich which Tolstoy has beautifully woven into the shape of a 

novella. As an extremely popular piece of literature around the world, and as a supreme example 

of the masterpieces of Tolsoty, the story has been adapted by a number of directors in their movies 

due to the significance of the subject, i.e., ‘death’ and ‘dying’ and the artistic culmination of the 

topic by the author. The story is a satire of upper class highlighting the proforund spiritual crisis 

and creating a list of topics for moral philosophical discussion of the themes involved. 

The unit begins by shedding light on the bio-sketch and works of Tolstoy. It then presents a brief 

summary analysis of the novella followed by a chapter-wise detailed summary of the story. The 

significant themes, motifs symbols, and characters are then discussed in the following sections to 

give students critical ideas and useful concepts to talk and write about The Death of Ivan Ilyich. 

The unit ends with summary points and some self-assessment questions. Overall, the unit 

introduces the author, the novella, and realted useful information for the students to further read 

the text of the book and come up with their in-depth understanding of this historical novella. 

  

Learning Objectives 

By the end of the unit, the students will be able to: 

 

1. Comment on the life and works of Leo Tolsrtoy as a great novelist  

2. Provide a summary analysis of the the story of The Death of Ivan Ilyich 

3. Describe the key events (plot) of the novella and their sequence in the story  

4. Provide character analysis and the sketches of the important character in the novella 

5. Present the significant literary devices, themes, motifs and symbols from the story  

6. Appreciate the story as a psychological novella and illustrate the morallessons involved. 

 

 

1.1  Life and Works of Leo Tolstoy  

Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) was a Russian author, a master of realistic fiction and one of the world’s 

greatest novelists. Tolstoy is best known for his two longest works, War and Peace (1865–69) and 

Anna Karenina (1875–77), which are commonly regarded among the finest novels ever written. 

War and Peace particularly seems virtually to define this form for many readers and critics. Among 

Tolstoy’s shorter works, The Death of Ivan Ilyich (1886) is usually classed among the best 

examples of the novella. Especially during his last three decades Tolstoy also achieved world 
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renown as a moral and religious teacher. His doctrine of non-resistance to evil had an important 

influence on Gandhi and other leaders ofnon-violent movements. Although Tolstoy’s religious 

ideas no longer command the respect they once did, interest in his life and personality has, if 

anything, increased over the years. 

Most readers will agree with the assessment of the 19th-century British poet and critic Matthew 

Arnold that a novel by Tolstoy is not a work of art but a piece of life; the Russian author Isaak 

Babel commented that, if the world could write by itself, it would write like Tolstoy. Critics of 

diverse schools have agreed that somehow Tolstoy’s works seem to elude all artifice. Most have 

stressed his ability to observe the smallest changes of consciousness and to record the slightest 

movements of the body. What another novelist would describe as a single act of consciousness, 

Tolstoy convincingly breaks down into a series of infinitesimally small steps. According to the 

English writer Virginia Woolf, who took for granted that Tolstoy was “the greatest of all 

novelists,” these observational powers elicited a kind of fear in readers, who “wish to escape from 

the gaze which Tolstoy fixes on us.” Those who visited Tolstoy as an old man also reported 

feelings of great discomfort when he appeared to understand their unspoken thoughts. It was 

commonplace to describe him as godlike in his powers and titanic in his struggles to escape the 

limitations of the human condition. Some viewed Tolstoy as the embodiment of nature and pure 

vitality, others saw him as the incarnation of the world’s conscience, but for almost all who knew 

him or read his works, he was not just one of the greatest writers who ever lived but a living symbol 

of the search for life’s meaning. 

Early Years 

Tolstoy was born at the family estate, about 130 miles south of Moscow, where he was to live the 

better part of his life and write his most-important works. His mother, Mariya Nikolayevna, née 

Princess Volkonskaya, died before he was two years old, and his father Nikolay Ilich, Graf (count) 

Tolstoy, followed her in 1837. His grandmother died 11 months later, and then his next guardian, 

his aunt Aleksandra, in 1841. Tolstoy and his four siblings were then transferred to the care of 

another aunt in Kazan, in western Russia. Tolstoy remembered a cousin who lived at Yasnaya 

Polyana, Tatyana Aleksandrovna Yergolskaya (“Aunt Toinette,” as he called her), as the greatest 

influence on his childhood, and later, as a young man, Tolstoy wrote some of his most-touching 

letters to her. Despite the constant presence of death, Tolstoy remembered his childhood in idyllic 

terms. His first published work, Detstvo (1852; Childhood), was a fictionalized and nostalgic 

account of his early years. 

Educated at home by tutors, Tolstoy enrolled in the University of Kazan in 1844 as a student of 

Oriental languages. His poor record soon forced him to transfer to the less-demanding law faculty, 

where he wrote a comparison of the French political philosopher Montesquieu’s The Spirit of Laws 

and Catherine the Great’s nakaz (instructions for a law code). Interested in literature and ethics, he 

was drawn to the works of the English novelists Laurence Sterne and Charles Dickens and, 

especially, to the writings of the French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau; in place of a cross, 
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he wore a medallion with a portrait of Rousseau. But he spent most of his time trying to be comme 

il faut (socially correct), drinking, gambling, and engaging in debauchery. After leaving the 

university in 1847 without a degree, Tolstoy returned to Yasnaya Polyana, where he planned to 

educate himself, to manage his estate, and to improve the lot of his serfs. Despite frequent 

resolutions to change his ways, he continued his loose life during stays in Tula, Moscow, and St. 

Petersburg. In 1851 he joined his older brother Nikolay, an army officer, in the Caucasus and then 

entered the army himself. He took part in campaigns against the native peoples and, soon after, in 

the Crimean War (1853–56). 

In 1847 Tolstoy began keeping a diary, which became his laboratory for experiments in self-

analysis and, later, for his fiction. With some interruptions, Tolstoy kept his diaries throughout his 

life, and he is therefore one of the most copiously documented writers who ever lived. Reflecting 

the life he was leading, his first diary begins by confiding that he may have contracted a venereal 

disease. The early diaries record a fascination with rule-making, as Tolstoy composed rules for 

diverse aspects of social and moral behaviour. They also record the writer’s repeated failure to 

honour these rules, his attempts to formulate new ones designed to ensure obedience to old ones, 

and his frequent acts of self-castigation. Tolstoy’s later belief that life is too complex and 

disordered ever to conform to rules or philosophical systems perhaps derives from these futile 

attempts at self-regulation. 

Novels and Fictional Work 

Tolstoy is considered one of the giants of Russian literature; his works include the novels War and 

Peace and Anna Karenina and novellas such as Hadji Murad and The Death of Ivan Ilyich. 

Tolstoy's earliest works, the autobiographical novels Childhood, Boyhood, and Youth (1852–

1856), tell of a rich landowner's son and his slow realization of the chasm between himself and his 

peasants. Though he later rejected them as sentimental, a great deal of Tolstoy's own life is 

revealed. They retain their relevance as accounts of the universal story of growing up. 

Tolstoy served as a second lieutenant in an artillery regiment during the Crimean War, recounted 

in his Sevastopol Sketches. His experiences in battle helped stir his subsequent pacifism and gave 

him material for realistic depiction of the horrors of war in his later work. 

His fiction consistently attempts to convey realistically the Russian society in which he lived.[36] 

The Cossacks (1863) describes the Cossack life and people through a story of a Russian aristocrat 

in love with a Cossack girl. Anna Karenina (1877) tells parallel stories of an adulterous woman 

trapped by the conventions and falsities of society and of a philosophical landowner (much like 

Tolstoy), who works alongside the peasants in the fields and seeks to reform their lives. Tolstoy 

not only drew from his own life experiences but also created characters in his own image, such as 

Pierre Bezukhov and Prince Andrei in War and Peace, Levin in Anna Karenina and to some extent, 

Prince Nekhlyudov in Resurrection. Richard Pevear, who translated many of Tolstoy's works, said 
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of Tolstoy’s signature style, "His works are full of provocation and irony, and written with broad 

and elaborately developed rhetorical devices. 

War and Peace is generally thought to be one of the greatest novels ever written, remarkable for 

its dramatic breadth and unity. Its vast canvas includes 580 characters, many historical with others 

fictional. The story moves from family life to the headquarters of Napoleon, from the court of 

Alexander I of Russia to the battlefields of Austerlitz and Borodino. Tolstoy's original idea for the 

novel was to investigate the causes of the Decembrist revolt, to which it refers only in the last 

chapters, from which can be deduced that Andrei Bolkonsky's son will become one of the 

Decembrists. The novel explores Tolstoy's theory of history, and in particular the insignificance 

of individuals such as Napoleon and Alexander. Somewhat surprisingly, Tolstoy did not consider 

War and Peace to be a novel (nor did he consider many of the great Russian fictions written at that 

time to be novels). This view becomes less surprising if one considers that Tolstoy was a novelist 

of the realist school who considered the novel to be a framework for the examination of social and 

political issues in nineteenth-century life.[38] War and Peace (which is to Tolstoy really an epic 

in prose) therefore did not qualify. Tolstoy thought that Anna Karenina was his first true novel. 

After Anna Karenina, Tolstoy concentrated on Christian themes, and his later novels such as The 

Death of Ivan Ilyich (1886) and What Is to Be Done? develop a radical anarcho-pacifist Christian 

philosophy which led to his excommunication from the Russian Orthodox Church in 1901. For all 

the praise showered on Anna Karenina and War and Peace, Tolstoy rejected the two works later 

in his life as something not as true of reality. 

In his novel Resurrection, Tolstoy attempts to expose the injustice of man-made laws and the 

hypocrisy of an institutionalized church. Tolstoy also explores and explains the economic 

philosophy of Georgism, of which he had become a very strong advocate towards the end of his 

life. 

Last years 

With the notable exception of his daughter Aleksandra, whom he made his heir, Tolstoy’s family 

remained aloof from or hostile to his teachings. His wife especially resented the constant presence 

of disciples, led by the dogmatic V.G. Chertkov, at Yasnaya Polyana. Their once happy life had 

turned into one of the most famous bad marriages in literary history. The story of his dogmatism 

and her penchant for scenes has excited numerous biographers to take one side or the other. 

Because both kept diaries, and indeed exchanged and commented on each other’s diaries, their 

quarrels are almost too well documented. 

Tormented by his domestic situation and by the contradiction between his life and his principles, 

in 1910 Tolstoy at last escaped incognito from Yasnaya Polyana, accompanied by Aleksandra and 

his doctor. In spite of his stealth and desire for privacy, the international press was soon able to 
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report on his movements. Within a few days, he contracted pneumonia and died of heart failure at 

the railroad station of Astapovo. 

Legacy of Leo Tolstoy 

In contrast to other psychological writers, such as Dostoyevsky, who specialized in unconscious 

processes, Tolstoy described conscious mental life with unparalleled mastery. His name has 

become synonymous with an appreciation of contingency and of the value of everyday activity. 

Oscillating between skepticism and dogmatism, Tolstoy explored the most-diverse approaches to 

human experience. Above all, his greatest works, War and Peace and Anna Karenina, endure as 

the summit of realist fiction. 

 

1.2  Summary of The Death of Ivan Ilyich 

 

The Death of Ivan Ilych begins at the chronological end of the story. A group of judges are gathered 

together in a private room of the courthouse when Peter Ivanovich, a judge and close friend of 

Ivan Ilych, announces that Ivan has died. Consoled by the thought that it is Ivan who has died and 

not them, the men in the room cannot help but think of the promotions and transfers that Ivan's 

death will occasion. That evening, Peter drives to Ivan's house to attend his funeral. But while 

looking at Ivan's corpse, Peter is bothered by an expression of disapproval and warning on Ivan's 

face. Ivan's wife Praskovya quizzes Peter about possible strategies to maximize her dead husband's 

government pension. On his way out, Peter encounters Gerasim, Ivan's sick nurse. Peter mentions 

that Ivan's death and funeral are a sad affair, and Gerasim surprises Peter with the observation that 

everyone dies some day. 

The story then shifts more than thirty years into the past and picks up with a description of Ivan's 

life. Ivan is the second of three sons, and in all respects is an average and commonplace person. 

Around the age of thirteen he attends the School of Law where he assimilates the values and 

behavior of those with high social standing. Ivan becomes an examining magistrate in the reformed 

judicial institutions and moves to a new province. Ivan marries and things progress smoothly until 

Praskovya becomes pregnant. As Praskovya's behavior begins to disrupt the proper and decorous 

lifestyle cherished by Ivan and approved by society, Ivan increasingly absorbs himself in his 

official work and distances himself from his family. At work he prides himself on removing all 

personal concerns from his consideration, and at home he adopts a formal attitude toward his 

family. Time passes and Ivan moves up in the ranks. He expects to be awarded the post of presiding 

judge in a University town, but is passed over for promotion. Infuriated and struck by a keen sense 

of injustice, Ivan obtains a leave of absence and moves with his family to his brother-in-law's 

house in the country. Conscious that his salary cannot cover his family's living expenses, Ivan 
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travels to St. Petersburg to look for a higher paying job. He learns that due to a change in the 

administration of the Ministry of Justice, a close friend has landed a position of great authority. 

Ivan is awarded a higher paying position in the city, and informing his family of the good news, 

Ivan departs alone to buy and furnish a house in preparation for the family's arrival. One day as he 

is mounting a step-ladder to hang some drapes, he makes a false step and slips, banging his side 

against the window frame. The injury is not serious, however, and Ivan is quite pleased with the 

final appearance of the house. He settles into his new life and acquires a love of bridge. 

Ivan begins to experience some discomfort in his left side and an unusual taste in his mouth. The 

discomfort gradually increases and soon Ivan is both irritable and quarrelsome. The doctors Ivan 

visits all disagree on the nature of the illness, and Ivan becomes depressed and fearful. Even cards 

lose their appeal. Ivan's physical condition degenerates rapidly. One night while lying alone in the 

dark, he is visited by his first thoughts of mortality, and they terrify him. He realizes that his illness 

is not a question of health or disease, but of life or death. Praskovya does not understand nor wish 

to understand her husband's plight, and Ivan can barely suppress his hatred for her. Ivan knows 

that he is dying, but he is unable to grasp the full implications of his mortality. He tries to erect 

screens to block the thought of death from his mind, but death haunts him ceaselessly. In the midst 

of this suffering, Gerasim, Ivan's peasant servant, enters the scene. Assigned the task of helping 

Ivan with his excretions, Gerasim soon begins passing the entire night with the dying man. To ease 

his pain, Gerasim supports Ivan's legs on his shoulders. More than any other living person, Gerasim 

provides Ivan with the compassion and honesty that he needs. Ivan's daily routine is monotonous 

and maddening. As those around him continue to pretend that he is only sick and not dying, Ivan 

feels that he is surrounded by artificiality. No one wants to confront the fact of Ivan's imminent 

death. Ivan becomes silently enraged, and seeing his little son Vasya, Ivan realizes that Vasya is 

the only one besides Gerasim who understands him. That night Ivan dreams of a deep black sack. 

He is being violently pushed into the sack, but cannot fall through. And he both fears and desires 

to fall into it. Awaking from his dream, Ivan sends Gerasim away, and for the first time he hears 

the inner voice of his soul speaking to him. Twelve more days pass, and Ivan is no longer able to 

leave the sofa. He lies pondering death and questioning the rationale behind his suffering. As he 

examines his life, Ivan realizes that the further back he looks, the more joy there is. He finds that 

just as the pain grew worse and worse, so too did his life. He knows that an explanation for the 

suffering would be possible if he had not lived rightly, but recalling the propriety of his life, he 

resigns himself to the senselessness of death. Then, one night while looking at Gerasim's face, Ivan 

begins to doubt whether he has lived his life correctly. He imagines the black sack again, and the 

immense agony he experiences stems partly from his being thrust into the sack, and partly from 

not being able to get right into it. The conviction that his life was a good one prevents him from 

entering the sack, but for some reason he is unwilling to relinquish that belief. Suddenly, "some 

force" strikes Ivan in the chest and side. It pushes him through the sack and into the presence of a 

bright light. At that very moment his hand falls on his sons head and he feels sorry for him. His 

wife approaches his bed, her face wet with tears, and he feels sorry for her too. He realizes that his 

official life and his family and social relations were all artificial. And he experiences a sense of 

extreme joy. In the middle of a sigh, Ivan stretches out and dies.  
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1.3  Chapter-wise Summary of The Death of Ivan Ilyich  

8.8.1 Chapter-I  

The Death of Ivan Ilych begins at the chronological end of the story. During an interval in an 

ongoing court case, a group of judges gathers together in a private room. The conversation turns 

to the Krasovski case, a well-known trial of the 1880s, and a discussion ensues about whether the 

case is subject to the judges' jurisdiction. The discussion is interrupted when Peter Ivanovich, 

Ivan's closest acquaintance and a judge who chose to tread the newspaper rather than engage in 

the discussion, announces that Ivan Ilych has died. The funeral notice, surrounded by a black 

border, reports with typical formality both the time of death and the time of the funeral. Although 

Ivan Ilych was a well-liked and agreeable colleague of the men in the room, their first thought 

upon hearing the news of his death was of "the changes and promotions it might occasion among 

themselves or their acquaintances." Peter realizes that it might now be a good time to apply for his 

brother-in-law's transfer from a provincial city. The serious topic of Ivan's death is broached only 

for a moment, and is quickly replaced by trivialities. Along with thoughts of transfer and 

promotion, the death of a near acquaintance arouses in the men the "complacent" feeling that "it is 

he who is dead and not I." And Ivan Ilych's closer acquaintances, his "so-called friends," cannot 

help but feel burdened by the tedious demands of propriety: attending Ivan's funeral and paying a 

visit of condolence to the widow. 

After telling his wife of Ivan's death and the possibility of getting her brother transferred, Peter 

Ivanovich sacrifices his usual nap and drives to Ivan's house. He enters and notices a coffin-lid 

against the wall. At the top of the stairs, Peter sees his colleague Schwartz, who winks at him 

playfully. Peter understands by Schwartz's mannerisms that he wants to arrange the location of 

their evening game of bridge. Schwartz makes a silent gesture toward the room where Ivan's body 

lies, and Peter enters feeling uncertain about how to conduct himself. Knowing that a failsafe 

response on such occasions is to cross oneself, yet unsure if he should bow while doing so, Peter 

adopts a middle course. He begins crossing himself repeatedly while making a slight movement 

resembling a bow. When it seems to him that the repetitive motion has gone on too long, he stops 

and begins to look at the corpse. The face of the corpse wears a fulfilled expression, "as if what 

was necessary had been accomplished, and accomplished rightly." At the same time, however, it 

wears an expression of disapproval, as if offering a warning to the living. The warning seems 

especially discomforting and inapplicable to Peter, and he hurriedly leaves the room, regardless of 

propriety. In the adjoining room Peter runs into Schwartz, and Schwartz's elegant figure and 

playful personality, somehow above such depressing influences as death, immediately rejuvenate 

him. Schwartz whispers to Peter that such an incident as a church service should not pose an 

obstacle to them spending the evening agreeably, i.e., to them playing bridge. But just at that 

moment, Praskovya Fedorovna (Ivan's widow), emerges from her room, recognizes Peter, and asks 

to speak to him privately before the church service begins. She leads him to an inner drawing room, 

elaborately upholstered and full of furniture and knick-knacks. Peter remembers the care with 

which Ivan arranged this room, and recalls being consulted about the upholstery. As Peter seats 

himself on a low pouffe with spasmodic springs, Praskovya considers warning him to take another 
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seat, but changes her mind when she realizes that such a warning would be inappropriate in her 

present condition. On her way toward the sofa, she catches her shawl on a carved table edge. Peter 

rises to detach it, but the springs of the pouffe, relived of his weight, rise also and push him forward. 

The widow begins detaching the shawl herself, and Peter sits down once again on the pouffe, 

"suppressing the rebellious springs." Yet the widow has still not managed to free herself. And 

Peter, amid the creaks and groans of the pouffe, rises again to help her detach the shawl. After the 

episode, the widow takes out a "clean cambric" handkerchief and begins to weep. 

Ivan's butler enters the room to report to Praskovya the price of Ivan's plot in the cemetery (220 

rubles), and Peter overhears her inquiring into the prices of different plots. Having asked Peter to 

smoke several moments before, and noticing now that his cigarette ash is endangering the table, 

she passes him an ashtray. Praskovya then turns the conversation to Ivan's death. She mentions 

that he screamed incessantly for the last three days, an ordeal, she relates, that caused her 

unbelievable suffering. The thought of Ivan's suffering strikes Peter with horror, "despite an 

unpleasant consciousness of his own and this woman's dissimulation." The image of Ivan's face 

with its warning once again rises to Peter's mind, and he begins to feel afraid for himself. Yet the 

thought that it was Ivan who had died and not him, along with the image of Schwartz's resiliency 

and resistance to depression, reassures Peter and assuages his fear. 

After some more talk of Ivan's suffering, Praskovya gets down to business and begins probing 

Peter about possible strategies to squeeze the most possible money out of the government on the 

occasion of her husband's death. Finding Peter unable to devise a plan to obtain more money, she 

searches for a way to politely dismiss her visitor. Noticing this, Peter leaves the room. Just as he 

is about to pass into the death-chamber, Peter notices Ivan's son emerging from under the stairs. 

Peter then enters the death-chamber, sits through the service while managing to resist any 

depressing influence, and is one of the first to leave the room when the service ends. In the 

anteroom, Gerasim (the butler's assistant, and Ivan's sick nurse) helps Peter with his coat. When 

Peter mentions that the death and funeral are a sad affair, Gerasim responds, "It's God's will. We 

shall all come to it some day." Once outside, Peter feels refreshed by the cool air. He gets in his 

sledge, drives to meet Schwartz, and arrives at an opportune time to join the card game. 

8.8.2 Chapter-II 

Ivan Ilych is an unexceptional, commonplace, nondescript man. His life is "most simple and most 

ordinary and therefore most terrible." The child of a "superfluous" member of superfluous 

government institutions, Ivan is the middle of three sons. He is neither as cold and formal as his 

older brother, nor as wild and reckless as his younger brother. He is a "happy mean" between the 

two, le phenix de la famille. 

Around the age of thirteen, Ivan enters the School of Law. A sociable, agreeable, and proper 

student, Ivan is strict in the fulfillment of his duty, his duty understood as the dictates of those in 

authority. From early on, he is attracted to people of high social standing as a "fly is drawn to the 
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light." He assimilates their values, behavior, and views on life. When he graduates from the School 

of Law, Ivan makes the conventional purchases of clothes and luggage, including a medallion 

inscribed with the motto respice finem, look to the end, and he sets out for his first position as an 

official for a provincial governor. 

In the province, Ivan's life is pleasant and decorous. He performs his professional duties with 

exactness, and even his affairs and carousals are carried on with a "tone of good breeding." Ivan 

remains in the province for five years until the Russian governmental reforms of the 1860s create 

the demand for "new men." Ivan becomes just such a new man, accepting a post as examining 

magistrate in the reformed judicial institution, and moving to a new province. 

In his new post, Ivan operates just as properly and decorously as before, always ensuring to exclude 

his personal opinion from his professional duties. He acquires the ability to reduce even the most 

complicated case to "a form in which it would be presented on paper only in its externals." His 

social life picks up where it left off. He finds the best circle of "legal gentleman" to associate with, 

and begins playing vint, a form of bridge. After two years in the province, Ivan meets Praskovya 

Fedorovna. Praskovya comes from a good family, is not unattractive, and has a little property. 

Although Ivan had no definite intention of marrying, and although he did not quite fall in love with 

Praskovya, he decides to marry her in part because his superiors consider it the right thing to do. 

The early stages of married life are pleasant and easy, and life is proceeding decorously for Ivan 

until his wife becomes pregnant. From the first months of Praskovya's pregnancy, something 

"unpleasant, depressing, and unseemly" begins to show itself. Praskovya's behavior changes. She 

becomes moody, demanding, and jealous. Ivan gradually comes to realize that marriage is not 

always "conducive to the pleasures and amenities of life." In an attempt to secure his own 

independence, to escape from the unpleasantness, Ivan transfers more and more of his attention to 

his professional life. In order to lead a life approved by society, Ivan finds it necessary to adopt a 

formal attitude toward marriage. He begins to require only the conveniences of dinner, housewife, 

and bed. After three years in the province Ivan is promoted to Assistant Public Prosecutor. Four 

years later, he is transferred to another province as Public Prosecutor. In the new province, Ivan's 

marriage problems continue. He spends increasingly less time with his family, and invites 

company to visit whenever he must be at home. In this way, with the majority of his attention 

focused on work, chats and dinners with his colleagues, and bridge, Ivan's life continues to follow 

its pleasant course. Seven more years pass. A child dies. And Ivan's youngest son is ready to enter 

school. 

8.8.3 Chapter-III 

The year is 1880. Seventeen years have passed since the end of the previous chapter. Ivan is now 

a Public Prosecutor of long standing, able to decline proposed transfers until a desirable position 

comes along. Expecting to be awarded the post of presiding judge in a University town, however, 

Ivan's pleasant life is interrupted when he is passed over for the promotion. Ivan becomes angry. 
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He quarrels with Happe (the man awarded the post) and his immediate superiors, but Ivan's 

behavior only further distances him from his superiors. Realizing that his salary is not enough to 

cover his family's living expenses and burdened by the injustice done him, Ivan obtains a leave of 

absence. He moves with his family to a country house owned by his wife's brother. 

Dissatisfied with and depressed by his lifestyle, Ivan decides to travel to St. Petersburg to find a 

higher paying position and to punish those that failed to appreciate him. On his way to St. 

Petersburg, Ivan learns of a sudden change in the administration of the Ministry of Justice. A close 

friend of Ivan's has come into a position of great authority, and Ivan is now assured of receiving 

an appointment. Ivan is awarded a higher paying position in his former Department of Justice, and 

he now finds himself two stages above his old colleagues. Thrilled by his promotion and with no 

hard feelings toward his former enemies, Ivan returns to the country to share the news with 

Praskovya. Ivan is pleased to see his life resume its agreeable course, and relations between him 

and his wife improve. Soon after, Ivan departs on his own to take up his official duties and to make 

the necessary living arrangements before his family follows. He finds a "delightful" house in St. 

Petersburg and absorbs himself, even at the expense of his official work, with giving it a particular 

aristocratic character. As Ivan acquires the characteristic furnishings, he begins to note that the 

house is approaching the ideal he had set for himself. 

One day as he is mounting a stepladder to hang some drapes, he makes a false step and slips, 

banging his side against the window frame. The bruised place is painful but soon passes, and Ivan 

feels fifteen years younger. Although Ivan is charmed by the final appearance of his house, "in 

reality it was just what is usually seen in the houses of people of moderate means who want to 

appear rich, and therefore succeed only in resembling others like them." Ivan's family comes to 

live in the house, and things go particularly well. Occasionally Ivan becomes irritated when he 

finds a spot on the tablecloth or a broken window-blind string. 

In Ivan's official business he admits only "official relations with people, and then only on official 

grounds." He also possesses the ability to separate his real life from his official life and not to mix 

the two. He and Praskovya take pleasure in holding occasional dinners from men and women of 

good social position. But Ivan's greatest pleasure is playing bridge. Whatever disagreeable event 

occurs in his life, Ivan can always sit down to bridge, to "the pleasure that beamed like a ray of 

light." A promising young man is courting Ivan's daughter, and life is flowing pleasantly. 

8.8.4 Chapter-IV 

Ivan begins to experience some discomfort in his left side and an unusual taste in his mouth. The 

discomfort gradually increases and soon Ivan is both irritable and quarrelsome. As his ill humor 

begins to mar the easy and agreeable lifestyle he has worked so hard to construct, volatile disputes 

with his wife occur more and more often. Praskovya, "with characteristic exaggeration," comments 

that Ivan has always had a dreadful temper. Ivan now starts all the arguments. Realizing that her 
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husband's uncontrollable rages are making her life miserable, Praskovya begins to feel sorry for 

herself. She hates Ivan and would like to see him die, if only his salary would not cease. 

One day Ivan goes to see the doctor. At the doctor's office Ivan is struck by the similarity between 

his attitude toward the accused in the law courts and the doctors attitude toward him. To Ivan, the 

only important question is whether or not his case is serious. But ignoring Ivan's concern, the 

doctor focuses on the strictly medical question of whether Ivan's problem is a floating kidney or 

appendicitis. This question the doctor answers brilliantly, and as Ivan thinks, in favor of the 

appendix. Ivan gets the feeling that his case is very serious and he is struck by the doctor's 

indifference and utter lack of sympathy to a matter of such importance. 

Ivan heads home, depressed and fearful. He begins to tell his wife about the examination, but 

before he can finish, his wife leaves with their daughter to go out. Ivan takes medicine and strictly 

follows the doctor's orders, but more tests reveal that the doctor's initial prognosis was incorrect. 

Ivan then attempts to deal with his sickness by forcing himself to think that he has gotten better, 

but any unpleasantness with his wife, lack of success in work, or bad cards at bridge bring to mind 

his disease. Ivan goes to see more doctors, including a homeopath, but each doctor diagnoses his 

illness differently from the others. Ivan becomes annoyed with himself one day when he starts to 

believe that a wonder-working icon can affect miracles. 

Ivan realizes that those around him think everything is normal, and do not understand nor care to 

understand his condition. Ivan's wife and daughter are annoyed at his depression and intolerance. 

Praskovya adopts a formal attitude to Ivan's illness. It consists of the beliefs that Ivan's condition 

is his own fault and that if he strictly follows doctor's orders he will improve. 

At the law courts Ivan notices people looking at him inquisitively as if his post might soon be 

vacant. At other times, his friends, and especially Schwartz, joke about his illness as if it were a 

trivial and temporary condition. Even card playing ceases to hold its previous allure. One night 

when playing bridge with friends, Ivan is on the verge of making a grand slam. Suddenly, he 

becomes aware of the pain in his side and the disagreeable taste in his mouth, and it seems 

ridiculous to him that he should derive pleasure from a grand slam. Ivan misplays the hand and 

misses the grand slam. And despite his partner's distress, Ivan realizes that he does not care, "and 

it was dreadful to realize why he did not care." Conscious that his life is "poisoned" and is 

poisoning the lives of others, he feels alone on the "brink of an abyss," with no one who 

understands or pities him. 

8.8.5 Chapter-V 

Upon arriving home from work one day, Ivan encounters his brother-in-law unpacking his suitcase. 

His brother-in-law's utterly surprised expression at seeing Ivan's face reveals to him the true state 

of his physical degeneration. Taking a portrait of him and his wife, Ivan compares it to the image 

he sees in the mirror. He is horrified by the change in his appearance. Ivan overhears a private 
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conversation between Praskovya and her brother in which the visitor refers to him as a "dead man." 

Ivan decides to see one final doctor, and after learning that the problem is a "small thing" with his 

vermiform appendix that can be righted if he only stimulates the activity of one organ and checks 

the activity of another, he returns home feeling somewhat better. 

After dinner he returns to his study, but is bothered by the consciousness that he has put aside an 

"intimate matter" which he would return to when his official work is done. Later, he remembers 

that this matter is the thought of his vermiform appendix. After tea with some company, Ivan turns 

in for the night. While lying in bed, Ivan falls into deep thought. He visualizes his vermiform 

appendix, imagines the desired improvement, and begins to feel a little better. But suddenly, the 

familiar pain in his side and the "loathsome taste" in his mouth return. He comes to the conclusion 

that it is not a question of his appendix, but a question of life or death. 

Visited by the first thoughts of his own mortality, a chill comes over him and his breathing ceases. 

He jumps up and tries to light a candle, but it falls from his hands to the floor. He hears the noise 

from the company outside his room and grows angry and even more miserable. To calm himself, 

he tries to think over the onset of his illness from the very beginning. But as thoughts of death 

crowd in, terror seizes him. He overturns the bedside stand while grasping for matches, falls to his 

bed in despair, expecting death at any moment. Praskovya, hearing the noise, comes to investigate. 

She lights a candle and asks if anything is wrong, but not understanding Ivan's circumstance, she 

leaves to see her guests off. Several minutes later she returns. While Praskovya is kissing Ivan on 

the forehead and wishing him goodnight, Ivan barely manages to suppress his hatred for her. 

   

8.8.6 Chapter-VI 

Ivan knows that he is dying, but he is unable to grasp the full implications of his mortality. He 

knows that the syllogism from Kieswetter's Logic, "Caius is a man, men are mortal, therefore Caius 

is mortal," applies perfectly to Caius, an abstract man. He cannot see how the syllogism applies to 

him, a concrete man. If he was to die, he reasons, an inner voice would have told him so. As Ivan 

begins to recall certain childhood memories, he is struck by a sense of his own individuality and 

the incomprehensibility of his death. He recalls the smell of his striped leather ball, kissing his 

mother's hand, hearing the rustle of her silk dress. To screen the thought of death from him, he 

tries to fall back into his former habit of thought, but finds that "all that had formerly shut off, 

hidden, and destroyed his consciousness of death, no longer had that effect." He tries to erect "new 

screens" to block that consciousness, but the consciousness penetrates them all. 

One day, while moving something in the drawing room, Ivan sees Death looking at him from 

behind some flowers. He goes to his study and lies down. But Ivan is unable to escape Death. He 

can only look at it and shudder. 
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8.8.7 Chapter-VII 

I van Ilych is essentially dead. He awaits only formal removal from the scene. Opium and 

hypodermic injections of morphine do not relieve his pain. The special foods prepared for him are 

distasteful and disgusting. He can no longer control his own bodily functions. Yet in the midst of 

the unpleasantness, Ivan receives his first comfort. Gerasim, the servant from Chapter I, is assigned 

the task of helping Ivan with his excretions. Gerasim is a "clean, fresh peasant lad, grown stout on 

town food and always cheerful and bright." He is young, strong, and energetic. Unlike the health 

and vitality of others, Gerasim's health and vitality do not offend Ivan. One day, as Gerasim is 

helping Ivan to the sofa, Ivan finds that his pain is much relieved while Gerasim is holding his 

feet. After that, Ivan frequently asks Gerasim to hold his legs on his shoulders, finding that that 

position is best of all. Gerasim serves Ivan "easily, willingly, simply, and with a good nature." 

More than the physical pain, what begins to torment Ivan most of all is the awful deception of 

those around him. They use the pretense that he is not dying but is simply ill. As Ivan sees the act 

of his dying reduced to an unpleasant and indecorous incident, he is bothered by the fact that no 

one seems to understand his position. Ivan longs to be pitied as a sick child is pitied, to be petted 

and comforted. But not his wife, nor his daughter, nor his friends can offer Ivan that consolation. 

Only Gerasim's attitude toward Ivan seems to provide Ivan with what he needs. At times Gerasim 

supports Ivan's legs all night. Gerasim alone does not lie about the nature of Ivan's situation. With 

the words, "We shall all of us die, so why should I grudge a little trouble," Gerasim makes clear 

to Ivan that he does not consider his work a burden, but a service to a dying man. Moreover, as the 

falsity around him continues to "poison" his final days, Ivan is only truly comfortable in Gerasim's 

presence. 

8.3.11  Chapter – VIII 

Ivan awakes, conscious that morning has come because Gerasim is no longer sitting with him. By 

now, Ivan's life has become an undifferentiated cycle of suffering, with Death as the only reality. 

Peter, the footman, enters and begins tidying the room. Ivan is afraid to be alone, and asks Peter 

to give him his medicine in order to delay Peter's departure. Ivan knows that the medicine is "all 

tomfoolery," but he takes it anyway. 

With Ivan's consent, Peter leaves to bring the morning tea. When he returns, Ivan stares at him for 

several moments, not realizing who he is. Presently Ivan comes to himself, recognizes Peter, and 

begins to wash and dress with Peter's help. A doctor comes to visit Ivan, and begins his 

examination. Ivan knows that it is all nonsense and deception, but he submits to it "as he used to 

submit to the speeches of the lawyers, though he knew very well they were all lying and why they 

were lying." 

Praskovya enters the room, and her cleanness, glossy hair, and vivacious eyes cause Ivan to feel a 

thrill of hatred for her. Praskovya's adopted attitude toward Ivan, much like the doctor's relation 
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with his patient, has not changed. When the examination is over, Praskovya announces that she 

has sent for a celebrated specialist. Saying that she is doing it for her own sake, she lets it be felt 

that she is doing it solely for Ivan and is only dissembling so as to give him no reason to refuse. 

Ivan, upon hearing Praskovya, "felt that he was so surrounded and involved in a mesh of falsity 

that it was hard to unravel anything." He realizes that everything Praskovya does for him is for her 

own sake, and he finds it incredible that by telling him it is for her own sake Praskovya expects 

Ivan to think the opposite. The celebrated specialist comes and goes. Ivan is given an injection, 

and falls asleep until dinner. 

After dinner, Praskovya comes into Ivan's room. She is in full evening dress, and Ivan remembers 

that she and the children are going to the theatre to see Sarah Bernhardt. Ivan's daughter, Lisa, 

along with her fiancé, Fedor, come into the room; and Vasya, Ivan's son, creeps in behind them. 

Seeing his son's look of fear and pity, it seems to Ivan that Vasya is the only one besides Gerasim 

who understands him. A conversation between Praskovya, Lisa, and Fedor springs up about the 

realism of Sarah Bernhardt's acting, but it is stopped short when they notice Ivan's glittering eyes 

and indignant expression. As a profound silence fills the room, everyone becomes afraid that the 

"conventional deception" will be revealed, and that the truth will come out. Lisa is the first to break 

the silence, and on her suggestion, everybody leaves for the play. When they depart, "the falsity" 

leaves with them and Ivan feels better. 

8.3.11 Chapter-IX 

Praskovya returns late from the play and wishes to send Gerasim away, but Ivan opens his eyes 

and tells Praskovya to leave instead. After taking some opium and while in a state of "stupefied 

misery," Ivan dreams that he is being pushed into a deep black sack. Although he is being thrust 

further and further in, he cannot be pushed to the bottom. He both fears and desires to fall into the 

sack. The movement is accompanied by suffering, and Ivan struggles but also co-operates. 

Suddenly he breaks through, falls, and wakes up. 

He sends Gerasim away, and as soon as the servant leaves the room he begins weeping. In agony 

he cries out to God, "Why hast Thou done all this? Why has Thou brought me here? Why, why 

dost Thou torment me so terribly?" Then he grows quiet; he becomes highly attentive and seems 

to hear a voice speaking from within his soul. "What is it you want?" the voice asks him. Ivan 

answers that he wants to live well and pleasantly, as he did before. Yet when Ivan begins to call to 

mind the best moments of his pleasant life, they seem "trivial and often nasty." He reviews the 

entire course of his life and finds that the further he departed from childhood the more worthless 

and unfulfilling became his joys. He realizes the lack of goodness in his "deadly official life," and 

comes to the conclusion that while he was moving up in public opinion, life was ebbing away from 

him. Finally the thought comes to Ivan that he has not lived his life as he should. But he 

immediately dismisses that inconceivable thought when he remembers that he did everything 

"properly" and correctly. 

8.3.11 Chapter–X 
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Twelve more days pass and Ivan is no longer able to leave his sofa. He lies facing the wall, 

pondering Death and questioning the rationale behind his suffering. Since the beginning of his 

illness, his moods have alternaten between the terror of imminent death and hope for the restoration 

of his organs' proper function. But as his disease progresses, hope appears less and less real while 

the terror before death grows increasingly insistent. Although surrounded by a populous town and 

numerous acquaintances, Ivan experiences a sense of loneliness more profound than if he were 

"either at the bottom of the sea or under the earth." 

Ivan lives wholly in memories. Pictures of his past rise before him starting always with what is 

nearest in time and going back to his remote childhood. As he examines his life, Ivan realizes that 

the further back he looks, the more life there is. He finds that just as the pain grows worse and 

worse, so too does his life grow, like "a stone falling downward with increasing velocity." He 

comes to the conclusion that, "Life, a series of increasing sufferings, flies further and further 

towards its end—the most terrible suffering." 

He desperately wishes to understand the purpose of his suffering, "what it is all for." He knows 

that an explanation would be possible if he had not lived rightly, but recalling once again the 

propriety of his life, he resigns himself to the senselessness of agony and death. 

8.3.11 Chapter-XI 

Two more weeks pass by, and Ivan's physiological condition degenerates further. One morning 

Praskovya enters Ivan's room to tell him that their daughter's suitor has formally proposed. Finding 

Ivan's condition even worse, however, she chooses to tell Ivan to take his medicine rather than 

make the announcement. Ivan looks at his wife with extreme animosity and tells her to let him die 

in peace. Ivan greets the doctor with the same hostility, declaring that the doctor can do nothing 

for him. The doctor admits to Praskovya that Ivan's case is very serious, and that he can only 

administer drugs to ease the pain. 

Yet more than his physical sufferings, Ivan's mental sufferings cause him the greatest torture. One 

night while looking at Gerasim's face, Ivan begins to doubt whether he has lived his life correctly. 

It occurs to him that his official life, the arrangement of his family, and all his social interests are 

actually false. He wants to defend his life path, but finds that there is nothing to defend. Realizing 

that the only truth in his life was when he attempted to struggle against the expectations and values 

of high society, Ivan realizes that his life "was not real at all, but a terrible and huge deception 

which had hidden both life and death." Seeing the footman, his wife, his daughter, and all the other 

people he comes across in his daily routine confirms to Ivan the truth of his realization. This 

consciousness increases his suffering "tenfold." 

Praskovya insists that Ivan take communion, and Ivan consents. After the sacrament, Ivan feels 

some temporary relief and a desire to live. But Ivan's reprieve is short-lived, and his anger and 

pain are enflamed again by the thought of the falseness of Praskovya's life. 
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8.3.12    Chapter-XII 

After sending his wife away, Ivan begins screaming. The screaming is loud and terrible and it lasts 

for three days, during which time Ivan realizes that his doubts are still unsolved. Just like in the 

dream from Chapter IX, Ivan struggles in the black sack like a man in the executioner's hands, 

certain that he will not escape. His agony stems partly from his being thrust into the sack, and 

partly from not being able to get right into it. His inability to enter the sack is caused by his 

conviction that his life has been a good one, "That very justification of his life held him fast and 

prevented his moving forward, and it caused him most torment of all." 

Suddenly, at the end of the third day, "some force" strikes Ivan in the chest and side. It pushes him 

through the sack and into the presence of a bright light. Ivan compares the sensation to the feeling 

of being in a railway car that you think is moving forward, but suddenly realize is moving 

backward. Just at this moment, Ivan's son, Vasya, approaches his bedside. As Ivan's hand falls on 

his son's head, Vasya begins to cry. When Ivan catches sight of the light, it is revealed to him that 

though his life has not been a good one, it can still be set right. 

He asks himself, "What is the right thing?" He opens his eyes, sees his son kissing his hand, and 

feels sorry for him. His wife approaches his bed, her face wet with tears, and he feels sorry for her 

too. He realizes that life will be better for his family when he dies, and desires to say as much, but 

not having the strength to speak, he understands that he must act. He indicates to his wife to take 

Vasya away, and tries to say, "Forgive me," but he only manages to say, "Forego." As Ivan realizes 

that he must act so as to release his family from suffering and free himself from pain, what was 

oppressing him suddenly drops away "from two sides, from ten sides, and from all sides." He no 

longer fears death, and he knows this is so because "death is finished." In place of death, there is 

light, and Ivan is overwhelmed with joy. While for those present Ivan's agony lasts for two hours, 

for Ivan, the entire experience is a single changeless instant. In the middle of a sigh, Ivan stretches 

out and dies. 

1.4   Analysis of Main Characters  

Ivan Ilyich  

Ivan's defining characteristic and principal shortcoming is that he lives his life by the dictates of 

others. Rather than relying on his own reason and good sense to direct his moral life, Ivan blindly 

adopts the beliefs and values of aristocratic society. Like a fly to a bright light, Ivan is drawn to 

those with high social standing. He believes that if he only imitates their conduct and lifestyle, if 

he only runs in the prescribed tracks of high society, his own life will progress according to plan 

and he will find meaning and fulfillment. Ivan becomes obsessed with standards of propriety and 

decorum, the etiquette of the upper class. He begins to act as one in his position should act. He 

takes a wife because a young legal gentleman with secure means should take a wife. He buys a 

house in the city and furnishes it with highbrow trappings because a cultured aristocrat should have 

a material status symbol. 
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As Ivan accustoms himself to propriety, he grows increasingly intolerant to everything that 

threatens his own comfort and material well-being. He fences himself off from every 

discomforting influence. When Praskovya introduces something unseemly and unpleasant with 

her pregnancy, Ivan retreats from his wife and absorbs himself in his official work. When married 

life becomes difficult, Ivan adopts a formal, contractual attitude toward his family. Ivan's 

professional ability to reduce complicated cases to mere forms on paper, to deal with potentially 

emotional and personal situations in terms of cold externals, is reflected in every sphere of his life. 

As Ivan scrambles to avoid the unpleasant, he reduces his personal relationships to shallow, self-

preserving simulations. By adopting the values of aristocratic society, then, rather than using his 

reason to discover what is truly meaningful in life, Ivan isolates himself from the rest of the world. 

And in place of meaning and fulfillment, Ivan finds only pain and dissatisfaction. 

Ivan, however, is more than just a misguided character. He is a representative figure in a broader 

moral scheme. The bourgeois sensibility that Ivan represents, the aristocratic type replete with its 

crass materialism and self- interest, is shown through Ivan's example to be inappropriate and utterly 

unfulfilling. Just as Ivan's demise makes him conscious of the error of his life, so too, it conveys 

the message to the reader that a life devoid of compassion and empathetic human connection will 

lead to a similar unfulfilling end. 

Ivan's illness, then, can be seen as a curative influence. By forcing Ivan to confront the prospect 

of his death, it brings him face to face with his own isolation. That isolation terrifies Ivan, 

provoking serious existential reflection. And as Ivan begins to examine his life, as he questions his 

existence and the rationale behind his suffering, he slowly begins to see that his life was not as it 

should have been. Ivan's illness reveals to him the true nature of life. At the climactic moment of 

the novel, when Ivan passes into the presence of the light and realizes that compassion and love 

are the true life values by which to live, the incalculable joy that he experiences is proof of the 

quality of such a life. 

Gerasim  

Gerasim possesses the qualities that, more than any other, produce a joyful existence: a sense of 

compassion for and empathy with fellow human beings. Unlike the other characters in the novel, 

Gerasim interacts with people in an authentic and reflective way. Because the well-being of others 

is a matter of deep personal importance to him, Gerasim is able to connect with people in a way 

that breaks down isolation and creates meaningful bonds. It is not surprising that Gerasim is the 

only character capable of confronting death with equanimity and courage. He accepts death, and 

dirt, and illness as inevitable parts of life. Given the task of helping Ivan with his excretions and 

comforting him at night, Gerasim sees his duties as aid to a dying man. While Praskovya and Lisa, 

because of their self-interested natures, can only exacerbate Ivan's condition, Gerasim can both 

comfort and heal the dying man. When he supports Ivan's legs, Gerasim bridges the gap, both 

physically and spiritually, between Ivan and the world. It is not a coincidence that Ivan first realizes 

the error of his past life while staring at Gerasim's face. Gerasim is a truly spiritual character. He 
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exemplifies the right way to live, and his contact with Ivan eases the man along the road to spiritual 

health. 

The fact that Gerasim is a poor peasant is also revealing of Tolstoy's larger plan. In the novel, 

materialism and social ambition are barriers to a healthy existence. Knick-knacks and furnishings 

impede human contact, and aspirations to social prestige depersonalize human interaction. 

Gerasim, however, content with his social position and material possessions, is capable of 

developing the meaningful relationships so important to a fulfilling life. Gerasim is at peace with 

himself, and the mutually comforting relationships he has established not only add immeasurable 

joy to life, they also give him the courage and strength to confront death. 

Peter Ivanovich 

Peter Ivanovich, Ivan's closest friend and colleague, is only present in the first chapter of the novel. 

Yet because the narrator spends so much time describing his thoughts and actions, Peter and his 

view of Ivan's life and society play an important role in setting up the context and values of the 

story. Peter functions as a representative of Ivan's social milieu. His relationships with people are 

shallow and self-serving. Even though he has known Ivan for his entire life, Peter experiences no 

significant remorse on the occasion of Ivan's death. His thoughts, rather, center on possible career 

moves and transfers opened up by Ivan's vacant position. Peter, like the other members of the 

society he represents, sees human relationships as instrumental to the achievement of his ends. 

Compassionate and loving relationships do not exist, and Peter's attitude toward Ivan's death 

highlights this feature of society. In addition to his self-enclosed and self-interested qualities, Peter 

is characterized by a strong desire to avoid the unpleasant. He skirts around the topic of Ivan's 

death, grudgingly attends the funeral, and is generally unwilling to confront the prospect of his 

own mortality. 

But if Peter is a representative of Ivan's social milieu, he turns out to be no typical representative. 

Peter exhibits a sensitivity and an openness not found in the other members of his society. He is 

the first of Ivan's friends to recognize that Ivan is dying. Several times in the first chapter Peter 

seems on the verge of comprehending the significance of Ivan's death, of stepping outside the 

socially accepted perspective and confronting mortality and the meaning of life. Peter is receptive 

to the warning conveyed by the expression on the face of Ivan's corpse. He sees the fulfillment and 

"fitness" of Ivan's expression, reflections of Ivan's discovery of the right way to live. While talking 

to Praskovya about Ivan's final days, Peter is strongly affected by the thought of Ivan's suffering. 

After the funeral, while leaving the house, Peter evokes the observation from Gerasim that it is 

God's will that everybody dies some day. Although Peter never makes the jump to a true 

understanding of the nature of life, his receptivity and consciousness differentiate him from the 

other members of society. Peter's last name, Ivanovich, means the 'son of Ivan,' and seems to hint 

that like Ivan, Peter too will one day see the light. 
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1.5  Important Themes in The Death of Ivan Ilyich 

Themes are the fundamental and often universal ideas explored in a literary work. 

The Right Life 

From the outset of the novel it is clear that Tolstoy believes there are two types of lives: the 

artificial life—represented by Ivan, Praskovya, Peter, and most everyone in Ivan's society and 

company—and the authentic life represented by Gerasim. The artificial life is marked by shallow 

relationships, self-interest, and materialism. It is insular, unfulfilling, and ultimately incapable of 

providing answers to the important questions in life. The artificial life is a deception that hides 

life's true meaning and leaves one terrified and alone at the moment of death. The authentic life, 

on the other hand, is marked by pity and compassion. It sees others not as means to ends, but as 

individual beings with unique thoughts, feelings, and desires. The authentic life cultivates mutually 

affirming human relationships that break down isolation and allow for true interpersonal contact. 

Whereas the artificial life leaves one alone and empty, the authentic life fosters strength through 

solidarity and comfort through empathy. It creates bonds and prepares one to meet death. 

Gerasim alone is unafraid of death. Confident in the correctness of his life and unafraid of personal 

involvement, Gerasim has a self-sacrificing love for others that infuses his life with meaning. The 

spiritual support that Gerasim provides to Ivan by empathizing with his plight and relieving his 

isolation is even more important than the physical support Gerasim provides by holding Ivan's 

legs. Gerasim is able to lessen Ivan's pain by sharing in it. The virtue of the authentic life is that at 

the same time Gerasim is helping Ivan, he is also benefiting from the relationship. Compassion 

and love go both ways, and the authentic life is the right life. 

The Inevitability of Death 

The story of Ivan's steady approach toward death is also the story of Ivan's recognition of death 

and his search for a compromise with its dreadful and nullifying power. How is one to make sense 

of the end of one's life, of one's relationships, projects, and dreams, of one's very existence? 

Throughout the novel, Tolstoy makes clear that preparation for death begins with a proper attitude 

toward life. As Ivan's attitude toward life changes, prompted by pain and the prospect of death, his 

emotions progress from sheer terror to utter joy. The avoidance of death that characterizes Ivan's 

social milieu is based on a delusion designed to protect people from unpleasant realities. It leads 

only to emptiness, horror, and dissatisfaction. An acceptance of death, however, and recognition 

of the true unpredictable nature of life allows for confidence, peace, and even joy at the moment 

of death. More than anything else, then, the novel can be seen as a lesson on making sense of death 

through living rightly. 
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Inner life vs. Outer life 

Much like the artificial/authentic dichotomy, Tolstoy depicts human existence as a conflict 

between the inner and the outer, the spiritual life and the physical life. Up until Chapter IX, Ivan 

is a purely physical being. He shows no indication of any spiritual life whatsoever. He lives for 

the benefit of his own flesh and relates with others only insofar as they promote his desires. Worst 

of all, Ivan mistakes his physical life for his true spiritual life. He believes that his existence is the 

"right" existence, and he refuses to see the error of his life. As a result of denying the spiritual, 

Ivan is incapable of transcending the physical. He experiences excruciating pain, overwhelming 

unhappiness, and absolute terror. Yet when the prospect of his death forces Ivan to confront his 

isolation, he gradually begins to see the importance of the spiritual life. As he grows toward 

understanding, as he supplants the physical with the spiritual, he moves beyond suffering, conquers 

death, and experiences extreme joy. Tolstoy's message is clear: the task of each individual is to 

recognize the duality of the self and to live so as the less important physical life conforms to the 

more important spiritual life. 

1.6 Important Motifs in The Death of Ivan Ilyich 

A theme is the underlying dominant idea in every written piece, while a motif is a repetition of 

certain patterns, ideas or images to reinforce the main theme. A theme is broader than a motif. 

Reversal 

Tolstoy incorporates several patterns of reversal into the structure of the novel. The actual death 

of Ivan Ilych, the chronological end of the story, occurs in the first chapter. The remainder of the 

novel is devoted not to Ivan's death as the title seems to indicate, but to his life. Tolstoy reverses 

the very concepts of life and death. During his early life, when Ivan seems to be growing in 

strength, freedom, and status, he is actually being reduced to weakness, bondage, and isolation. 

After Chapter VII, when Ivan is confined to his study and suffers physical degeneration and 

alienation, he is actually being reborn spiritually. Tolstoy reinforces this point by means of several 

verbal formulations. Ivan describes his spiritual awakening as if he were moving downwards while 

all the time believing he was moving up. He compares his sudden insight into the true nature of 

his life to the sensation one gets in a railway car upon discovering that the true direction of travel 

is opposite the supposed direction. 

Alienation 

Characteristic of the artificial life as well as of the purely physical life is the tendency toward 

alienation. Whenever Ivan encounters a situation or relationship that does not promote his pleasant 

existence, he distances himself from it. This reaction ties in to the larger theme of the inner life v. 

outer life. Because Ivan has no spiritual existence, he is incapable of seeing other people as 

individuals. He acts only to obtain the good for himself and has no value for those that impinge 
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upon his pleasure. Thus, in his selfish quest for happiness, Ivan shuts out individuals. Yet by 

fencing others out, he fences himself in. Tolstoy makes use of several images of enclosure and 

isolation to reinforce this point. From the funeral notice surrounded by a black border to the coffin 

lid leaning against the wall, Tolstoy hints and the voluntary separation that Ivan created. 

The Pleasant, the Proper, and the Decorous 

Throughout the novel, Tolstoy uses the words pleasant/proper/decorous to refer to the accepted 

norms of social life. These norms are an important factor in the theme of the right life, as discussed 

above. Ivan's inordinate concern with propriety, decorum, and standards of conduct is an excellent 

indication that he is living the artificial, rather than the authentic life. He is more concerned with 

external appearance than with internal substance, with the appearance of truth rather than with 

actual truth. The man who chooses not to concern himself with the opinions of high society, who 

disregards the pleasant/proper/decorous for the real, the true, and the genuine is the man who lives 

the right way. 

Contraction of Time and Space 

An interesting if not readily apparent motif is the contraction of time and space in the novel. This 

contraction is an important factor in the theme of the inner life v. the outer life because it highlights 

the significance of the spiritual and reinforces the notion that life is not limited to the time between 

birth and death. Tolstoy accomplishes this effect in several ways. The first four chapters of the 

novel cover more than forty years, the second four chapters span several months, and the final four 

chapters span only slightly more than four weeks. In addition to the shrinking temporal framework, 

Tolstoy also makes use of shrinking spatial dimensions. In his early life Ivan moves from town to 

town. Middle-aged Ivan settles in a city and obtains an apartment. Shortly after the onset of his 

illness he is confined to his study, and by the end of the novel he cannot move from the sofa. In 

addition, each chapter in the novel, for the most part, is progressively shorter than the one before 

it. Thus, time and space contract until both reach point zero at the moment of Ivan's death, when 

Ivan experiences the single, eternal, changeless instant. This instant, when Ivan's spirit transcends 

the physical boundaries of time and space, signifies the end of death and reinforces the importance 

of a spiritual life. 

Bourgeois Society 

Throughout the novel, Tolstoy depicts aristocratic society as a collection of self-interested, 

materialistic, shallow individuals. The members of aristocratic society care little for authentic 

human relationships. They desire status and pleasure and attempt to obtain their goals at the 

expense of their so-called friends. This depiction plays an important role in the theme of the right 

life. Every member of Ivan's society leads an artificial existence. Tolstoy hints that materialism 

and social climbing connote obstacles to living rightly. 
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Foreign Language References 

Several foreign-language references occur throughout the text of the novel. Each reference, by 

conveying a hidden truth about Ivan, helps inform a major theme of the work. Calling Ivan le 

phenix de la famille means figuratively that he is the member of the family most likely to succeed. 

Understood literally, however, it foreshadows Ivan's spiritual rebirth, his rising up from the ashes 

after the fiery death caused by his artificial life. Bringing to mind the mythical phoenix that was 

reborn from the ashes of its own destruction, this foreign language reference hints at Ivan's 

eventual recognition of the importance of the spiritual and highlights the theme of the inner life 

vs. the outer life. Similarly, the motto inscribed on his medallion respice finem "look to the end" 

is both a helpful suggestion for a future lawyer to focus on the outcome, and a warning for a man 

living an artificial life to prepare himself for death. 

1.7  The Symbol of Black Sea in The Death of Ivan Ilyich  

Symbols are objects, characters, figures, or colors used to represent abstract ideas or concepts. 

In Chapter IX, Ivan first dreams of the deep black sack and he imagines himself being thrust further 

and further into it. He wants to fall into the bag, yet he fears it at the same time. He resists being 

pushed into it, yet he also cooperates. If the bag is understood as a symbol of death, Ivan's 

ambivalence becomes clear. He both longs for the reprieve of death and fears having to relinquish 

life. The fact that Ivan breaks through the bag anticipates Ivan's escape from the power of death. 

It seems reasonable, however, that the symbol of the bag, much like the story itself, operates on 

two levels. As well as its function as a symbol of death, the bag also symbolizes a womb, the 

source of life. The pain and suffering that Ivan experiences while passing through the bag into the 

light refer to the trauma of birth into new life. The duality of the symbol holds a key to the story. 

In Ivan's life, what appears like physical death is actually spiritual rebirth, while his old life was 

the cause of spiritual death. Things are not what they seem, and the action must be understood in 

light of the motif of reversal. Ivan's life was his death, and his death brings new life. 
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Summary Points  

❖ Tolstoy’s novella The Death of Ivan Ilyich which is considered as one of his masterpieces 

written during his later career. 

❖ As an extremely popular piece of literature around the world, and as a supreme example of 

the masterpieces of Tolsoty, the story has been adapted by a number of directors in their 

movies due to the significance of the subject, i.e., ‘death’ and ‘dying’ and the artistic 

culmination of the topic by the author. 

❖ It is a satire of upper class highlighting the proforund spiritual crisis and creating a list of 

topics for moral philosophical discussion of the themes involved. 

❖ Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) was a Russian author, a master of realistic fiction and one of the 

world’s greatest novelists. Tolstoy is best known for his two longest works, War and Peace 

(1865–69) and Anna Karenina (1875–77), which are commonly regarded among the finest 

novels ever written. War and Peace particularly seems virtually to define this form for 

many readers and critics. 

❖ The Death of Ivan Ilyich (1886) is usually classed among the best examples of the novella. 

❖ Tolstoy is considered one of the giants of Russian literature; his works include the novels 

War and Peace and Anna Karenina and novellas such as Hadji Murad and The Death of 

Ivan Ilyich. 

❖ The Death of Ivan Ilych begins at the chronological end of the story. 

❖ Ivan, however, is more than just a misguided character. He is a representative figure in a 

broader moral scheme. 

❖ Ivan's illness, then, can be seen as a curative influence. By forcing Ivan to confront the 

prospect of his death, it brings him face to face with his own isolation. 

❖ Gerasim possesses the qualities that, more than any other, produce a joyful existence: a 

sense of compassion for and empathy with fellow human beings. 

❖ Peter Ivanovich, Ivan's closest friend and colleague, is only present in the first chapter of 

the novel. Yet because the narrator spends so much time describing his thoughts and 

actions, Peter and his view of Ivan's life and society play an important role in setting up the 

context and values of the story. 

❖ From the outset of the novel it is clear that Tolstoy believes there are two types of lives: 

the artificial life—represented by Ivan, Praskovya, Peter, and most everyone in Ivan's 

society and company—and the authentic life represented by Gerasim. 

❖ The story of Ivan's steady approach toward death is also the story of Ivan's recognition of 

death and his search for a compromise with its dreadful and nullifying power. 

❖ Much like the artificial/authentic dichotomy, Tolstoy depicts human existence as a conflict 

between the inner and the outer, the spiritual life and the physical life. 

❖ Tolstoy incorporates several patterns of reversal into the structure of the novel.  
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Self-Assessment Questions  

1. Write a chronological list of key dates of Tolstoy’s life and publications. 

2. Write a list of key characters in The Death of Ivan Ilyich with a brief description for each 

character. 

3. What are the different types of motifs mentioned in the narrative? Name a few and write 

their brief description. 

4. Write a note on the symbol of the Black Sea in the novella.  

5. What are the major themes of the novella?  

6. Why does Tolstoy present the story through the eyes of an omniscient narrator? 

7. Discuss the significance of the title. If the work professes to be about Ivan's death, why is 

it almost entirely dedicated to Ivan's life? 

8. Is the fact that Gerasim is a peasant important to understanding his character and 

worldview? 

9. Discuss the use of the black bag as a symbol in The Death of Ivan Ilych. 

10. Why is Ivan's method of dealing with life's unpleasantness ultimately unsuccessful? 

11. According to Tolstoy, why is it important to acknowledge one's own mortality? 
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Introduction to the Unit 

This unit focuses on Fitsgerald’s novel The Great Gatsby which is considered as one of his 

masterpieces written during the Jazz Age. Fitzgerald was the most famous chronicler of 1920s 

America, an era that he dubbed “the Jazz Age.” Written in 1925, The Great Gatsby is one of the 

greatest literary documents of this period, in which the American economy soared, bringing 

unprecedented levels of prosperity to the nation. The novelist is considered as one of the great 

modern novelists of the 20th century and the novel is considered as a representative of the Jazz 

Age. The idea here is to introduce the novelist and the novel to students of BS English so that they 

can further explore the modern novel and related themes from the 20th century.    

The unit begins by shedding light on the bio-sketch and works of Fitzgerald. It then presents a 

brief summary and a brief analysis of the novel followed by a brief discussion on the story. The 

significant themes, motifs symbols, and characters are then discussed in the following sections to 

give students critical ideas and useful concepts to talk and write about The Great Gatsby. The unit 

ends with summary points and some self-assessment questions. Overall, the unit introduces the 

author, the novella, and realted useful information for the students to further read the text of the 

book and come up with their in-depth understanding of this historical novel. 

  

Learning Objectives 

By the end of the unit, the students will be able to: 

 

1. Comment on the life and works of Fitzgerald as a great novelist  

2. Provide a summary analysis of the the story of The Great Gatsby 

3. Describe the key events (plot) of the novella and their sequence in the story  

4. Provide character analysis and the sketches of the important character in the novella 

5. Present the significant literary devices, themes, motifs and symbols from the story  

6. Appreciate the story as a psychological novella and illustrate the morallessons involved. 

 

 

1.1  F. Scott Fitzgerald as an Author and Background to The Great Gatsby   

Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald was born on September 24, 1896, and named after his ancestor 

Francis Scott Key, the writer of “The Star-Spangled Banner.” Fitzgerald was raised in St. Paul, 

Minnesota. Though an intelligent child, he did poorly in school and was sent to a New Jersey 

boarding school in 1911. Despite being a mediocre student there, he managed to enroll at Princeton 

in 1913. Academic troubles and apathy plagued him throughout his time at college, and he never 

graduated, instead enlisting in the army in 1917, as World War I neared its end. 
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Fitzgerald became a second lieutenant, and was stationed at Camp Sheridan, in Montgomery, 

Alabama. There he met and fell in love with a wild seventeen-year-old beauty named Zelda Sayre. 

Zelda finally agreed to marry him, but her overpowering desire for wealth, fun, and leisure led her 

to delay their wedding until he could prove a success. With the publication of This Side of Paradise 

in 1920, Fitzgerald became a literary sensation, earning enough money and fame to convince Zelda 

to marry him. 

After The Great Gatsby brought him literary celebrity, Fitzgerald fell into a wild, reckless lifestyle 

of parties and decadence, while desperately trying to please Zelda by writing to earn money. As 

the giddiness of the Roaring Twenties dissolved into the bleakness of the Great Depression, 

however, Zelda suffered a nervous breakdown and Fitzgerald battled alcoholism, which hampered 

his writing. He published Tender Is the Night in 1934, and sold short stories to The Saturday 

Evening Post to support his lavish lifestyle. In 1937, he left for Hollywood to write screenplays, 

and in 1940, while working on his novel The Love of the Last Tycoon, died of a heart attack at the 

age of forty-four. 

Many of these events from Fitzgerald’s early life appear in his most famous novel, The Great 

Gatsby, published in 1925. Like Fitzgerald, Nick Carraway is a thoughtful young man from 

Minnesota, educated at an Ivy League school (in Nick’s case, Yale), who moves to New York after 

the war. Also similar to Fitzgerald is Jay Gatsby, a sensitive young man who idolizes wealth and 

luxury and who falls in love with a beautiful young woman while stationed at a military camp in 

the South. 

As the giddiness of the Roaring Twenties dissolved into the bleakness of the Great Depression, 

however, Zelda suffered a nervous breakdown and Fitzgerald battled alcoholism, which hampered 

his writing. He published Tender Is the Night in 1934, and sold short stories to The Saturday 

Evening Post to support his lavish lifestyle. In 1937, he left for Hollywood to write screenplays, 

and in 1940, while working on his novel The Love of the Last Tycoon, died of a heart attack at the 

age of forty-four. 

Fitzgerald was the most famous chronicler of 1920s America, an era that he dubbed “the Jazz 

Age.” Written in 1925, The Great Gatsby is one of the greatest literary documents of this period, 

in which the American economy soared, bringing unprecedented levels of prosperity to the nation. 

Prohibition, the ban on the sale and consumption of alcohol mandated by the Eighteenth 

Amendment to the Constitution (1919), made millionaires out of bootleggers, and an underground 

culture of revelry sprang up. Sprawling private parties managed to elude police notice, and 

“speakeasies”—secret clubs that sold liquor—thrived. The chaos and violence of World War I left 

America in a state of shock, and the generation that fought the war turned to wild and extravagant 
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living to compensate. The staid conservatism and timeworn values of the previous decade were 

turned on their ear, as money, opulence, and exuberance became the order of the day. 

Like Nick in The Great Gatsby, Fitzgerald found this new lifestyle seductive and exciting, and, 

like Gatsby, he had always idolized the very rich. Now he found himself in an era in which 

unrestrained materialism set the tone of society, particularly in the large cities of the East. Even 

so, like Nick, Fitzgerald saw through the glitter of the Jazz Age to the moral emptiness and 

hypocrisy beneath, and part of him longed for this absent moral center. 

In many ways, The Great Gatsby represents Fitzgerald’s attempt to confront his conflicting 

feelings about the Jazz Age. Like Gatsby, Fitzgerald was driven by his love for a woman who 

symbolized everything he wanted, even as she led him toward everything he despised. 

1.2  Summary and Analysis of The Great Gatsby 

Nick Carraway, a young man from Minnesota, moves to New York in the summer of 1922 to learn 

about the bond business. He rents a house in the West Egg district of Long Island, a wealthy but 

unfashionable area populated by the new rich, a group who have made their fortunes too recently 

to have established social connections and who are prone to garish displays of wealth. Nick’s next-

door neighbor in West Egg is a mysterious man named Jay Gatsby, who lives in a gigantic Gothic 

mansion and throws extravagant parties every Saturday night. 

Nick is unlike the other inhabitants of West Egg—he was educated at Yale and has social 

connections in East Egg, a fashionable area of Long Island home to the established upper class. 

Nick drives out to East Egg one evening for dinner with his cousin, Daisy Buchanan, and her 

husband, Tom, an erstwhile classmate of Nick’s at Yale. Daisy and Tom introduce Nick to Jordan 

Baker, a beautiful, cynical young woman with whom Nick begins a romantic relationship. Nick 

also learns a bit about Daisy and Tom’s marriage: Jordan tells him that Tom has a lover, Myrtle 

Wilson, who lives in the valley of ashes, a gray industrial dumping ground between West Egg and 

New York City. Not long after this revelation, Nick travels to New York City with Tom and 

Myrtle. At a vulgar, gaudy party in the apartment that Tom keeps for the affair, Myrtle begins to 

taunt Tom about Daisy, and Tom responds by breaking her nose. 

As the summer progresses, Nick eventually garners an invitation to one of Gatsby’s legendary 

parties. He encounters Jordan Baker at the party, and they meet Gatsby himself, a surprisingly 

young man who affects an English accent, has a remarkable smile, and calls everyone “old sport.” 

Gatsby asks to speak to Jordan alone, and, through Jordan, Nick later learns more about his 

mysterious neighbor. Gatsby tells Jordan that he knew Daisy in Louisville in 1917 and is deeply 

in love with her. He spends many nights staring at the green light at the end of her dock, across the 

bay from his mansion. Gatsby’s extravagant lifestyle and wild parties are simply an attempt to 

impress Daisy. Gatsby now wants Nick to arrange a reunion between himself and Daisy, but he is 

afraid that Daisy will refuse to see him if she knows that he still loves her. Nick invites Daisy to 
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have tea at his house, without telling her that Gatsby will also be there. After an initially awkward 

reunion, Gatsby and Daisy reestablish their connection. Their love rekindled, they begin an affair. 

After a short time, Tom grows increasingly suspicious of his wife’s relationship with Gatsby. At 

a luncheon at the Buchanans’ house, Gatsby stares at Daisy with such undisguised passion that 

Tom realizes Gatsby is in love with her. Though Tom is himself involved in an extramarital affair, 

he is deeply outraged by the thought that his wife could be unfaithful to him. He forces the group 

to drive into New York City, where he confronts Gatsby in a suite at the Plaza Hotel. Tom asserts 

that he and Daisy have a history that Gatsby could never understand, and he announces to his wife 

that Gatsby is a criminal—his fortune comes from bootlegging alcohol and other illegal activities. 

Daisy realizes that her allegiance is to Tom, and Tom contemptuously sends her back to East Egg 

with Gatsby, attempting to prove that Gatsby cannot hurt him. 

When Nick, Jordan, and Tom drive through the valley of ashes, however, they discover that 

Gatsby’s car has struck and killed Myrtle, Tom’s lover. They rush back to Long Island, where 

Nick learns from Gatsby that Daisy was driving the car when it struck Myrtle, but that Gatsby 

intends to take the blame. The next day, Tom tells Myrtle’s husband, George, that Gatsby was the 

driver of the car. George, who has leapt to the conclusion that the driver of the car that killed 

Myrtle must have been her lover, finds Gatsby in the pool at his mansion and shoots him dead. He 

then fatally shoots himself. 

Nick stages a small funeral for Gatsby, ends his relationship with Jordan, and moves back to the 

Midwest to escape the disgust he feels for the people surrounding Gatsby’s life and for the 

emptiness and moral decay of life among the wealthy on the East Coast. Nick reflects that just as 

Gatsby’s dream of Daisy was corrupted by money and dishonesty, the American dream of 

happiness and individualism has disintegrated into the mere pursuit of wealth. Though Gatsby’s 

power to transform his dreams into reality is what makes him “great,” Nick reflects that the era of 

dreaming—both Gatsby’s dream and the American dream—is over. 

The Great Gatsby is a story about the impossibility of recapturing the past and also the difficulty 

of altering one’s future. The protagonist of the novel is Jay Gatsby, who is the mysterious and 

wealthy neighbor of the narrator, Nick Carraway. Although we know little about Gatsby at first, 

we know from Nick’s introduction—and from the book’s title—that Gatsby’s story will be the 

focus of the novel. As the novel progresses and Nick becomes increasingly drawn into Gatsby’s 

complicated world, we learn what Gatsby wants: Daisy, Nick’s cousin, the girl he once loved. 

Anything and anyone that stands between Gatsby and Daisy becomes an antagonist. Although 

Daisy’s brutish husband Tom is the most obvious antagonist, a variety of more abstract concepts—

such as class difference, societal expectations, and Gatsby’s past lies—can also be considered 

antagonists. The most powerful antagonist is time itself, which prevents Gatsby from recapturing 

what he lost. 
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After a brief passage which frames the narrative as Nick’s recollections of a summer from his past, 

the narrative is for the most part linear, beginning with Nick’s move to New York, which makes 

him Gatsby’s neighbor. Gatsby is wealthy, with a mysterious past that is the subject of much 

speculation. After meeting his neighbor at a party, Nick learns that despite Gatsby’s success, he 

longs only for Daisy. Gatsby’s central aim through the novel is to see Daisy again and recaptured 

their shared past. On a trip to the city with Tom, Nick meets Tom’s mistress, Myrtle. In the rising 

action of the novel, Nick arranges a reunion between Gatsby and Daisy, and Jordan tells Nick 

about Daisy and Gatsby’s history. Gatsby and Daisy fall back in love, and Gatsby tells Nick one 

version of his life story. Many of the stories Gatsby tells about himself turn out to be lies or half-

truths. The fantastic nature of his stories gives Gatsby’s history a mythical quality, which 

reinforces the sense of him as a tragic hero. 

Gatsby and Daisy are briefly happy together, and Nick gets drawn into their romance, even though 

the outlook for the couple’s future seems hopeless, largely because of Gatsby’s inability to separate 

his dreams from reality. Both the reader and Nick can see the disparity between Gatsby’s idealized 

image of the Daisy he knew five years earlier, and the actual character of Daisy herself. Fitzgerald 

presents Daisy as a shallow, materialistic character, reinforcing the sense that Gatsby is chasing a 

dream, rather than a real person: “There must have been moments even that afternoon when Daisy 

tumbled short of his dreams… it had gone beyond her, beyond everything.” On an outing into the 

city, Gatsby erupts and tells everyone in the room that he and Daisy are in love and are going to 

run away together to marry. However, Tom says Daisy will never leave him, and Daisy is unable 

to tell Tom she never loved him. Here, for the first time, Gatsby must confront directly the 

possibility that his dream cannot be attained, and see Daisy as she currently is, rather than his 

idealized remembrance of her. Even at this point, however, he remains convinced she will 

ultimately choose him over Tom. 

The climax of the novel comes when the group is driving back from New York in two cars, and 

Myrtle, Tom’s lover, mistakes Gatsby’s car for Tom’s and runs out into the street and is hit and 

killed. The car that kills Myrtle belongs to Gatsby, but Daisy is driving. After this, the action 

resolves quickly. Gatsby takes the blame in order to protect Daisy, and Myrtle’s husband, George, 

kills Gatsby (and then himself) as revenge. Gatsby has already died a symbolic death at this point, 

when he realizes that Daisy will not call him and is not going to run away with him after all. His 

dream is at last obliterated, and he heads into the morning of his death facing reality for the first 

time. Nick describes the world as Gatsby now sees it as unbearably ugly: “he found what a 

grotesque thing a rose is and how raw the sunlight was upon the scarcely created grass.” In contrast 

to the previous obsession with the past, the final passages of Gatsby’s life are concerned with 

newness, creation, and the future – one which, lacking his dream of Daisy, he finds hideous. 

In the final falling action the book, Nick must also confront reality, as he realizes his glamorous, 

enigmatic neighbor was the poor son of farmers who got mixed up in criminal activities and had 

no true friends besides Nick. Nick tries to arrange a funeral for Gatsby, but none of the guests from 

his lavish parties come. Daisy and Tom leave town, and Nick is left alone with Gatsby’s father, 
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who reveals the truth of his son’s humble beginnings as “James Gatz.” After the funeral Nick 

decides to return to the Midwest, where he is from, feeling disgusted by the “distortions” of the 

East. First, though, he visits Gatsby’s house one last time, boarded up and already defaced with 

graffiti, and reflects on the power of the green light at the end of Daisy’s dock that kindled Gatsby 

hope of recapturing the past up until the moment of his death. “So we beat on, boats against the 

current, borne back ceaselessly into the past,” he says, including himself in the tragedy of Gatsby’s 

fall. 

1.3   Character List of the Novel  

Nick Carraway 

The novel’s narrator, Nick is a young man from Minnesota who, after being educated at Yale and 

fighting in World War I, goes to New York City to learn the bond business. Honest, tolerant, and 

inclined to reserve judgment, Nick often serves as a confidant for those with troubling secrets. 

After moving to West Egg, a fictional area of Long Island that is home to the newly rich, Nick 

quickly befriends his next-door neighbor, the mysterious Jay Gatsby. As Daisy Buchanan’s cousin, 

he facilitates the rekindling of the romance between her and Gatsby. The Great Gatsby is told 

entirely through Nick’s eyes; his thoughts and perceptions shape and color the story. 

Jay Gatsby 

The title character and protagonist of the novel, Gatsby is a fabulously wealthy young man living 

in a Gothic mansion in West Egg. He is famous for the lavish parties he throws every Saturday 

night, but no one knows where he comes from, what he does, or how he made his fortune. As the 

novel progresses, Nick learns that Gatsby was born James Gatz on a farm in North Dakota; 

working for a millionaire made him dedicate his life to the achievement of wealth. When he met 

Daisy while training to be an officer in Louisville, he fell in love with her. Nick also learns that 

Gatsby made his fortune through criminal activity, as he was willing to do anything to gain the 

social position he thought necessary to win Daisy. Nick views Gatsby as a deeply flawed man, 

dishonest and vulgar, whose extraordinary optimism and power to transform his dreams into reality 

make him “great” nonetheless. 

Daisy Buchanan 

Nick’s cousin, and the woman Gatsby loves. As a young woman in Louisville before the war, 

Daisy was courted by a number of officers, including Gatsby. She fell in love with Gatsby and 

promised to wait for him. However, Daisy harbors a deep need to be loved, and when a wealthy, 

powerful young man named Tom Buchanan asked her to marry him, Daisy decided not to wait for 

Gatsby after all. Now a beautiful socialite, Daisy lives with Tom across from Gatsby in the 

fashionable East Egg district of Long Island. She is sardonic and somewhat cynical, and behaves 

superficially to mask her pain at her husband’s constant infidelity. 
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Tom Buchanan 

Daisy’s immensely wealthy husband, once a member of Nick’s social club at Yale. Powerfully 

built and hailing from a socially solid old family, Tom is an arrogant, hypocritical bully. His social 

attitudes are laced with racism and sexism, and he never even considers trying to live up to the 

moral standard he demands from those around him. He has no moral qualms about his own 

extramarital affair with Myrtle, but when he begins to suspect Daisy and Gatsby of having an 

affair, he becomes outraged and forces a confrontation. 

Jordan Baker 

Daisy’s friend, a woman with whom Nick becomes romantically involved during the course of the 

novel. A competitive golfer, Jordan represents one of the “new women” of the 1920s—cynical, 

boyish, and self-centered. Jordan is beautiful, but also dishonest: she cheated in order to win her 

first golf tournament and continually bends the truth. 

Myrtle Wilson 

Tom’s lover, whose lifeless husband George owns a run-down garage in the valley of ashes. Myrtle 

herself possesses a fierce vitality and desperately looks for a way to improve her situation. 

Unfortunately for her, she chooses Tom, who treats her as a mere object of his desire. 

George Wilson 

Myrtle’s husband, the lifeless, exhausted owner of a run-down auto shop at the edge of the valley 

of ashes. George loves and idealizes Myrtle, and is devastated by her affair with Tom. George is 

consumed with grief when Myrtle is killed. George is comparable to Gatsby in that both are 

dreamers and both are ruined by their unrequited love for women who love Tom. 

Owl Eyes 

The eccentric, bespectacled drunk whom Nick meets at the first party he attends at Gatsby’s 

mansion. Nick finds Owl Eyes looking through Gatsby’s library, astonished that the books are real. 

Klipspringer 

The shallow freeloader who seems almost to live at Gatsby’s mansion, taking advantage of his 

host’s money. As soon as Gatsby dies, Klipspringer disappears—he does not attend the funeral, 

but he does call Nick about a pair of tennis shoes that he left at Gatsby’s mansion. 

Meyer Wolfsheim 
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Gatsby’s friend, a prominent figure in organized crime. Before the events of the novel take place, 

Wolfsheim helped Gatsby to make his fortune bootlegging illegal liquor. His continued 

acquaintance with Gatsby suggests that Gatsby is still involved in illegal business. 

1.4   Analysis of Main Characters  

Jay Gatsby 

The title character of The Great Gatsby is a young man, around thirty years old, who rose from an 

impoverished childhood in rural North Dakota to become fabulously wealthy. However, he 

achieved this lofty goal by participating in organized crime, including distributing illegal alcohol 

and trading in stolen securities. From his early youth, Gatsby despised poverty and longed for 

wealth and sophistication—he dropped out of St. Olaf College after only two weeks because he 

could not bear the janitorial job with which he was paying his tuition. 

Though Gatsby has always wanted to be rich, his main motivation in acquiring his fortune was his 

love for Daisy Buchanan, whom he met as a young military officer in Louisville before leaving to 

fight in World War I in 1917. Gatsby immediately fell in love with Daisy’s aura of luxury, grace, 

and charm, and lied to her about his own background in order to convince her that he was good 

enough for her. Daisy promised to wait for him when he left for the war, but married Tom 

Buchanan in 1919, while Gatsby was studying at Oxford after the war in an attempt to gain an 

education. From that moment on, Gatsby dedicated himself to winning Daisy back, and his 

acquisition of millions of dollars, his purchase of a gaudy mansion on West Egg, and his lavish 

weekly parties are all merely means to that end. 

Fitzgerald delays the introduction of most of this information until fairly late in the novel. Gatsby’s 

reputation precedes him—Gatsby himself does not appear in a speaking role until Chapter 3. 

Fitzgerald initially presents Gatsby as the aloof, enigmatic host of the unbelievably opulent parties 

thrown every week at his mansion. He appears surrounded by spectacular luxury, courted by 

powerful men and beautiful women. He is the subject of a whirlwind of gossip throughout New 

York and is already a kind of legendary celebrity before he is ever introduced to the reader. 

Fitzgerald propels the novel forward through the early chapters by shrouding Gatsby’s background 

and the source of his wealth in mystery (the reader learns about Gatsby’s childhood in Chapter 6 

and receives definitive proof of his criminal dealings in Chapter 7). As a result, the reader’s first, 

distant impressions of Gatsby strike quite a different note from that of the lovesick, naive young 

man who emerges during the later part of the novel. 

Fitzgerald uses this technique of delayed character revelation to emphasize the theatrical quality 

of Gatsby’s approach to life, which is an important part of his personality. Gatsby has literally 

created his own character, even changing his name from James Gatz to represent his reinvention 

of himself. As his relentless quest for Daisy demonstrates, Gatsby has an extraordinary ability to 
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transform his hopes and dreams into reality; at the beginning of the novel, he appears to the reader 

just as he desires to appear to the world. This talent for self-invention is what gives Gatsby his 

quality of “greatness”: indeed, the title “The Great Gatsby” is reminiscent of billings for such 

vaudeville magicians as “The Great Houdini” and “The Great Blackstone,” suggesting that the 

persona of Gatsby is a masterful illusion. 

As the novel progresses and Fitzgerald deconstructs Gatsby’s self-presentation, Gatsby reveals 

himself to be an innocent, hopeful young man who stakes everything on his dreams, not realizing 

that his dreams are unworthy of him. Gatsby invests Daisy with an idealistic perfection that she 

cannot possibly attain in reality and pursues her with a passionate zeal that blinds him to her 

limitations. His dream of her disintegrates, revealing the corruption that wealth causes and the 

unworthiness of the goal, much in the way Fitzgerald sees the American dream crumbling in the 

1920s, as America’s powerful optimism, vitality, and individualism become subordinated to the 

amoral pursuit of wealth. 

Gatsby is contrasted most consistently with Nick. Critics point out that the former, passionate and 

active, and the latter, sober and reflective, seem to represent two sides of Fitzgerald’s personality. 

Additionally, whereas Tom is a cold-hearted, aristocratic bully, Gatsby is a loyal and good-hearted 

man. Though his lifestyle and attitude differ greatly from those of George Wilson, Gatsby and 

Wilson share the fact that they both lose their love interest to Tom 

Nick Carraway  

If Gatsby represents one part of Fitzgerald’s personality, the flashy celebrity who pursued and 

glorified wealth in order to impress the woman he loved, then Nick represents another part: the 

quiet, reflective Midwesterner adrift in the lurid East. A young man (he turns thirty during the 

course of the novel) from Minnesota, Nick travels to New York in 1922 to learn the bond business. 

He lives in the West Egg district of Long Island, next door to Gatsby. Nick is also Daisy’s cousin, 

which enables him to observe and assist the resurgent love affair between Daisy and Gatsby. As a 

result of his relationship to these two characters, Nick is the perfect choice to narrate the novel, 

which functions as a personal memoir of his experiences with Gatsby in the summer of 1922. 

Nick is also well suited to narrating The Great Gatsby because of his temperament. As he tells the 

reader in Chapter 1, he is tolerant, open-minded, quiet, and a good listener, and, as a result, others 

tend to talk to him and tell him their secrets. Gatsby, in particular, comes to trust him and treat him 

as a confidant. Nick generally assumes a secondary role throughout the novel, preferring to 

describe and comment on events rather than dominate the action. Often, however, he functions as 

Fitzgerald’s voice, as in his extended meditation on time and the American dream at the end of 

Chapter 9. 

Insofar as Nick plays a role inside the narrative, he evidences a strongly mixed reaction to life on 

the East Coast, one that creates a powerful internal conflict that he does not resolve until the end 
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of the book. On the one hand, Nick is attracted to the fast-paced, fun-driven lifestyle of New York. 

On the other hand, he finds that lifestyle grotesque and damaging. This inner conflict is symbolized 

throughout the book by Nick’s romantic affair with Jordan Baker. He is attracted to her vivacity 

and her sophistication just as he is repelled by her dishonesty and her lack of consideration for 

other people. 

Nick states that there is a “quality of distortion” to life in New York, and this lifestyle makes him 

lose his equilibrium, especially early in the novel, as when he gets drunk at Gatsby’s party in 

Chapter 2. After witnessing the unraveling of Gatsby’s dream and presiding over the appalling 

spectacle of Gatsby’s funeral, Nick realizes that the fast life of revelry on the East Coast is a cover 

for the terrifying moral emptiness that the valley of ashes symbolizes. Having gained the maturity 

that this insight demonstrates, he returns to Minnesota in search of a quieter life structured by more 

traditional moral values. 

Daisy Buchanan 

Partially based on Fitzgerald’s wife, Zelda, Daisy is a beautiful young woman from Louisville, 

Kentucky. She is Nick’s cousin and the object of Gatsby’s love. As a young debutante in 

Louisville, Daisy was extremely popular among the military officers stationed near her home, 

including Jay Gatsby. Gatsby lied about his background to Daisy, claiming to be from a wealthy 

family in order to convince her that he was worthy of her. Eventually, Gatsby won Daisy’s heart, 

and they made love before Gatsby left to fight in the war. Daisy promised to wait for Gatsby, but 

in 1919 she chose instead to marry Tom Buchanan, a young man from a solid, aristocratic family 

who could promise her a wealthy lifestyle and who had the support of her parents. 

After 1919, Gatsby dedicated himself to winning Daisy back, making her the single goal of all of 

his dreams and the main motivation behind his acquisition of immense wealth through criminal 

activity. To Gatsby, Daisy represents the paragon of perfection—she has the aura of charm, wealth, 

sophistication, grace, and aristocracy that he longed for as a child in North Dakota and that first 

attracted him to her. In reality, however, Daisy falls far short of Gatsby’s ideals. She is beautiful 

and charming, but also fickle, shallow, bored, and sardonic. Nick characterizes her as a careless 

person who smashes things up and then retreats behind her money. Daisy proves her real nature 

when she chooses Tom over Gatsby in Chapter 7, then allows Gatsby to take the blame for killing 

Myrtle Wilson even though she herself was driving the car. Finally, rather than attend Gatsby’s 

funeral, Daisy and Tom move away, leaving no forwarding address. 

Like Zelda Fitzgerald, Daisy is in love with money, ease, and material luxury. She is capable of 

affection (she seems genuinely fond of Nick and occasionally seems to love Gatsby sincerely), but 

not of sustained loyalty or care. She is indifferent even to her own infant daughter, never discussing 

her and treating her as an afterthought when she is introduced in Chapter 7. In Fitzgerald’s 

conception of America in the 1920s, Daisy represents the amoral values of the aristocratic East 

Egg set. 
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Tom Buchanan 

Tom is, above all, characterized by physical and mental hardness. Physically, he has a large, 

muscle-bound, imposing frame. Tom’s body is a “cruel body” with “enormous power” that, as 

Nick explains, he developed as a college athlete. Tom’s strength and bulk give him an air of danger 

and aggression, as when he hurts Daisy’s finger and she calls him a “brute of a man, a great, big, 

hulking physical specimen…” Tom’s physical appearance is echoed in his mental inflexibility and 

single-minded way of thinking about the world. Just as Tom uncritically repeats racist things he’s 

read in books, he remains unshakable regarding his troubled marriage with Daisy. At the end of 

the book, even after it becomes clear that both Tom and Daisy have cheated on each other, Tom 

stubbornly maintains that they have always loved each other and that they always will, no matter 

what. Taken together, Tom’s physical and mental hardness produce a brutish personality that uses 

threats and violence to maintain control. 

Tom’s brutish personality relates to the larger arc of his life. According to Nick, Tom peaked very 

early in his life. He was a nationally known football star in his youth, but after his time in the 

spotlight ended and fame faded away, everything else in Tom’s life felt like “an anticlimax.” In 

Chapter 1 Nick posits that Tom has always sought to recapture the thrill of his youth, and his 

failure to do so infuses his life with a sense of melancholy. It is perhaps this sense of melancholy 

that contributes to Tom’s evident victim complex. Early in the book, Tom describes a racist book 

he’s read. The book has clearly left him feeling anxious, and he even expresses his absurd belief 

that “the white race will be . . . utterly submerged.” A rich man, Tom has no reason to feel 

victimized in this way. Nor does he have reasonable cause to feel victimized when he learns about 

Daisy’s history with Gatsby, since he himself has engaged in a far worse extramarital affair. 

Nevertheless, jealousy gets the better of Tom, and he once again uses threats and demands to 

reassert a sense of control. 

Jordan Baker 

From her very first appearance in the novel, Jordan strikes Nick as mysterious, aloof, and alluring. 

Jordan belongs to the upper crust of society. Although she moved to the east coast from somewhere 

in the Midwest, she has quickly risen among the social ranks to become a famous golfer—a sport 

played mainly among the wealthy. Yet Jordan’s rise to social prominence and affluence is founded 

on lies. Not only did she cheat to win her first major golf tournament, she’s also incurably 

dishonest. According to Nick, Jordan constantly bends the truth in order to keep the world at a 

distance and protect herself from its cruelty. Nick senses Jordan’s nature when he initially 

encounters her lounging on a couch with Daisy in Chapter 1. He writes: “She was extended full 

length at her end of the divan, completely motionless, and with her chin raised a little, as if she 

were balancing something on it which was quite likely to fall.” Here Jordan appears distant, 

statuesque, and beautiful, even regal with her chin tilted into the air. Yet Nick’s description also 

lends her appearance an air of fragility, as if she’s posing. 
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Jordan’s cynical and self-centered nature marks her as one of the “new women” of the Roaring 

Twenties. Such new women were called “flappers,” and they became famous for flouting 

conventional standards of female behavior. Flappers distinguished themselves physically by 

bobbing their hair, dressing in short skirts, and wearing a lot of makeup. They also listened to jazz 

music, smoked cigarettes, openly drank alcohol, and drove cars. Most scandalous of all, flappers 

were known for their casual attitudes toward sexuality. Jordan’s presence in the novel draws 

attention to the social and political turbulence of the Jazz Age. In this sense, Jordan calls forth the 

larger social and historical background against which the tragic events of the novel unfold. Unlike 

Daisy, who leads a conventional life of marriage and children and doesn’t work (or even drink 

alcohol), Jordan represents a new path for women. Whereas Daisy is the object of men’s fantasy 

and idealism, Jordan exhibits a hard-hearted pragmatism that, for Nick at least, links her more 

forcefully to the real world. 

Myrtle Wilson  

Myrtle Wilson desperately seeks a better life than the one she has. She feels imprisoned in her 

marriage to George, a downtrodden and uninspiring man who she mistakenly believed had good 

“breeding.” Myrtle and George live together in a ramshackle garage in the squalid “valley of 

ashes,” a pocket of working-class desperation situated midway between New York and the suburbs 

of East and West Egg. Myrtle attempts to escape her social position by becoming a mistress to the 

wealthy Tom Buchanan, who buys her gifts (including a puppy) and rents her an apartment in 

Manhattan, where Myrtle play-acts an upper-class lifestyle, dressing up, throwing parties, 

expressing disgust for servants. Myrtle seems to believe Tom genuinely loves her, and would 

marry her if only Daisy would divorce him. Nick knows that Tom would never marry Myrtle, and 

the lopsidedness of the relationship makes Myrtle a more sympathetic character than she would be 

otherwise. To Tom, Myrtle is just another possession, and when she tries to assert her own will, 

he resorts to violence to put her in her place. Tom at once ensures and endangers her upwardly 

mobile desires. 

Although The Great Gatsby is full of tragic characters who don’t get what they want, Myrtle’s fate 

is among the most tragic, as she is a victim of both her husband as well as people she’s never met. 

Myrtle is a constant prisoner. In the beginning of the book she’s stuck in the figurative prison of 

her social class and her depressing marriage. Midway through, however, this immaterial prison 

becomes literal when George, suspicious that she’s cheating on him, locks her in their rooms above 

the garage. This situation only amplifies her desperation to escape, which leads to her death in 

Chapter 7. When she escapes and runs out in front of Gatsby’s car, she does so because she saw 

Tom driving it earlier in the day; she thinks he’s behind the wheel. Daisy, who doesn’t know 

Myrtle, is driving the car when it strikes Myrtle down; Daisy doesn’t even stop to see what 

happened, and escapes without consequences. The lower class characters – Gatsby, Myrtle, and 

George – are thus essentially sacrificed for the moral failings of the upper class characters of Tom 

and Daisy. 
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1.5  Important Themes in The Great Gatsby 

Themes are the fundamental and often universal ideas explored in a literary work. 

The Decline of the American Dream in the 1920s 

On the surface, The Great Gatsby is a story of the thwarted love between a man and a woman. The 

main theme of the novel, however, encompasses a much larger, less romantic scope. Though all 

of its action takes place over a mere few months during the summer of 1922 and is set in a 

circumscribed geographical area in the vicinity of Long Island, New York, The Great Gatsby is a 

highly symbolic meditation on 1920s America as a whole, in particular the disintegration of the 

American dream in an era of unprecedented prosperity and material excess. 

Fitzgerald portrays the 1920s as an era of decayed social and moral values, evidenced in its 

overarching cynicism, greed, and empty pursuit of pleasure. The reckless jubilance that led to 

decadent parties and wild jazz music—epitomized in The Great Gatsby by the opulent parties that 

Gatsby throws every Saturday night—resulted ultimately in the corruption of the American dream, 

as the unrestrained desire for money and pleasure surpassed more noble goals. 

When World War I ended in 1918, the generation of young Americans who had fought the war 

became intensely disillusioned, as the brutal carnage that they had just faced made the Victorian 

social morality of early-twentieth-century America seem like stuffy, empty hypocrisy. The 

dizzying rise of the stock market in the aftermath of the war led to a sudden, sustained increase in 

the national wealth and a newfound materialism, as people began to spend and consume at 

unprecedented levels. A person from any social background could, potentially, make a fortune, but 

the American aristocracy—families with old wealth—scorned the newly rich industrialists and 

speculators. Additionally, the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment in 1919, which banned the 

sale of alcohol, created a thriving underworld designed to satisfy the massive demand for bootleg 

liquor among rich and poor alike. 

Fitzgerald positions the characters of The Great Gatsby as emblems of these social trends. Nick 

and Gatsby, both of whom fought in World War I, exhibit the newfound cosmopolitanism and 

cynicism that resulted from the war. The various social climbers and ambitious speculators who 

attend Gatsby’s parties evidence the greedy scramble for wealth. The clash between “old money” 

and “new money” manifests itself in the novel’s symbolic geography: East Egg represents the 

established aristocracy, West Egg the self-made rich. Meyer Wolfsheim and Gatsby’s fortune 

symbolize the rise of organized crime and bootlegging. 

As Fitzgerald saw it (and as Nick explains in Chapter 9), the American dream was originally about 

discovery, individualism, and the pursuit of happiness. In the 1920s depicted in the novel, however, 

easy money and relaxed social values have corrupted this dream, especially on the East Coast. The 

main plotline of the novel reflects this assessment, as Gatsby’s dream of loving Daisy is ruined by 
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the difference in their respective social statuses, his resorting to crime to make enough money to 

impress her, and the rampant materialism that characterizes her lifestyle. 

Additionally, places and objects in The Great Gatsby have meaning only because characters instill 

them with meaning: the eyes of Doctor T. J. Eckleburg best exemplify this idea. In Nick’s mind, 

the ability to create meaningful symbols constitutes a central component of the American dream, 

as early Americans invested their new nation with their own ideals and values. Nick compares the 

green bulk of America rising from the ocean to the green light at the end of Daisy’s dock. 

Just as Americans have given America meaning through their dreams for their own lives, Gatsby 

instills Daisy with a kind of idealized perfection that she neither deserves nor possesses. Gatsby’s 

dream is ruined by the unworthiness of its object, just as the American dream in the 1920s is ruined 

by the unworthiness of its object—money and pleasure. Like 1920s Americans in general, 

fruitlessly seeking a bygone era in which their dreams had value, Gatsby longs to re-create a 

vanished past—his time in Louisville with Daisy—but is incapable of doing so. When his dream 

crumbles, all that is left for Gatsby to do is die; all Nick can do is move back to Minnesota, where 

American values have not decayed. 

The Hollowness of the Upper Class 

One of the major topics explored in The Great Gatsby is the sociology of wealth, specifically, how 

the newly minted millionaires of the 1920s differ from and relate to the old aristocracy of the 

country’s richest families. In the novel, West Egg and its denizens represent the newly rich, while 

East Egg and its denizens, especially Daisy and Tom, represent the old aristocracy. Fitzgerald 

portrays the newly rich as being vulgar, gaudy, ostentatious, and lacking in social graces and taste. 

Gatsby, for example, lives in a monstrously ornate mansion, wears a pink suit, drives a Rolls-

Royce, and does not pick up on subtle social signals, such as the insincerity of the Sloanes’ 

invitation to lunch. In contrast, the old aristocracy possesses grace, taste, subtlety, and elegance, 

epitomized by the Buchanans’ tasteful home and the flowing white dresses of Daisy and Jordan 

Baker. 

What the old aristocracy possesses in taste, however, it seems to lack in heart, as the East Eggers 

prove themselves careless, inconsiderate bullies who are so used to money’s ability to ease their 

minds that they never worry about hurting others. The Buchanans exemplify this stereotype when, 

at the end of the novel, they simply move to a new house far away rather than condescend to attend 

Gatsby’s funeral. Gatsby, on the other hand, whose recent wealth derives from criminal activity, 

has a sincere and loyal heart, remaining outside Daisy’s window until four in the morning in 

Chapter 7 simply to make sure that Tom does not hurt her. Ironically, Gatsby’s good qualities 

(loyalty and love) lead to his death, as he takes the blame for killing Myrtle rather than letting 

Daisy be punished, and the Buchanans’ bad qualities (fickleness and selfishness) allow them to 

remove themselves from the tragedy not only physically but psychologically. 
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Class 

In the monied world of The Great Gatsby, class influences all aspects of life, and especially love. 

Myrtle mentions this with regard to her husband, George, whom she mistook for someone of better 

“breeding” and hence greater prospects: “I thought he knew something about breeding, but he 

wasn’t fit to lick my shoe.” Similarly, Gatsby’s pursuit of Daisy is bound up with class. Only after 

amassing a large fortune does he feel able to make his move. At the end of the book, class dynamics 

dictate which marriage survives (Tom and Daisy), which one is destroyed (George and Myrtle), 

and which one will never come to be (Gatsby and Daisy). Only the most affluent couple pulls 

through the events that conclude the book. In fact, it seems that the accident may have brought 

them closer. When Nick spies on them through the window, he reports that “there was an 

unmistakable air of natural intimacy about the picture, and anybody would have said that they 

were conspiring together.” Because of their elite class status, Tom and Daisy share a belief that 

they are immune to the consequences of their actions. In the final chapter, Nick calls Tom and 

Daisy “careless people” who “smashed up things and . . . let other people clean up the mess they 

had made.” 

The American Dream 

The American Dream refers to a shared set of ideals that guide the spirit of the United States. These 

shared ideals include a notion of freedom that ensures all Americans the possibility of upward 

social mobility, as long as they work for it. Every character in The Great Gatsby draws inspiration 

from the American Dream’s promise of wealth and prosperity. At the same time, the novel itself 

critiques the notion of the American Dream. Readers may end the novel wondering if the American 

Dream is actually attainable at all. Gatsby suffers the most from the promise of social mobility 

inherent to the American Dream. He spends his life believing that if he makes enough money and 

acquires enough possessions, he can transcend his lower-class birth and become equal to Daisy 

and Tom. However, even though Gatsby succeeds in acquiring wealth, he is never accepted by the 

upper class. Gatsby’s failure to attain the American Dream suggests the Dream is both an 

unattainable and unwise goal. 

Love and Marriage 

The ideals of love and marriage are profoundly strained in The Great Gatsby, a book that centers 

on two loveless marriages: the union between Tom and Daisy Buchanan and between George and 

Myrtle Wilson. In both cases, the marriages seem to be unions of convenience or advantage than 

actual love. Myrtle explains that she married George because she thought he was “a gentleman,” 

suggesting she hoped he’d raise her class status. Daisy nearly backed out of her marriage to Tom 

the day before her wedding, and Tom had an affair within a year of the wedding, but the couple is 

well-suited because of their shared class and desire for fun and material possessions. Even 
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Gatsby’s all-consuming passion for Daisy seems more of a desire to possess something 

unattainable than actual love. Nick, meanwhile, dates Jordan Baker throughout the book, and 

though their relationship has its moments of warmth and kindness, both parties generally seem 

lukewarm and emotionally distant. “I wasn’t actually in love,” Nick recalls, “but I felt a sort of 

tender curiosity.” Such “tender curiosity” may be the closest thing to love in the entire novel. 

1.6 Important Motifs in The Great Gatsby 

A theme is the underlying dominant idea in every written piece, while a motif is a repetition of 

certain patterns, ideas or images to reinforce the main theme. A theme is broader than a motif. 

Geography 

Throughout the novel, places and settings epitomize the various aspects of the 1920s American 

society that Fitzgerald depicts. East Egg represents the old aristocracy, West Egg the newly rich, 

the valley of ashes the moral and social decay of America, and New York City the uninhibited, 

amoral quest for money and pleasure. Additionally, the East is connected to the moral decay and 

social cynicism of New York, while the West (including Midwestern and northern areas such as 

Minnesota) is connected to more traditional social values and ideals. Nick’s analysis in Chapter 9 

of the story he has related reveals his sensitivity to this dichotomy: though it is set in the East, the 

story is really one of the West, as it tells how people originally from west of the Appalachians (as 

all of the main characters are) react to the pace and style of life on the East Coast. 

Weather 

As in much of Shakespeare’s work, the weather in The Great Gatsby unfailingly matches the 

emotional and narrative tone of the story. Gatsby and Daisy’s reunion begins amid a pouring rain, 

proving awkward and melancholy; their love reawakens just as the sun begins to come out. 

Gatsby’s climactic confrontation with Tom occurs on the hottest day of the summer, under the 

scorching sun (like the fatal encounter between Mercutio and Tybalt in Romeo and Juliet). Wilson 

kills Gatsby on the first day of autumn, as Gatsby floats in his pool despite a palpable chill in the 

air—a symbolic attempt to stop time and restore his relationship with Daisy to the way it was five 

years before, in 1917. 

1.7  The Symbols in The Great Gatsby  

Symbols are objects, characters, figures, or colors used to represent abstract ideas or concepts. 

The Green Light 

Situated at the end of Daisy’s East Egg dock and barely visible from Gatsby’s West Egg lawn, the 

green light represents Gatsby’s hopes and dreams for the future. Gatsby associates it with Daisy, 
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and in Chapter 1 he reaches toward it in the darkness as a guiding light to lead him to his goal. 

Because Gatsby’s quest for Daisy is broadly associated with the American dream, the green light 

also symbolizes that more generalized ideal. In Chapter 9, Nick compares the green light to how 

America, rising out of the ocean, must have looked to early settlers of the new nation. 

The Valley of Ashes 

First introduced in Chapter 2, the valley of ashes between West Egg and New York City consists 

of a long stretch of desolate land created by the dumping of industrial ashes. It represents the moral 

and social decay that results from the uninhibited pursuit of wealth, as the rich indulge themselves 

with regard for nothing but their own pleasure. The valley of ashes also symbolizes the plight of 

the poor, like George Wilson, who live among the dirty ashes and lose their vitality as a result. 

The Eyes of Doctor T. J. Eckleburg 

The eyes of Doctor T. J. Eckleburg are a pair of fading, bespectacled eyes painted on an old 

advertising billboard over the valley of ashes. They may represent God staring down upon and 

judging American society as a moral wasteland, though the novel never makes this point explicitly. 

Instead, throughout the novel, Fitzgerald suggests that symbols only have meaning because 

characters instill them with meaning. The connection between the eyes of Doctor T. J. Eckleburg 

and God exists only in George Wilson’s grief-stricken mind. This lack of concrete significance 

contributes to the unsettling nature of the image. Thus, the eyes also come to represent the essential 

meaninglessness of the world and the arbitrariness of the mental process by which people invest 

objects with meaning. Nick explores these ideas in Chapter 8, when he imagines Gatsby’s final 

thoughts as a depressed consideration of the emptiness of symbols and dreams. 
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Summary Points  

❖ Tolstoy’s novella The Death of Ivan Ilyich which is considered as one of his masterpieces 

written during his later career. 

❖ As an extremely popular piece of literature around the world, and as a supreme example of 

the masterpieces of Tolsoty, the story has been adapted by a number of directors in their 

movies due to the significance of the subject, i.e., ‘death’ and ‘dying’ and the artistic 

culmination of the topic by the author. 

❖ It is a satire of upper class highlighting the proforund spiritual crisis and creating a list of 

topics for moral philosophical discussion of the themes involved. 

❖ Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) was a Russian author, a master of realistic fiction and one of the 

world’s greatest novelists. Tolstoy is best known for his two longest works, War and Peace 

(1865–69) and Anna Karenina (1875–77), which are commonly regarded among the finest 

novels ever written. War and Peace particularly seems virtually to define this form for 

many readers and critics. 

❖ The Death of Ivan Ilyich (1886) is usually classed among the best examples of the novella. 

❖ Tolstoy is considered one of the giants of Russian literature; his works include the novels 

War and Peace and Anna Karenina and novellas such as Hadji Murad and The Death of 

Ivan Ilyich. 

❖ The Death of Ivan Ilych begins at the chronological end of the story. 

❖ Ivan, however, is more than just a misguided character. He is a representative figure in a 

broader moral scheme. 

❖ Ivan's illness, then, can be seen as a curative influence. By forcing Ivan to confront the 

prospect of his death, it brings him face to face with his own isolation. 

❖ Gerasim possesses the qualities that, more than any other, produce a joyful existence: a 

sense of compassion for and empathy with fellow human beings. 

❖ Peter Ivanovich, Ivan's closest friend and colleague, is only present in the first chapter of 

the novel. Yet because the narrator spends so much time describing his thoughts and 

actions, Peter and his view of Ivan's life and society play an important role in setting up the 

context and values of the story. 

❖ From the outset of the novel it is clear that Tolstoy believes there are two types of lives: 

the artificial life—represented by Ivan, Praskovya, Peter, and most everyone in Ivan's 

society and company—and the authentic life represented by Gerasim. 

❖ The story of Ivan's steady approach toward death is also the story of Ivan's recognition of 

death and his search for a compromise with its dreadful and nullifying power. 

❖ Much like the artificial/authentic dichotomy, Tolstoy depicts human existence as a conflict 

between the inner and the outer, the spiritual life and the physical life. 

❖ Tolstoy incorporates several patterns of reversal into the structure of the novel.  
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Self-Assessment Questions 

 

1. How does Nick Carraway first meet Jay Gatsby? 

2. Why did Daisy marry Tom? 

3. Why does Gatsby arrange for Nick to have lunch with Jordan Baker? 

4. How does Tom find out about the affair between Gatsby and Daisy? 

5. Why does Myrtle run out in front of Gatsby’s car? 

6. How does Gatsby make his money? 

7. How are West Egg and East Egg different? 

8. What is the importance of the character Owl Eyes? 

9. Does Daisy love Gatsby or Tom? 

10. Why does Tom insist on switching cars with Gatsby when they go to the city? 

11. Why is Nick the narrator of the story? 

12. Why does Daisy cry over Gatsby’s shirts? 

13. Why does Tom bring up race so often? 

14. Why is Myrtle attracted to Tom? 

15. Why does Gatsby stop throwing parties? 
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Introduction to the Unit 

 

The unit puts in perspective A Passage to India by providing key information about the life and 

works of E. M. Foster and his approach to fiction writing. It then presents a critical summary of 

the novel followed by a chapter-wise detailed summary. The significant themes, symbols, and 

characters in the novel are discussed in the following sections to give students critical ideas and 

useful vocabulary to talk/write about A Passage to India. The unit ends with summary points and 

some self-assessment questions. On the whole, the unit aims to provide useful information about 

this novel so that the students can make sense of this famous piece of fiction and are able to conduct 

independent analyses of it.  

Learning Objectives 

By the end of the unit, the students will be able to discuss and evaluate:  

1. E. M.Foster’s life and works 

2. Background of the story of A Passage to India  

3. The plot of the novel and its analysis  

4. Important features of key characters in the novel  

5. Major themes explored in the novel  

6. Key symbols and motifs informing this fiction  

8.1  Life and Works of E. M. Foster 

Edward Morgan Forster OM CH (1 January 1879 – 7 June 1970) was an English fiction writer, 

essayist, and librettist. Many of his novels examine class difference and hypocrisy, including A 

Room with a View (1908), Howards End (1910), and A Passage to India (1924). The last brought 

him his greatest success. He was nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature in 20 separate years. 

Early years 

 

A section of the main building, Tonbridge School 
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Forster, born at 6 Melcombe Place, Dorset Square, London NW1, which no longer stands, was the 

only child of the Anglo-Irish Alice Clara "Lily" (née Whichelo) and a Welsh architect, Edward 

Morgan Llewellyn Forster. He was registered as Henry Morgan Forster, but accidentally baptised 

Edward Morgan Forster.[3] His father died of tuberculosis on 30 October 1880 before Morgan's 

second birthday.[4] In 1883, he and his mother moved to Rooks Nest, near Stevenage, 

Hertfordshire until 1893. This was to serve as a model for the house Howards End in his novel of 

that name. It is listed Grade I for historic interest and literary associations.[5] Forster had fond 

memories of his childhood at Rooks Nest. 

Plaque and sundial at Rooks Nest, the childhood home remembered in Forster's novel Howards 

End. Among Forster's ancestors were members of the Clapham Sect, a social reform group in the 

Church of England. Forster inherited £8,000 (equivalent to £946,428 in 2021[6]) in trust from his 

paternal great-aunt Marianne Thornton (daughter of the abolitionist Henry Thornton), who died 

on 5 November 1887.[7] This was enough to live on and enabled him to become a writer. He 

attended as a day boy Tonbridge School in Kent, where the school theatre has been named in his 

honour,[8] although he is known to have been unhappy there.[9] 

At King's College, Cambridge in 1897–1901,[10] he became a member of a discussion society 

known as the Apostles (formally the Cambridge Conversazione Society). They met in secret to 

discuss their work on philosophical and moral questions. Many of its members went on to 

constitute what came to be known as the Bloomsbury Group, of which Forster was a member in 

the 1910s and 1920s. There is a famous recreation of Forster's Cambridge at the beginning of The 

Longest Journey. The Schlegel sisters of Howards End are based to some degree on Vanessa and 

Virginia Stephen.[11] Forster graduated with a BA with second-class honours in both classics and 

history. 

In 1904, Forster travelled in Greece and Italy out of interest in their classical heritage. He then 

sought a post in Germany, to learn the language, and spent several months in the summer of 1905 

in Nassenheide, Pomerania, (now the Polish village of Rzędziny) as a tutor to the children of the 

writer Elizabeth von Arnim. He wrote a short memoir of this experience, which was one of the 

happiest times in his life.[12][13] 

In 1906 Forster fell in love with Syed Ross Masood, a 17-year-old Indian future Oxford student 

he tutored in Latin. Masood had a more romantic, poetic view of friendship, confusing Forster 

with avowals of love.[14] 

After leaving university, Forster travelled in Europe with his mother. They then moved to 

Weybridge, Surrey, where he wrote all six of his novels. 
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In 1914, he visited Egypt, Germany and India with the classicist Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson, 

by which time he had written all but one of his novels.[15] As a conscientious objector in the First 

World War, Forster served as a Chief Searcher (for missing servicemen) for the British Red Cross 

in Alexandria, Egypt.[16] Though conscious of his repressed desires, it was only then, while 

stationed in Egypt, that he "lost his R [respectability]" to a wounded soldier in 1917.[17] 

Forster spent a second spell in India in the early 1920s as private secretary to Tukojirao III, 

Maharajah of Dewas. The Hill of Devi is his non-fictional account of this period. After returning 

to London from India, he completed the last novel of his to be published in his lifetime, A Passage 

to India (1924), for which he won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for fiction. He also edited 

the letters of Eliza Fay (1756–1816) from India, in an edition first published in 1925.[18] In 2012, 

Tim Leggatt, who knew Forster for his last 15 years, wrote a memoir based on unpublished 

correspondence with him over those years. 

 

8.2  Socio-historical Background of A Passage to India 

 

Edward Morgan Forster was born into a comfortable London family in 1879. His father, an 

architect, died when Forster was very young, leaving the boy to be raised by his mother and 

great‑aunt. Forster proved to be a bright student, and he went on to attend Cambridge University, 

graduating in 1901. He spent much of the next decade traveling and living abroad, dividing his 

time between working as a journalist and writing short stories and novels. 

Many of Forster’s observations and experiences from this time figure in his fiction, most notably 

A Room with a View (1908), which chronicles the experiences of a group of English people 

vacationing in Italy. Two years after A Room with a View, the novel Howards End (1910), in 

which Forster criticized the class divisions and prejudices of Edwardian England, solidified his 

reputation as a social critic and a master of incisively observational fiction. 

Long before Forster first visited India, he had already gained a vivid picture of its people and 

places from a young Indian Muslim named Syed Ross Masood, whom Forster began tutoring in 

England starting in 1906. Forster and Masood became very close, and Masood introduced Forster 

to several of his Indian friends. Echoes of the friendship between the two can be seen in the 

characters of Fielding and Aziz in A Passage to India. By the time Forster first visited India, in 

1912, the Englishman was well prepared for his travels throughout the country. 
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At the time of Forster’s visit, the British government had been officially ruling India since 1858, 

after the failed Sepoy Rebellion in 1857, in which Indians attempted to regain rule from the British 

East India Company. The East India Company, a privately owned trading concern, had been 

gaining financial and political power in India since the seventeenth century. By the time of 

Forster’s visit, Britain’s control over India was complete: English governors headed each province 

and were responsible to Parliament. Though England had promised the Indian people a role in 

government in exchange for their aid during World War I, India did not win independence until 

three decades later, in 1949. 

Forster spent time with both Englishmen and Indians during his visit, and he quickly found he 

preferred the company of the latter. He was troubled by the racial oppression and deep cultural 

misunderstandings that divided the Indian people and the British colonists, or, as they are called 

in A Passage to India, Anglo-Indians. The prevailing attitude among the British in India was that 

the colonists were assuming the “white man’s burden”—novelist Rudyard Kipling’s phrase—of 

governing the country, because the Indians could not handle the responsibility themselves. Forster, 

a homosexual living in a society and era largely unsympathetic to his lifestyle, had long 

experienced prejudice and misunderstanding firsthand. It is no surprise, then, that Forster felt 

sympathetic toward the Indian side of the colonial argument. Indeed, Forster became a lifelong 

advocate for tolerance and understanding among people of different social classes, races, and 

backgrounds. 

Forster began writing A Passage to India in 1913, just after his first visit to India. The novel was 

not revised and completed, however, until well after his second stay in India, in 1921, when he 

served as secretary to the Maharajah of Dewas State Senior. Published in 1924, A Passage to India 

examines the racial misunderstandings and cultural hypocrisies that characterized the complex 

interactions between Indians and the English toward the end of the British occupation of India. 

Forster’s style is marked by his sympathy for his characters, his ability to see more than one side 

of an argument or story, and his fondness for simple, symbolic tales that neatly encapsulate 

large‑scale problems and conditions. These tendencies are all evident in A Passage to India, which 

was immediately acclaimed as Forster’s masterpiece upon its publication. It is a traditional social 

and political novel, unconcerned with the technical innovation of some of Forster’s modernist 

contemporaries such as Gertrude Stein or T.S. Eliot. A Passage to India is concerned, however, 

with representing the chaos of modern human experience through patterns of imagery and form. 

In this regard, Forster’s novel is similar to modernist works of the same time period, such as James 

Joyce’s Ulysses (1922) and Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway (1925). 
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A Passage to India was the last in a string of Forster’s novels in which his craft improved markedly 

with each new work. After the novel’s publication, however, Forster never again attained the level 

of craft or the depth of observation that characterized his early work. In his later life, he contented 

himself primarily with writing critical essays and lectures, most notably Aspects of the Novel 

(1927). In 1946, Forster accepted a fellowship at Cambridge, where he remained until his death in 

1970. 

8.3  Summary of A Passage to India  

Two englishwomen, the young Miss Adela Quested and the elderly Mrs. Moore, travel to India. 

Adela expects to become engaged to Mrs. Moore’s son, Ronny, a British magistrate in the Indian 

city of Chandrapore. Adela and Mrs. Moore each hope to see the real India during their visit, rather 

than cultural institutions imported by the British. 

At the same time, Aziz, a young Muslim doctor in India, is increasingly frustrated by the poor 

treatment he receives at the hands of the English. Aziz is especially annoyed with Major Callendar, 

the civil surgeon, who has a tendency to summon Aziz for frivolous reasons in the middle of 

dinner. Aziz and two of his educated friends, Hamidullah and Mahmoud Ali, hold a lively 

conversation about whether or not an Indian can be friends with an Englishman in India. That 

night, Mrs. Moore and Aziz happen to run into each other while exploring a local mosque, and the 

two become friendly. Aziz is moved and surprised that an English person would treat him like a 

friend. 

Mr. Turton, the collector who governs Chandrapore, hosts a party so that Adela and Mrs. Moore 

may have the opportunity to meet some of the more prominent and wealthy Indians in the city. At 

the event, which proves to be rather awkward, Adela meets Cyril Fielding, the principal of the 

government college in Chandrapore. Fielding, impressed with Adela’s open friendliness to the 

Indians, invites her and Mrs. Moore to tea with him and the Hindu professor Godbole. At Adela’s 

request, Fielding invites Aziz to tea as well. 

At the tea, Aziz and Fielding immediately become friendly, and the afternoon is overwhelmingly 

pleasant until Ronny Heaslop arrives and rudely interrupts the party. Later that evening, Adela 

tells Ronny that she has decided not to marry him. But that night, the two are in a car accident 

together, and the excitement of the event causes Adela to change her mind about the marriage. 

Not long afterward, Aziz organizes an expedition to the nearby Marabar Caves for those who 

attended Fielding’s tea. Fielding and Professor Godbole miss the train to Marabar, so Aziz 

continues on alone with the two ladies, Adela and Mrs. Moore. Inside one of the caves, Mrs. Moore 
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is unnerved by the enclosed space, which is crowded with Aziz’s retinue, and by the uncanny echo 

that seems to translate every sound she makes into the noise “boum.” 

Aziz, Adela, and a guide go on to the higher caves while Mrs. Moore waits below. Adela, suddenly 

realizing that she does not love Ronny, asks Aziz whether he has more than one wife—a question 

he considers offensive. Aziz storms off into a cave, and when he returns, Adela is gone. Aziz 

scolds the guide for losing Adela, and the guide runs away. Aziz finds Adela’s broken field‑glasses 

and heads down the hill. Back at the picnic site, Aziz finds Fielding waiting for him. Aziz is 

unconcerned to learn that Adela has hastily taken a car back to Chandrapore, as he is overjoyed to 

see Fielding. Back in Chandrapore, however, Aziz is unexpectedly arrested. He is charged with 

attempting to rape Adela Quested while she was in the caves, a charge based on a claim Adela 

herself has made. 

Fielding, believing Aziz to be innocent, angers all of British India by joining the Indians in Aziz’s 

defense. In the weeks before the trial, the racial tensions between the Indians and the English flare 

up considerably. Mrs. Moore is distracted and miserable because of her memory of the echo in the 

cave and because of her impatience with the upcoming trial. Adela is emotional and ill; she too 

seems to suffer from an echo in her mind. Ronny is fed up with Mrs. Moore’s lack of support for 

Adela, and it is agreed that Mrs. Moore will return to England earlier than planned. Mrs. Moore 

dies on the voyage back to England, but not before she realizes that there is no “real India”—but 

rather a complex multitude of different Indias. 

At Aziz’s trial, Adela, under oath, is questioned about what happened in the caves. Shockingly, 

she declares that she has made a mistake: Aziz is not the person or thing that attacked her in the 

cave. Aziz is set free, and Fielding escorts Adela to the Government College, where she spends 

the next several weeks. Fielding begins to respect Adela, recognizing her bravery in standing 

against her peers to pronounce Aziz innocent. Ronny breaks off his engagement to Adela, and she 

returns to England. 

Aziz, however, is angry that Fielding would befriend Adela after she nearly ruined Aziz’s life, and 

the friendship between the two men suffers as a consequence. Then Fielding sails for a visit to 

England. Aziz declares that he is done with the English and that he intends to move to a place 

where he will not have to encounter them. 

Two years later, Aziz has become the chief doctor to the Rajah of Mau, a Hindu region several 

hundred miles from Chandrapore. He has heard that Fielding married Adela shortly after returning 

to England. Aziz now virulently hates all English people. One day, walking through an old temple 

with his three children, he encounters Fielding and his brother‑in‑law. Aziz is surprised to learn 
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that the brother-in-law’s name is Ralph Moore; it turns out that Fielding married not Adela 

Quested, but Stella Moore, Mrs. Moore’s daughter from her second marriage. 

Aziz befriends Ralph. After he accidentally runs his rowboat into Fielding’s, Aziz renews his 

friendship with Fielding as well. The two men go for a final ride together before Fielding leaves, 

during which Aziz tells Fielding that once the English are out of India, the two will be able to be 

friends. Fielding asks why they cannot be friends now, when they both want to be, but the sky and 

the earth seem to say “No, not yet. . . . No, not there.” 

 

8.4   Characters List of A Passage to India  

Dr. Aziz 

An intelligent, emotional Indian doctor in Chandrapore. Aziz attempts to make friends with Adela 

Quested, Mrs. Moore, and Cyril Fielding. Later, Adela falsely accuses Aziz of attempted rape after 

an expedition to the Marabar Caves, but the charges are dropped after Adela’s testimony at the 

trial. Aziz enjoys writing and reciting poetry. He has three children; his wife died several years 

before the beginning of the novel. 

Cyril Fielding 

The principal of the government college near Chandrapore. Fielding is an independent man who 

believes in educating the Indians to be individuals—a much more sympathetic attitude toward the 

native population than that held by most English in India. Fielding befriends Dr. Aziz, taking the 

doctor’s side against the rest of the English in Chandrapore when Aziz is accused of attempting to 

rape Adela Quested. 

Miss Adela Quested 

A young, intelligent, inquisitive, but somewhat repressed Englishwoman. Adela travels to India 

with Mrs. Moore in order to decide whether or not to marry Mrs. Moore’s son Ronny. Miss 

Quested begins with an openminded desire to get to know Indians and see the real India. Later, 

she falsely accuses Aziz of attempting to rape her in the Marabar Caves. 

Mrs. Moore 
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An elderly Englishwoman who voyages to India with Adela Quested. Mrs. Moore wishes to see 

the country and hopes that Adela will marry her son Ronny. Mrs. Moore befriends Dr. Aziz, as 

she feels some spiritual connection with him. She has an unsettling experience with the bizarre 

echoes in the Marabar Caves, which cause her to feel a sense of dread, especially about human 

relationships. Mrs. Moore hurries back to England, and she dies at sea during the journey. 

Ronny Heaslop 

Mrs. Moore’s son, the magistrate at Chandrapore. Ronny, though well educated and open-minded 

at heart, has become prejudiced and intolerant of Indians ever since he moved to India—as is 

standard for most Englishmen serving there. Ronny is briefly engaged to Adela Quested, though 

he does not appear particularly passionate about her. 

Mr. Turton 

The collector, the man who governs Chandrapore. Mr. Turton is officious and stern, though more 

tactful than his wife. 

Mrs. Turton 

Turton’s wife. In her interactions with Indians, Mrs. Turton embodies the novel’s stereotype of the 

snobby, rude, and prejudiced English colonial wife. 

Mr. McBryde 

The superintendent of police in Chandrapore, who has an elaborate theory that he claims explains 

the inferiority of dark‑skinned races to light‑skinned ones. McBryde, though condescending, 

actually shows more tolerance toward Indians than most English do. Not surprisingly, he and 

Fielding are friendly acquain-tances. McBryde himself stands up against the group mentality of 

the English at Chandrapore when he divorces his wife after having an affair with Miss Derek. 

Major Callendar 

The civil surgeon at Chandrapore, Dr. Aziz’s superior. Major Callendar is a boastful, cruel, 

intolerant, and ridiculous man. 
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Professor Godbole 

A Brahman Hindu who teaches at Fielding’s college. Godbole is very spiritual and reluctant to 

become involved in human affairs. 

Hamidullah 

Dr. Aziz’s uncle and friend. Hamidullah, who was educated at Cambridge, believes that friendship 

between the English and Indians is more likely possible in England than in India. Hamidullah was 

a close friend of Fielding before Fielding and Aziz met. 

Mahmoud Ali 

A lawyer friend of Dr. Aziz who is deeply pessimistic about the English. 

The Nawab Bahadur 

The leading loyalist in Chandrapore. The Nawab Bahadur is wealthy, generous, and faithful to the 

English. After Aziz’s trial, however, he gives up his title in protest. 

Dr. Panna Lal 

A low‑born Hindu doctor and Aziz’s rival. Dr. Panna Lal intends to testify against Aziz at the trial, 

but he begs forgiveness after Aziz is set free. 

Stella Moore 

Mrs. Moore’s daughter from her second marriage. Stella marries Fielding toward the end of the 

novel. 

Ralph Moore 

Mrs. Moore’s son from her second marriage, a sensitive young man. 

Miss Derek 
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A young Englishwoman who works for a wealthy Indian family and often steals their car. Miss 

Derek is easygoing and has a fine sense of humor, but many of the English at Chandrapore resent 

her, considering her presence unseemly. 

Amritrao 

The lawyer who defends Aziz at his trial. Amritrao is a highly anti‑British man. 

8.5  Analysis of Main Characters  

Dr Aziz 

Aziz seems to be a mess of extremes and contradictions, an embodiment of Forster’s notion of the 

“muddle” of India. Aziz is impetuous and flighty, changing opinions and preoccupations quickly 

and without warning, from one moment to the next. His moods swing back and forth between 

extremes, from childlike elation one minute to utter despair the next. Aziz even seems capable of 

shifting careers and talents, serving as both physician and poet during the course of A Passage to 

India. Aziz’s somewhat youthful qualities, as evidenced by a sense of humor that leans toward 

practical joking, are offset by his attitude of irony toward his English superiors. 

Forster, though not blatantly stereotyping, encourages us to see many of Aziz’s characteristics as 

characteristics of Indians in general. Aziz, like many of his friends, dislikes blunt honesty and 

directness, preferring to communicate through confidences, feelings underlying words, and 

indirect speech. Aziz has a sense that much of morality is really social code. He therefore feels no 

moral compunction about visiting prostitutes or reading Fielding’s private mail—both because his 

intentions are good and because he knows he will not be caught. Instead of living by merely social 

codes, Aziz guides his action through a code that is nearly religious, such as we see in his extreme 

hospitality. Moreover, Aziz, like many of the other Indians, struggles with the problem of the 

English in India. On the one hand, he appreciates some of the modernizing influences that the West 

has brought to India; on the other, he feels that the presence of the English degrades and oppresses 

his people. 

Despite his contradictions, Aziz is a genuinely affectionate character, and his affection is often 

based on intuited connections, as with Mrs. Moore and Fielding. Though Forster holds up Aziz’s 

capacity for imaginative sympathy as a good trait, we see that this imaginativeness can also betray 

Aziz. The deep offense Aziz feels toward Fielding in the aftermath of his trial stems from fiction 

and misinterpreted intuition. Aziz does not stop to evaluate facts, but rather follows his heart to 

the exclusion of all other methods—an approach that is sometimes wrong. 
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Many critics have contended that Forster portrays Aziz and many of the other Indian characters 

unflatteringly. Indeed, though the author is certainly sympathetic to the Indians, he does sometimes 

present them as incompetent, subservient, or childish. These somewhat valid critiques call into 

question the realism of Forster’s novel, but they do not, on the whole, corrupt his exploration of 

the possibility of friendly relations between Indians and Englishmen—arguably the central concern 

of the novel. 

Cyril Fielding 

Of all the characters in the novel, Fielding is clearly the most associated with Forster himself. 

Among the Englishmen in Chandrapore, Fielding is far and away most the successful at developing 

and sustaining relationships with native Indians. Though he is an educator, he is less comfortable 

in teacher-student interaction than he is in one-on-one conversation with another individual. This 

latter style serves as Forster’s model of liberal humanism—Forster and Fielding treat the world as 

a group of individuals who can connect through mutual respect, courtesy, and intelligence. 

Fielding, in these viewpoints, presents the main threat to the mentality of the English in India. He 

educates Indians as individuals, engendering a movement of free thought that has the potential to 

destabilize English colonial power. Furthermore, Fielding has little patience for the racial 

categorization that is so central to the English grip on India. He honors his friendship with Aziz 

over any alliance with members of his own race—a reshuffling of allegiances that threatens the 

solidarity of the English. Finally, Fielding “travels light,” as he puts it: he does not believe in 

marriage, but favors friendship instead. As such, Fielding implicitly questions the domestic 

conventions upon which the Englishmen’s sense of “Englishness” is founded. Fielding refuses to 

sentimentalize domestic England or to venerate the role of the wife or mother—a far cry from the 

other Englishmen, who put Adela on a pedestal after the incident at the caves. 

Fielding’s character changes in the aftermath of Aziz’s trial. He becomes jaded about the Indians 

as well as the English. His English sensibilities, such as his need for proportion and reason, become 

more prominent and begin to grate against Aziz’s Indian sensibilities. By the end of A Passage to 

India, Forster seems to identify with Fielding less. Whereas Aziz remains a likable, if flawed, 

character until the end of the novel, Fielding becomes less likable in his increasing identification 

and sameness with the English. 

 

Adela Quested 
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Adela arrives in India with Mrs. Moore, and, fittingly, her character develops in parallel to Mrs. 

Moore’s. Adela, like the elder Englishwoman, is an individualist and an educated free thinker. 

These tendencies lead her, just as they lead Mrs. Moore, to question the standard behaviors of the 

English toward the Indians. Adela’s tendency to question standard practices with frankness makes 

her resistant to being labeled—and therefore resistant to marrying Ronny and being labeled a 

typical colonial English wife. Both Mrs. Moore and Adela hope to see the “real India” rather than 

an arranged tourist version. However, whereas Mrs. Moore’s desire is bolstered by a genuine 

interest in and affection for Indians, Adela appears to want to see the “real India” simply on 

intellectual grounds. She puts her mind to the task, but not her heart—and therefore never connects 

with Indians. 

Adela’s experience at the Marabar Caves causes her to undergo a crisis of rationalism against 

spiritualism. While Adela’s character changes greatly in the several days after her alleged assault, 

her testimony at the trial represents a return of the old Adela, with the sole difference that she is 

plagued by doubt in a way she was not originally. Adela begins to sense that her assault, and the 

echo that haunts her afterward, are representative of something outside the scope of her normal 

rational comprehension. She is pained by her inability to articulate her experience. She finds she 

has no purpose in—nor love for—India, and suddenly fears that she is unable to love anyone. 

Adela is filled with the realization of the damage she has done to Aziz and others, yet she feels 

paralyzed, unable to remedy the wrongs she has done. Nonetheless, Adela selflessly endures her 

difficult fate after the trial—a course of action that wins her a friend in Fielding, who sees her as 

a brave woman rather than a traitor to her race. 

Mrs Moore 

As a character, Mrs. Moore serves a double function in A Passage to India, operating on two 

different planes. She is initially a literal character, but as the novel progresses she becomes more 

a symbolic presence. On the literal level, Mrs. Moore is a good-hearted, religious, elderly woman 

with mystical leanings. The initial days of her visit to India are successful, as she connects with 

India and Indians on an intuitive level. Whereas Adela is overly cerebral, Mrs. Moore relies 

successfully on her heart to make connections during her visit. Furthermore, on the literal level, 

Mrs. Moore’s character has human limitations: her experience at Marabar renders her apathetic 

and even somewhat mean, to the degree that she simply leaves India without bothering to testify 

to Aziz’s innocence or to oversee Ronny and Adela’s wedding. 

After her departure, however, Mrs. Moore exists largely on a symbolic level. Though she herself 

has human flaws, she comes to symbolize an ideally spiritual and race-blind openness that Forster 

sees as a solution to the problems in India. Mrs. Moore’s name becomes closely associated with 
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Hinduism, especially the Hindu tenet of the oneness and unity of all living things. This symbolic 

side to Mrs. Moore might even make her the heroine of the novel, the only English person able to 

closely connect with the Hindu vision of unity. Nonetheless, Mrs. Moore’s literal actions—her 

sudden abandonment of India—make her less than heroic. 

Ronny Heaslop 

Ronny’s character does not change much over the course of the novel; instead, Forster’s emphasis 

is on the change that happened before the novel begins, when Ronny first arrived in India. Both 

Mrs. Moore and Adela note the difference between the Ronny they knew in England and the Ronny 

of British India. Forster uses Ronny’s character and the changes he has undergone as a sort of case 

study, an exploration of the restrictions that the English colonials’ herd mentality imposes on 

individual personalities. All of Ronny’s previously individual tastes are effectively dumbed down 

to meet group standards. He devalues his intelligence and learning from England in favor of the 

“wisdom” gained by years of experience in India. The open-minded attitude with which he has 

been brought up has been replaced by a suspicion of Indians. In short, Ronny’s tastes, opinions, 

and even his manner of speaking are no longer his own, but those of older, ostensibly wiser British 

Indian officials. This kind of group thinking is what ultimately causes Ronny to clash with both 

Adela and his mother, Mrs. Moore. 

Nonetheless, Ronny is not the worst of the English in India, and Forster is somewhat sympathetic 

in his portrayal of him. Ronny’s ambition to rise in the ranks of British India has not completely 

destroyed his natural goodness, but merely perverted it. Ronny cares about his job and the Indians 

with whom he works, if only to the extent that they, in turn, reflect upon him. Forster presents 

Ronny’s failing as the fault of the colonial system, not his own. 

8.6  Important Themes in A Passage to India   

Themes are the fundamental and often universal ideas explored in a literary work. 

The Difficulty of English-Indian Friendship 

A Passage to India begins and ends by posing the question of whether it is possible for an 

Englishman and an Indian to ever be friends, at least within the context of British colonialism. 

Forster uses this question as a framework to explore the general issue of Britain’s political control 

of India on a more personal level, through the friendship between Aziz and Fielding. At the 

beginning of the novel, Aziz is scornful of the English, wishing only to consider them comically 

or ignore them completely. Yet the intuitive connection Aziz feels with Mrs. Moore in the mosque 
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opens him to the possibility of friendship with Fielding. Through the first half of the novel, Fielding 

and Aziz represent a positive model of liberal humanism: Forster suggests that British rule in India 

could be successful and respectful if only English and Indians treated each other as Fielding and 

Aziz treat each other—as worthy individuals who connect through frankness, intelligence, and 

good will. 

Yet in the aftermath of the novel’s climax—Adela’s accusation that Aziz attempted to assault her 

and her subsequent disavowal of this accusation at the trial—Aziz and Fielding’s friendship falls 

apart. The strains on their relationship are external in nature, as Aziz and Fielding both suffer from 

the tendencies of their cultures. Aziz tends to let his imagination run away with him and to let 

suspicion harden into a grudge. Fielding suffers from an English literalism and rationalism that 

blind him to Aziz’s true feelings and make Fielding too stilted to reach out to Aziz through 

conversations or letters. Furthermore, their respective Indian and English communities pull them 

apart through their mutual stereotyping. As we see at the end of the novel, even the landscape of 

India seems to oppress their friendship. Forster’s final vision of the possibility of English-Indian 

friendship is a pessimistic one, yet it is qualified by the possibility of friendship on English soil, 

or after the liberation of India. As the landscape itself seems to imply at the end of the novel, such 

a friendship may be possible eventually, but “not yet.” 

The Unity of All Living Things 

Though the main characters of A Passage to India are generally Christian or Muslim, Hinduism 

also plays a large thematic role in the novel. The aspect of Hinduism with which Forster is 

particularly concerned is the religion’s ideal of all living things, from the lowliest to the highest, 

united in love as one. This vision of the universe appears to offer redemption to India through 

mysticism, as individual differences disappear into a peaceful collectivity that does not recognize 

hierarchies. Individual blame and intrigue is forgone in favor of attention to higher, spiritual 

matters. Professor Godbole, the most visible Hindu in the novel, is Forster’s mouthpiece for this 

idea of the unity of all living things. Godbole alone remains aloof from the drama of the plot, 

refraining from taking sides by recognizing that all are implicated in the evil of Marabar. Mrs. 

Moore, also, shows openness to this aspect of Hinduism. Though she is a Christian, her experience 

of India has made her dissatisfied with what she perceives as the smallness of Christianity. Mrs. 

Moore appears to feel a great sense of connection with all living creatures, as evidenced by her 

respect for the wasp in her bedroom. 

Yet, through Mrs. Moore, Forster also shows that the vision of the oneness of all living things can 

be terrifying. As we see in Mrs. Moore’s experience with the echo that negates everything into 

“boum” in Marabar, such oneness provides unity but also makes all elements of the universe one 
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and the same—a realization that, it is implied, ultimately kills Mrs. Moore. Godbole is not troubled 

by the idea that negation is an inevitable result when all things come together as one. Mrs. Moore, 

however, loses interest in the world of relationships after envisioning this lack of distinctions as a 

horror. Moreover, though Forster generally endorses the Hindu idea of the oneness of all living 

things, he also suggests that there may be inherent problems with it. Even Godbole, for example, 

seems to recognize that something—if only a stone—must be left out of the vision of oneness if 

the vision is to cohere. This problem of exclusion is, in a sense, merely another manifestation of 

the individual difference and hierarchy that Hinduism promises to overcome. 

The “Muddle” of India 

Forster takes great care to strike a distinction between the ideas of “muddle” and “mystery” in A 

Passage to India. “Muddle” has connotations of dangerous and disorienting disorder, whereas 

“mystery” suggests a mystical, orderly plan by a spiritual force that is greater than man. Fielding, 

who acts as Forster’s primary mouthpiece in the novel, admits that India is a “muddle,” while 

figures such as Mrs. Moore and Godbole view India as a mystery. The muddle that is India in the 

novel appears to work from the ground up: the very landscape and architecture of the countryside 

is formless, and the natural life of plants and animals defies identification. This muddled quality 

to the environment is mirrored in the makeup of India’s native population, which is mixed into a 

muddle of different religious, ethnic, linguistic, and regional groups. 

The muddle of India disorients Adela the most; indeed, the events at the Marabar Caves that trouble 

her so much can be seen as a manifestation of this muddle. By the end of the novel, we are still not 

sure what actually has happened in the caves. Forster suggests that Adela’s feelings about Ronny 

become externalized and muddled in the caves, and that she suddenly experiences these feelings 

as something outside of her. The muddle of India also affects Aziz and Fielding’s friendship, as 

their good intentions are derailed by the chaos of cross-cultural signals. 

Though Forster is sympathetic to India and Indians in the novel, his overwhelming depiction of 

India as a muddle matches the manner in which many Western writers of his day treated the East 

in their works. As the noted critic Edward Said has pointed out, these authors’ “orientalizing” of 

the East made Western logic and capability appear self-evident, and, by extension, portrayed the 

West’s domination of the East as reasonable or even necessary. 

The Negligence of British Colonial Government 
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Though A Passage to India is in many ways a highly symbolic, or even mystical, text, it also aims 

to be a realistic documentation of the attitudes of British colonial officials in India. Forster spends 

large sections of the novel characterizing different typical attitudes the English hold toward the 

Indians whom they control. Forster’s satire is most harsh toward Englishwomen, whom the author 

depicts as overwhelmingly racist, self-righteous, and viciously condescending to the native 

population. Some of the Englishmen in the novel are as nasty as the women, but Forster more often 

identifies Englishmen as men who, though condescending and unable to relate to Indians on an 

individual level, are largely well-meaning and invested in their jobs. For all Forster’s criticism of 

the British manner of governing India, however, he does not appear to question the right of the 

British Empire to rule India. He suggests that the British would be well served by becoming kinder 

and more sympathetic to the Indians with whom they live, but he does not suggest that the British 

should abandon India outright. Even this lesser critique is never overtly stated in the novel, but 

implied through biting satire. 

8.7  Motifs in A Passage to India 

Motifs are recurring structures, contrasts, or literary devices that can help to develop and inform 

the text’s major themes. 

The Echo 

The echo begins at the Marabar Caves: first Mrs. Moore and then Adela hear the echo and are 

haunted by it in the weeks to come. The echo’s sound is “boum”—a sound it returns regardless of 

what noise or utterance is originally made. This negation of difference embodies the frightening 

flip side of the seemingly positive Hindu vision of the oneness and unity of all living things. If all 

people and things become the same thing, then no distinction can be made between good and evil. 

No value system can exist. The echo plagues Mrs. Moore until her death, causing her to abandon 

her beliefs and cease to care about human relationships. Adela, however, ultimately escapes the 

echo by using its message of impersonality to help her realize Aziz’s innocence. 

Eastern and Western Architecture 

Forster spends time detailing both Eastern and Western architecture in A Passage to India. Three 

architectural structures—though one is naturally occurring—provide the outline for the book’s 

three sections, “Mosque,” “Caves,” and “Temple.” Forster presents the aesthetics of Eastern and 

Western structures as indicative of the differences of the respective cultures as a whole. In India, 

architecture is confused and formless: interiors blend into exterior gardens, earth and buildings 

compete with each other, and structures appear unfinished or drab. As such, Indian architecture 
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mirrors the muddle of India itself and what Forster sees as the Indians’ characteristic inattention 

to form and logic. Occasionally, however, Forster takes a positive view of Indian architecture. The 

mosque in Part I and temple in Part III represent the promise of Indian openness, mysticism, and 

friendship. Western architecture, meanwhile, is described during Fielding’s stop in Venice on his 

way to England. Venice’s structures, which Fielding sees as representative of Western architecture 

in general, honor form and proportion and complement the earth on which they are built. Fielding 

reads in this architecture the self-evident correctness of Western reason—an order that, he laments, 

his Indian friends would not recognize or appreciate. 

Godbole’s Song 

At the end of Fielding’s tea party, Godbole sings for the English visitors a Hindu song, in which a 

milkmaid pleads for God to come to her or to her people. The song’s refrain of “Come! come” 

recurs throughout A Passage to India, mirroring the appeal for the entire country of salvation from 

something greater than itself. After the song, Godbole admits that God never comes to the 

milkmaid. The song greatly disheartens Mrs. Moore, setting the stage for her later spiritual apathy, 

her simultaneous awareness of a spiritual presence and lack of confidence in spiritualism as a 

redeeming force. Godbole seemingly intends his song as a message or lesson that recognition of 

the potential existence of a God figure can bring the world together and erode differences—after 

all, Godbole himself sings the part of a young milkmaid. Forster uses the refrain of Godbole’s 

song, “Come! come,” to suggest that India’s redemption is yet to come. 

8.8 Symbols in A Passage to India  

Symbols are objects, characters, figures, or colors used to represent abstract ideas or concepts. 

The Marabar Caves 

The Marabar Caves represent all that is alien about nature. The caves are older than anything else 

on the earth and embody nothingness and emptiness—a literal void in the earth. They defy both 

English and Indians to act as guides to them, and their strange beauty and menace unsettles visitors. 

The caves’ alien quality also has the power to make visitors such as Mrs. Moore and Adela confront 

parts of themselves or the universe that they have not previously recognized. The all-reducing echo 

of the caves causes Mrs. Moore to see the darker side of her spirituality—a waning commitment 

to the world of relationships and a growing ambivalence about God. Adela confronts the shame 

and embarrassment of her realization that she and Ronny are not actually attracted to each other, 

and that she might be attracted to no one. In this sense, the caves both destroy meaning, in reducing 
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all utterances to the same sound, and expose or narrate the unspeakable, the aspects of the universe 

that the caves’ visitors have not yet considered. 

The Green Bird 

Just after Adela and Ronny agree for the first time, in Chapter VII, to break off their engagement, 

they notice a green bird sitting in the tree above them. Neither of them can positively identify the 

bird. For Adela, the bird symbolizes the unidentifiable quality of all of India: just when she thinks 

she can understand any aspect of India, that aspect changes or disappears. In this sense, the green 

bird symbolizes the muddle of India. In another capacity, the bird points to a different tension 

between the English and Indians. The English are obsessed with knowledge, literalness, and 

naming, and they use these tools as a means of gaining and maintaining power. The Indians, in 

contrast, are more attentive to nuance, undertone, and the emotions behind words. While the 

English insist on labeling things, the Indians recognize that labels can blind one to important details 

and differences. The unidentifiable green bird suggests the incompatibility of the English 

obsession with classification and order with the shifting quality of India itself—the land is, in fact, 

a “hundred Indias” that defy labeling and understanding. 

The Wasp 

The wasp appears several times in A Passage to India, usually in conjunction with the Hindu vision 

of the oneness of all living things. The wasp is usually depicted as the lowest creature the Hindus 

incorporate into their vision of universal unity. Mrs. Moore is closely associated with the wasp, as 

she finds one in her room and is gently appreciative of it. Her peaceful regard for the wasp signifies 

her own openness to the Hindu idea of collectivity, and to the mysticism and indefinable quality 

of India in general. However, as the wasp is the lowest creature that the Hindus visualize, it also 

represents the limits of the Hindu vision. The vision is not a panacea, but merely a possibility for 

unity and understanding in India.  
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Summary Points  

❖ Published in 1926, The Sun Also Rises is a novel by the American writer Ernest 

Hemmingway.  

❖ It depicts the travels and adventures of American and British expatriates traveling from 

Paris to the Festival of San Fermín in Pamplona to watch bullfighting. 

❖ The novel is autobiographical and its characters are inspired by actual people and events 

in the life of Hemmingway.  

❖ It deals with the World War I generation and their routine life and struggles.  

❖ The themes of masculinity, love, escapism, the effects of war, and disillusionment in life 

are depicted in the novel.  

❖ It uses the motifs of alcoholism, the failure of communication, false friendship, and sex to 

convey its thematic message.  

❖ The novel uses symbols of water and bullfighting to inform its themes.  

Self-Assessment Questions  

1. Where does the fiesta occur? 

2. What is Cohn’s profession? 

3. In what war was Jake injured? 

4. In what sport did Robert Cohn participate at Princeton? 

5. In what respects are characters in The Sun Also Rises lost? 

6. In The Sun Also Rises, how are the expatriate characters corrupted by their lives in Paris? 

7. What country does Jake come from? 

8. In The Sun Also Rises, how are Brett and Frances alike and different? 

9. Who wins the fight between Jake, Mike, and Cohn? 

10. What qualities of the new woman does Brett represent in The Sun Also Rises? 

11. How does Brett and Romero’s relationship end? 

12. In what sport do Jake and Bill engage while in Spain? 

13. . What is Forster’s primary critique of the British in India? What does he appear to think 

of the Empire in general? 

 

14. 2. Evaluate the role of negation in the novel. Look for instances of the word “nothing,” 

descriptions that use lack or negativity, and plot points in which “nothing” happens, 

though characters think something does happen. What does negation signify and how is it 

used? 

 

15. 3. What is the role of nature in A Passage to India? 
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16. 4. What part does sexuality play in the novel? Consider any differences of opinion about 

sexuality between Fielding and Aziz and between Ronny and Adela. 

 

17. 5. Compare Forster’s depiction of the English in Chandrapore with his depiction of Aziz’s 

Indian community. Do the two groups have any similarities? Does Forster portray one 

group more sympathetically? 

 

18. What do Adela and Mrs. Moore hope to get out of their visit to India? Do they succeed? 

 

19. What causes Adela’s breakdown? Why does she accuse Aziz? What qualities enable her 

to admit the truth at the trial? 

 

20. What purpose does Part III, “Temple,” play in A Passage to India? 
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Introduction to the Unit 

The Sun Also Rises is a novel by the famous American writer Ernest Hemmingway published in 

1926. It depicts British and American expatriates who travel from Paris to the Festival of San 

Fermín in Pamplona to watch bullfighting. The novel has heavy autobiographical elements and the 

characters are inspired by people from the real life of Hemmingway. He presents the World War I 

generation and their attempts to find happiness and love. Dealing with the themes of masculinity, 

love, escapism, the effects of war, and disillusionment in life, The Sun Also Rises is a powerful 

fictional depiction of the post-WWI generation and their attempts to find meaning, love, and 

satisfaction. The unit puts in perspective The Sun Also Rises by providing key information about 

the life and works of Hemmingway and his approach to fiction writing. It then presents a critical 

summary of the novel followed by a chapter-wise detailed summary. The significant themes, 

symbols, and characters in the novel are discussed in the following sections to give students critical 

ideas and useful vocabulary to talk/write about The Sun Also Rises. The unit ends with summary 

points and some self-assessment questions. On the whole, the unit aims to provide useful 

information about this novel so that the students can make sense of this famous piece of fiction 

and are able to conduct independent analyses of it.  

Learning Objectives 

By the end of the unit, the students will be able to discuss and evaluate:  

1. Ernest Hemmingway’s life and works 

2. Background of the story of The Sun Also Rises  

3. The plot of the novel and its analysis  

4. Important features of key characters in the novel  

5. Major themes explored in the novel  

6. Key symbols and motifs informing this fiction  

8.1  Life and Works of Ernest Hemingway 

Ernest Miller Hemingway was born on July 21, 1899, in Oak Park, Illinois, a conservative upper-

middle-class suburb of Chicago. He graduated from high school in 1917 and worked as a reporter 

for the Kansas City Star. Hemingway sailed to Europe in May 1918 to serve as a volunteer 

ambulance driver for the Italian Red Cross during World War I. Within weeks, he suffered a 

serious injury from fragments of an exploding mortar shell on the Italian front. He recovered in a 

hospital in Milan, where he had a romantic relationship with a nurse, Agnes von Kurowsky. This 

incident inspired his novel A Farewell to Arms, published in 1929. 
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When nineteen-year-old Hemingway returned home in 1919, his parents did not understand the 

psychological trauma he had suffered during the war, and they pestered him to get a job or go to 

college. His short story “Soldier’s Home” draws on his difficulties in coping with his parents’ and 

friends’ romanticized ideals of war. 

Hemingway eventually began working for the Toronto Star Weekly. He married his first wife, 

Hadley Richardson, in 1921. He became the European correspondent for the Toronto Daily Star 

and moved to Paris with his wife in December 1921. There, Hemingway became friends with the 

poet Ezra Pound, the writer Gertrude Stein, the artists Joan Miró and Pablo Picasso, and other 

individuals belonging to the group of prominent expatriate writers and artists living in postwar 

Paris. Hemingway’s reputation began to grow both as a journalist and as an author of fiction. His 

novel The Sun Also Rises, published in 1926, established him as one of the preeminent writers of 

his day. 

The Sun Also Rises portrays the lives of the members of the so-called Lost Generation, the group 

of men and women whose early adulthood was consumed by World War I. This horrific conflict, 

referred to as the Great War, set new standards for death and immorality in war. It shattered many 

people’s beliefs in traditional values of love, faith, and manhood. Without these long-held notions 

to rely on, members of the generation that fought and worked in the war suffered great moral and 

psychological aimlessness. The futile search for meaning in the wake of the Great War shapes The 

Sun Also Rises. Although the characters rarely mention the war directly, its effects haunt 

everything they do and say. 

Amid the increasing literary success that followed the publication of The Sun Also Rises, 

Hemingway’s marriage began to fall apart, and he divorced Richardson in 1927. He quickly 

remarried a fashion reporter named Pauline Pfeiffer. In 1928, they moved to Key West, Florida, 

where they lived for over a decade. Hemingway’s life, however, was far from rosy. His father, 

Clarence Hemingway, committed suicide in 1928 after developing serious health and financial 

problems, and Hemingway engaged in an affair with a woman named Martha Gelhorn, which led 

to his divorce from Pfeiffer. He married Gelhorn in 1940. 

In 1937, Hemingway traveled to Spain to cover the Spanish Civil War for the North American 

Newspaper Alliance. His novel For Whom the Bell Tolls, based on his experiences in Spain, was 

published in 1940, after he moved to Havana, Cuba, with Gelhorn. The book became an instant 

success, but he did not publish another novel for ten years. Meanwhile, he and Gelhorn divorced, 

and Hemingway married Mary Welsh, his fourth and last wife. Hemingway won the Pulitzer Prize 

in 1953 for his phenomenally successful The Old Man and the Sea and the Nobel Prize in Literature 

in 1954. 
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Deteriorating health began to plague Hemingway. His heavy drinking increased his health 

problems, and he began to suffer from wild mood swings. In 1960, Hemingway and Welsh moved 

to Ketchum, Idaho. Not long afterward, he entered the Mayo Clinic to undergo treatment for severe 

depression. His depression worsened in 1961, and on July 2 of that year, Hemingway woke early 

in the morning and committed suicide by shooting himself in the head. 

Hemingway’s style differs distinctively from that of writers before him, and his work helped shape 

both the British and American literature that followed it. His prose is extremely spare, succinct, 

and seemingly very direct, although his speakers tend to give the impression that they are leaving 

a tremendous amount unsaid. Modern prose fiction continues to be heavily influenced by 

Hemingway’s technique in this regard. His body of work continues to be considered among the 

most important in the development of twentieth-century literature. 

8.2  Socio-historical Background of The Sun Also Rises 

Inspiration 

Hemingway wrote the first draft of The Sun Also Rises just weeks after returning from the 

bullfights in Pamplona, Spain, with Lady Duff Twysden, the real-life aristocrat on whom Lady 

Brett Ashley is based, and two of her lovers, including writer Harold Loeb, on whom Robert Cohn's 

character is based. Lady Duff, a divorced baroness, was fashionable and beguiling. She sported 

short hair and masculine dress, drank heavily with Hemingway and his counterparts, and attracted 

male attention wherever she went. Hemingway's first draft of The Sun Also Rises contained 

characters named Lady Duff (Brett) and Hem (Jake); the draft so closely followed events from the 

Pamplona trip that writer Donald Steward, who inspired the character Bill Gorton, said the novel 

was "nothing but a report on what happened ... [it was] journalism." Years later in a letter to the 

writer A.E. Hotchner, Hemingway reported on Lady Duff's death: "Brett died in New Mexico. Call 

her Lady Duff Twysden, if you like, but I can only think of her as Brett." 

World War I 

Though it contains no battle scenes The Sun Also Rises is still considered war literature—it 

examines the effects of war on veterans. The novel deals heavily with the theme of masculinity, 

the definition of which changed significantly during World War I, a worldwide conflict of alliances 

that began with the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria in 1914. Known at the time as 

the Great War, the combatants believed they were fighting to end German militarism. 
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In earlier war times soldiers signed up to defend their countries as an act of courage. They 

measured their might through hand-to-hand battles that relied on skill and strength. It was truly 

survival of the fittest; the strongest men emerged from battle, often with scars to show for their 

valor, much like Count Mippipopolous in The Sun Also Rises. During World War I, however, 

soldiers faced new forces; mustard gas, machine guns, and tanks were killed indiscriminately, and 

the battle was no longer about individual strength and courage. Similarly, air raids and boat attacks 

gave armies opportunities to kill their enemies without ever seeing their faces. As a result, survival 

was seemingly random, and many of the survivors returned home traumatized by their experiences. 

Between military and civilians, more than 38 million people died during the war. Many people, 

both veterans, and civilians, were disillusioned by the sacrifices made during the war and struggled 

to understand the meaning of life amid so much senseless loss. 

The Lost Generation 

World War I, or the Great War, uniquely affected the young generation of men and women who 

came of age during wartime. Ernest Hemingway was among a small group of creative men and 

women—also including poets Ezra Pound and T.S. Eliot and novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald—who 

moved abroad and launched literary careers during and after the war. American writer Gertrude 

Stein, living in Paris, mentored the young expatriate writers, as well as many visual artists. She 

once told Hemingway, "You are all a 'lost generation,'" and the term stuck. Hemingway used 

Stein's words as his first epigraph to The Sun Also Rises. Hemingway's generation was "lost" in 

that their lives lacked meaning after the war. Perhaps to fill a spiritual void the Lost Generation 

sought distraction and pleasure through decadent lifestyles full of travel, sex, food, and drinking. 

Lost Generation writers often fictionalized their disillusionment in their work, as Hemingway did 

in The Sun Also Rises and A Farewell to Arms. 

8.3  Summary of The Sun Also Rises  

The Sun Also Rises tells the story of a group of disillusioned expatriates living in a post–World 

War I Europe, searching for meaning as they travel, drink, and engage in romances during a 

Spanish fiesta. The narrator is Jake Barnes, a war veteran who sustained an injury that made him 

impotent. As the novel opens, Jake describes his fellow writer and companion Robert Cohn, who 

was a top boxer in college. Jake doesn't really like Cohn, but he tolerates him—even after Cohn 

falls for Jake's great love, Lady Brett Ashley. Lady Brett, a divorced socialite, was a nurse during 

the war and cared for Jake after his injury. 

Although Jake is a journalist, he spends little time working, preferring to party and drink with 

Cohn and the American writer Bill Gorton. While at a dance club one evening, Jake runs into Brett. 
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The two sneak away to drink privately, and Brett reveals she loves Jake but is unwilling to give up 

sex to be with him. The two kiss and then part ways. The next morning Cohn claims to be in love 

with Brett; Jake rudely insists Brett will marry Mike Campbell, an alcoholic Scotsman whom she 

also nursed back to health during the war. Cohn asks Jake to travel to South America with him, 

but Jake declines; instead, he plans a fishing trip with Bill in southern France. Later Mike and Brett 

ask if they can join the fishing trip, and Jake agrees. They also decide to attend the fiesta in 

Pamplona, Spain and watch the bullfighting. When Jake and Brett are alone, she reveals she had 

an affair with Cohn a few weeks earlier and now he will not leave her alone. Jake knows Brett is 

prone to affairs, but this one secretly angers him. The group parts ways. 

Jake and Bill pass a peaceful five days in southern France, fishing and playing cards. The rest of 

their friends never show up. Brett and Mike are running late, as usual, and Cohn has decided to 

stay behind in Bayonne, France, to wait for Brett. They are all reunited in Pamplona, where they 

stay at Montoya's hotel. Over the years Montoya has come to respect Jake as a passionate fan of 

bullfighting; Jake has now joined Montoya's inner circle of bullfighters and critics. Montoya 

introduces Jake to a promising new bullfighter, Pedro Romero. Although he is only 19 years old, 

Romero is a real bullfighter; he doesn't need to resort to tricks or illusions to entertain the crowd. 

Jake notes Romero's charm and good looks. The rest take notice of Romero during the first day of 

bullfighting. Romero excels, and Brett claims she is in love with him. At a party that night Brett 

asks Jake to introduce her to Romero, which he does. Montoya worries Romero will become 

distracted during the fiesta and his talent will suffer. He feels personally offended when Romero 

begins drinking and flirting with Brett. With Jake's help, Brett and Romero spend the night 

together. When Cohn learns of this he snaps; he calls Jake a pimp and knocks him out. He also 

punches Mike and beats Romero nearly senseless. After the fight Jake finds Cohn lying face down 

and crying in his hotel room. Ashamed of his behavior, Cohn asks to shake Jake's hand, and Jake 

accepts. 

The next day Romero performs brilliantly at the bullfights, expertly killing a bull that had gored a 

man during the running of the bulls. He cuts off one of the bull's ears and gives it to Brett without 

looking at anyone else in the crowd. Romero's face is bruised from Cohn's attack, which deeply 

embarrasses Jake. Cohn left early in the morning, too embarrassed to say goodbye and too 

heartbroken to face Brett. After the end of the bullfight, Brett and Romero leave for Madrid; Mike, 

Jake, and Bill go their separate ways. Jake intends to pass time in the quiet town of San Sebastian, 

but shortly after arriving, he receives an urgent telegram from Brett asking him to meet her in 

Madrid. He takes the earliest train to race to her side. Romero has left, she says, at her request. She 

claims he wanted to marry her, but she has never been interested in domestic life. Alone and 

penniless, she once again wants Jake to save her. She claims she will return to Mike, but she notes 
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she and Jake could have had a wonderful life together. Jake bitterly responds, "Yes, isn't it pretty 

to think so?" 

 

8.3.1 Book I, Chapter 1 

The novel opens with the narrator, Jake Barnes, describing his friend Robert Cohn. Jake's tone is 

somewhat sarcastic; he makes it clear that although they are friends he does not respect Cohn: "Do 

not think that I am very much impressed by that as a boxing title, but it meant a lot to Cohn." Cohn 

is an accomplished boxer and writer who has been coupled with a string of women who are much 

stronger than Cohn himself, in Jake's opinion. Cohn is Jewish, which deeply affects the way he 
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views himself. Cohn likes Jake and asks to holiday with him while he works on his second novel, 

though they disagree on where to go. Cohn doesn't want to go anywhere that might rouse his 

fiancée's jealousy. 

8.3.2 Book I, Chapter 2 

Cohn returns to Paris from America, where he had been promoting his novel, and his success there 

seems to have changed him: "He was not so simple, and he was not so nice." He continues to press 

Jake about vacationing together in South America, but Jake still doesn't want to go even though 

Cohn insists he will pay for everything. Cohn is upset that his life is speeding past and he doesn't 

feel as if he is living it. Jake says Cohn should not try to run from his problems. Jake feels bad for 

Cohn and invites him up to his office while he sends off some telegrams. Cohn promptly falls 

asleep, talks in his sleep, and admits to having slept poorly the night before. Jake pictures Cohn 

tossing and turning because "I have a rotten habit of picturing the bedroom scenes of my friends." 

8.3.3 Book I, Chapter 3 

On a warm, spring night Jake meets a prostitute named Georgette and invites her for drinks and 

dinner. He finds her pretty despite her terrible teeth, and he decides to take her dancing. She acts 

affectionately toward Jake, but he brushes her off: "What's the matter? You sick?" she asks him. 

Jake admits to having been hurt in the war. A gang of Jake's friends, including Cohn and his 

fiancée, Frances, interrupts the conversation. Jake jokingly introduces Georgette as his fiancée, 

which confuses Mrs. Braddocks, the wife of one of Jake's closest friends. 

On the dance floor, Georgette receives a lot of male attention, but it doesn't bother Jake. He 

abandons her as soon as he sees a beautiful woman named Brett, whom he knew during the war. 

He joins a man named Robert Prentiss at the bar and is visibly agitated. Even Cohn takes notice, 

saying, "You seem all worked up over something?" Brett joins them at the bar and makes small 

talk. The whole time Jake lusts over her beauty. Abruptly he asks Brett to "get out of here" with 

him, paying Georgette and then leaving her with a gaggle of men vying for her attention on the 

dance floor. As soon as they are in a taxi Brett laments, "Oh, darling. I've been so miserable." 

8.3.4 Book I, Chapter 4 

Jake and Brett take the taxi back to Brett's hotel. During the drive, Jake marvels at Brett's beauty. 

Outside he kisses her, but she begs him not to. She admits she loves him but says she doesn't want 

to "go through that hell again." She feels her suffering with Jake is a result of having put "chaps" 
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through "hell." Jake tries to make her laugh by saying his injury is "funny," but Brett is difficult to 

cheer up. They sit in silence, "like two strangers," before deciding to meet back up with their 

friends for another drink. At the bar, Brett quickly befriends the wealthy Count Mippipopolous 

who buys her expensive champagne. Jake feigns a headache and leaves when he hears someone 

else took Georgette home. 

Back at his hotel Jake checks his bank balance, reads the newspaper, and begins thinking about his 

wartime injury: "My head started to work. The old grievance." He admits to himself he would 

probably be okay with his injury if he hadn't fallen in love with Brett. Thinking of this he begins 

to weep. When he has finished crying the concierge knocks to say he has a visitor. It is Brett, tipsy 

from the many glasses of champagne she shared with the count. She regales the count's many 

offers of money and travel, encouraging Jake to come back out and party with them. Jake is too 

sober to be any fun, so he declines. He and Brett kiss some more, and then Brett leaves. Jake goes 

to bed feeling lonely. 

8.3.5 Book I, Chapter 5 

The next morning Jake shares a taxi with two other writers to his office. They chat about last night's 

events and their upcoming tennis dates. Cohn is waiting at the office to take Jake out for lunch. He 

brings up South America again, with Jake unsuccessfully encouraging Cohn to take Frances 

instead. Cohn admits he doesn't love Frances anymore and says he might be in love with Brett. 

Jake speaks coolly about Brett, telling Cohn not to pursue her because she is a drunk and in love 

with her fiancé, Mike Campbell. When Cohn accuses Jake of being bitter about Brett, Jake tells 

Cohn to "go to hell," and Cohn threatens to leave the table. Cohn apologizes and they continue a 

somewhat tense lunch. 

8.3.6 Book I, Chapter 6 

Jake had plans to meet Brett later that day, but she doesn't show. Jake drives around in the taxi for 

a while before returning to a familiar café, where he meets up with fellow writer Harvey Stone. 

Harvey is already drunk and complains of not having eaten in five days. Jake offers him some 

money until the next check from Harvey's publisher comes through. They talk for a while until 

they see Cohn across the room. Harvey cannot stand Cohn and tells him so. Cohn threatens to 

punch Harvey in the face, but Harvey dismisses him and leaves. Cohn complains his writing is not 

going well, and Jake admits to himself he would pity Cohn had he not fallen in love with Brett. 
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Frances arrives and asks to speak privately with Jake. She tells Jake that Cohn no longer wants to 

marry her and she is devastated. She feels betrayed, although she tries to appear optimistic: "I 

ought to have known better. And when I tell him he just cries and says he can't marry." Jake is not 

sure why she tells him this, and he tries multiple times to politely end the conversation. Back at 

the table, Frances passive-aggressively berates Cohn in front of Jake, to both men's humiliation. 

Jake cannot comprehend why Cohn just sits there and lets Frances run him down: "Why did he sit 

there? Why did he keep on taking it like that?" When the conversation becomes too awkward Jake 

excuses himself and leaves. 

8.3.7 Book I, Chapter 7 

When Jake arrives at the hotel the concierge informs him Brett returned to visit him. The concierge 

apologizes for having harshly judged Brett on the night she showed up drunk because she now 

believes Brett is "so gentille." Brett returns an hour later with the count wanting to party. Jake is 

not in the mood and retires to his room. Brett enters and speaks softly to him, sending the count 

away to buy more champagne so they can be alone. Feeling sorry for himself, Jake asks Brett to 

run away with him. She declines, insinuating sex is too important to her: "It's my fault, Jake. It's 

the way I'm made." She says she plans to leave tomorrow for San Sebastian because it is too 

difficult for her to be around him. When the count returns, the three drink multiple bottles of 

expensive champagne and visit a fancy restaurant for lunch. The count and Brett talk about their 

titles, which Brett will be sorry to lose once she divorces her current husband, and the count 

suggests she and Jake should get married. Both quickly brush off the comment. When talk turns 

to the war the count shows off scars from his wartime injuries. He says that having risked losing 

everything, he now appreciates everything fully in his life. Brett and Jake don't understand the 

sentiment because they feel the opposite. Having lived through the war they now feel dead inside. 

After lunch, the threesome visits a dance hall. Brett and Jake dance together, but she spends the 

whole time talking about her fiancé, Mike. Again Brett says, "Oh, darling ... I'm so miserable." 

Jake asks if she wants to leave and she agrees. They say goodbye to the count and drive back to 

Brett's hotel. Again they kiss until Brett pushes Jake away, and he heads home alone. 

8.3.8 Book II, Chapter 8  

Weeks pass without Jake hearing from Brett or Cohn, although he tries to keep up with their gossip 

as he prepares for his trip to Spain in June. He will be traveling with his friend, fellow writer Bill 

Gorton. Bill has been traveling through America and Europe promoting his new book, which has 

done well, but he arrives back in Paris suddenly. He claims to have been so drunk in Vienna that 
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he cannot remember what happened. Slowly the memories come back to him, and he recounts a 

tremendous boxing match in which a "wonderful nigger" obliterated a local boy and Bill helped 

him escape from the outraged locals. 

As the two reminisce they run into Brett, who has returned from San Sebastian and plans to meet 

her fiancé, Mike, later that night. They all agree to meet for a drink later that night. Bill and Jake 

have some drinks and a meal in the meantime, and when they're feeling a bit drunk they meet up 

with Brett and Mike at the café. Mike is also quite drunk and keeps calling Brett a "lovely piece." 

The men chat about an upcoming boxing match and whether they'd like to attend. 

8.3.9 Book II, Chapter 9  

The next morning Jake visits with Brett and Mike, who apologizes for being so drunk the night 

before. He practically begs to come along with Jake and Bill on their fishing trip to Pamplona. 

Jake agrees, saying it would be fine. While Mike gets his hair cut Jake accompanies Brett back to 

her hotel. On the way she tells Jake she vacationed with Cohn in San Sebastian, and she wonders 

whether he'll be on the fishing trip. Jake is annoyed to hear about Brett's tryst but tries not to let 

on. Cohn will be joining them on the fishing trip, but Brett admits Cohn is in love with her and it 

might be awkward. 

The group agrees to meet in San Sebastian and make their way to Pamplona from there, with no 

one waiting for each other: "I wrote out an itinerary so they could follow us." Bill and Jake take 

the first train, where they struggle to obtain seats in the dining car because the train is full of 

Catholics on a pilgrimage. Jake and Bill chat with other passengers, including an American family, 

but spend most of the time looking out the window and watching the country pass by. Cohn meets 

Jake and Bill at the station in Bayonne, where they will be staying for a short while. Bill intimidates 

Cohn because Bill has experienced such literary success. 

8.3.10 Book II, Chapter 10 

It is beautiful the next morning, so Bill, Cohn, and Jake have breakfast in town and stock supplies 

at the tackle store. Their bus to Pamplona is not running, so they must hire an expensive private 

car to drive them. When their chauffeur must stop at the Spanish frontier to fill out paperwork, the 

three men walk around town, taking in the local sites. They take particular interest in the border 

guards stopping a seeming smuggler at the border for not having a passport. Moving on Jake 

spends much of the drive looking out the window. The narrative describes the landscape in detail, 

and for pages, there is little dialogue. They arrive at their hotel, Montoya, in Pamplona, where the 
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owner is delighted to house them. Bill and Cohn get into an argument about whether Brett and 

Mike will join them or will stand them up, and after, the three men part ways. 

Jake has been to Pamplona many times before and returns to some of his favorite haunts, including 

a little cathedral he had once thought to be ugly but now appreciates. Inside he prays for everyone 

he knows, including Brett, Cohn, and "all the bullfighters." The prayer makes Jake feel bad about 

his lapsed Catholicism: "I was a little ashamed, and regretted that I was such a rotten Catholic." 

When he returns to the hotel Cohn is showered and groomed, clearly nervous about Brett and 

Mike's impending arrival. Jake relishes seeing Cohn nervous and doesn't admit to knowing about 

Cohn's secret tryst. A telegram arrives at dinner from Brett saying she and Mike are running 

behind. Even though Cohn knows Brett is traveling with Mike, he insists on staying in Pamplona 

to wait for them rather than traveling on to the fishing town, Burguete. Later Bill tells Jake that 

Cohn is just "so awful" and can "go to hell," and Bill's anti-Semitism is apparent. Jake agrees with 

Bill's assessment of Cohn, and they are both glad he is staying behind. 

8.3.11 Book II, Chapter 11 

Jake and Bill board the bus to Burguete, which is filled with locals called Basques. They chat with 

the locals and share wine, drinking heavily and enjoying the countryside. The Americans are 

clearly out of place, not fully understanding the language or local customs, such as not tipping. 

They meet a local who spent 15 years in America before moving back to Spain, but the English 

conversation quickly tires the old man. They arrive at their hotel in the mountains and are shocked 

to learn the price. It is much higher than they were paying in Pamplona, but it includes all their 

food and drink. They decide to make the most of it by drinking heavily, teaching the young woman 

who works there how to make hot rum punch. That night Jake sleeps peacefully, listening to the 

wind blow outside his window. 

8.3.12 Book II, Chapter 12 

The next morning Jake wakes early and digs for worms before waking Bill. Bill jokes about Jake 

burying money in the dirt and about not ever wanting to get out of bed. Jake ignores him and 

continues preparing their supplies for the day's fishing. Bill continues, joking about irony and pity, 

repeatedly asking Jake to make an ironic joke: "You ought to be ironical the minute you get out of 

bed. You ought to wake up with your mouth full of pity." Bill complains that as an expatriate Jake 

has "lost touch with the soil" and become too "precious" about Europe. The joke goes too far, 

however, when Bill claims Jake never works and women support him: "Another group claims 

you're impotent," he says. "No," Jake answers. "I just had an accident." Bill realizes his mistake 
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and quickly backpedals, telling Jake how much he admires him even though he worries the praise 

makes him sound like "a faggot." 

After breakfast, Bill and Jake head to the river to fish. They fish in relative silence, marveling at 

the beauty around them, although they argue about the best way to catch trout: traditionally or fly-

fishing. Time passes, and Jake catches six small trout to Bill's large four. Over lunch, they 

reminisce about a friend who passed away, with Bill jokingly stating, "Our stay on earth is not for 

long. Let us rejoice and believe and give thanks." He carries on somewhat sarcastically as if 

delivering a religious sermon. He and Jake drink heavily. Jake admits to having been in love with 

Brett years ago, although he claims he doesn't "give a damn anymore." Bill returns the conversation 

to religion, questioning Jake about how he could possibly be Catholic. Soon they both fall asleep. 

They stay in Burguete to fish for five days without receiving word from Brett or Cohn. 

8.3.13 Book II, Chapter 13 

Jake and Bill say goodbye to the Englishman, Harris, who had survived the war and bonded with 

the Americans overfishing and drinking. Jake and Bill travel to Pamplona, where they meet up 

with Brett and Mike at the Montoya hotel. Montoya awaits Jake's arrival every year and always 

offers him the best room. Jake is an aficionado, "one who is passionate about the bullfights," which 

Montoya appreciates in a foreigner. All the good bullfighters and the resident aficionados stay at 

Montoya's hotel, and he is proud to have cultivated such a respectable community. 

Bill has never been to a Pamplona fiesta, so Jake describes what he should expect during the 

running of the bulls. Outside on the square they meet up with Brett, Mike, and Cohn. Brett is 

annoyed that Cohn stayed behind to ensure her safe arrival to Pamplona. She tries to talk up Mike 

to the other "chaps," but he is uninterested in sharing his war stories because they "reflect discredit 

on me." Eventually, he gives in and tells a story about picking up a suit from the tailor that was 

full of medals he hadn't earned. Rather than give them back Mike handed out all the medals to 

beautiful women in clubs. Later the tailor frantically phoned to get the medals back, but Mike had 

no idea where they were. Everyone laughs at the story. Mike used to pay the tailor a hundred 

pounds a year to "keep him quiet," but he is now bankrupt. 

The group travels down to the arena to see the bulls and assess their strength. The bulls are all 

released from their cages and stampede dominantly into the arena. The steers (castrated bulls) are 

there to help calm the angry bulls and form them into a herd. One of the steers is gored and 

therefore excluded from the herd. At the bar later Cohn laments he would hate to be a steer, which 

prompts an angry response from Mike, who is sick of the lovesick Cohn following Brett around: 

"Is Robert Cohn going to follow Brett around like a steer all the time? ... What if Brett did sleep 
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with you? She's slept with lots of better people than you." Cohn is stricken but does not fight back. 

Bill takes Cohn for a walk to clear the air, and everyone else agrees to blame the unpleasantness 

on alcohol. With Cohn gone Mike admits to knowing all about Brett's affairs, but they never 

bothered him because none of the men hung around like Cohn has done. Additionally Mike points 

out Cohn is a Jew. Back at the hotel Jake and Montoya discuss the bulls. 

8.3.14 Book II, Chapter 14 

Jake gets so drunk that night he does not even know what time he goes to bed, but he listens to 

each of his friends come back to the hotel. He broods in his room—"To hell with women, anyway! 

To hell with you, Brett Ashley"—while considering his friendship with Brett. He concludes the 

friendship is not fair because he has been expecting something for nothing. He had been expecting 

a great friendship without expecting to give anything in return. Jake can't give what Brett wants, 

which is sex. Maybe heartbreak is the price he must pay to be close to her: "You gave up something 

and got something else. Or you worked for something. You paid some way for everything that was 

any good." 

The next few days in Pamplona pass peacefully, with everyone quietly going about their business, 

and no more fights. Jake visits church a few times, once with Brett, but she would rather have her 

fortune told by a local soothsayer. The beautiful weather lifts everyone's moods, making it 

impossible to be angry at each other. 

8.3.15 Book II, Chapter 15 

The fiesta begins. The entire city comes alive for the celebration. Once relaxing and calm, Jake 

notes the café now looks "like a battleship stripped for action." As Jake and his friends sit drinking 

in a café, fireworks sound, announcing the official start of the fiesta. A parade marches past, with 

the "village idiot" leading a group of children with his pipe. Everywhere dancers and musicians 

build an atmosphere and create a sense of riot. A group of men begins dancing with Brett, but 

when she tries to join in they stop her: "They wanted her as an image to dance around." Jake and 

his friends are welcomed into a wine shop, where they drink alongside the locals. Jake leaves the 

party to buy two large wine skins, which he passes around the crowd. Mike joins some local men 

at the table, sharing their meal. Cohn has passed out in the back room of the café. A couple of 

hours later Brett leaves to bathe and the rest of the "chaps" return to the hotel for dinner. They 

drink heavily, and Jake stumbles back to his room. The door is locked, however, so he sleeps on 

Cohn's couch. He awakens to the sound of fireworks announcing the first running of the bulls, 
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which he watches from Cohn's balcony. He sees the stream of people rushing away from the 

stampeding bulls, and one man gets knocked down. 

The next morning they watch the first day of bullfights. Brett has never seen a bullfight before and 

feels nervous about the violence, but Cohn is only worried that he will be "bored," which infuriates 

Bill, who laments Cohn's "Jewish superiority." Before the fight, Montoya introduces Jake and Bill 

to the most promising new bullfighter, Pedro Romero. Romero is 19 years old and the "best-

looking boy" Jake has ever seen. During the bullfight, Romero proves he is the "real one. There 

had not been a real one for a long time." In the bar afterward Brett admits she couldn't take her 

eyes off Romero, and she didn't feel bad at all about the violence. Michael pokes fun at Cohn, 

teasing about whether he was "bored," but though Cohn felt sick at times he agrees bullfighting 

makes a "wonderful show." The next day there is more bullfighting, and Jake explains to Brett 

why Romero's technique is superior to all the others. Mike observes Brett is "falling in love" with 

Romero. 

8.3.16 Book II, Chapter 16 

The weather shifts, becoming gloomy and cloudy. Montoya visits Jake's room to discuss Romero. 

Montoya nervously asks Jake what he should do. Wealthy ambassadors have asked to dine with 

Romero that evening, but Montoya knows their flattering invitation would distract and "ruin" the 

impressionable young boy. Jake advises Montoya not to deliver the invitation, which relieves 

Montoya. By the time Jake meets back up with his friends they are much drunker than he is, and 

he must catch up. Jake notices Romero and a bullfighting critic at another table and speaks with 

them, praising Romero's performance. From across the room a very drunk Mike repeatedly shouts, 

"bulls have no balls," which embarrasses Jake. Brett interrupts the conversation, desperate to be 

introduced to Romero. Bill adds to the embarrassment by drunkenly asking Jake to "tell him I think 

writing is lousy ... tell him I'm ashamed of being a writer." 

Montoya enters the room and seems disturbed to see Romero drinking cognac and talking with 

Brett. After Romero leaves Mike turns on Cohn, who is asking why he is even here and insisting 

"I love that woman." He mocks Cohn to the point of threatening to punch him. They diffuse the 

situation by moving to a pub. Mike and Bill wander away, leaving Cohn, whom Brett admonishes 

to leave as well. Alone with Jake she berates all the men for their bad behavior, saying Cohn had 

the opportunity to "behave so well" but failed, and Mike "didn't need to be a swine." She admits 

of Cohn, "I hate his damned suffering." She asks whether Jake is still in love with her. When he 

says yes she quickly admits to being in love with Romero, though she also admits several times 

she feels like "such a bitch." Returning to the bar Jake calls Romero over to the table and leaves 
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him alone to flirt with Brett. Twenty minutes later when he walks by again, Romero and Brett are 

gone. 

8.3.17 Book II, Chapter 17 

Later that night Cohn interrupts Jake and Mike to ask where Brett is. At first, Jake denies knowing 

where she is, but Mike says she went home with Romero. Incensed, Cohn calls Jake a pimp, and 

Jake tries to punch Cohn, but Cohn knocks him out, and he hits Mike, too. When Jake revives, 

Mike says he had hoped Cohn would have knocked down a waiter and been arrested. As Jake 

walks back to the hotel he feels as if everything "looked new and changed." At the hotel, Bill 

insists Jake go speak to Cohn, who is in his room on his bed, face down and crying. He begs for 

Jake's forgiveness, which Jake eventually gives. Cohn promises to leave Pamplona the next 

morning so he will not cause any more trouble. Jake returns to his hotel room and takes a long, hot 

bath. 

Jake wakes to the sounds of the running of the bulls for the fiesta's final bullfights. The crowds are 

drunker now, and the policemen struggle to stop them from throwing themselves in the bulls' paths. 

One man running in front of the bulls is gored to death. Jake returns to a café for coffee, and the 

waiter says he doesn't understand why people risk their lives "for fun." Jake later learns the man 

was only 28 years old, with a family at home, and his wife and two children arrive in Pamplona 

the next day to escort his coffin back to his hometown. Romero kills the bull that gored the young 

man and gives the bull's ear as a trophy to Brett, who wraps it in Jake's handkerchief and leaves it 

on her bedside table at the hotel. 

Shortly after, Bill and Mike visit Jake's hotel room. After describing the day's bullfighting, they 

say Cohn also attacked Romero the previous night, knocking him down multiple times, but 

Romero refused to stay down. Cohn wanted to take Brett away "to make an honest woman of her," 

but she told him to go away. When Cohn finally stops hitting Romero, Romero punches Cohn and 

tells him he will kill him if Cohn doesn't get out of town. The next morning Mike argues with 

Brett, saying "if she [will] go about with Jews and bullfighters and such people, she must expect 

trouble." Brett counters that the "British aristocracy" is no better, and Mike tells the story of Brett's 

former husband, who returned from the war broken and violent, threatening to kill her. Drunk, 

Mike goes off to sleep and drinks some more. 

8.3.18 Book II, Chapter 18 
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On the final day of the fiesta Mike, Bill, Brett, and Jake share a meal. Mike flips over the table 

after a heated exchange with Brett about her relationship with Romero, but Brett does not seem 

bothered: "Brett was radiant. She was happy." Brett asks to go into a church to pray for Romero's 

final bullfight, but Brett quickly feels uncomfortable and returns to the hotel to care for Romero's 

injuries. 

At the bullfight, Brett comments "one doesn't mind the blood." Romero gives Brett his cape, but 

she is not sure what to do with it. Another bullfighter, Belmonte, draws boos and condemnations 

from the crowd when he does not give them the "tragic sensations" they desire. Belmonte had once 

been considered a bullfighting legend, but when he came out of retirement and returned to the ring 

he was never able to live up to his legacy. The audience sees him as an illusionist, creating the 

image of tension without ever being in danger. Romero performs brilliantly despite his many 

injuries. He kills the bull that gored the man the previous night, cutting off and presenting its ear 

to Brett in the crowd. Romero is carried like a hero out of the ring. 

On the last evening of the fiesta Jake and Bill go out drinking. Jake muses that Cohn will probably 

get back with Frances, and Bill describes the fiesta as a "wonderful nightmare." Jake agrees, saying 

he believes in nightmares. Jake drinks to attempt to get over feeling depressed. Brett and Romero 

leave for Madrid. Bill, Jake, and Mike share one final drink, though Jake thinks "it seemed as 

though about six people were missing." 

8.3.19 Book III, Chapter 19 

Mike, Bill, and Jake rent a car to leave Pamplona, and they go out drinking together one more 

time. Mike confesses he is out of money and has been for some time, as Brett had paid most of the 

hotel bill. They all part ways and Jake returns to Bayonne, where he muses it is good to be back in 

France, where relationships are simpler and founded on a sound footing—the exchange of money. 

Nevertheless, he returns to San Sebastian, searching for solace in nature. He spends a few blissful 

days swimming in the sea and following the bike races, but soon a telegram from Brett arrives 

begging him to meet her in Madrid. Jake jumps on the first available train, traveling overnight to 

reach her. 

He finds her in her hotel alone. She has broken up with Romero, who wanted her to grow her hair 

out and marry him. She cries, shakes, and says she plans to return to Mike. Brett puts his arms 

around her. Later she can't stop talking about how young Romero was. She and Jake have lunch, 

where she asks Jake repeatedly not to get drunk, but he keeps drinking. They go for a drive in 

Madrid, and their bodies press together in the taxi. Brett says she and Jake "could have had such a 

damned good time together." Jake bitterly responds, "Yes, isn't it pretty to think so?" 
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8.4  Character List  

Jake Barnes 

The narrator and protagonist of the novel. Jake is an American veteran of World War I working as 

a journalist in Paris, where he and his friends engage in an endless round of drinking and parties. 

Although Jake is the most stable of his friends, he struggles with anguish over his love for Lady 

Brett Ashley, his impotence, and the moral vacuum that resulted from the war. Jake positions 

himself as an observer, generally using his insight and intelligence to describe only those around 

him, rarely speaking directly about himself. However, in describing the events and people he sees, 

Jake implicitly reveals much about his own thoughts and feelings. 

Lady Brett Ashley 

A beautiful British socialite who drinks heavily. As the novel begins, Brett is separated from her 

husband and awaiting a divorce. Though she loves Jake, she is unwilling to commit to a 

relationship with him because it will mean giving up sex. Indeed, she is unwilling to commit fully 

to any of the many men who become infatuated with her, though she has affairs with a number of 

them. However, she does not seem to draw much happiness from her independence. Her life, like 

the lives of many in her generation, is aimless and unfulfilling. 

Robert Cohn 

A wealthy American writer living in Paris. Though he is an expatriate like many of his 

acquaintances, Cohn stands apart because he had no direct experience of World War I and because 

he is Jewish. He holds on to the romantic prewar ideals of love and fair play, yet, against the 

backdrop of the devastating legacy of World War I, these values seem tragically absurd. As a Jew 

and a nonveteran, Cohn is a convenient target for the cruel and petty antagonism of Jake and his 

friends. 

Bill Gorton 

Like Jake, a heavy-drinking war veteran, though not an expatriate. Bill uses humor to deal with 

the emotional and psychological fallout of World War I. He and Jake, as American veterans, share 

a strong bond, and their friendship is one of the few genuine emotional connections in the novel. 

However, Bill is not immune to the petty cruelty that characterizes Jake and Jake’s circle of friends. 

Mike Campbell 
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A constantly drunk, bankrupt Scottish war veteran. Mike has a terrible temper, which most often 

manifests itself during his extremely frequent bouts of drunkenness. He has a great deal of trouble 

coping with Brett’s sexual promiscuity, which provokes outbreaks of self-pity and anger in him, 

and seems insecure about her infidelity as well as his lack of money. 

 

Pedro Romero 

A beautiful, nineteen-year-old bullfighter. Romero’s talents in the ring charm both aficionados and 

newcomers to the sport alike. He serves as a foil (a character whose attitudes or emotions contrast 

with, and thereby accentuate, those of another character) for Jake and his friends in that he carries 

himself with dignity and confidence at all times. Moreover, his passion for bullfighting gives his 

life meaning and purpose. In a world of amorality and corrupted masculinity, Romero remains a 

figure of honesty, purity, and strength. 

Montoya 

The owner of a Pamplona inn and a bullfighting expert. Montoya sees bullfighting as something 

sacred, and he respects and admires Jake for his genuine enthusiasm for it. Montoya takes a 

paternal interest in the gifted young bullfighter Pedro Romero and seeks to protect him from the 

corrupting influences of tourists and fame. 

Frances Clyne 

Cohn’s girlfriend at the beginning of the novel. A manipulative status-seeker, Frances was highly 

domineering early in their relationship and persuaded Cohn to move to Paris. As her looks begin 

to fade, she becomes increasingly possessive and jealous. 

Count Mippipopolous 

A wealthy Greek count and a veteran of seven wars and four revolutions. Count Mippipopolous 

becomes infatuated with Brett, but, unlike most of Brett’s lovers, he does not subject her to jealous, 

controlling behavior. Amid the careless, amoral pleasure-seeking crowd that constitutes Jake’s 

social circle, the count stands out as a stable, sane person. Like Pedro Romero, he serves as a foil 

for Jake and his friends. 
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Wilson-Harris 

A British war veteran whom Jake and Bill befriend while fishing in Spain. The three men share a 

profound common bond, having all experienced the horrors of World War I, as well as the intimacy 

that soldiers develop. Harris, as Jake and Bill call him, is a kind, friendly person who greatly values 

the brief time he spends with Jake and Bill. 

Georgette 

A beautiful but somewhat thick-witted prostitute whom Jake picks up and takes to dinner. Jake 

quickly grows bored of their superficial conversation and abandons her in a club to be with Brett. 

Belmonte 

A bullfighter who fights on the same day as Pedro Romero. In his early days, Belmonte was a great 

and popular bullfighter. But when he came out of retirement to fight again, he found he could never 

live up to the legends that had grown around him. Hence, he is bitter and dejected. He seems to 

symbolize the entire Lost Generation in that he feels out of place and purposeless in his later adult 

life. 

Harvey Stone 

A drunken expatriate gambler who is perpetually out of money. Harvey is intelligent and well-

read, yet he cannot escape his demons of excessive drinking and gambling. Like many of Jake’s 

friends, he is prone to petty cruelty toward Cohn. 

8.5  Analysis of Main Characters  

Jack Barnes  

The key events in the formation of Jake’s character occur long before the novel’s action begins. 

As a soldier in World War I, Jake is wounded. Although he does not say so directly, there are 

numerous moments in the novel when he implies that, as a result of his injury, he has lost the 

ability to have sex. Jake’s narration is characterized by subtlety and implication. He prefers to hint 

at things rather than state them outright, especially when they concern the war or his injury. Early 

in the novel, for example one must read the text very closely to grasp the true nature of Jake’s 
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wound; it is only later, when Jake goes fishing with Bill, that he speaks more openly about his 

impotence. 

Jake’s physical malady has profound psychological consequences. He seems quite insecure about 

his masculinity. The fact that Brett, the love of his life, refuses to enter into a relationship with him 

compounds this problem. Jake, with typical subtlety, suggests that she does not want to because it 

would mean giving up sexual intercourse. Jake’s hostility toward Robert Cohn is perhaps rooted 

in his own feelings of inadequacy. In many ways, Jake is a typical member of what poet Gertrude 

Stein called the “lost generation,” the generation of men and women whose experiences in World 

War I undermined their belief in justice, morality, manhood, and love. Without these ideals to rely 

on, the Lost Generation lived an aimless, immoral existence, devoid of true emotion and 

characterized by casual interpersonal cruelty. Part of Jake’s character represents the Lost 

Generation and its unfortunate position: he wanders through Paris, going from bar to bar and 

drinking heavily at each, his life filled with purposeless debauchery. He demonstrates the capacity 

to be extremely cruel, especially toward Cohn. His insecurities about his masculinity are typical 

of the anxieties that many members of the Lost Generation felt. 

Yet, in some important ways, Jake differs from those around him. He seems aware of the 

fruitlessness of the Lost Generation’s way of life. He tells Cohn in Chapter II: “You can’t get away 

from yourself by moving from one place to another.” Moreover, he recognizes the frequent cruelty 

of the behavior in which he and his friends engage. Most important, perhaps, he acknowledges, if 

only indirectly, the pain that his war injury and his unrequited love for Brett cause him. However, 

though Jake does perceive the problems in his life, he seems either unwilling or unable to remedy 

them. Though he understands the dilemma of the Lost Generation, he remains trapped within it. 

Lady Brett Ashley 

Brett is a strong, largely independent woman. She exerts great power over the men around her, as 

her beauty and charisma seem to charm everyone she meets. Moreover, she refuses to commit to 

any one man, preferring ultimate independence. However, her independence does not make her 

happy. She frequently complains to Jake about how miserable she is—her life, she claims, is 

aimless and unsatisfying. Her wandering from relationship to relationship parallels Jake and his 

friends’ wandering from bar to bar. Although she will not commit to any one man, she seems 

uncomfortable being by herself. As Jake remarks, “She can’t go anywhere alone.” 

Indeed, there are several misogynist strains in Hemingway’s representation of Brett. For instance, 

she disrupts relationships between men with her very presence. It seems that, in Hemingway’s 

view, a liberated woman is necessarily a corrupting, dangerous force for men. Brett represents a 
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threat to Pedro Romero and his career—she believes that her own strength and independence will 

eventually spoil Romero’s strength and independence. Because she does not conform to traditional 

feminine behavior, she is a danger to him. 

As with Jake and his male friends, World War I seems to have played an essential part in the 

formation of Brett’s character. During the war, Brett’s true love died of dysentery. Her subsequent 

aimlessness, especially with regard to men, can be interpreted as a futile, subconscious search for 

this original love. Brett’s personal search is perhaps symbolic of the entire Lost Generation’s 

search for the shattered prewar values of love and romance. 

Robert Cohn  

Cohn has spent his entire life feeling like an outsider because he is Jewish. While at Princeton, he 

took up boxing to combat his feelings of shyness and inferiority. Although his confidence has 

grown with his literary success, his anxiety about being different or considered not good enough 

persists. These feelings of otherness and inadequacy may explain his irrational attachment to 

Brett—he is so terrified of rejection that, when it happens, he refuses to accept it. 

The individuals with whom Cohn travels to Spain only compound his insecurities. Not only is he 

the only Jew among them, but he is also the only nonveteran. Jake and his friends seize on these 

differences and take out their own personal insecurities on Cohn. It is important to note that Cohn’s 

behavior toward Brett is ultimately not very different from that of most of the men in the novel. 

They all want to possess her in ways that she resists. But Cohn’s attempts to win Brett are so 

clumsy and foolish that they provide an easy target for mockery. 

Cohn adheres to an outdated, prewar value system of honor and romance. He fights only within 

the confines of the gym until his rage and frustration make him lash out at Romero and Jake. He 

plays hard at tennis, but if he loses he accepts defeat gracefully. Furthermore, he cannot believe 

that his affair with Brett has no emotional value. Hence, he acts as a foil for Jake and the other 

veterans in the novel; unlike them, he holds onto traditional values and beliefs, likely because he 

never experienced World War I firsthand. 

Sadly, Cohn’s value system has no place in the postwar world, and Cohn cannot sustain it. His 

tearful request that Romero shake his hand after Cohn has beaten him up is an absurd attempt to 

restore the validity of an antiquated code of conduct. His flight from Pamplona is symbolic of the 

failure of traditional values in the postwar world. 
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Romero 

The 19-year-old bullfighter Pedro Romero embodies the masculine ideals Jake values, making 

him—in Jake's mind—the only worthy match for Brett. Many view Romero as a bullfighting 

prodigy; the Spanish hotel owner Montoya calls Romero "a real one." Romero understands the 

bulls more intimately than any of the other fighters do, and he gives audiences a real thrill rather 

than the illusion of one. Brett is immediately attracted to Romero's passion and claims to love him; 

because Jake respects and admires Romano he helps Brett sneak away with him. At the end of the 

novel Romero tries to change Brett into a more traditional woman, so she leaves him, claiming she 

is afraid of destroying him. 

Bill 

Bill Gorton enters the story drunk and forgetful, bringing a touch of humor to the proceedings. 

Throughout the novel, Bill's comical ways dispel rising tension between the other men, all of whom 

are competing for Brett's affection. Because Bill doesn't take part in this competition it's possible 

he is gay. Jake feels no rivalry with Bill, aside from their friendly fishing competitions; thus he 

feels free to make himself vulnerable with Bill, telling him things he would never discuss with 

other characters. 

Mike 

Mike Campbell is Brett's fiancé, yet the details of their relationship are somewhat confusing. 

Despite being a perfect Hemingway alpha male—a strong, heavy drinking war veteran—Mike is 

weak in love. He stays with Brett despite her constant cheating and disrespect, even allowing her 

lovers to join them on vacation. The novel implies Mike drinks to forget what he's seen on the 

battlefield, which he never discusses or the fact he's completely bankrupt, but his self-pity and 

anger toward Brett also likely influence his drinking. For the most part Mike ignores Brett's 

dalliances with other men, but her relationship with Cohn enrages him, partly because Cohn is 

Jewish and partly because Cohn doesn't recognize when the fling is over. This rage boils over in 

Spain when Mike goads Cohn into a fight, which Mike promptly loses. 

8.6  Important Themes in The Sun Also Rises   

Themes are the fundamental and often universal ideas explored in a literary work. 

The Aimlessness of the Lost Generation 
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World War I undercut traditional notions of morality, faith, and justice. No longer able to rely on 

the traditional beliefs that gave life meaning, the men and women who experienced the war became 

psychologically and morally lost, and they wandered aimlessly in a world that appeared 

meaningless. Jake, Brett, and their acquaintances give dramatic life to this situation. Because they 

no longer believe in anything, their lives are empty. They fill their time with inconsequential and 

escapist activities, such as drinking, dancing, and debauchery. 

It is important to note that Hemingway never explicitly states that Jake and his friends’ lives are 

aimless, or that this aimlessness is a result of the war. Instead, he implies these ideas through his 

portrayal of the characters' emotional and mental lives. These stand in stark contrast to the 

characters’ surface actions. Jake and his friends’ constant carousing does not make them happy. 

Very often, their merrymaking is joyless and driven by alcohol. At best, it allows them not to think 

about their inner lives or about the war. Although they spend nearly all of their time partying in 

one way or another, they remain sorrowful or unfulfilled. Hence, their drinking and dancing is just 

a futile distraction, a purposeless activity characteristic of a wandering, aimless life. 

Effects of War and Disillusionment 

Jake's generation—veterans and civilians alike—struggle to find meaning after the devastating 

events of World War I. Jake, Brett, and Mike were actively involved in the war and emerged 

disillusioned from their experiences. Many young people joined the war as an act of patriotism, 

believing their sacrifices would mean something. Their experience was the opposite; they braved 

the battlefield only to be slaughtered by machine guns or killed by poison gas. Most of those who 

made it home did not keep their idealism intact. The war destroyed many people's notions of 

morality and religion, forcing them to look elsewhere for guidance. Many in this Lost Generation 

turned to carnal desires—food, sex, alcohol—to fill the void inside. Jake returns home from the 

war with an injury that leaves him impotent; like many of the other characters in The Sun Also 

Rises he feels empty, emotionally restless, and aimless. 

Male Insecurity 

World War I forced a radical reevaluation of what it meant to be masculine. The prewar ideal of 

the brave, stoic soldier had little relevance in the context of brutal trench warfare that characterized 

the war. Soldiers were forced to sit huddled together as the enemy bombarded them. Survival 

depended far more upon luck than upon bravery. Traditional notions of what it meant to be a man 

were thus undermined by the realities of the war. Jake embodies these cultural changes. The war 

renders his manhood (that is, his penis) useless because of injury. He carries the burden of feeling 
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that he is “less of a man” than he was before. He cannot escape a nagging sense of inadequacy, 

which is only compounded by Brett’s refusal to enter into a relationship with him. 

While Jake’s condition is the most explicit example of weakened masculinity in the novel, it is 

certainly not the only one. All of the veterans feel insecure about their manhood. Again, 

Hemingway does not state this fact directly but rather shows it in the way Jake and his veteran 

friends react to Cohn. They target Cohn in particular for abuse when they see him engaging in 

“unmanly” behavior such as following Brett around. They cope with their fears of being weak and 

unmasculine by criticizing the weakness they see in him. Hemingway further presents this theme 

in his portrayal of Brett. In many ways, she is more “manly” than the men in the book. She refers 

to herself as a “chap,” she has a short, masculine haircut and a masculine name, and she is strong 

and independent. Thus, she embodies traditionally masculine characteristics, while Jake, Mike, 

and Bill are to varying degrees uncertain of their masculinity. 

Escapism 

To cope with or cover up their disillusionment after the war, the characters escape—both literally 

and figuratively. They all live as expatriates, having left their home countries to search for meaning 

elsewhere. Paris is now their home base, but they also travel to Spain; neither place seems to bring 

them much pleasure. They escape through alcohol, too; Jake, Mike, Brett, and Bill all drink 

excessively, which often leads to blackouts or fights. No one wants to speak openly about what 

they feel, so they bury their emotions at the bottom of a bottle. Yet the characters are most likely 

to reveal their true feelings when drunk: Jake desperately asks for Brett's love, and Mike condemns 

Cohn's lovesick behavior. 

Brett uses romantic relationships to escape, too. She is regularly swept into romantic images of a 

relationship with Jake, Mike, Cohn, and Romero, moving from man to man as she desires. As soon 

as reality sets in, however, Brett leaves. She has no interest in committing to anyone, which Jake 

realizes at the end of the novel. In this way, the theme of escapism divides between genders. The 

male characters escape the horrors of war as well as the gender expectation of heroism. Likewise, 

Brett escapes the gender expectation of diffidence and domestic bliss. 

The Destructiveness of Sex 

Sex is a powerful and destructive force in The Sun Also Rises. Sexual jealousy, for example, leads 

Cohn to violate his code of ethics and attack Jake, Mike, and Romero. Furthermore, the desire for 

sex prevents Brett from entering into a relationship with Jake, although she loves him. Hence, sex 
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undermines both Cohn’s honor and Jake and Brett’s love. Brett is closely associated with the 

negative consequences of sex. She is a liberated woman, having sex with multiple men and feeling 

no compulsion to commit to any of them. Her carefree sexuality makes Jake and Mike miserable 

and drives Cohn to acts of violence. In Brett, Hemingway may be expressing his own anxieties 

about strong, sexually independent women. 

8.7  Motifs in The Sun Also Rises  

Motifs are recurring structures, contrasts, or literary devices that can help to develop and inform 

the text’s major themes. 

Excessive Drinking 

Nearly all of Jake’s friends are alcoholics. Wherever they happen to be, they drink, usually to 

excess. Often, their drinking provides a way of escaping reality. Drunkenness allows Jake and his 

acquaintances to endure lives severely lacking in affection and purpose. Hemingway clearly 

portrays the drawbacks to this excessive drinking. Alcohol frequently brings out the worst in the 

characters, particularly Mike. He shows himself to be a nasty, violent man when he is intoxicated. 

More subtly, Hemingway also implies that drunkenness only worsens the mental and emotional 

turmoil that plagues Jake and his friends. Being drunk allows them to avoid confronting their 

problems by providing them with a way to avoid thinking about them. However, drinking is not 

exclusively portrayed in a negative light. In the context of Jake and Bill’s fishing trip, for instance, 

it can be a relaxing, friendship-building, even healthy activity. 

The Failure of Communication 

The conversations among Jake and his friends are rarely direct or honest. They hide true feelings 

behind a mask of civility. Although the legacy of the war torments them all, they are unable to 

communicate this torment. They can talk about the war only in an excessively humorous or 

painfully trite fashion. An example of the latter occurs when Georgette and Jake have dinner, and 

Jake narrates that they would probably have gone on to agree that the war “would have been better 

avoided” if they were not fortunately interrupted. The moments of honest, genuine communication 

generally arise only when the characters are feeling their worst. Consequently, only very dark 

feelings are expressed. When Brett torments Jake especially harshly, for instance, he expresses his 

unhappiness with her and their situation. Similarly, when Mike is hopelessly drunk, he tells Cohn 

how much his presence disgusts him. Expressions of true affection, on the other hand, are limited 

almost exclusively to Jake and Bill’s fishing trip. 
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False Friendships 

False friendships relate closely to failed communication. Many of the friendships in the novel have 

no basis in affection. For instance, Jake meets a bicycle team manager, and the two have a drink 

together. They enjoy a friendly conversation and make plans to meet the next morning. Jake, 

however, sleeps through their meeting, having no regard for the fact that he will never see the man 

again. Jake and Cohn demonstrate another, still darker type of false friendship. Although Cohn 

genuinely likes Jake, Jake must often mask outright antagonism toward Cohn, an antagonism that 

increases dramatically along with Jake’s unspoken jealousy of Cohn over his affair with Brett. At 

one point, he even claims to hate Cohn. This inability to form genuine connections with other 

people is an aspect of the aimless wandering that characterizes Jake’s existence. Jake and his 

friends wander socially as well as geographically. Ironically, Hemingway suggests that in the 

context of war it was easier to form connections with other people. In peacetime, it proves far more 

difficult for these characters to do so. 

Sex 

Sex proves to be a devastating force in The Sun Also Rises, creating momentary excitement, much 

like a bullfight, and similarly leaving behind destruction. The motif of sex is explored almost 

entirely through Brett's many relationships. Brett flits from man to man searching for excitement 

and validation but never settles down with anyone, not even her fiancé. When Brett moves on she 

leaves broken hearts (Cohn), lost friendships (Jake), and damaged careers (Romero) in her wake. 

The only man Brett considers truly settling down with is Jake, which would be impossible because 

of his impotence. In this way, sex, or the lack of it, destroys their relationship as well. 

8.8 Symbols in The Sun Also Rises  

Symbols are objects, characters, figures, or colors used to represent abstract ideas or concepts. 

Water 

For the characters in The Sun Also Rises water symbolizes purification, both physical and 

emotional. Jake, bitter and hopeless after the war, spends his days searching for distraction in small 

pleasures. The only time he truly feels at peace is in nature—specifically in or near water. He 

fishes in Burguete with Bill, and this minivacation is the happiest in the novel. It's the only time 

Jake sleeps peacefully: "Once in the night I woke and heard the wind blowing. It felt good to be 

warm and in bed." Jake and Bill spend their days in the sun and in the stream; he spends far more 

time describing the landscape than he does describe Brett. Similarly after leaving the stress of 
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Pamplona, Jake is eager to get back to the purifying water in San Sebastian: "The water was 

buoyant and cold. It felt as though you could never sink." In the water Jake is at peace; nothing, 

not even his injury or his heartbreak over Brett, can weigh him down. 

For Brett water equals purification as well, as evidenced by her frequent bathing. Brett often uses 

bathing as an excuse to escape social situations or to explain why she perpetually runs late. Her 

bathing sessions frequently follow romantic liaisons. For example, when she returns from San 

Sebastian where she had an affair with Cohn, she says she can't meet with Jake: "Haven't bathed 

[yet]. Michael comes in tonight ... Must clean myself." Brett's perpetual bathing signals remorse 

over her promiscuous behavior; she needs to wash away her guilty feelings. 

 Bullfighting 

Bullfighting dominates the second half of the novel and symbolizes the fraught relationships 

among the men—Cohn, Jake, Mike, and Romero—and Brett. Throughout the novel Brett 

antagonizes the men into fighting for her affection, much in the same way the bullfighters flaunt 

the red flag to antagonize the bulls into a fight. If Brett is the bullfighter, the men are bulls, with 

emasculated Jake acting as a steer (a castrated bull). In bullfighting the steers herd the bulls 

together after the run. In much the same way Jake, who cannot have sex with Brett, works to keep 

the group of friends together—he is always at Brett's beck and call, making travel plans and 

inviting men who are competing for Brett's attention to join them. Perhaps because Jake cannot 

have sex he cares about forming friendships and keeping everyone happy, even if it means 

swallowing his emotions and sacrificing his own happiness. 

After the running of the bulls in Pamplona, Jake and his friends assess the bulls' strength and 

aggressiveness, two traditionally masculine characteristics. In the same way, Jake assesses each of 

Brett's suitors to judge whether they are "worthy" of her affection. According to Jake, Cohn is 

unworthy of Brett; this fuels Jake's anger toward Cohn. Jake deems the count and Mike both 

passably masculine, perhaps because they are both veterans. But the only man truly "worthy" of 

Brett is the bullfighter Romero, whom Jake helps Brett attract. In and out of the ring Romero is 

the most masculine of the bunch. He is handsome, full of youth and vitality, honorable, and 

talented. But in the end, Romero is heartbroken; just as even the strongest and most aggressive 

bull is killed by a skilled bullfighter, in the end, Romero falls to Brett. 
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Summary Points  

❖ Published in 1926, The Sun Also Rises is a novel by the American writer Ernest 

Hemmingway.  

❖ It depicts the travels and adventures of American and British expatriates traveling from 

Paris to the Festival of San Fermín in Pamplona to watch bullfighting. 

❖ The novel is autobiographical and its characters are inspired by actual people and events 

in the life of Hemmingway.  

❖ It deals with the World War I generation and their routine life and struggles.  

❖ The themes of masculinity, love, escapism, the effects of war, and disillusionment in life 

are depicted in the novel.  

❖ It uses the motifs of alcoholism, the failure of communication, false friendship, and sex to 

convey its thematic message.  

❖ The novel uses symbols of water and bullfighting to inform its themes.  

Self-Assessment Questions  

1. Where does the fiesta occur? 

2. What is Cohn’s profession? 

3. In what war was Jake injured? 

4. In what sport did Robert Cohn participate at Princeton? 

5. In what respects are characters in The Sun Also Rises lost? 

6. In The Sun Also Rises, how are the expatriate characters corrupted by their lives in Paris? 

7. What country does Jake come from? 

8. In The Sun Also Rises, how are Brett and Frances alike and different? 

9. Who wins the fight between Jake, Mike, and Cohn? 

10. What qualities of the new woman does Brett represent in The Sun Also Rises? 

11. How does Brett and Romero’s relationship end? 

12. In what sport do Jake and Bill engage while in Spain? 
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Introduction to the Unit 

To The Lighthouse  is a novel by the famous British writer Virginia Woolf published in 1927. The 

novel has heavy autobiographical elements and the characters are inspired by people from the real 

life of Virginia Woolf. She presents the early 20th cetury generation British society and their 

struggle for happiness and love during the war time. The novel is also a meditation upon the lives 

of a nation's inhabitants in the midst of war, and of the people left behind. It also explores the 

passage of time, and how women are forced by society to allow men to take emotional strength 

from them. In 1998, the Modern Library named To the Lighthouse No. 15 on its list of the 100 

best English-language novels of the 20th century. In 2005, the novel was chosen by TIME 

magazine as one of the one hundred best English-language novels since 1923. 

The unit puts in perspective To The Lighthouse by providing key information about the life and 

works of Woolf and her approach to fiction writing. It then presents a critical summary of the novel 

followed by a discussion on the significant themes, symbols, and characters in the novel to give 

students critical ideas and useful vocabulary to talk/write about To The Lighthouse. The unit ends 

with summary points and some self-assessment questions. On the whole, the unit aims to provide 

useful information about this novel so that the students can make sense of this famous piece of 

fiction and are able to conduct independent analyses of it. 

 

Learning Objectives 

By the end of the unit, the students will be able to discuss and evaluate:  

1. Virginia Woolf’s life and works 

2. Background of the story of To The Lighthouse  

3. The plot of the novel and its analysis  

4. Important features of key characters in the novel  

5. Major themes, motifs and symbols as used in the novel  

6. Key discussion points and essay questions on the novel. 
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8.1  Life and Works of Virginia Woolf 

Adeline Virginia Woolf (/wʊlf/;[2] née Stephen; 25 January 1882 – 28 March 1941) was an 

English writer, considered one of the most important modernist 20th-century authors and a pioneer 

in the use of stream of consciousness as a narrative device. 

 

Woolf was born into an affluent household in South Kensington, London, the seventh child of Julia 

Prinsep Jackson and Leslie Stephen in a blended family of eight which included the modernist 

painter Vanessa Bell. She was home-schooled in English classics and Victorian literature from a 

young age. From 1897 to 1901, she attended the Ladies' Department of King's College London, 

where she studied classics and history and came into contact with early reformers of women's 

higher education and the women's rights movement. 

Encouraged by her father, Woolf began writing professionally in 1900. After her father's death in 

1904, the Stephen family moved from Kensington to the more bohemian Bloomsbury, where, in 

conjunction with the brothers' intellectual friends, they formed the artistic and literary Bloomsbury 

Group. In 1912, she married Leonard Woolf, and in 1917, the couple founded the Hogarth Press, 

which published much of her work. They rented a home in Sussex and moved there permanently 

in 1940. Woolf had romantic relationships with women, including Vita Sackville-West, who also 

published her books through Hogarth Press. Both women's literature became inspired by their 

relationship, which lasted until Woolf's death.[3] 

During the inter-war period, Woolf was an important part of London's literary and artistic society. 

In 1915, she had published her first novel, The Voyage Out, through her half-brother's publishing 

house, Gerald Duckworth and Company. Her best-known works include the novels Mrs Dalloway 

(1925), To the Lighthouse (1927) and Orlando (1928). She is also known for her essays, including 

A Room of One's Own (1929). Woolf became one of the central subjects of the 1970s movement 

of feminist criticism and her works have since attracted much attention and widespread 

commentary for "inspiring feminism". Her works have been translated into more than 50 

languages. A large body of literature is dedicated to her life and work, and she has been the subject 

of plays, novels and films. Woolf is commemorated today by statues, societies dedicated to her 

work and a building at the University of London. 

Throughout her life, Woolf was troubled by mental illness. She was institutionalised several times 

and attempted suicide at least twice. According to Dalsimer (2004) her illness was characterised 

by symptoms that today would be diagnosed as bipolar disorder, for which there was no effective 
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intervention during her lifetime. In 1941, at age 59, Woolf died by drowning herself in the River 

Ouse at Lewes. 

In 1882, Virginia Woolf was born into a world that was quickly evolving. Her family was split by 

the mores of the stifling Victorian era, with her half-siblings firmly on the side of "polite society" 

and her own brothers and sisters curious about what lie on the darker side of that society. Woolf's 

father, the eminent scholar and biographer Sir Leslie Stephen, was a man of letters and a man of 

vision, befriending and encouraging authors who were then unknown, including Henry James and 

Thomas Hardy. As much as he encouraged his own daughters to better their minds, higher 

education, even in the Stephen household, was reserved for the men of the family-Woolf's brothers 

Thoby and Adrian. This was a bitter lesson in inequality that Woolf could never forget, even when 

she was later offered honorary degrees from Cambridge and other British universities that, when 

she was growing up, didn't even admit women into their ranks. 

When Woolf and her sister Vanessa moved out of their posh London neighborhood and into a 

slightly seedy neighborhood called Bloomsbury with their brothers, they were on the cusp of 

something entirely new. They could either fall backwards into the safe arms of the upper-middle 

class society in which they grew up, or they could push forth into the somewhat avant-garde, ultra-

intellectual and suspect world of Thoby's Cambridge friends-Lytton Strachey, Clive Bell, 

Desmond MacCarthy, among others. The sisters plunged headfirst into the Bloomsbury Group. 

The Bloomsbury Group started out as a weekly gathering of old college friends. However, as time 

passed, it became an intense salon of ideas, philosophy, and theories on art and politics. Woolf and 

Vanessa were both important members of the group. For the first time, Woolf was around people 

who didn't seem to care that she was a woman, and who expected her to contribute to the group 

both in conversation and in deed (as in her novels). Though her old friends were scandalized by 

the company she was keeping (the Bloomsbury Group was famous, even in its own time, and its 

members were considered rude, unkempt and depraved), Woolf felt at ease among her new friends, 

and flourished in their company. 

With this encouragement, she began writing. First she began publishing short journalistic pieces, 

and then longer reviews. Before long she was a regular contributor to a number of London 

weeklies, and was privately trying her hand at fiction. After her first novel, The Voyage Out was 

published to good reviews, Woolf never looked back and began producing novel after successful 

and daring novel. Through her often difficult but nearly always brilliant novels, she became one 

of the most important Modernist writers, along with James Joyce and T.S. Eliot. 
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Modernism was a literary movement in which its practitioners discovered new ways to relate the 

human experience in an uncertain, somewhat hopeless time in history. World War One had just 

demoralized England and the Continent, and a whole generation of young men and women were, 

as Gertrude Stein would later put it, "lost." Changing times demanded different modes of 

expression. Woolf and James Joyce, for example, utilized stream-of-consciousness to convey a 

character's interior monologue and to capture the irregularities and meanderings of thought. 

Despite her successes, Woolf battled mental illness for most of her life. Mental illness was still 

poorly understood in the first half of the Twentieth Century, and Woolf–who was likely suffering 

from manic-depression–had few tools at her disposal with which to battle her inner demons. She 

lost weeks of precious work time due to her bouts with mania or with depression, and she was 

plagued, during these times of madness, by voices in her head. However, her devoted husband 

Leonard shepherded her through these difficult periods in her life and she seemed to bounce back 

and produce another great work of literature. 

However, on March 28, 1941, as World War II raged on, Woolf left her husband two suicide notes, 

walked to the River Ouse, filled her pockets with heavy stones, and drowned herself. With her 

death, the world lost one of its most gifted voices. She left a canon of experimental, stunning fiction 

and a collection of insightful and incisive nonfiction and criticism. Her belief that women writers 

face two hindrances-social inferiority and economic dependence-was a revolutionary stance to take 

in the twenties when A Room of One's Own was published. Even more so was her assertion that 

all women deserved equal opportunity in education and career. Despite having had no educational 

opportunity herself, Virginia Woolf became, through her own efforts, one of the best writers of the 

twentieth century. 

Novels 

The Voyage Out 

Her first novel, The Voyage Out,[167] was published in 1915 at the age of 33, by her half-brother's 

imprint, Gerald Duckworth and Company Ltd. This novel was originally titled Melymbrosia, but 

Woolf repeatedly changed the draft. An earlier version of The Voyage Out has been reconstructed 

by Woolf scholar Louise DeSalvo and is now available to the public under the intended title. 

DeSalvo argues that many of the changes Woolf made in the text were in response to changes in 

her own life.[312] The novel is set on a ship bound for South America, and a group of young 

Edwardians onboard and their various mismatched yearnings and misunderstandings. In the novel 

are hints of themes that would emerge in later work, including the gap between preceding thought 
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and the spoken word that follows, and the lack of concordance between expression and underlying 

intention, together with how these reveal to us aspects of the nature of love.[313] 

Mrs Dalloway 

"Mrs Dalloway (1925)[196] centres on the efforts of Clarissa Dalloway, a middle-aged society 

woman, to organise a party, even as her life is paralleled with that of Septimus Warren Smith, a 

working-class veteran who has returned from the First World War bearing deep psychological 

scars".[311] 

To the Lighthouse 

To the Lighthouse (1927)[39] is set on two days ten years apart. The plot centres on the Ramsay 

family's anticipation of and reflection upon a visit to a lighthouse and the connected familial 

tensions. One of the primary themes of the novel is the struggle in the creative process that beset 

painter Lily Briscoe while she struggles to paint in the midst of the family drama. The novel is also 

a meditation upon the lives of a nation's inhabitants in the midst of war, and of the people left 

behind. It also explores the passage of time, and how women are forced by society to allow men 

to take emotional strength from them. 

Orlando: A Biography 

Orlando: A Biography (1928)[197] is one of Virginia Woolf's lightest novels. A parodic biography 

of a young nobleman who lives for three centuries without ageing much past thirty (but who does 

abruptly turn into a woman), the book is in part a portrait of Woolf's lover Vita Sackville-

West.[315] It was meant to console Vita for the loss of her ancestral home, Knole House, though 

it is also a satirical treatment of Vita and her work. In Orlando, the techniques of historical 

biographers are being ridiculed; the character of a pompous biographer is being assumed for it to 

be mocked.[316] 

The Waves 

"The Waves (1931) presents a group of six friends whose reflections, which are closer to recitatives 

than to interior monologues proper, create a wave-like atmosphere that is more akin to a prose 

poem than to a plot-centred novel".[311] 

Flush: A Biography 
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Flush: A Biography (1933)[317] is a part-fiction, part-biography of the cocker spaniel owned by 

Victorian poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning. The book is written from the dog's point of view. 

Woolf was inspired to write this book from the success of the Rudolf Besier play The Barretts of 

Wimpole Street. In the play, Flush is on stage for much of the action. The play was produced for 

the first time in 1932 by the actress Katharine Cornell. 

The Years 

The Years (1936),[1] traces the history of the genteel Pargiter family from the 1880s to the "present 

day" of the mid-1930s. The novel had its origin in a lecture Woolf gave to the National Society for 

Women's Service in 1931, an edited version of which would later be published as "Professions for 

Women".[318] Woolf first thought of making this lecture the basis of a new book-length essay on 

women, this time taking a broader view of their economic and social life, rather than focusing on 

women as artists, as the first book had. She soon jettisoned the theoretical framework of her "novel-

essay" and began to rework the book solely as a fictional narrative, but some of the non-fiction 

material she first intended for this book was later used in Three Guineas (1938). 

Between the Acts 

"Her last work, Between the Acts (1941),[244] sums up and magnifies Woolf's chief 

preoccupations: the transformation of life through art, sexual ambivalence, and meditation on the 

themes of flux of time and life, presented simultaneously as corrosion and rejuvenation—all set in 

a highly imaginative and symbolic narrative encompassing almost all of English history."[311] 

This book is the most lyrical of all her works, not only in feeling but in style, being chiefly written 

in verse.[319] While Woolf's work can be understood as consistently in dialogue with the 

Bloomsbury Group, particularly its tendency (informed by G.E. Moore, among others) towards 

doctrinaire rationalism, it is not a simple recapitulation of the coterie's ideals.[15] 

8.2  Socio-historical Background of To The Lighthouse 

 

To the Lighthouse is a 1927 novel by Virginia Woolf. The novel centres on the Ramsay family 

and their visits to the Isle of Skye in Scotland between 1910 and 1920. 

Following and extending the tradition of modernist novelists like Marcel Proust and James Joyce, 

the plot of To the Lighthouse is secondary to its philosophical introspection. Cited as a key 

example of the literary technique of multiple focalization, the novel includes little dialogue and 
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almost no direct action; most of it is written as thoughts and observations. The novel recalls 

childhood emotions and highlights adult relationships. Among the book's many tropes and themes 

are those of loss, subjectivity, the nature of art and the problem of perception. 

In 1998, the Modern Library named To the Lighthouse No. 15 on its list of the 100 best English-

language novels of the 20th century. In 2005, the novel was chosen by TIME magazine as one of 

the one hundred best English-language novels since 1923. 

Virginia Woolf was born on January 25, 1882, a descendant of one of Victorian England’s most 

prestigious literary families. Her father, Sir Leslie Stephen, was the editor of the Dictionary of 

National Biography and was married to the daughter of the writer William Thackeray. Woolf grew 

up among the most important and influential British intellectuals of her time, and received free 

rein to explore her father’s library. Her personal connections and abundant talent soon opened 

doors for her. Woolf wrote that she found herself in “a position where it was easier on the whole 

to be eminent than obscure.” Almost from the beginning, her life was a precarious balance of 

extraordinary success and mental instability. 

As a young woman, Woolf wrote for the prestigious Times Literary Supplement, and as an adult 

she quickly found herself at the center of England’s most important literary community. Known 

as the “Bloomsbury Group” after the section of London in which its members lived, this group of 

writers, artists, and philosophers emphasized nonconformity, aesthetic pleasure, and intellectual 

freedom, and included such luminaries as the painter Lytton Strachey, the novelist E. M. Forster, 

the composer Benjamin Britten, and the economist John Maynard Keynes. Working among such 

an inspirational group of peers and possessing an incredible talent in her own right, Woolf 

published her most famous novels by the mid-1920s, including The Voyage Out,Mrs. 

Dalloway,Orlando, and To the Lighthouse. With these works she reached the pinnacle of her 

profession. 

Woolf’s life was equally dominated by mental illness. Her parents died when she was young—her 

mother in 1895 and her father in 1904—and she was prone to intense, terrible headaches and 

emotional breakdowns. After her father’s death, she attempted suicide, throwing herself out a 

window. Though she married Leonard Woolf in 1912 and loved him deeply, she was not entirely 

satisfied romantically or sexually. For years she sustained an intimate relationship with the novelist 

Vita Sackville-West. Late in life, Woolf became terrified by the idea that another nervous 

breakdown was close at hand, one from which she would not recover. On March 28, 1941, she 

wrote her husband a note stating that she did not wish to spoil his life by going mad. She then 

drowned herself in the River Ouse. 
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Woolf’s writing bears the mark of her literary pedigree as well as her struggle to find meaning in 

her own unsteady existence. Written in a poised, understated, and elegant style, her work examines 

the structures of human life, from the nature of relationships to the experience of time. Yet her 

writing also addresses issues relevant to her era and literary circle. Throughout her work she 

celebrates and analyzes the Bloomsbury values of aestheticism, feminism, and independence. 

Moreover, her stream-of-consciousness style was influenced by, and responded to, the work of the 

French thinker Henri Bergson and the novelists Marcel Proust and James Joyce. 

This style allows the subjective mental processes of Woolf’s characters to determine the objective 

content of her narrative. In To the Lighthouse (1927), one of her most experimental works, the 

passage of time, for example, is modulated by the consciousness of the characters rather than by 

the clock. The events of a single afternoon constitute over half the book, while the events of the 

following ten years are compressed into a few dozen pages. Many readers of To the Lighthouse, 

especially those who are not versed in the traditions of modernist fiction, find the novel strange 

and difficult. Its language is dense and the structure amorphous. Compared with the plot-driven 

Victorian novels that came before it, To the Lighthouse seems to have little in the way of action. 

Indeed, almost all of the events take place in the characters’ minds. 

Although To the Lighthouse is a radical departure from the nineteenth-century novel, it is, like its 

more traditional counterparts, intimately interested in developing characters and advancing both 

plot and themes. Woolf’s experimentation has much to do with the time in which she lived: the 

turn of the century was marked by bold scientific developments. Charles Darwin’s theory of 

evolution undermined an unquestioned faith in God that was, until that point, nearly universal, 

while the rise of psychoanalysis, a movement led by Sigmund Freud, introduced the idea of an 

unconscious mind. Such innovation in ways of scientific thinking had great influence on the styles 

and concerns of contemporary artists and writers like those in the Bloomsbury Group. To the 

Lighthouse exemplifies Woolf’s style and many of her concerns as a novelist. With its characters 

based on her own parents and siblings, it is certainly her most autobiographical fictional statement, 

and in the characters of Mr. Ramsay, Mrs. Ramsay, and Lily Briscoe, Woolf offers some of her 

most penetrating explorations of the workings of the human consciousness as it perceives and 

analyzes, feels and interacts. 

8.3  Summary of To The Lighthouse  

To the Lighthouse is a 1927 novel by Virginia Woolf. The novel centres on the Ramsay family 

and their visits to the Isle of Skye in Scotland between 1910 and 1920. 
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Following and extending the tradition of modernist novelists like Marcel Proust and James Joyce, 

the plot of To the Lighthouse is secondary to its philosophical introspection. Cited as a key 

example of the literary technique of multiple focalization, the novel includes little dialogue and 

almost no direct action; most of it is written as thoughts and observations. The novel recalls 

childhood emotions and highlights adult relationships. Among the book's many tropes and themes 

are those of loss, subjectivity, the nature of art and the problem of perception. 

In 1998, the Modern Library named To the Lighthouse No. 15 on its list of the 100 best English-

language novels of the 20th century.[1] In 2005, the novel was chosen by TIME magazine as one 

of the one hundred best English-language novels since 1923.[2] 

Part I: The Window 

The novel is set in the Ramsays' summer home in the Hebrides, on the Isle of Skye. The section 

begins with Mrs Ramsay assuring her son James that they should be able to visit the lighthouse on 

the next day. This prediction is denied by Mr Ramsay, who voices his certainty that the weather 

will not be clear. This opinion forces a certain tension between Mr and Mrs Ramsay, and also 

between Mr Ramsay and James. This particular incident is referred to on various occasions 

throughout the section, especially in the context of Mr and Mrs Ramsay's relationship. 

The Ramsays and their eight children are joined at the house by a number of friends and colleagues. 

One of these friends, Lily Briscoe, begins the novel as a young, uncertain painter attempting a 

portrait of Mrs. Ramsay and James. Briscoe finds herself plagued by doubts throughout the novel, 

doubts largely fed by the claims of Charles Tansley, another guest, who asserts that women can 

neither paint nor write. Tansley himself is an admirer of Mr Ramsay, a philosophy professor, and 

Ramsay's academic treatises. 

The section closes with a large dinner party. When Augustus Carmichael, a visiting poet, asks for 

a second serving of soup, Mr Ramsay nearly snaps at him. Mrs Ramsay is herself out of sorts when 

Paul Rayley and Minta Doyle, two acquaintances whom she has brought together in engagement, 

arrive late to dinner, as Minta has lost her grandmother's brooch on the beach. 

Part II: Time Passes 

The second section, "Time passes", gives a sense of time passing, absence, and death. Ten years 

pass, during which the First World War begins and ends. Mrs Ramsay dies, as do two of her 

children – Prue dies from complications of childbirth, and Andrew is killed in the war. Mr Ramsay 
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is left adrift without his wife to praise and comfort him during his bouts of fear and anguish 

regarding the longevity of his philosophical work. This section is told from an omniscient point of 

view and occasionally from Mrs. McNab's point of view. Mrs. McNab worked in the Ramsay's 

house since the beginning, and thus provides a clear view of how things have changed in the time 

the summer house has been unoccupied. 

Part III: The Lighthouse 

In the final section, "The Lighthouse", some of the remaining Ramsays and other guests return to 

their summer home ten years after the events of Part I. Mr Ramsay finally plans on taking the long-

delayed trip to the lighthouse with daughter Cam(illa) and son James (the remaining Ramsay 

children are virtually unmentioned in the final section). The trip almost does not happen, as the 

children are not ready, but they eventually set off. As they travel, the children are silent in protest 

at their father for forcing them to come along. However, James keeps the sailing boat steady and 

rather than receiving the harsh words he has come to expect from his father, he hears praise, 

providing a rare moment of empathy between father and son; Cam's attitude towards her father 

changes also, from resentment to eventual admiration. 

They are accompanied by the sailor Macalister and his son, who catches fish during the trip. The 

son cuts a piece of flesh from a fish he has caught to use for bait, throwing the injured fish back 

into the sea. 

While they set sail for the lighthouse, Lily attempts to finally complete the painting she has held 

in her mind since the start of the novel. She reconsiders her memory of Mrs and Mr Ramsay, 

balancing the multitude of impressions from ten years ago in an effort to reach towards an objective 

truth about Mrs Ramsay and life itself. Upon finishing the painting (just as the sailing party reaches 

the lighthouse) and seeing that it satisfies her, she realises that the execution of her vision is more 

important to her than the idea of leaving some sort of legacy in her work. 

8.4  Character List of To The Lighthouse   

Mrs. Ramsay 

Mr. Ramsay’s wife. A beautiful and loving woman, Mrs. Ramsay is a wonderful hostess who takes 

pride in making memorable experiences for the guests at the family’s summer home on the Isle of 

Skye. Affirming traditional gender roles wholeheartedly, she lavishes particular attention on her 

male guests, who she believes have delicate egos and need constant support and sympathy. She is 

a dutiful and loving wife but often struggles with her husband’s difficult moods and selfishness. 
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Without fail, however, she triumphs through these difficult times and demonstrates an ability to 

make something significant and lasting from the most ephemeral of circumstances, such as a dinner 

party. 

Mr. Ramsay 

Mrs. Ramsay’s husband, and a prominent metaphysical philosopher. Mr. Ramsay loves his family 

but often acts like something of a tyrant. He tends to be selfish and harsh due to his persistent 

personal and professional anxieties. He fears, more than anything, that his work is insignificant in 

the grand scheme of things and that he will not be remembered by future generations. Well aware 

of how blessed he is to have such a wonderful family, he nevertheless tends to punish his wife, 

children, and guests by demanding their constant sympathy, attention, and support. 

Lily Briscoe 

A young, single painter who befriends the Ramsays on the Isle of Skye. Like Mr. Ramsay, Lily is 

plagued by fears that her work lacks worth. She begins a portrait of Mrs. Ramsay at the beginning 

of the novel but has trouble finishing it. The opinions of men like Charles Tansley, who insists that 

women cannot paint or write, threaten to undermine her confidence. 

James Ramsay 

The Ramsays’ youngest son. James loves his mother deeply and feels a murderous antipathy 

toward his father, with whom he must compete for Mrs. Ramsay’s love and affection. At the 

beginning of the novel, Mr. Ramsay refuses the six-year-old James’s request to go to the 

lighthouse, saying that the weather will be foul and not permit it; ten years later, James finally 

makes the journey with his father and his sister Cam. By this time, he has grown into a willful and 

moody young man who has much in common with his father, whom he detests. 

Paul Rayley 

A young friend of the Ramsays who visits them on the Isle of Skye. Paul is a kind, impressionable 

young man who follows Mrs. Ramsay’s wishes in marrying Minta Doyle. 

Minta Doyle 
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A flighty young woman who visits the Ramsays on the Isle of Skye. Minta marries Paul Rayley at 

Mrs. Ramsay’s wishes. 

Charles Tansley 

A young philosopher and pupil of Mr. Ramsay who stays with the Ramsays on the Isle of Skye. 

Tansley is a prickly and unpleasant man who harbors deep insecurities regarding his humble 

background. He often insults other people, particularly women such as Lily, whose talent and 

accomplishments he constantly calls into question. His bad behavior, like Mr. Ramsay’s, is 

motivated by his need for reassurance. 

William Bankes 

A botanist and old friend of the Ramsays who stays on the Isle of Skye. Bankes is a kind and 

mellow man whom Mrs. Ramsay hopes will marry Lily Briscoe. Although he never marries her, 

Bankes and Lily remain close friends. 

Augustus Carmichael 

An opium-using poet who visits the Ramsays on the Isle of Skye. Carmichael languishes in literary 

obscurity until his verse becomes popular during the war. 

Andrew Ramsay 

The oldest of the Ramsays’ sons. Andrew is a competent, independent young man, and he looks 

forward to a career as a mathematician. 

Jasper Ramsay 

One of the Ramsays’ sons. Jasper, to his mother’s chagrin, enjoys shooting birds. 

Roger Ramsay 

One of the Ramsays’ sons. Roger is wild and adventurous, like his sister Nancy. 

Prue Ramsay 
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The oldest Ramsay girl, a beautiful young woman. Mrs. Ramsay delights in contemplating Prue’s 

marriage, which she believes will be blissful. 

Rose Ramsay 

One of the Ramsays’ daughters. Rose has a talent for making things beautiful. She arranges the 

fruit for her mother’s dinner party and picks out her mother’s jewelry. 

Nancy Ramsay 

One of the Ramsays’ daughters. Nancy accompanies Paul Rayley and Minta Doyle on their trip to 

the beach. Like her brother Roger, she is a wild adventurer. 

Cam Ramsay 

One of the Ramsays’ daughters. As a young girl, Cam is mischievous. She sails with James and 

Mr. Ramsay to the lighthouse in the novel’s final section. 

Mrs. McNab 

An elderly woman who takes care of the Ramsays’ house on the Isle of Skye, restoring it after ten 

years of abandonment during and after World War I. 

Macalister 

The fisherman who accompanies the Ramsays to the lighthouse. Macalister relates stories of 

shipwreck and maritime adventure to Mr. Ramsay and compliments James on his handling of the 

boat while James lands it at the lighthouse. 

Macalister’s boy 

The fisherman’s boy. He rows James, Cam, and Mr. Ramsay to the lighthouse. 

8.5  Analysis of Main Characters  

Mrs. Ramsay 
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Mrs. Ramsay emerges from the novel’s opening pages not only as a woman of great kindness and 

tolerance but also as a protector. Indeed, her primary goal is to preserve her youngest son James’s 

sense of hope and wonder surrounding the lighthouse. Though she realizes (as James himself does) 

that Mr. Ramsay is correct in declaring that foul weather will ruin the next day’s voyage, she 

persists in assuring James that the trip is a possibility. She does so not to raise expectations that 

will inevitably be dashed, but rather because she realizes that the beauties and pleasures of this 

world are ephemeral and should be preserved, protected, and cultivated as much as possible. So 

deep is this commitment that she behaves similarly to each of her guests, even those who do not 

deserve or appreciate her kindness. Before heading into town, for example, she insists on asking 

Augustus Carmichael, whom she senses does not like her, if she can bring him anything to make 

his stay more comfortable. Similarly, she tolerates the insufferable behavior of Charles Tansley, 

whose bitter attitude and awkward manners threaten to undo the delicate work she has done toward 

making a pleasant and inviting home. 

As Lily Briscoe notes in the novel’s final section, Mrs. Ramsay feels the need to play this role 

primarily in the company of men. Indeed, Mrs. Ramsay feels obliged to protect the entire opposite 

sex. According to her, men shoulder the burden of ruling countries and managing economies. Their 

important work, she believes, leaves them vulnerable and in need of constant reassurance, a service 

that women can and should provide. Although this dynamic fits squarely into traditional gender 

boundaries, it is important to note the strength that Mrs. Ramsay feels. At several points, she is 

aware of her own power, and her posture is far from that of a submissive woman. At the same 

time, interjections of domesticated anxiety, such as her refrain of “the bill for the greenhouse would 

be fifty pounds,” undercut this power. 

Ultimately, as is evident from her meeting with Mr. Ramsay at the close of “The Window,” Mrs. 

Ramsay never compromises herself. Here, she is able—masterfully—to satisfy her husband’s 

desire for her to tell him she loves him without saying the words she finds so difficult to say. This 

scene displays Mrs. Ramsay’s ability to bring together disparate things into a whole. In a world 

marked by the ravages of time and war, in which everything must and will fall apart, there is 

perhaps no greater gift than a sense of unity, even if it is only temporary. Lily and other characters 

find themselves grasping for this unity after Mrs. Ramsay’s death. 

Mr. Ramsay 

Mr. Ramsay stands, in many respects, as Mrs. Ramsay’s opposite. Whereas she acts patiently, 

kindly, and diplomatically toward others, he tends to be short-tempered, selfish, and rude. Woolf 

fittingly describes him as “lean as a knife, narrow as the blade of one,” which conjures both his 

physical presence and suggests the sharpness (and violence) of his personality. An accomplished 
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metaphysician who made an invaluable contribution to his field as a young man, Mr. Ramsay bears 

out his wife’s philosophy regarding gender: men, burdened by the importance of their own work, 

need to seek out the comforts and assurances of women. Throughout the novel, Mr. Ramsay 

implores his wife and even his guests for sympathy. Mr. Ramsay is uncertain about the fate of his 

work and its legacy, and his insecurity manifests itself either as a weapon or a weakness. His keen 

awareness of death’s inevitability motivates him to dash the hopes of young James and to bully 

Mrs. Ramsay into declaring her love for him. This hyperawareness also forces him to confront his 

own mortality and face the possibility that he, like the forgotten books and plates that litter the 

second part of the novel, might sink into oblivion. 

Lily Briscoe 

Lily is a passionate artist, and, like Mr. Ramsay, she worries over the fate of her work, fearing that 

her paintings will be hung in attics or tossed absentmindedly under a couch. Conventional 

femininity, represented by Mrs. Ramsay in the form of marriage and family, confounds Lily, and 

she rejects it. The recurring memory of Charles Tansley insisting that women can neither paint nor 

write deepens her anxiety. It is with these self-doubts that she begins her portrait of Mrs. Ramsay 

at the beginning of the novel, a portrait riddled with problems that she is unable to solve. But Lily 

undergoes a drastic transformation over the course of the novel, evolving from a woman who 

cannot make sense of the shapes and colors that she tries to reproduce into an artist who achieves 

her vision and, more important, overcomes the anxieties that have kept her from it. By the end of 

the novel, Lily, a serious and diligent worker, puts into practice all that she has learned from Mrs. 

Ramsay. Much like the woman she so greatly admires, she is able to craft something beautiful and 

lasting from the ephemeral materials around her—the changing light, the view of the bay. Her 

artistic achievement suggests a larger sense of completeness in that she finally feels united with 

Mr. Ramsay and the rational, intellectual sphere that he represents. 

James Ramsay 

A sensitive child, James is gripped by a love for his mother that is as overpowering and complete 

as his hatred for his father. He feels a murderous rage against Mr. Ramsay, who, he believes, 

delights in delivering the news that there will be no trip to the lighthouse. But James grows into a 

young man who shares many of his father’s characteristics, the same ones that incited such anger 

in him as a child. When he eventually sails to the lighthouse with his father, James, like Mr. 

Ramsay, is withdrawn, moody, and easily offended. His need to be praised, as noted by his sister 

Cam, mirrors his father’s incessant need for sympathy, reassurance, and love. Indeed, as they 

approach the lighthouse, James considers his father’s profile and recognizes the profound 

loneliness that stamps both of their personalities. By the time the boat lands, James’s attitude 
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toward his father has changed considerably. As he softens toward Mr. Ramsay and comes to accept 

him as he is, James, like Lily, who finishes her painting on shore at that very moment, achieves a 

rare, fleeting moment in which the world seems blissfully whole and complete. 

8.6   Important Themes in To The Lighthouse   

Themes are the fundamental and often universal ideas explored in a literary work. 

The Transience of Life and Work 

Mr. Ramsay and Mrs. Ramsay take completely different approaches to life: he relies on his 

intellect, while she depends on her emotions. But they share the knowledge that the world around 

them is transient—that nothing lasts forever. Mr. Ramsay reflects that even the most enduring of 

reputations, such as Shakespeare’s, are doomed to eventual oblivion. This realization accounts for 

the bitter aspect of his character. Frustrated by the inevitable demise of his own body of work and 

envious of the few geniuses who will outlast him, he plots to found a school of philosophy that 

argues that the world is designed for the average, unadorned man, for the “liftman in the Tube” 

rather than for the rare immortal writer. 

Mrs. Ramsay is as keenly aware as her husband of the passage of time and of mortality. She recoils, 

for instance, at the notion of James growing into an adult, registers the world’s many dangers, and 

knows that no one, not even her husband, can protect her from them. Her reaction to this knowledge 

is markedly different from her husband’s. Whereas Mr. Ramsay is bowed by the weight of his own 

demise, Mrs. Ramsay is fueled with the need to make precious and memorable whatever time she 

has on earth. Such crafted moments, she reflects, offer the only hope of something that endures. 

Art as a Means of Preservation 

In the face of an existence that is inherently without order or meaning, Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay 

employ different strategies for making their lives significant. Mr. Ramsay devotes himself to his 

progression through the course of human thought, while Mrs. Ramsay cultivates memorable 

experiences from social interactions. Neither of these strategies, however, proves an adequate 

means of preserving one’s experience. After all, Mr. Ramsay fails to obtain the philosophical 

understanding he so desperately desires, and Mrs. -Ramsay’s life, though filled with moments that 

have the shine and resilience of rubies, ends. Only Lily Briscoe finds a way to preserve her 

experience, and that way is through her art. As Lily begins her portrait of Mrs. Ramsay at the 

beginning of the novel, Woolf notes the scope of the project: Lily means to order and connect 

elements that have no necessary relation in the world—“hedges and houses and mothers and 
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children.” By the end of the novel, ten years later, Lily finishes the painting she started, which 

stands as a moment of clarity wrested from confusion. Art is, perhaps, the only hope of surety in a 

world destined and determined to change: for, while mourning Mrs. Ramsay’s death and painting 

on the lawn, Lily reflects that “nothing stays, all changes; but not words, not paint.” 

The Subjective Nature of Reality 

Toward the end of the novel, Lily reflects that in order to see Mrs. Ramsay clearly—to understand 

her character completely—she would need at least fifty pairs of eyes; only then would she be privy 

to every possible angle and nuance. The truth, according to this assertion, rests in the accumulation 

of different, even opposing vantage points. Woolf’s technique in structuring the story mirrors 

Lily’s assertion. She is committed to creating a sense of the world that not only depends upon the 

private perceptions of her characters but is also nothing more than the accumulation of those 

perceptions. To try to reimagine the story as told from a single character’s perspective or—in the 

tradition of the Victorian novelists—from the author’s perspective is to realize the radical scope 

and difficulty of Woolf’s project. 

The Restorative Effects of Beauty 

At the beginning of the novel, both Mr. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe are drawn out of moments of 

irritation by an image of extreme beauty. The image, in both cases, is a vision of Mrs. Ramsay, 

who, as she sits reading with James, is a sight powerful enough to incite “rapture” in William 

Bankes. Beauty retains this soothing effect throughout the novel: something as trifling as a large 

but very beautiful arrangement of fruit can, for a moment, assuage the discomfort of the guests at 

Mrs. Ramsay’s dinner party. 

Lily later complicates the notion of beauty as restorative by suggesting that beauty has the 

unfortunate consequence of simplifying the truth. Her impression of Mrs. Ramsay, she believes, 

is compromised by a determination to view her as beautiful and to smooth over her complexities 

and faults. Nevertheless, Lily continues on her quest to “still” or “freeze” a moment from life and 

make it beautiful. Although the vision of an isolated moment is necessarily incomplete, it is lasting 

and, as such, endlessly seductive to her. 

8.7  Motifs in To The Lighthouse  

Motifs are recurring structures, contrasts, or literary devices that can help to develop and inform 

the text’s major themes. 
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The Differing Behaviors of Men and Women 

As Lily Briscoe suffers through Charles Tansley’s boorish opinions about women and art, she 

reflects that human relations are worst between men and women. Indeed, given the extremely 

opposite ways in which men and women behave throughout the novel, this difficulty is no wonder. 

The dynamic between the sexes is best understood by considering the behavior of Mr. and Mrs. 

Ramsay. Their constant conflict has less to do with divergent philosophies—indeed, they both 

acknowledge and are motivated by the same fear of mortality—than with the way they process 

that fear. Men, Mrs. Ramsay reflects in the opening pages of the novel, bow to it. Given her rather 

traditional notions of gender roles, she excuses her husband’s behavior as inevitable, asking how 

men can be expected to settle the political and economic business of nations and not suffer doubts. 

This understanding attitude places on women the responsibility for soothing men’s damaged egos 

and achieving some kind of harmony (even if temporary) with them. Lily Briscoe, who as a -single 

woman represents a social order more radial and lenient than Mrs. Ramsay’s, resists this duty but 

ultimately caves in to it. 

Brackets 

In “Time Passes,” brackets surround the few sentences recounting the deaths of Prue and Andrew 

Ramsay, while in “The Lighthouse,” brackets surround the sentences comprising Chapter VI. Each 

set of sentences in brackets in the earlier section contains violence, death, and the destruction of 

potential; the short, stabbing accounts accentuate the brutality of these events. But in Chapter VI 

of “The Lighthouse,” the purpose of the brackets changes from indicating violence and death to 

violence and potential survival. Whereas in “Time Passes,” the brackets surround Prue’s death in 

childbirth and Andrew’s perishing in war, in “The Lighthouse” they surround the “mutilated” but 

“alive still” body of a fish. 

8.8 Symbols in To The Lighthouse  

Symbols are objects, characters, figures, or colors used to represent abstract ideas or concepts. 

The Lighthouse 

Lying across the bay and meaning something different and intimately personal to each character, 

the lighthouse is at once inaccessible, illuminating, and infinitely interpretable. As the destination 

from which the novel takes its title, the lighthouse suggests that the destinations that seem surest 

are most unobtainable. Just as Mr. Ramsay is certain of his wife’s love for him and aims to hear 

her speak words to that end in “The Window,” Mrs. Ramsay finds these words impossible to say. 
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These failed attempts to arrive at some sort of solid ground, like Lily’s first try at painting Mrs. 

Ramsay or Mrs. Ramsay’s attempt to see Paul and Minta married, result only in more attempts, 

further excursions rather than rest. The lighthouse stands as a potent symbol of this lack of 

attainability. James arrives only to realize that it is not at all the mist-shrouded destination of his 

childhood. Instead, he is made to reconcile two competing and contradictory images of the tower—

how it appeared to him when he was a boy and how it appears to him now that he is a man. He 

decides that both of these images contribute to the essence of the lighthouse—that nothing is ever 

only one thing—a sentiment that echoes the novel’s determination to arrive at truth through varied 

and contradictory vantage points. 

Lily’s Painting 

Lily’s painting represents a struggle against gender convention, represented by Charles Tansley’s 

statement that women can’t paint or write. Lily’s desire to express Mrs. Ramsay’s essence as a 

wife and mother in the painting mimics the impulse among modern women to know and 

understand intimately the gendered experiences of the women who came before them. Lily’s 

composition attempts to discover and comprehend Mrs. Ramsay’s beauty just as Woolf’s 

construction of Mrs. Ramsay’s character reflects her attempts to access and portray her own 

mother. 

The painting also represents dedication to a feminine artistic vision, expressed through Lily’s 

anxiety over showing it to William Bankes. In deciding that completing the painting regardless of 

what happens to it is the most important thing, Lily makes the choice to establish her own artistic 

voice. In the end, she decides that her vision depends on balance and synthesis: how to bring 

together disparate things in harmony. In this respect, her project mirrors Woolf’s writing, which 

synthesizes the perceptions of her many characters to come to a balanced and truthful portrait of 

the world. 

The Ramsays’ House 

The Ramsays’ house is a stage where Woolf and her characters explain their beliefs and 

observations. During her dinner party, Mrs. Ramsay sees her house display her own inner notions 

of shabbiness and her inability to preserve beauty. In the “Time Passes” section, the ravages of 

war and destruction and the passage of time are reflected in the condition of the house rather than 

in the emotional development or observable aging of the characters. The house stands in for the 

collective consciousness of those who stay in it. At times the characters long to escape it, while at 

other times it serves as refuge. From the dinner party to the journey to the lighthouse, Woolf shows 
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the house from every angle, and its structure and contents mirror the interior of the characters who 

inhabit it. 

The Sea 

References to the sea appear throughout the novel. Broadly, the ever-changing, ever-moving waves 

parallel the constant forward movement of time and the changes it brings. Woolf describes the sea 

lovingly and beautifully, but her most evocative depictions of it point to its violence. As a force 

that brings destruction, has the power to decimate islands, and, as Mr. Ramsay reflects, “eats away 

the ground we stand on,” the sea is a powerful reminder of the impermanence and delicacy of 

human life and accomplishments. 

The Boar’s Skull 

After her dinner party, Mrs. Ramsay retires upstairs to find the children wide-awake, bothered by 

the boar’s skull that hangs on the nursery wall. The presence of the skull acts as a disturbing 

reminder that death is always at hand, even (or perhaps especially) during life’s most blissful 

moments. 

The Fruit Basket 

Rose arranges a fruit basket for her mother’s dinner party that serves to draw the partygoers out of 

their private suffering and unite them. Although Augustus Carmichael and Mrs. Ramsay appreciate 

the arrangement differently—he rips a bloom from it; she refuses to disturb it—the pair is brought 

harmoniously, if briefly, together. The basket testifies both to the “frozen” quality of beauty that 

Lily describes and to beauty’s seductive and soothing quality. 
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Summary Points 

❖ Published in 1926, The Sun Also Rises is a novel by the American writer Ernest 

Hemmingway.  

❖ It depicts the travels and adventures of American and British expatriates traveling from 

Paris to the Festival of San Fermín in Pamplona to watch bullfighting. 

❖ The novel is autobiographical and its characters are inspired by actual people and events 

in the life of Hemmingway.  

❖ It deals with the World War I generation and their routine life and struggles.  

❖ The themes of masculinity, love, escapism, the effects of war, and disillusionment in life 

are depicted in the novel.  

❖ It uses the motifs of alcoholism, the failure of communication, false friendship, and sex to 

convey its thematic message.  

❖ The novel uses symbols of water and bullfighting to inform its themes.  
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Self-Assessment Questions  

1. To The Lighthouse opens with a portrayal of the Oedipal struggle between James and Mr. 

Ramsay. This conflict resounds throughout the book. How does the family drama shape 

the book as a whole? 

 

2. 2. Conventional gender roles—and more broadly, conventional social roles—present a 

major subject of exploration in To the Lighthouse. Choose three characters and describe 

how each approaches this subject. Do gender roles play a part in the lives of the younger 

children? 

 

3. 3. What effect does the ocean have on different characters at different times in the novel? 

Why, for example, do the waves make Mrs. Ramsay sad? 

 

4. 4. What makes the “Time Passes” section so different from the rest of the novel? Why do 

you think Woolf chose such an unusual narrative approach for this section? 

 

5. 5. How does work function in the novel? For example, how does Lily approach what she 

sees as her work? How do Mr. Ramsay and Charles Tansley approach what they see as 

their work? 

 

6. What are some of the main symbols in To the Lighthouse, and what do they signify? How 

does Woolf’s use of symbolism advance her thematic goals? 

 

7. If To the Lighthouse is a novel about the search for meaning in life, how do the characters 

conduct their search? Are they successful in finding an answer? 

 

8. Compare and contrast Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay. How are they alike? How are they different? 
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Introduction to the Unit 

This unit focuses on John Steinbeck’s novella The Pearl which deals with the life of fisherman 

Kino, his wife Juana, their baby Coyotito and the rest of their fisherman community. Steinbeck. 

Inspired by the tradition of oral storytelling, The Pearl tells the story of how Kino got ambitious 

plans about the future of his family after he discovered an enormous precious pearl. However, his 

plans cost him and his family immense troubles and eventually the death of their only baby. The 

unit puts in perspective this novella by shedding light on the life and works of Steinbeck. It then 

presents a critical summary of the novella followed by a chapter-wise detailed summary. The 

significant themes, symbols, and characters in the novella are discussed in the following sections 

to give students critical ideas and useful vocabulary to talk/write about The Pearl. The unit ends 

with summary points and some self-assessment questions. On the whole, the unit aims to provide 

useful information about this novella and enable the students to engage in an in-depth critical 

analysis of the novella.  

Learning Objectives 

By the end of the unit, the students will be able to discuss and evaluate: 

1. the life and works of John Steinbeck as a novelist  

2. the origin and genesis of the story of The Pearl 

3. Key events (plot) of the novella and their sequence in the story  

4. Key characteristics of important characters in the novella  

5. Significant themes discernible through the story  

6. Important symbols are used to inform the story and convey the themes.  

8.1  Life and Works of John Steinbeck  

John Ernst Steinbeck was born on February 27, 1902, in Salinas, a farming town in California. His 

fiction is best known for his sympathetic depiction of the life and struggles of the working class 

and oppressed people in various social settings and socio-political contexts. From an early age, he 

developed sympathy for the life and aspirations of working-class people. He was the son of a 

school teacher who was also a local politician.  As such, from an early age, he developed an 

understanding of the local politics in his hometown and the mechanism of distribution of wealth 

among social classes in his immediate surroundings. Although from relatively modest family 

background, Steinbeck attended the prestigious Stanford University in 1919. However, he was not 

always interested in the courses prescribed in his study syllabus but would attend classes wherever 

his interest took him. As a result, he dropped out of the university several times and had to support 

himself by taking odd manual jobs in factories and farming houses.  

Steinbeck could not earn a degree from Stanford and went to New York City in 1925. There he 

published his first novel Cup of Gold (1929) which was not a major critical success. He had to 

return to California before the Great Depression of the 1930s started. The collapse of the stock 

market started a worldwide economic recession that resulted in widespread loss of jobs and 

income. This resulted in large-scale poverty and economic misery throughout the world. However, 
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for Steinbeck, 1930 proved to be a major turning point in his literary and intellectual life as well 

as his marital life. He married Carole Henning and started a lifelong friendship with Edward 

Ricketts - a friendship that influenced not only the intellectual growth of young Steinbeck but also 

his literary works. The publication of a collection of short stories Pastors of Heaven (1932) and a 

second novel To a God Unknown (1933) focus on ecological issues surrounding human interaction 

with nature in rural California. Steinbeck, however, could not earn critical acclaim till the 

publication of Tortilla Flat (1935) - a story of the personal relationship between Mexican 

Americans living in California. 

In the wake of the Great Depression, Steinbeck focused his attention on poverty and misery that 

resulted from a warped capitalist system in which labor laws were not enforced and workers had 

few rights to claim. These years are marked by the journalistic interest of Steinbeck as he published 

several newspaper articles focusing on the issues of laborers and farm workers in San Francisco. 

Like his nonfiction, Steinbeck’s fiction published in the late 1930s also deals with issues that 

resulted from the economic depression. Dubious Battle (1936) focuses on farm workers working 

in vineyards and struggling for labor laws and a just social system. Next, Steinbeck published Of 

Mice and Men (1936), the story of a friendship between two different farm workers. The novel 

remained one of Steinbeck’s best-known works and his personal favorite. 

The Great Depression ended in 1939 - a year that also marks the beginning of the horrors of World 

War II in the western world. The same year, Steinbeck published his most famous and critically 

acclaimed work The Grapes of Wrath for which he was awarded the Pulitzer Prize the next year. 

It tells the story of farmers who are expelled out of their hometown and encounter further 

marginalization s they travel to California in search of better lives. However, from the year of its 

publication, the novel was deemed politically incorrect and was subjected to banning and even 

burning. This prompted the passage of a Library Bill of Rights to ensure that critical ideas and 

divergent opinions are not denied from public access and Americans are able to read fiction that 

does not conform to the prevailing political and social norms of the time.  

Steinbeck’s expedition to Mexico and the genesis of “The Pearl”  

Steinbeck accompanied his friend Edward Ricketts on an expedition to the Gulf of California (also 

known as the Sea of Cortez) in 1940 to study marine life. The Gulf separates the Mexican mainland 

from the Baja California peninsula. The Log from the Sea of Cortez (1951) Chronicles this 

expedition and deliberates upon the experiences in the sea in a nonfictional genre. It was during 

the same expedition that Steinbeck heard the story of a young Mexican pearl diver whose fortunes 

were turned upside down after he found a large pearl. Later, this story would become the basis for 

his novella The Pearl. In 1941, Steinbeck produced a film The Forgotten Village depicting the life 

of a young Mexican who abandons his ancestral culture and superstitions and leads a life based on 

western culture, reason, and education. This work was perceived as obscene and inappropriate and 

was subjected to censorship like The Grapes of Wrath. 
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Steinbeck went to Mexico several times during the 1940s. On one visit, he met a famous film 

director Emilio Fernandez who was interested in producing a film that should portray the Mexican 

life in an authentic non-Hollywood fashion. He wanted Steinbeck to write the story for the film. 

During this time, Steinbeck kept thinking about the legend he had heard in 1940 about an 

unfortunate pearl diver in La Paz. During World War II, Steinbeck had also been writing as a war 

correspondent and produced other non-fictional works. With a rich experience in writing both 

fiction and nonfiction, Steinbeck modified the legend of the pearl to convey a more nuanced and 

complex story about ambitions, desire, and unfulfilled dreams. The Pearl was first published in 

1947 in a women's magazine, receiving moderate critical acclaim. However, during the succeeding 

years, its importance has grown as an imaginative and heart-touching story of human desire and 

downfall.  

A film version of the novella was released in the same year called La Perla. Steinbeck co-authored 

the screenplay for the film. It was shot in Spanish and English. The cast of the film consisted of 

Mexican actors only, shot with a limited budget.  Steinbeck had a good mindset for a cinematic 

depiction of scenes and characters which is evident in the text of The Pearl with its strikingly 

visual imagery and clear cinematic depiction. The film received a good critical reception and was 

awarded the Ariel Award for best picture. Later, it won the Golden Globe for best cinematography.  

Steinbeck’s notable other works include Cannery Row (1945), East of Eden (1952), and The 

Winter of Our Discontent (1961). These works established his reputation as a prominent American 

novelist and an important literary figure of the 20th century in English literature.  His works are a 

refreshing combination of realistic and imaginative fiction told in narratives marked by human 

compassion and sympathy for the downtrodden classes of society. In recognition of his literary 

contribution, Steinbeck was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1962. During the 1960s, he 

grew increasingly conservative and his uncritical support for the American policies especially the 

disastrous Vietnam War resulted in the decline of his fame as a liberal and progressive thinker and 

literary artist. He died on December 20, 1968, due to a heart attack.  

8.2  Summary of The Pearl 

A Scorpion Stings Coyotito 

The Pearl tells the story of a poor young fisherman who lives in the Mexican village of La Paz 

with his wife Juana and infant child Coyotito. A legacy of Spanish colonialism, the village 

community is suffering from extreme poverty and a stark division between poor and rich classes. 

However, Kino’s family is still content with their simple life in the absence of any significant 

misfortune or accident. The village is a closely-net community where people know each other and 

care for one another.  

The life of Kino’s family changes for the worse when a scorpion stings their infant child and he 

struggles to survive. While Kino is enraged and squashes the scorpion into the ground with his fist, 

Juana remains busy sucking and spitting as much poison from the wound as she could. The only 
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doctor in town is a racist person who is highly biased against the poor fishermen. He would not 

come to the bush hut of a fisherman to treat the child. Kino and Juana have to take the baby to the 

doctor but they have nothing more than eight small pearls as payment for the fee. Kino is extremely 

enraged when the doctor refuses to see the sick infant. However, Juana is hopeful and resolute. 

She reassures Kino that they would find a pearl that would be sufficient to pay for the fee of the 

doctor.  

Finding the Pearl 

Kino and Juana go into the sea to dive for a pearl. They soon find a pearl so large that none of the 

fishermen’s community had ever seen it. They call it “the Pearl of the World”. While Kino was 

diving for the pearl, Juana was administering a sea-weed-based remedy to the scorpion bite of 

Coyotito. When Kino finds the enormous pearl, the family also notices that the swelling on 

Coyotito’s shoulder had subsided due to Juana’s self-made herbal medicine. The news that Kino 

has found an enormous pearl spreads like a wildfire among the villagers. As people gather in their 

brush hut, Kino unveils his desires for the future as now the family could afford to buy new clothes 

and send their child to a school so that the literate people would no longer be able to deceive the 

poor fishermen about what was written in the books. Kino surprises everyone gathered at his hut 

when he announces that he would buy a rifle; that firepower and education would free Kino’s 

people from the subjugation and abuse inflicted upon this community ever since the Spanish 

colonialists took control of Mexico.  

The Evil in the Pearl  

After the initial excitement of the family subsides, the family finds out that what the pearl has 

brought in its wake is not just freedom and prosperity but also greed and animosity. The 

fishermen's community becomes an enemy that wants to take Kino’s pearl. Even the doctor comes 

to their hut to examine Coyotito. He gives him false treatment but his real aim is to find out where 

Kino had hidden the pearl. Kino does not trust him and his suspicion is confirmed when someone 

intrudes into the house that night and tries to steal the pearl. Juana quickly realizes that the pearl 

is evil and begs Kino to throw it back into the sea. However, Kino is reluctant to give up his dreams 

for a better future and education for his child which became possible when he found the pearl.  

The big day comes when everyone in the village gathers to accompany Kino to the market as he 

sells his pearl. At the market, Kino quickly realizes that all the buyers are in collusion with one 

another to devalue his pearl. He refuses to take any of the ridiculously low prices offered to him 

and announces that he would take the pearl to the capital himself to sell it for a just price. That 

night, another shadowy figure attempts to steal the pearl. Kino gets injured in the skirmishes with 

the robber. Juana pleads once again that they must throw the pearl back into the sea and save the 

family from the evil in the pearl. However, Kino refuses her plea resolutely. Later that night, she 

sneaks out of the house and attempts to throw the pearl into the sea. However, Kino catches her 

well in time and snatches the pearl from her hand beating her to the ground. As they walk back to 
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the village, Kino is attacked once again and he kills a man in the fight. They also find that their 

canoe has been damaged and their house set on fire.  

The family has to take refuge in Kino’s brother Juan Thomas’ house till night. They set out on foot 

toward the city of Loreto to be safe from any robbers. Kino soon realizes that they are being tracked 

by three expert trackers who will eventually catch up with them, kill him, and take his pearl. Kino 

hides Juana and Coyotito in a cave up in the mountains. However, the trackers arrive at a spring 

not far from the cave. Kino knows that it’s only a matter of time before the trackers will find them. 

His only option seems to attack them preemptively, kill them, and take their rifle.  

Throwing the Pearl Back into the Sea 

The moon had not yet arisen when Kino stealthily goes down to where the trackers were staying 

for the night. Before he makes his move, the moon rises and the tracker with the rifle hears the 

crying of a baby coming from a nearby cave. The tracker fires blindly into the cave, a shot that 

kills Coyotito. Kino instantly leaps out of his hiding place and leaps at the three men, taking the 

rifle, and killing all three. However, by then it is too late. When they return to the village, Juana is 

carrying the dead body of the baby in her shawl while Kino is walking behind her with the pearl 

in his hand. They are followed by the fishermen's community of the village as they walk toward 

the sea. Kino wants Juana to throw the pearl but she urges him to do it himself. Kino hurls the 

pearl back into the sea.  

8.3  Chapter-wise Summary of The Pearl  

8.3.1 Prologue  

The prologue addresses the reader in the present and starts the novella by telling about a story 

famously told in the town about a pearl that was found and was lost again. The narrator tells the 

reader that the story of Kino, Juana, and their infant child Coyotito has been told so many times 

that it has become an integral part of the people of the town. In the process of telling and re-telling, 

it has lost some of its complexity and has become a simple parable open to interpretation by each 

new narrator. 

8.3.2 Chapter 1 

Set in a community of fishermen, The Pearl takes place in La Paz in southern Mexico’s Baja 

Peninsula. Kino, the novella’s protagonist wakes up early in the morning. His wife Juana is lying 

next to him on the floor of their brush hut and their baby Coyotito is asleep in a hanging box. 

Kino’s people have been fond of music and they have songs for almost everything. As Kino 

contemplates the natural world around him, the “song of the family” is ringing in his ears. Juana 

also hums this song and they begin a perfectly normal day in their routine lives.  
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When Kino notices a scorpion moving down a rope of the hanging box toward Coyotito, the song 

of the family gives way to the music of the enemy in Kino’s head. Juana starts murmuring ancient 

magic as well as Hail Mary to guard the child. Kino tries his best but fails to intercept the scorpion 

as it lands on the baby’s shoulder and stings him. Kino crushes the scorpion between his fingers 

while Juana is busy sucking as much poison out of the wound as possible. The music of the enemy 

is now roaring loud in Kino’s ears.  

The news of Coyotito’s scorpion bite spreads through the village and people draw to Kino’s brush 

hut including his brother Juan Tomas and his wife Apolonia. Kino is taken aback by a strange but 

resolute demand from Juana that they must call the doctor. Kino’s community knows well that the 

doctor never comes to this poor fishermen's community. Juana is, however, determined and 

decides that they will visit the doctor themselves. They start towards the doctor’s house in a 

procession led by Juana who is carrying Coyotito in her blue shawl wrapped around her. She is 

followed by Kino, a large number of the neighbors, and whoever tags along on the way such as 

the beggars who join the procession to see this drama will unfold at the house of the doctor and 

how these poor fishermen will be treated by the rather fat and lazy doctor who is quite snobbish 

towards Kino’s people.  

As they wait for the doctor, the music of the enemy is still pounding in Kino’s head. The doctor is 

of a race who has exploited Kino’s people for more than four hundred years. Kino takes off his 

hate and knocks at the door. A servant who is from Kino’s race opens the gate. Kino requests a 

doctor. The narrator describes how the doctor is sitting inside the house in a rather gloomy room 

surrounded by religious decorations. He is growing obese and feeling discontented with his life as 

he longs for France and the time he spent there. When the servant brings Kino’s request to the 

doctor and shows him the eight small rather ugly pearls with which Kino wants to pay for the 

doctor’s fee, he gets furious that he is a doctor not a veterinary. The servant shamefully brings the 

excuse to Kino that the doctor has left to attend to a serious case and shuts the door. Kino and 

everyone in the procession is ashamed. Kino deals a hard blow to the doctor’s gate splitting his 

knuckles. 

8.3.3 Chapter 2 

The narrator describes the area where Kino and Juana live as a place full of mirages and illusions. 

The fishermen's canoes are lined up on the beach and the narrator gives details on how the air is 

filled with uncertainty and vision cannot be trusted in this area. People here are therefore prone to 

believe in things of imagination and spirit rather than what they tell them.  

Juana and Kino embark on their canoe to search for a pearl. It is Kino’s most prized ancestral 

heritage. Before they get on the canoe, Juana applies a poultice of seaweed to cure the swelling on 

Coyotito’s shoulder. As Kino dives into the sea, Juana continues praying to gods or God that he 
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finds a pearl with which they could pay the doctor’s fee. Pearls are the result of a natural accident 

when a grain of sand gets trapped in the oyster and irritates its flesh. Finding a good pearl is a 

matter of luck and requires a certain favor from the gods. When he reaches the bed of the sea, Kino 

works quickly through the oyster shells hearing the melodious song of the undersea that contains 

"a secret little inner song, hardly perceptible ... sweet and secret and clinging".  It is the son of the 

pearl that might be. Suddenly, Kino discovers an extra-large oyster lying under a rock ledge. He 

plucks the oyster and swims up to his canoe.  

With great anticipation, Kino holds up the oyster shell. Both Kino and Juana knew that they should 

not desire a pearl too much as this sometimes turns the luck away. Kino is reluctant but Juana 

urges him to open the shell. Inside lies an "as large as a sea-gull's egg ... the greatest pearl in the 

world.” Their joy knows no bounds when they see the magnificent pearl. They soon notice that the 

swelling on their baby’s shoulder is already subsiding. Kino could not contain his joy and lets out 

a scream of joy that sets the pearl divers in the nearby canoes toward them as they rush to find out 

what has happened. 

8.3.4 Chapter 3 

The news about Kino finding a pearl spreads through time as if the town were a living organism 

with different parts connected. Before Kino and Juana arrive, everyone knows about the pearl that 

Kino has found “the pearl of the world” and everyone starts dreaming about their desires for a 

different and more prosperous future. Kino’s pearl stirs big desires in fishermen’s hearts and minds 

as it incites the “dreams, the speculations, the schemes, the plans, the futures, the wishes, the needs, 

the lusts, the hunger, of everyone." Curiously enough, Kino becomes the target of everyone’s 

jealousy and animosity. However, Kino and Juana are oblivious to the dark desires and black evil 

that their pearl has stirred in their peaceful community.  

When that night people gather at Kino’s house, his brother Juan Tomas wants to know Kino’s plan 

for the future as now he has found the pearl of the world. Kino unveils an ambitious list of plans 

including his desire to get married to Juana in the church, to buy new clothes, new fishing tools, 

and so on. What surprises everyone the most is his desire to buy a rifle and to send Coyotito to 

school proclaiming: "My son will ... open the books ... and will know writing ... [and] make 

numbers." Kino desires for his son to be educated so that he would know what is in the books and, 

through him, his family and people would know. After proclaiming this, Kino becomes conscious 

that by saying his desires out loud he has set in motion something that is no longer in his control.  

Early the next morning, the priest arrives at their hut telling Kino that he is the namesake of a great 

father of the church. He has always treated Kino’s people like children. He is taken aback by the 

enormous size and beauty of the pearl and advises Kino to thank God for the gift he has bestowed 

upon him. Juana mentions to the priest their plans to get married in the church and he blesses them.  
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Next, the doctor comes to their hut claiming that although the baby may seem to have recovered 

from the scorpion bite it may get worse and cripple their child for life. Kino is suspicious about 

the truth of his claims and the nature of his intentions but cannot afford to take the risk of acting 

on his judgments because he knows himself to be ignorant. He feels trapped as his people have 

been trapped for four hundred years and will be trapped "until ... they could be sure that the things 

in the books were really in the books." He allows the doctor to give a white powder in a capsule 

to the baby. The doctor claims the poison will attack within an hour and that he would visit them 

again in a while to try to save the baby.  

Kino digs up a hole in a corner of his hut and buries the pearl there. As the night falls, Coyotito 

gets increasingly sick. Kino suspects that his sickness might be because of the powder the doctor 

gave the baby and not due to the scorpion bite. As the neighbors assemble in their hut hearing 

about the baby’s sickness, Juana nurses her baby as he vomits and writhes in her lap. She sings the 

"Song of the Family" to protect him. The doctor arrives claiming that he will stop the poison from 

spreading. He gives Coyotito some water and ammonia and the baby starts feeling better. The 

doctor claims he has won against the poison and asks Kino for payment of his fee pretending he 

did not know about Kino’s pearl. When Kino glances toward the part of the house where he has 

buried the pearl, the doctor notices it. After he left, Kino feels insecure, and “the music of evil” is 

pounding in his head. He takes out the pearl and buries it under his sleeping mattress as he now 

fears everyone and can trust no one.  

When he goes to sleep that night, Kino could not sleep well. He awakens to the sound of someone 

being in the house trying to steal the pearl. He pounces at the shadowy figure with his knife cutting 

the intruder. The intruder hits him on the head and flees the house. Juana takes out a consecrated 

candle, lights it, and tends to Kino’s wound from the blow on the head. She is scared of the pearl 

now and tells Kino: "This thing is evil ... It will destroy us." She wants him to through it away 

before it does any more harm to her family. Kino, however, resists and perseveres in his belief that 

the pearl will liberate them from the ignorance they have held for years. That their son will get an 

education and liberate his family and his people. Kino assures her that when they sold the pearl 

the next morning, the evil will be gone. It is dawn now and both of them feel hopeful again about 

their future. 

8.3.5 Chapter 4 

The day Kino and Juana are going to sell their pearl is a special day for the whole village. The 

fishermen do not go to the sea as they wish to observe firsthand what will happen at the pearl 

buyers’ market. People also anticipate seeing how the pearl will change Kino and Juana and 

whether it will destroy them. Similarly, for Kino and Juana this is an important day comparable 

only to the day when Coyotito was born. They put on their best dresses and walk in front of a 

procession of villagers towards the pearl buyers’ market. As they walk together, Kino and Juan 

Tomas discuss the likelihood of being cheated at the market as their forefathers had been cheated 

before them. Although their forefathers tried to send an agent to the capital to take their collective 
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pearls and this was expected to break the cycle of fraud and deceit, they had to give up after 

consecutive agents took their pearls and never came back. The priest taught them how it was a 

punishment from God as their forefathers tried to leave their assigned station in the scheme of 

things.  

At the pearl dealers’ shops in the city, there are not many buyers but agents of the same buyers 

pretending to compete with one another. When Kino presents his pearl, the pearl dealer is taken 

aback by the size and beauty of the pearl and misses to catch the coin he has been playing with 

behind the desk. However, Kino shows little of his amazement and declares that the pearl is too 

large - a curiosity at best. That no one will buy such a large monstrous thing as Kino’s pearl. He, 

therefore, offers only one thousand pesos. Kino bursts into anger declaring that he is being cheated 

by the buyers. That his pearl would be worth fifty thousand pesos or even in the capital. The dealer 

assures Kino that what he offers is the best price for his pearl. To prove his point, he invites the 

other buyers into his shop and asks them to evaluate the pearl. These buyers also declare the pearl 

to be a monstrosity that is worth little. Kino is enraged and declares that he will take his pearl to 

the capital to sell it himself instead of being cheated by the buyers. His neighbors have mixed 

responses to Kino’s decision.  

Back in his house, Kino buries the pearl again and feels anxious and uncertain about what lies 

ahead for him. He has never been to the capital and it is a strange monstrous being for him that he 

finds hard to comprehend. His brother Juan Tomas understands Kino’s stance about the local pearl 

buyers trying to cheat him. However, he is also afraid for him as he is walking uncharted grounds 

- a way of life Juan Tomas can offer no advice about. He wishes him good luck as Kino reiterates 

that Coyotito must have a chance in life.  

The same night, Kino remains awake and anxious about all kinds of possible dangers for his pearl, 

himself, and his family. He senses some movement outside the house. As he goes out to check, he 

engages in an altercation with an unknown figure in the darkness outside the house. Juana finds 

her husband lying on the ground outside the house. As evil closes in upon her family, Juana pleads 

once more to Kino that the pearl is evil, that it must be thrown back into the sea where it belongs. 

Kino resists: "No! ... I will fight and win ... I am a man." Juana tries to put some sense into his 

head and warns about what might come next: "I am afraid. A man can be killed." Kino remains 

steadfast over his decision and Juana declares she will go with him to the capital.   

8.3.6 Chapter 5 

The same night, Kino awakes to discover that Juana has sneaked out of the hut. As he follows her, 

he discovers she was going to throw the pearl into the sea. He catches her at the last moment when 

she is about to hurl the pearl into the sea. He snatches the pearl from her, beats her severely, she 

falls to the ground and he leaves her there. Juana accepts all this with a patient resignation knowing 

that being a man, he is "half insane and half god" but she also knows she needs a man to survive 

in her environment. As she recovers and walks back home, Juana discovers the pearl lying in the 
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path. She wants to throw it back into the sea but she sees Kino lying on the ground with the body 

of a stranger. Dark fluid is leaking from the throat of the stranger and Juana immediately realizes 

that Kino has committed murder; that their old life is gone forever.  

Juana gets rid of the body and hides it in the bushes waiting for Kino to come to his sense. When 

he does, she gives him the pearl informing him that he has killed a man; that they need to leave 

immediately. When Kino goes to his canoe, he is enraged to discover that a hole has been knocked 

in the canoe and it is no longer functional. For Kino, this is an unacceptable offense worse than 

the killing of a man because "a boat cannot protect itself, and a wounded boat does not heal." The 

sole concern for Kino is now nothing more than to preserve himself and his family. However, 

when is walking toward his house, Juana is running toward him and informs him that their brush 

hut has been burned by the dark ones.  

Kino and Juana take refuge in his brother’s house as his wife Apolonia is singing a lamentation 

song that they have perished in the fire. When Juan Tomas arrives, Kino tells him that he has killed 

a man. Like Juana, Juan also believes "there is a devil in this pearl" and pleads with his brother to 

get rid of it. Kino, however, is still hurt that his canoe was broken and does not want to give up the 

pearl. He begs his brother to hide them till it gets dark and then they will leave for the capital. As 

they wait to hide in Tomas’ house, he deliberately spreads rumors among the villagers about what 

might have happened to Kino and Juana. He also gathers food and some tools for Kino. Kino wants 

to go north to the city about which he has heard in stories. He now believes that he is inseparable 

from the pearl: "It is my misfortune and my life and I will keep it." For him, giving up the pearl 

will be like giving up his soul. The brother bid each other adieu and Kino and his family. set out 

toward the city. 

8.3.7 Chapter 6 

Kino and Juana walk toward the city of Loreto on a windy night. Kino can hear the dominant music 

of the pearl loud and the subdued music of the song of the family. As the moon rises, Kino knows 

that their footprints will be easily traceable as there is no wind to erase them. They hide behind the 

bushes in a depression away from the roadside to spend the night. Kino is careful to erase any 

footprints leading to their hiding place. Juana suspects that the pearl may be worthless and all this 

trouble may be needless. But Kino still believes the pearl has value and looks into its surface to 

rekindle his good dreams for the future. However, on the surface of the pearl, now he could only 

see the recent dark events that have plagued him and his family due to the pearl. The melody of 

the pearl is no longer sweet but sinister.  

Kino takes a nap during the hot day. As he is awakened by a noise, Kino creeps toward the road 

and discovers three men are tracking them - two on foot and one on a horseback having a gun. 

Kino is now alert and knows well that if they are about to find them he will have to kill the rider 

first, take his gun, and kill the others. The trackers examine the tracks on the road and the roadside 

and move on but Kino knows they will soon be back. Kino informs his wife about these 
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developments. They are now panic-stricken and decide to run toward the high ground, toward the 

mountain as quickly as they can. At first, Kino tries several times to convince Juana that they 

should lead the trackers toward the mountain while Juana takes Coyotito and the pearl to the city. 

He will join them after he has lost the trackers. But Juana stays resolute about her decision not to 

let the family disintegrate. Kino has to obey her.  

They find a spring under a cleft and decide to stay in a nearby shallow cave. They hope to lose the 

trackers as they slip away toward the lowlands. However, Juana will need to keep Coyotito from 

crying as that will attract the attention of the trackers. Kino watches the trackers from his cave as 

they arrive near the spring at dusk. After it gets dark, Kino plans to attack the trackers before the 

moon rises. He wants to take the man with the rifle first and then the others. Juana bids him adieu 

and recites her prayers to guard him against the evil ones. Kino takes off his white clothes so as 

not to be noticed in the moonlight. As he starts his slow descent toward the spring like a lizard, the 

shrill song of the family is ringing in his ears. 

The moon is about to rise and Kino is now a few feet away from the trackers preparing himself to 

leap at the man with a rifle. Just then the moon rises and everything comes to lighten up. When 

Kino is about to attack, there is the crying of a baby coming from the cave. The trackers say it 

might be the cry of a baby or a coyote raising his gun toward the cave. As the gunfire flashes, Kino 

leaps at the man and kills him with his knife. Kino is now a killing machine and acts as a fierce 

animal. He kills the second man with his knife and takes the rifle. As the third man "scrabble[s] 

away like a crab", Kino shoots him from a distance then goes near him and shoots him between 

the eyes standing above him. However, all this is useless as Kino can hear “the cry of death” 

coming from the cave as Juana wails.   

The next afternoon, Kino and Juana return to La Paz walking side by side. Juana is carrying the 

dead body of her baby wrapped in her shawl while Kino has the rifle flung over his shoulder. A 

walk past the crowd of fishermen gathered to watch them, they have an air of invincibility and 

detachment about them. No one can dare speak to them as they "walk through the city as though 

it were not there." They walk past their burned house and toward the sea as Kino hears the Song 

of the Family like a war slogan. He can no longer see his dreams about a bright future on the 

surface of the pearl. Rather, it is now gray and ulcerous reflecting the terrified last look of the man 

before he shot him between the eyes and Coyotito "with the top of his head shot away." At the 

shore, Kino offers the pearl to Juana to throw but she wants him to do it himself. Kino throws the 

pearl into the green water and it settles down into the flood of the sea. The music of the pearl 

slowly fades away diminishing from a song to a whisper and finally to silence. 

8.4  Analysis of Main Characters  

Juana 

Juana is fully devoted to her family and keeps her desires and opinions subservient to the welfare 

of her family. Her family is her whole world for which she is ready to sacrifice anything even her 
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individuality and assertiveness. The initial impression of Juana’s character in the story is that of a 

simple submissive housewife who minds her domestic chores and takes care of her son and 

husband dutifully. However, as the plot complicates and Juana’s character is tested, the reader 

comes to realize her wisdom and foresight. Kino suffers to a great extent due to deliberately 

neglecting her timely advice and ignoring her voice of sanity and wisdom. Juana tells him twice 

to get rid of the pearl and that it will destroy their family but Kino remains stubborn over his 

decision to keep it. Near the end of the novella, Kino finally turns around and starts heeding Juana’s 

advice about the pearl being evil to the family. By then, it is already too late as their child’s death 

has done irreparable damage to the family. Despite his weaknesses and sometimes physical abuse 

and torture, Juana remains devoted to Kino as she needs him and the family needs him.  

Juana lives in a situation of existential crisis in which she is both the subject and the object of her 

deliberation. As she ponders over the traditional gender-based differences between a man and a 

woman, she can consider them from a distance and see their unjust nature. Although she is very 

well familiar with these differences and accepts them in her daily life, she is not desensitized to 

their existence but chooses to accept them. By the end of the story, Juana comes out as a fully 

transformed character who has been through tragic events and, as a result, gained a new stature 

and wisdom. After passing through testing trials and troubling times, Juana emerges as a changed 

person who is initiated into a new being, a personal transformation that empowers her. This 

transformation not only underscores her personal growth but also its effect on her relationship with 

Kino who grows to be more accommodative and respectful of Juana as a human being – as an 

individual who deserves to be acknowledged. 

At the end of the novella when Kino and Juana come back to their village and walk to the seaside 

side by side, Juana hands over the pearl to Kino to throw it into the sea. She knows that Kino still 

wanted the pearl and also detested it for what it had done to the family. By giving him a chance to 

dispense with it himself Juana seems to help him get the pearl’s love out of his heart and also 

restore his lost dignity in the eyes of his fellow fishermen: “And Kino drew back his arm and flung 

the pearl with all his might. Kino and Juana watched it go, winking and glimmering under the 

setting sun. They saw the little splash in the distance, and they stood side by side watching the 

place for a long time” (Steinbeck, p.89). 

Kino 

Kino is a family man who lives a modest but contented life at the beginning of the story. However, 

when he finds an exceptional pearl that leads him to have dreams for a different and prosperous 

future and education for his son. Initially, Kino is part of a closely-net community of fishermen. 

But the prospects of him becoming a rich and distinguished man leads to the disintegration of his 

social network. He incurs the animosity of many and becomes the target of their greed and lust for 

the pearl. His obsession with the pearl and his denial of Juana’s advice to get rid of it before it 

destroys their family leads to all kinds of troubles and tribulations for the family involving murder, 

hardships, and the death of their only son. Eventually, Kino has to give up his dreams of leaving 
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their proper station in the scheme of things and remains a poor fisherman as he was before finding 

the pearl.  

Kino’s character portrays a simple person who lives in a natural environment, is in harmony with 

it, works hard, is committed to his family, and has a strong sense of injustices suffered by his at 

the hand of European colonizers. However, this harmony in his life is shattered when he finds an 

enormous pearl and begins to have ambitions and greed at very high costs. The plot of the novella 

portrays his projection from a contented poor life toward danger, violence, and conflict. As he 

attempts to conquer forces larger than himself, he makes tragic decisions that lead to the downfall 

of the family. As he is more and more alienated from his surroundings and the people close to him, 

Juana stands by him and remains her staunch supporter till the end as do his brother Juan Tomas 

and his wife.  

The thematic value of his character and its interpretation depends on which perspective we use to 

analyze the novel. Kino’s character can be seen as the victim of the European colonial projects as 

they disrupt local people’s lives and their prospects for living a self-determined life. His thwarted 

ambitions in the face of an established and well-entrenched exploitative class system can mirror 

the relationship between colonizers and colonize. On the other hand, a psychoanalytical 

perspective of his character can reveal Kino as the victim of a deep-rooted ambition and 

unmitigated greed. Initially, Kino starts dreaming about a new life when he finds an enormous 

pearl. But, once in motion, his ambition and greed take the better of him and he becomes ready to 

take disproportionate risks in an attempt to make his dreams come true.  

Coyotito 

Coyotito is the first born child of Kino and Juana and such means the world to them, His being 

stung by a scorpion sets in motion a sequence of events that lead to many ordeals for the family. 

He is an infant and, as such, totally innocent and unaware of what is going on around him. After 

he is cured of the scorpion bite, his father’s desire to give him a good education drives his 

ambitions and covet for the pearl. He takes immense risks to keep the pearl putting his life and that 

of his family in grave danger. When Juana and Coyotito are hiding in the cave, his wailing cry 

alerts the trackers toward them and leads to a fatal shot being fired by one of the trackers. It is his 

welfare and the care for his future that drives Kino to the reckless endangerment of his family. 

However, in an ironic twist of the situation, it is Coyotito’s death that dissipates Kino’s ambition 

and leads to his acceptance of Juana’s proposal to throw the pearl back into the sea. As such, his 

existence not only sets in motion the conflicts in the plot but it is also his death that redeems Kino 

and ends the conflicts.  

Doctor 

The doctor’s character is a flat one that shows no growth or realization during the plot. He is a 

greedy and lazy person who is an unredeemable social snob toward Kino’s people. He considers 
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the poor fishermen beneath his attention and despises them. He is also someone who is nostalgic 

and leaves in the past when he was living in France, a country he associates with “civilized living”. 

Although he is living in La Paz, he has no interest in the welfare and betterment of his actual 

community but imaginatively lives in a community thousands of miles away. He has no social 

welfare or philanthropic interest in his patients and remains throughout the story a person solely 

driven by self-interest and basic instincts.  

Priest   

The priest projects himself to be a religious man, a man of God. However, in essence, he is as 

much driven by ulterior motives and selfish interests as sis the doctor. He is "a greying, aging man 

with old skin and a young sharp eye" who projects his condescending superiority toward Kino and 

his people by treating them like children. He never visited Kino and his people but as soon as he 

hears about Kino’s extraordinarily large pearl he immediately thinks of some necessary repairs to 

the church that have been long overdue. He visits Kino, blesses their son, and declares Kino is 

named after a great benefactor of the church. However, he does these out of avarice and expectation 

not because he cares for his community like a truly spiritual person.  

Juan Tomás and his wife Apolonia 

Juan Tomás, Kino's elder brother remains a staunch guide for Kino and Juana. He protects them 

and gives them a sanctuary in his house in a time of desperate need for refuge. He also spreads 

rumors among the villages about the possibility of Kino and Juana having been killed or gone into 

the sea to take anyone off their tail who may want to pursue them. As an elder brother, Juan Tomas 

is genuinely interested in the welfare of his brother and his family without any greed or ulterior 

motives.  

His wife Apolonia is a simple woman who is kind-hearted but naive. She is heavily overweight 

and struggles to even walk. Her naivety leads her to believe instantly in the possibility of Kino and 

Juana having been killed when their house is set on fire although there is no empirical evidence to 

support this belief. She starts wailing ritualistic songs to mourn their death when, in a humorous 

twist of irony, both Kino and Juana enter her house in the middle of her wailing. 

8.5  Important Themes in The Pearl  

Themes are the fundamental and often universal ideas explored in a literary work. 

Resistance to Oppressive Social Order 

Tension and conflict in the plot of The Pearl arise from Kino’s determination to challenge the 

prevailing social order in which his people have been oppressed for generations. Kino’s desire is 

not just to gain personal wealth and prosperity but to gain power for his oppressed class of 
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fishermen through his son's school. Coyotito will then know what is written in the books and, 

through him, his family and people will know. They will no longer be subject to continuous 

cheating, humiliation, and deceit at the hand of their colonial oppressors.  

Kino thinks learning to read and do arithmetic will free his people from the shackles of oppression 

and subjugation and they would be able to self-determination and live in dignity. When the priest 

comes to his hut and tells him that he was named after a great father of the church Kino is not 

excited but feels the presence of evil. He is not sure whether what the priest says is true or not and 

there is no way for him or his people to know as only the priest knew what was written in the 

books. As such, he feels vulnerable and susceptible to cheating and deceit. He then looks at 

Coyotito and imagines a future in which they will know what things are in the book: "Someday ... 

that boy would know what things were in the books and what things were not." As he announces 

his intention for Coyotito to get educated, he elaborates to the villagers gathered in his hut: "these 

things will make us free because he will know ... and through him, we will know." 

The purpose of getting an education for his son is not solely selfish but a broader one. Through 

education, Kino wants his posterior generations to know what was in the books and thus liberate 

themselves from perpetual oppression at the hands of the ruling colonial class. As such, it is an 

attempt to subvert the prevailing social order and the changing the class hierarchy in this order. It 

is challenging the concentration of power in the hands of the colonizers that is tantamount to a 

slow but broad-based social revolution through gradual transformation. It is, therefore, dangerous 

and upsetting to those benefiting from the prevailing social order. Kino has no choice but either to 

abide by the norms and roles assigned in this social order or, if he chooses to challenge it, to accept 

grave consequences for his ambitious plans as the powers that be an attempt to take him and keep 

the prevailing order intact.   

When he refuses to be cheated by the pearl buyers who want to pay a nominal price for his pearl, 

Kino chooses to challenge the existing order and face consequences. Immediately afterward, 

violence and threats enter Kino’s life and the life of his family. He is no longer living the simple 

peaceful life he and his wife were used to before he has found the pearl. His brother knows that 

Kino has chosen to challenge the structure of the world in which they find themselves. He is 

worried about the consequences of this decision: "We do know that we are cheated from birth ... 

but we survive." Juan Tomas’ approach is thus more conforming to the existing social order while 

Kino a more revolutionary path by denying this order because Kino has "defied ... the whole 

structure, the whole way of life."  

As Kino follows this path of social reform and resistance to oppression, the narrative reveals 

paradoxical outcomes for his character. Instead of liberating himself and his people, he ends up 

losing his innocence when he murders men and loses his only hope of salvation from oppression 

in the future - his son Coyotito. He is driven out of his house, hounded by the greed and lust of 

men, and is compelled to kill in self-defense. The narrative thus comes full circle and ends where 

it started as Kino is not able to change anything except bring misery and tragedy upon himself and 
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his family. He is not able to break the cycle of deception and deceit but brings upon himself the 

very violence of the prevailing class system he aspires to end.  

Freewill, determinism, and luck  

The narrative of the novella is primarily focused on social issues and class-based oppression in a 

society, it is also concerned with metaphysical issues. As a philosophical orientation, metaphysics 

deals with the existence of the free will, deterministic forces in the universe, cause and effect, and 

the nature of human existence. Apart from a social commentary, the narrative is also a commentary 

about the metaphysical forces existing or believed to exist in the universe that affects the human 

free will, determine luck and chance, and perpetuate or disrupt the existing world.  

At the center of the narrative in The Pearl lies a chance happening, the finding of a pearl, that is 

dependent upon yet another chance happening, a grain of sand getting into the flesh of an oyster 

and irritating it. To find a pearl is therefore rare and not dependent on hard work or consistent 

efforts only but, more importantly, upon approval of a deity to bestow luck upon a fisherman pearl 

diver. As such, in the cosmology of the fishermen's community success in life depends on the 

concurrence of several factors including personal effort, the willingness of God or gods to bestow 

luck, and pure chance occurrence such as a grain of sand getting stuck in an oyster shell. This 

cosmology of the fishermen also reveals the effects of colonialism upon their polytheistic 

worldview before the arrival of the Spanish Christian conquistador. After they were subjugated 

through colonialism, the fishing people accommodated the Christian monotheistic God into their 

cosmology but also retained their ancestral traditional beliefs about a polytheistic universe.  

This confused cosmology of the fishermen's community is well illustrated in the prayers of Juana 

who invokes different divinities in different prayers as she tries to influence the course of events 

in her family’s life. In their cosmology, the fishermen have limited free will and, through prayers, 

can influence the gods or God to bestow luck upon them. However, they need not covet a thing 

too much as prayers can also drive a person’s luck away as "to want a thing too much ... sometimes 

drives the luck away." Luck is therefore in the hands of gods or God and is selectively bestowed 

upon those whoever they choose whereas chance is a random natural occurrence that is not 

dependent on divinity but coincidence and sequence of natural events.  

The gods in the fishermen's community’s cosmological worldview are not just benign but can also 

be vengeful and jealous like the gods in Greek mythology. While they may bestow luck selectively, 

they do not condone personal success and may turn against such a person who believes strongly 

in driving his/her luck and making his/her life happen. When Kino visualizes that by getting his 

son an education he may be able to change the structure of his world, he is also afraid of his 

ambition to do so. His serious inception of this idea is not something ethereal but real. An idea 

once realized fully becomes a reality in its own right: "A plan once made and visualized becomes 

a reality along with other realities," Kino knows that "the gods do not love men's plans [and do 

not]...love success unless it comes by accident." This foreshadows the dire consequences for 
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Kino’s family that follow later in the plot as he becomes more and more stubborn to change his 

fortune and asserts his free will to achieve his dreams. The disastrous consequences of a genuinely 

benign dream of self-determination and dignity for himself and his people bring Kino the wrath 

and vengeance of gods or God or both. 

8.6  Symbols in The Pearl  

Symbols are objects, characters, figures, or colors used to represent abstract ideas or concepts. 

The Pearl  

Often referred to as “the pearl of the world” in the novella, the pearl assumes a central symbolic 

significance in the narrative as it reflects and refracts the desires and hidden motives of anyone 

who gazes into its surface. It thus holds a mirror to the society around it and individuals' roles in 

that society. Ever since it is brought to daylight from the depth of darkness in the sea, the pearl 

brings out the hidden noble and sinister aims and ambitions in men’s hearts. Everyone starts to 

covet it and but eventually no one possesses it as Kino throws it back into the sea. Because of its 

ability to bring out both good and evil from within anyone and everyone, it is truly “a pearl of the 

world.”  

In the natural world under the sea and within an oyster shell, the pearl lacks any good or bad 

character. It is the result of a mere accident when a grain of sand is stuck inside the flesh of an 

oyster. However, in the human world, the pearl comes to assume immense power over whoever 

covets to hold it in their hand and possess it. In this world, the pearl can be converted into anything 

from money, to clothes, a rifle, an education for Coyotito, or a comfortable life in France. 

Ironically, Kino harvests the pearl from the same bed of oyster shells that helped the king of Spain 

fight his war, raise to power, and complete his colonial project. Kino, an affectee of the same 

colonial project four hundred years later, dreams of freeing himself and his family from the 

oppression of the colonizing class by selling his pearl at a reasonable price. His plans, however, 

never come to fruition. As Kino’s life fluctuates between a hopeful future and bleak desperation, 

the same is reflected in him when he looks into the surface of the pearl. It is shiny and luminous 

with its distinct music when Kino has high hopes for the future but turns dark and sinister, even 

monstrous when Kino realizes how the pearl has brought evil with itself that threatens the integrity 

of his family. As such, the pearl is a mirror to the desires and dreams of whoever holds it but 

remains neutral in and of itself despite the immense power it sways over men’s hearts and minds.  

The Rifle 

After Kino finds a great pearl, the neighbors listen to plans for what he would do now that he is a 

rich man. He unveils his plans to get married in the church and to buy new fishing equipment. All 

this is understandable to the neighbors as anyone in his position will want these things. But when 

he declares that he would buy a rifle the neighbors are taken aback. To want and possess a rifle is 
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something that Kino’s people never contemplated as possible. Even Kino finds himself unsure and 

scared when he is about to declare his plan for buying a “Winchester carbine." It seems that he has 

broken all barriers and defied the existing order of the class system in which these poor fishermen 

live when he desires a rifle. This thought opened up new possibilities and if he could think of 

having a rifle he "could think of having a rifle whole horizons were burst and he could rush on." 

Kino’s desire for the rifle signifies his desire to wield power beyond the wildest imagination of his 

people. The rifle was a key player and game-changer in the subjugation of indigenous Americans 

at the hands of the Spanish conquistadors several centuries ago. It gave the colonizers an upper 

hand over the indigenous people. To want and possess a rifle is tantamount to possessing the very 

object that has held Kino’s people in the lower ranks of the society for centuries. His people could 

never dream of having a rifle as it will mean disturbing the social order and a class system that 

they have known for generations and that seemed to continue forever. However, eventually, when 

Kino gets his rifle it is not bought with the money from selling his pearl but at the expense of 

murder and taking lives. The rifle comes to him but with a great price. Like the colonial era, he 

has to accept the evil in the rifle to own it. 

Summary Points  

❖ Steinbeck was born in Salinas, California, the USA on February 27, 1902. 

❖ His fiction is best known for his sympathetic depiction of the life and struggles of the 

working-class people.  

❖ Steinbeck won the Pulitzer Price The Grapes of Wrath (1939). 

❖ His expedition to the Gulf of California with Edward Ricketts in 1940 was a major 

influence on writing The Pearl  

❖ The Pearl was first published in 1947 in a women's magazine, receiving moderate critical 

acclaim. 

❖ The novella tells an imaginative and heart-touching story of human desire and downfall 

focused on Kino, Juana, and their baby Coyotito. 

❖ A film version of the novella was released in 1947 called La Perla which won the Golden 

Globe award for best cinematography  

❖ The main characters in the novella are Kino and Juana who suffer hardships, deception, 

and misfortune in the narrative.  

❖ Arguably, the key themes of the novel are resistance to oppressive social order and the 

relation between free will, determinism, and luck. 

❖ Several other themes can be drawn from the story depending on a reader’s point of view 

and critical perspective about the events in the novella.  
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❖ Key symbols in the novel include the pearl and the rifle. The pearl holds a mirror to 

whoever holds it and reflects their inner self and desires; the rifle symbolizes colonial 

power and the possibility of subverting a social structure based on colonization.  

 

Self-Assessment Questions  

1. Write a chronological list of key dates of Steinbeck’s life and publications. 

2. Write a list of key characters in The Pearl with a two lines description for each character. 

3. What was the main purpose of fiction writing for Steinbeck?  

4. Write a short note about the influence of Edward Ricketts on the life and works of 

Steinbeck.  

5. What is the role of Spanish colonial history in The Pearl?  

6. Is Juana only a submissive character or is she also assertive and strong at a time? Find 

pieces of evidence from the novella.  

7. What does having a rifle mean for Kino?  

8. Why does Kino want Coyotito to have an education? How will this free him and his people 

from oppression?  

9. What are the different types of songs/music mentioned in the narrative? Name a few and 

write their brief description.  

10. Near the end of the novella, Kino can no longer find the pearl as attractive but it seems 

dark, evil, and monstrous to him. Explain why.  

11. Why do Juana and Kino decide to through the pearl back into the sea?  

12. Identify examples of situational irony in the narrative.   
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Introduction to the Unit 

The current unit provides a literary analysis of Lord of the Flies written by William Golding. 

Published at a time when the western world was recovering from the terrible human and economic 

losses of World War II, it is a powerful story of disillusionment with human civilization and the 

human capacity for cruelty and lawlessness. Set on an uninhabited island in the Pacific ocean, Lord 

of the Flies follows the story of a group of British schoolboys stranded on the island after their 

plane crashes. The unit puts in perspective this novel by shedding light on the life and works of 

Golding. It then presents a critical summary of the novel followed by a chapter-wise detailed 

summary. The significant themes, symbols, and characters in the novel are discussed in the 

following sections to give students critical ideas and useful vocabulary to talk/write about the 

novel. The unit ends with summary points and some self-assessment questions. On the whole, the 

unit aims to provide useful information about this novel and enable the students to engage in an 

in-depth critical analysis of this important piece of fictional work. 

Learning Objectives 

By the end of the unit, the students will be able to discuss critically:  

1. The life and works of William Golding  

2. Background of the story of Lord of the Flies  

3. The plot of the novel and the sequence of events in the plot  

4. Who are the key characters in the novel and what are their important features  

5. What are the themes of the novel and how to elaborate them  

6. Important symbols in the novel and their meaning 
7. Lord of the Flies as a modernist work of fiction  

8.1  Life and Works of William Golding  

William Golding was born in Cornwall, England, on September 19, 1911. His mother was a 

suffragette, and his father was a schoolmaster at Marlborough Grammar School, which Golding 

attended. Golding began writing at age 7 and attempted his first novel at age 12. As a child, 

Golding could be a bully, and he is known to have hurt the other children. 

When Golding enrolled in Brasenose College, Oxford, his parents encouraged him to take up the 

sciences. Golding did so but changed his focus to English literature after two years. He published 

his first book—a volume of poetry—while still in college. Golding worked several jobs after 

college before following in his father's footsteps and becoming a teacher and later a schoolmaster. 

Working with boys gave Golding the insight and inspiration that ultimately led to Lord of the Flies. 

By 1940 Golding was married and a schoolmaster. However, he enlisted in the Royal Navy and 

fought in World War II. Golding spent the next six years on a boat and developed a love for sailing 
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and the sea. He was involved in several missions and was appointed a lieutenant. When the war 

ended, Golding returned to teaching and writing.  

In 1953 Golding wrote Lord of the Flies. The novel was finally published in 1954 after being 

rejected 21 times by publishers. It received mixed reviews upon release and sold poorly. At one 

point Lord of the Flies flopped and went out of print in the United States, though it remained in 

print in the United Kingdom. Lord of the Flies had a revival when the paperback version was 

published in 1959. Today, the novel is considered a classic and shows up regularly on school 

reading lists. Golding wrote 13 novels, as well as poetry, plays, essays, and short stories. His 

writing earned him the 1983 Nobel Prize in Literature, and he was knighted in 1988. Golding died 

on June 19, 1993, in his native Cornwall.  

8.2  Political and Historical Background of the Novel  

When Lord of the Flies was first published, the world was recovering from the terrible loss of life 

that occurred during World War II. Between civilians and military personnel, that conflict claimed 

approximately 60 million lives. The end of World War II was quickly followed by the beginning 

of the Cold War. The Communist bloc was led by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

(U.S.S.R.), which had instituted a totalitarian state after its revolution in 1917—a revolution based 

on the theories of socialism. Socialism advocated for common ownership of resources for the good 

of the whole community, not for gaining control of more and more areas, which is what the 

Communist leaders sought. The capitalist West, led by the United States, feared the spread of 

communism. With both superpowers possessing nuclear bombs, the Cold War was a tense time. 

Both of these historic conflicts serve as the backdrop for Lord of the Flies. 

World War II 

World War II had a profound effect on William Golding. While in the Royal Navy, he saw active 

duty in the North Atlantic, took part in the battle that sunk the Bismarck (a German battleship) in 

1941, and commanded a rocket-launching ship during the landing at Normandy in 1944. What 

Golding saw during war impacted his view of people and society. Golding was shocked by the 

great human capacity for pain and destruction. In an essay published in 1965, titled "Fable," he 

wrote, "I began to see what people were capable of doing." It wasn't just the Nazis' horrific 

treatment of those in the concentration camps and the terrible mistreatment of those imprisoned by 

the Japanese that appalled Golding. The Allies' actions concerned him as well. They justified 

destruction in the name of morality, yet such a claim led to a moral gray area where inhumane 

behavior became acceptable. All of these disparities led Golding to eventually view human nature 

as savage and unforgiving. The results of these ideas are explored throughout Lord of the Flies. 

Jack and his hunters, in particular, perpetrate evil. While they start with animals, they ultimately 

kill and torture human beings. Even Ralph, who represents society and order, participates in a hunt 

and the killing of Simon. All humans, as shown in the text, are capable of doing evil. 

The Cold War 
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Lord of the Flies was written during the Cold War, during which humanity lived for the first time 

under a clear threat of nuclear war and destruction. Atomic bombs had been used twice by the 

United States to force the surrender of Japan in 1945. Leaders of the U.S.S.R. felt compelled to 

develop the bomb for both defensive and offensive purposes. By the time the Soviet Union 

officially became a nuclear state in 1949, the Cold War had begun. 

Just as in the text when the boys break into groups that come to mistrust and seek the destruction 

of the other, nations are separated into groups. Most countries fell into the sphere of either the 

Soviet Union and its communist allies or the United States and the West. Tension was high 

between the two blocs, and proxy wars such as the Korean War occurred (North Korean invasion 

of South Korea during the years 1950–53; the United States supported South Korea, while China 

and the Soviet Union supported North Korea). 

The Cold War and its potential for mass destruction, as well as the paranoia between the two sides, 

is readily apparent in the text. The text begins as the boys are stranded on the island because their 

plane was shot down. They believe a nuclear bomb has destroyed the world, and they are worried 

about being found by the Reds, a name members of the Western bloc often applied to communists. 

8.3  Summary of Lord of the Flies  

Set on a deserted island in the Pacific during an imagined destructive war, Lord of the Flies focuses 

on a group of British schoolboys. Their plane has been shot down and the pilot killed, leaving the 

boys without adult supervision. The first two boys introduced are Ralph, the protagonist, and 

Piggy, a wise, chubby boy. Ralph discovers a conch shell, and Piggy suggests blowing it to call 

out to other survivors. After Ralph does so, the boys gather and meet. Ralph is elected as leader of 

the group. Jack, who led the choir, is put in charge of the hunters. At the end of the meeting Ralph, 

Jack, and Simon explore the setting, leaving Piggy in charge of the others. Ralph expresses the 

hope that they are not on an island, thinking that might make rescue more difficult. The search 

proves they are indeed on an island, and it is deserted. As the explorers return, Jack and the others 

see a pig. Jack draws a knife to kill the pig but hesitates at the last minute. 

Upon returning, Ralph confirms the island is deserted. He tells the others they should keep a signal 

fire burning on the top of the mountain in the hope that a ship will see it and rescue them. The boys 

use Piggy's glasses to start the fire. Once the fire is started the boys get excited and the fire rages 

out of control, killing one of the younger boys, known collectively as the littluns. Piggy thinks the 

boys should have built shelters first, but he is ignored. As time passes, only Ralph and Simon work 

on building huts. Many of the children, and all the littluns, spend their days swimming and 

searching for fruit. Jack becomes preoccupied with hunting and spends all his time in pursuit of 

pigs. The boys disagree on which activity is more important.  

Piggy and Ralph see a ship passing by the island and realize the signal fire has gone out. They rush 

to the mountaintop to try to restart it, but they arrive too late. Jack and his hunters return with their 

first kill. They are ready to celebrate and re-enact the hunt. Ralph, however, is furious, and Piggy 
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rebukes Jack. Jack smacks Piggy, and one of the lenses of his glasses breaks. During the 

subsequent feast, Ralph blows the conch shell and calls a meeting. The boys meet at the bottom of 

the mountain. At the meeting, Ralph reiterates that the boys need to work together toward the 

common goal of rescue. Some of the littluns say there is a beast that stalks the island at night. The 

older boys try to calm them, but instead, their fear spreads to the others. Jack claims to not believe 

in the beast but says even if it did exist, he and his hunters could protect them. Eventually, Jack 

says he has no use for the rules and leaves the meeting, the other hunters following him. 

That night while the boys are asleep, military planes fight a battle in the air over the island. A pilot 

parachutes out of his plane and lands dead on the island. The next morning Samneric, who had 

been tending to the signal fire, see the dead pilot and his parachute, though they don't see clearly 

enough to identify either. Instead, they mistake what they see as the beast. They run away 

screaming, and another meeting is called. Piggy wants to avoid that part of the island, but Jack 

says he and his hunters will get the beast. Jack and Ralph lead an expedition to search out the beast. 

The boys come across a pig and begin their bloodlust chant. Ralph gets caught up in it as well. 

Later they see the parachute and come to the same false conclusion as the twins did. 

At the next meeting, the boys report there is a beast, though Piggy remains skeptical. Jack tries to 

seize power from Ralph, but he is voted down. Jack runs away angrily and asks the hunters to join 

him. Piggy suggests that they build the signal fire down on the beach and avoid the mountain. 

Ralph concurs. When the work begins, the other boys disappear and join Jack. Jack and his tribe 

paint their faces and spend their time hunting. They kill a pig and mount its head on a long stick 

as a tribute to the beast. Simon, while wandering around the island, comes across the pig's head. 

Simon declares it to be the Lord of the Flies. He has a vision, and it talks to him, saying the beast 

cannot be gotten rid of because it is within. Simon faints. When he awakens, he goes to find the 

others and discovers the truth about the parachute. Simon comes to all of the boys, including Ralph 

and Piggy, in the middle of a feast and frenzy. They do not recognize Simon and mistake him for 

the beast. They pounce on Simon and kill him. 

The next morning, Piggy and Ralph feel guilt and try to deny their parts in what occurred. The two 

of them, along with Samneric, are the only boys (other than the littluns) left who have not joined 

Jack's group. That night Jack and the hunters sneak into Ralph's camp, stealing Piggy's glasses so 

they can make a fire. Piggy decides he must have his glasses back and says he will reason with 

Jack's crew. The four boys go to Jack's group. When they arrive, Ralph blows the conch. Jack does 

not want to hear what Ralph has to say. Piggy takes the conch and tries to appeal to Jack and the 

hunters. While Piggy is talking, Roger dislodges a large rock that rolls down a slope, killing Piggy 

and smashing the conch. Samneric is taken prisoner, and Ralph flees for his life. 

The next day Ralph sneaks up to talk to Samneric, who gives him meat and lets him know that 

Jack is after him. Ralph tells Samneric he will hide close by and hope the hunters pass over him, 

but Samneric betrays his presence to Jack. Jack and his hunters set the forest on fire to smoke out 

Ralph from his hiding place. Ralph runs away and ends up on the beach. When he arrives, he falls 
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down exhausted. He looks up and sees a British naval officer. When asked to explain what 

happened on the island, Ralph begins to weep. The other boys have the same reaction. 

Graphical Representation of Lord of the Flies Plot 

 

 

8.4  Chapter-wise summary of Lord of the Flies  

8.4.1 Chapter 1: The Sound of the Shell 
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The novel begins with Ralph making his way down to a lagoon. There he meets Piggy, who is 

going to the same place. Through their conversation, the boys realize that there are no adults on 

the island. Ralph is happy at this thought, while Piggy is concerned. Their conversation reveals 

that the plane they were on has been shot down and crashed on the island. 

Piggy is chubby, has asthma, and wears glasses. Ralph makes fun of Piggy for the nickname that 

had been given him at school, which Piggy does not want to be repeated. Ralph is surprised when 

Piggy doesn't join him for a swim and then mocks him for his asthma when he learns the reason. 

Piggy goes on to reveal that his parents are dead and he lives with his aunt. Ralph's father is in the 

navy and says that his father will come to the island and rescue them. Piggy cautions Ralph that 

might not happen because the pilot told them an atom bomb went off and destroyed humanity. 

When Ralph gets out of the lagoon, he and Piggy find a conch shell. Upon Piggy's suggestion, 

Ralph blows the shell to call any others who survived the crash. Boys start trickling in, the first 

one being a six-year-old named Johnny. As the boys arrived, "they sat down on the fallen palm 

trunks and waited." 

A group of boys dressed similarly in black appear. They are the choir and are led by a boy named 

Jack, who expects an adult called them. When he comes to realize that there are no adults around, 

he says that the boys will "have to look after ourselves." As the meeting begins, Piggy tries to get 

all the names but is unsuccessful. Jack thinks Piggy is talking too much and tells him to shut up, 

calling him "Fatty." Ralph corrects Jack and says the boy's name is Piggy; everyone laughs. 

After more introductions, Ralph says they have to decide about being rescued and that they need 

a chief. Jack says he should be chief, but Roger says they should vote. Ralph is elected to be chief 

for no strong reason but apparently because, as the narrator says, "there was his size, and attractive 

appearance; and most obscurely, and yet most powerfully, there was the conch." All the boys, 

including the choir, applaud the decision, which embarrasses Jack. Ralph puts Jack in charge of 

the choir. Jack says they will be the hunters. 

Ralph says they need to inspect the island to determine with certainty that it is an island and that 

it's deserted. He names himself, Jack, and Simon to do the exploring. The three boys are happy to 

go and be explorers. Piggy wants to come, but both Ralph and Jack tell him he can't. When they 

make it to the top of the mountain, they can see that it is indeed an island. Ralph believes the island 

is uninhabited, and Jack says they could hunt for food until adults come for them. As the three 

boys head back to where the rest of the boys are waiting, they come across a pig. Jack, who has a 

knife, is ready to kill the pig but pauses. When asked why he didn't kill the pig, he responds, "I 

was choosing a place. Next time—!" 

8.4.2 Chapter 2: Fire on the Mountain 
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Upon returning, Ralph calls everyone together for a meeting using the conch. Ralph tells them that 

they are on an uninhabited island. Jack adds that an army is needed for hunting pigs, and Ralph 

agrees. Ralph establishes a rule that a boy can only speak if he has the conch. Piggy takes the conch 

and states that no one knows they are on the island. Ralph says that they could be there a long time, 

adding, "Until the grownups come to fetch us we'll have fun." 

A younger boy takes the conch but is unable to speak aloud, so he speaks through Piggy. He asks 

what they are going to do about the snake thing or beast. Ralph and the others try to reassure him 

that there is no such thing. As the boy insists, the older boys become anxious as well. Jack takes 

the conch and after agreeing with Ralph, he says, "If there was a snake we'd hunt it and kill it." 

Ralph is annoyed but eventually continues. 

Ralph says they should make a fire on the mountain to help passing ships find them. The boys are 

excited by the suggestion and run up the mountain. Piggy, who initially stays back with Ralph, 

mocks their behavior. Eventually, Ralph goes too, and Piggy follows. Once the wood is gathered, 

the boys are at a loss as to how to light the fire. Jack realizes they can use Piggy's glasses to make 

fire and snatches them off his head. 

After the fire goes out, Piggy says they could not keep such a fire going. He and Jack argue before 

Ralph steps in. He takes the conch and suggests they have certain special people care for the fire. 

Jack volunteers for the choir to be responsible for the fire. The fire begins to burn out of control. 

Piggy notes they need to be more careful and thoughtful about how they do things. His instructions 

get on Jack's nerves, and they squabble again. Piggy says they would have been wiser to build 

shelters first. He continues with what he feels they should have done and criticizes their behavior. 

Piggy realizes that the boy who mentioned the beast is gone. No one knows what to say about the 

boy, though they realize he has most likely been burned up by the fire. 

8.4.3 Chapter 3: Huts on the Beach  

Jack is by himself in the forest, stalking a pig. He throws his spear at the pig, but he misses it. He 

goes back to the beach and finds Ralph and Simon working on huts. Ralph is frustrated at the poor 

state of the shelters. He blames this on the others who are not helping but enjoying themselves. 

Simon believes Ralph should call a meeting, but Ralph says they talk and plan but then everyone 

ends up wandering off anyway. 

When Ralph adds hunting to his complaints, Jack becomes annoyed. The two disagree about what 

the priority should be. When Ralph notes that most of the hunters came back and were swimming, 

Jack defends himself. After Ralph reminds Jack that he has not gotten any meat yet, the anger 

between the two of them increases. 

Ralph implies that Jack is not contributing and explains why they need shelters. Besides the 

possibility of rain, the littluns are having nightmares and screaming out. Simon mentions the beast, 
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but neither Jack nor Ralph wants to talk about it, saying that it's a good island. Jack admits to 

sensing something when he is alone in the forest. The boys start talking about the fire and rescue. 

Jack says he hopes to catch a pig first. Simon goes off into the forest. After getting fruit for the 

littluns, he goes off on his own. He sits down in the middle of the forest and enjoys the 

surroundings. 

8.4.4 Chapter 4: Painted Faces and Long Hair  

Mornings are pleasant for the boys, but middays are strange. Mirages and illusions arise. The end 

of the afternoon is also pleasant, but darkness sets in quickly. The boys settle into patterns, 

including referring to the smaller boys as the littluns. They are all around six years old and lead a 

distinct life. They spend their days picking fruit and eating it, whether it is ripe or not. They also 

play on the beach and build sand castles. They are terrified at night, however, and huddle together. 

Three of the littluns are playing on the beach. Roger and Maurice, two of the older boys, go for a 

swim and walk through the area where the littluns are playing. Roger strides through the castles, 

knocking them over and destroying them. Maurice follows along, laughing and also destroying. 

Roger decides to follow one of the littluns. He hides and throws stones at him but deliberately 

misses. Jack finds Roger, and he continues to talk about hunting. He puts on camouflage paint, 

convinced that he cannot kill a pig because the animals see his skin and run away. The two of 

them, along with others, are on the hunt. 

Ralph and Piggy have been swimming. Piggy talks about building a sundial. Ralph is disinterested 

and goes back to swim again. Piggy follows him, and Ralph sees a ship. He and Piggy realize that 

their signal fire is out, so Ralph runs up the mountain. He's followed by a few others. They arrive 

too late to restart the fire, and Ralph is furious. Just then, Jack and his crew come up the mountain 

while chanting a war chant. They have killed their first pig, and Jack wants to tell the story. Ralph 

complains that they let the fire go out, but Jack says they can relight it. Ralph tells them that there 

was a ship. Piggy starts reprimanding Jack, and Ralph resumes his own recriminations. Jack doesn't 

know what to say. When Piggy starts attacking him again, he cannot take it anymore. Jack hits 

him, and the blow breaks one of Piggy's lenses. Jack mocks Piggy's complaining, and the other 

boys laugh. Ralph borrows Piggy's glasses to relight the fire, and they cook the pig. The boys have 

a feast. During the feast, they reenact how they caught the pig. Ralph calls a meeting. 

8.4.5 Chapter 5: Beast from Water  

Ralph is on the beach in deep thought. He contemplates how he wants the assembly to go. When 

it begins, Ralph says they need to "put things straight" and then rebukes the boys for not following 

the rules. They did not keep the coconuts filled with water, help with the shelters, or use the agreed-

upon area for going to the bathroom. Finally, Ralph brings up the fire, which he says should be the 

top priority. A new rule is added—there is only to be one fire going and that is the one on the 

mountain. 
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Ralph says that they began happily but that things have gotten worse because of fear. He 

encourages a conversation about the fear and admits he is afraid sometimes, too, but knows that 

it's nonsense. Jack says he is angry at the littluns for their talk of beasts and there doing nothing to 

help. He assures them all that there are no beasts and adds if there were they would deserve to get 

hurt because they're useless. He says the island is not suitable for a beast and that he has been all 

over it and seen nothing. Piggy concurs with Jack and says some people have fear inside their 

heads, but fear does not exist. There are doctors for that, and everything is scientific. Piggy says 

they should be afraid of people. 

A littlun, Phil, says he got up the previous night and saw something moving. Ralph suggests he 

was sleepwalking, but Simon admits he likes to go somewhere in the jungle. Another littlun, 

Percival, is ready to speak up but then starts crying. All the littluns join him in crying. Maurice 

makes jokes to stop them. Jack grabs Percival and asks where the beast is. The littlun whispers to 

Jack and then falls to the ground asleep. Jack reports Percival's response, which is that the beast 

comes from the sea. 

This response raises fear in all the boys. They debate whether an animal may be coming out of the 

water. A silence ensues but is broken by Simon. He tries to speak up but is unable to fully articulate 

his thought. Arguments break out again as the boys talk about ghosts. Jack has had enough. He 

tells Piggy and then Ralph to shut up. He does not care about the rules and says if there is a beast, 

he and the hunters will hunt it down. 

Jack goes off and others follow. They pretend to be hunting. Piggy tells Ralph to blow the conch 

and reconvene the meeting, but he declines, fearing that they won't come back and that the failure 

to restore order will doom them. Ralph considers giving up being chief, but Piggy and Simon 

convince him not to. 

8.4.6 Chapter 6: Beast from Air  

On a dark night with only a sliver of a moon, while the boys sleep there is an air battle in the sky 

above the island. One of the crew parachutes out of his plane and dies upon landing on the 

mountain. His parachute flaps in the wind and his body move along with it. The next morning, 

Samneric, who was on the mountain tending the fire, awaken. While gathering more tinder wood 

for the fire, the twins discover the deceased crew member. They mistake the parachutist for the 

beast and run off to tell Ralph. 

Ralph calls a meeting, and the twins say that they saw the beast. Jack calls for a hunt. Piggy 

suggests they stay there and avoid the beast, but this idea is rejected. When Piggy tries to talk 

again, claiming the right because he has the conch, Jack says it does not matter anymore. In the 

end, Piggy stays back with the littluns while the others, including Ralph, follow Jack on the hunt. 
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As they walk, Simon contemplates the beast and is frustrated with himself for not being able to 

talk at the meeting. When they get to their destination, Ralph says he will go alone because he is 

chief. As he first sets out, Ralph feels fear but calms as he continues. Jack quickly follows Ralph, 

and the two of them recall their earlier adventure. 

Ralph says they must go to the mountain where Samneric saw the beast so they can keep the signal 

fire burning. Jack thinks he worries too much about the fire. They go back to the other boys who 

soon start playing. They want to continue to do so, but Ralph insists they relight the fire. The others 

are annoyed with him, but eventually, they agree. Jack again leads the way. 

8.4.7 Chapter 7: Shadows and Tall Trees  

Ralph dreams of cleaning himself up. Looking out into the ocean, he feels condemned to remain 

on the island forever. Simon senses his thoughts and tells him he'll get back all right. Roger notices 

pig droppings, and the boys go on a hunt for the animal. They come upon a boar, and Ralph throws 

his stick and hits it. Excited about the hit, he feels that hunting is "good after all." The boar gets 

away, and the boys pretend that Robert is the pig. They get carried away, and their play gets violent. 

As they continue toward the mountain, the boys grow nervous and want to put off the hunt until 

the next day. After giving multiple excuses, they continue. As they proceed, Ralph says they can't 

leave Piggy alone with the littluns. The boys are scared of going back and decide it is a one-person 

job. Simon volunteers to do it. 

When Ralph suggests they stop because of the coming darkness, Jack says he doesn't mind going. 

He challenges Ralph, who gives in, and all continue. When they get to the mountain, no one wants 

to climb it except Jack. Again, Ralph feels challenged and goes with Jack. Roger soon joins them. 

Ralph believes they are foolish and stops, but Jack continues on to the summit. Jack comes back 

and says he saw something, and all three go for a look. Ralph goes forward. He sees a rounded 

shape that seems to move. The three boys run, leaving their sticks on top of the mountain. 

8.4.8 Chapter 8: Gift for the Darkness 

Ralph tells Piggy what they saw, which he identifies as the beast, but Piggy can hardly believe it. 

Jack says the hunters can handle the beast, but Ralph dismisses them as nothing but boys armed 

with sticks. Jack calls a meeting and tells all the boys that Ralph has insulted the hunters and is not 

fit to be chief. He calls for a vote on the chief and asks for their support. When the boys do not 

vote for him, he is hurt. Jack runs off, declaring he will no longer "play" with them and inviting 

others to follow him. Ralph tries to stop Jack but cannot. 

After Jack leaves, Piggy says they can get along without him, while Ralph says he will be back. 

Simon suggests that they climb the mountain but offers no better reason than "what else is there to 
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do?" No one takes him seriously. Piggy says they should light the fire on the beach, and everyone 

agrees. After they get the fire going, Piggy and Ralph talk, noting that most of the big kids have 

followed Jack. This fact depresses Ralph, and Piggy and Samneric make a feast to try to cheer him 

up. 

Jack addresses his group. He says they will hunt and that they will not bother about the beast. He 

says that when they kill a pig, they will leave some for the beast in hope that it then won't bother 

them. Jack and Roger lead a successful hunt. The boys laugh at the blood on Jack's hands from 

killing the pig. Jack says they will have a feast and he will invite Ralph and his boys. When Roger 

asks how they can make a fire, Jack says they will raid the other boys' camp "and take fire." Before 

they leave, at Jack's suggestion the boys leave the pig's head as an offering for the beast. Ralph 

and Piggy talk. Ralph admits he is scared and doesn't understand why the others don't want fire. 

He turns to Piggy for answers. During this time, the others come and take some burning sticks 

from the fire of Ralph's group. Jack invites all those with Ralph to join his tribe in a feast on the 

beach. They have a meeting and decide to go to the feast. The chapter ends with Simon, who had 

wandered off on his own, coming across the offering. He imagines the head talking to him. The 

head is referred to as the Lord of the Flies. Simon has a conversation with the Lord of the Flies 

and faints. 

8.4.9 Chapter 9: A View to a Death  

Simon awakens from his fit and leaves the area of the Lord of the Flies. He ascends the mountain 

and recognizes that what they thought is the beast was the dead parachutist. From the mountaintop, 

he can see the boys and decides that he must tell them the true identity of the beast. The look of 

the clouds reminds Ralph of when the boys landed on the island. Piggy reacts with unusual anger 

at Ralph when teased by him. He attributes it to a headache. Piggy and Ralph debate Piggy's 

suggestion that they go to the feast. While Piggy wants meat, he says the reason to go is "to make 

sure nothing happens." When they come to the feast they find a party, the boys laughing and eating. 

Jack's face is painted, and he sits on a log like a chief. When the boys notice that Piggy and Ralph 

have come, they become silent. Ultimately, Jack orders that they be given meat. 

After asking if everyone has eaten their fill, Jack asks who is going to join his tribe. He says he 

got the food and that he and his hunters will protect them from the beast. Ralph protests that he is 

the chief and reminds them all of the plan to keep the fire going. The two yell at each other and 

debate the relevance of the conch. When Jack asks again who will join his tribe, the boys say they 

will. Piggy, sensing trouble, tries to get Ralph to leave. Ralph continues talking, now mentioning 

the shelters as lightning and thunder strike. 

Jack calls for the dance, and Roger pretends to be the pig. The boys begin their "Kill the beast!" 

chant, and all are swept up in the frenzy. They see Simon crawling out of the forest. He calls out 

about the dead parachutist, but the boys don't hear or recognize him. Seeing him as the beast, they 

kill him with their bare hands and teeth. The storm takes the dead parachutist's body onto the beach 
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and into the sea. The boys run at the sight of this. The storm then washes Simon's body into the 

sea. 

8.4.10  Chapter 10: The Shell and the Glasses  

The next morning, Piggy and Ralph are on the beach and realize they, along with Samneric and 

the littluns, are the only ones left. Ralph brings up Simon, but Piggy refuses to discuss what 

happened and chalks it up to fear. When Samneric come back with firewood, they say they became 

lost the previous night. Piggy says he and Ralph came back early because they were tired. 

Jack and his tribe are at Castle Rock. A boy has been tied up; Jack is going to beat him for no 

apparent reason. Jack tells his tribe that they will go hunting the next day, but some will need to 

stay back to fix up and defend their shelter, a cave. They believe that the beast is not dead and can 

come back. When they realize they will need fire, Jack plans to go and get fire from the others. 

Maurice and Roger volunteer to come with him. 

Piggy and the others wish for ways to get off the island. While collecting firewood, Samneric starts 

wondering whether doing so has a point. Ralph encourages them to continue. Before he falls 

asleep, Ralph again wishes for ways to get off the island. Piggy warns Ralph that if they do not 

leave soon, they are all going to go crazy. 

Ralph and Piggy hear something and fear it is the beast. Suddenly, they are fighting with Jack and 

the others. After the others leave, Ralph checks on everyone. Ralph and Samneric talk about the 

fight and feel pride that they got in some blows and held their own. Piggy says he thought they 

wanted the conch, but they came for something else. He plaintively asks, "What am I going to do?" 

Meanwhile, Jack and the others are headed back to Castle Rock with Piggy's glasses. 

8.4.11  Chapter 11:  Castle Rock  

The next morning, Ralph and his crew find they cannot light a fire without Piggy's glasses. Ralph 

blows the conch at the urging of Piggy, who cannot see, and the two of them, Samneric, as well as 

some littluns, gather. Piggy asks Ralph what he is going to do, but Ralph rambles on about what 

has happened. They decide to go to the others and make Jack and his tribe see reason. 

Ralph suggests they wash up and go. Samneric says they should bring spears, but Piggy says he is 

not going to bother. Ralph warns him that he will be hurt. They take the conch shell, and Piggy 

says he'll show Jack that this is the one thing he, Jack, has not got. When they arrive at Castle 

Rock, they find armed guards. Ralph blows the conch, and the boys of Jack's tribe appear. Roger, 

who is standing above them all, flings a rock between the twins, and its nearness startles them. 

Ralph states why he is there, and the boys laugh at him. Jack returns from the forest with two 

hunters and a dead sow. 
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Ralph tells Jack they need to return Piggy's glasses. He then rebukes Jack, who objects to being 

called a thief, and swings his spear at Ralph. The two seem ready to fight when Piggy reminds 

Ralph of the reason they came: the glasses. Ralph tells them he needs Piggy's glasses back to keep 

the signal fire going. Jack tells Samneric to get back. When they freeze, Jack instructs his crew to 

grab them and tie them up. 

Ralph insults Jack, and they charge at each other. Piggy demands to speak. There's a pause. While 

he is talking, Roger pushes a rock down the cliff, which kills Piggy and destroys the conch in his 

hands. His body is pushed off the mountain. Jack throws his spear at Ralph, and the others attack 

him. As Ralph escapes to the forest, Samneric is taken and tortured. 

8.4.12  Chapter 12: Cry of the Hunters  

Ralph, whose body is bruised and scratched in many places, is hiding in the forest not far from 

Castle Rock. He recognizes that the savagery will only grow and that Jack's crew will come after 

him. He comes across the Lord of the Flies and knocks it off the spear that is holding it, taking the 

spear as a weapon. Ralph longs to join the others and pretend things had not gone as they had, but 

he knows this will not work. 

He sees Samneric guarding Castle Rock. Ralph goes to them, but they tell him he must flee because 

the tribe is going to hunt for him the next day. They also say that Roger has sharpened both ends 

of a stick, making a more dangerous weapon. Ralph can't understand why they want to hurt him. 

When Ralph asks Samneric to come with him, they refuse out of fear. He tells them of his plan to 

hide near the hunters' camp, figuring Jack and his followers would not look for him there. Before 

Ralph leaves, Samneric gives him a piece of meat, an act of kindness. As Ralph goes away, he can 

hear one of the twins being beaten. 

Ralph goes to sleep in the thicket. The next morning he overhears Jack questioning Samneric, who 

gives him up under more beatings. A few of the boys go toward the area the twins indicate. Ralph 

escapes. Jack and his tribe push big boulders toward the area. Then Jack and his tribe set the forest 

on fire to smoke Ralph out. Ralph escapes the fire and reaches an opening. A boy stands between 

him and the rest of the forest. Ralph launches himself at the boy and gets past him. He runs into 

the forest with the boys in full pursuit. He hides again, anxious about how to get away. 

A boy finds Ralph while he is hiding. Ralph runs past him, gets to the beach, and falls down in 

exhaustion, Jack's tribe in full pursuit. When he looks up he sees a naval officer and his ship. The 

officer says, "We saw your smoke. What have you been doing? Having a war or something?" 

Ralph begins crying, and others cry as well. 

8.5  Analysis of the Book  
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The major conflict in Lord of the Flies is the struggle between Jack and Ralph. The fight for who 

will lead the island represents the clash between a peaceful democracy, as symbolized by Ralph, 

and a violent dictatorship, as symbolized by Jack. Both boys are potential leaders of the entire 

group, and though Jack grudgingly accepts Ralph’s leadership at first, as the plot develops their 

rivalry grows and intensifies until it is a struggle to the death. Ralph and Jack (and the boys who 

align themselves with each) represent different values and different aspects of human nature. Ralph 

represents respect for the law, duty, reason, and the protection of the weak, whereas Jack represents 

violence, cruelty, mob rule, government through fear, and tyranny. As we see Ralph’s hold over 

the other boys weaken and crumble until he is cast out and hunted, the story seems to be showing 

us that humanity’s violent and savage impulses are more powerful than civilization, which is 

inherently fragile. And while Ralph is rescued at the last minute by a representative of civilization 

in the person of the naval officer, the fact that a global war is taking place underlines the idea that 

civilization itself is under serious threat from the forces of violence. 

Set against the backdrop of global war, the book serves as a caution against the specific 

consequences of nuclear armament, as well as a broader examination of human nature and the 

destabilizing presence of man in the natural world. In telling its story through the experience of 

young boys isolated from the rest of civilization, and making few references to the world outside 

the confines of the island, the novel creates a sense of inevitability and universality to the specific 

tale of a small group battling nature and each other. By making the two main characters emblematic 

of two approaches to society, Golding creates a conflict that seems to lead inexorably to the 

destruction of one of the characters but is instead resolved by the surprise introduction of the 

outside, ‘adult’ reality. In this way, the preceding events act as an allegory for the more 

consequential, and far more dangerous, actions of man beyond the island. 

The book opens in the immediate aftermath of the plane crash that lands the boys on the island, so 

the novel’s inciting incident happens offstage. The reader first meets Ralph, who is introduced as 

graceful and physically appealing, and Piggy, who is presented as Ralph’s physical opposite. The 

boys discover a conch and use it to summon the rest of the survivors of the crash, introducing us 

to Jack, who appears confident and is already leading a group of boys. The boys vote for Ralph to 

be the group’s chief, even though “the most obvious leader was Jack,” partly because Ralph 

possesses the conch. Jack reluctantly accepts Ralph’s leadership and the two bond in exploring the 

island together. Jack asserts himself after the humiliation of losing the vote for chief by slamming 

his knife into a tree and declaring that he will be a hunter, establishing the boys’ primary roles: 

Ralph will be in charge of communication and working to get them rescued, while Jack will be 

responsible for hunting for meat. Which of these two roles is more important will be the source of 

escalating conflict between the two for the remainder of the book. 

The rising action of the novel takes place over the following chapters, as each boy on the island 

establishes his role in the order of the newly formed society, and Jack and Ralph find themselves 

increasingly at odds over what the group’s priorities should be and where they should expend 

energy. Ralph insists that a signal fire must be maintained constantly in case any ships pass the 
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island and believes the best use of resources is in collaborative work to watch the fire, build 

shelters, and gather fruit. Jack discovers a passionate enjoyment of hunting and allows the signal 

fire to go out while killing a pig, leading to a clash with Ralph, who has seen a ship pass while the 

fire was out. The younger boys on the island express growing fears about a beast they believe come 

out at night to menace them. In a scene the reader sees but none of the boys witnesses, a paratrooper 

crashes onto the top of the mountain, and the boys subsequently mistake his form for the beast, 

increasing their fears and making them vulnerable to Jack’s equation of killing pigs with 

vanquishing their fears, as their chants change from “kill the pig” to “kill the beast.” 

After the boys kill Simon in a frenzy of fear and violent excitement, the rift between Jack and 

Ralph reaches a crisis point, and the climax of the book occurs when Jack and his tribe steal Piggy’s 

glasses, then kill Piggy when he comes to get them back. When Jack’s tribe steals the glasses, 

Ralph and Piggy think they are coming for the conch, but at this point, the conch has lost most of 

its symbolic power, and Jack understands the glasses, which are necessary to start a fire, are the 

real item of value. This devaluing of the conch suggests that the agreed-upon symbols of 

democracy and due process no longer apply, and the fragile civilization the boys have forged is 

imploding. The next day, Piggy and Ralph go to retrieve Piggy’s glasses and a member of Jack’s 

tribe releases a large boulder, smashing the conch and killing Piggy. The democracy is demolished, 

and Jack’s despotic monarchy is cemented. Realizing his life is in imminent danger, Ralph flees 

Jack and his tribe, who have become bloodthirsty and increasingly sadistic under his violent 

influence. 

Up to this point, the boys have maintained a fragile balance, with Jack’s willingness to enact 

violence offset by Ralph’s control of the means of lighting the fire and the symbolic power 

conferred by the conch. Once this balance is destroyed, and Jack controls both the means of 

sustaining the fire and keeping the boys obedient to his rule, Ralph is rendered powerless. Unlike 

Ralph, who expects the boys to be intrinsically motivated to work together, Jack is willing to exert 

external influence on boys who disobey him and leads by force, rather than persuasion. Motivated 

by a fear of Jack’s violence as well as a mob mentality, the boys pursue Ralph across the island, 

even though he poses no actual threat. Even the twins Samneric, initially sympathetic to Ralph, 

give themselves over to Jack after he tortures them to reveal Ralph’s hiding place. The boys set a 

fire to flush Ralph out of the jungle, which signals a passing ship. The ship’s officer comes on 

shore, reintroducing civilization, and the boys realize the horrors they have endured and 

perpetuated. The book ends with the island destroyed, and the boys rescued but scarred by their 

glimpses into “the darkness of man’s heart.” 

8.6  Analysis of Main Characters  

8.6.1 Character list  

Ralph 
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The novel’s protagonist, the twelve-year-old English boy who is elected leader of the group of 

boys marooned on the island. Ralph attempts to coordinate the boys’ efforts to build a miniature 

civilization on the island until they can be rescued. Ralph represents human beings’ civilizing 

instinct, as opposed to the savage instinct that Jack embodies. 

Jack 

The novel’s antagonist is one of the older boys stranded on the island. Jack becomes the leader of 

the hunters but longs for total power and becomes increasingly wild, barbaric, and cruel as the 

novel progresses. Jack, adept at manipulating the other boys, represents the instinct of savagery 

within human beings, as opposed to the civilizing instinct Ralph represents. 

Simon 

A shy, sensitive boy in the group. Simon, in some ways the only naturally “good” character on the 

island, behaves kindly toward the younger boys and is willing to work for the good of their 

community. Moreover, because his motivation is rooted in his deep feeling of connectedness to 

nature, Simon is the only character whose sense of morality does not seem to have been imposed 

by society. Simon represents a kind of natural goodness, as opposed to the unbridled evil of Jack 

and the imposed morality of civilization represented by Ralph and Piggy. 

Piggy 

Ralph’s “lieutenant.” A whiny, intellectual boy, Piggy’s inventiveness frequently leads to 

innovation, such as the makeshift sundial that the boys use to tell time. Piggy represents the 

scientific, rational side of civilization. 

Roger 

Jack’s “lieutenant.” A sadistic, cruel older boy who brutalizes the littluns and eventually murders 

Piggy by rolling a boulder onto him. 

Sam and Eric 

A pair of twins closely allied with Ralph. Sam and Eric are always together, and the other boys 

often treat them as a single entity, calling them “Samneric.” The easily excitable Sam and Eric are 

part of the group known as the “bigguns.” At the end of the novel, they fall victim to Jack’s 

manipulation and coercion. 

The Lord of the Flies 
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The name given to the sow’s head that Jack’s gang impales on a stake and erects in the forest as 

an offering to the “beast.” The Lord of the Flies comes to symbolize the primordial instincts of 

power and cruelty that take control of Jack’s tribe. 

8.6.2 Character Analysis  

Ralph  

Ralph is the athletic, charismatic protagonist of Lord of the Flies. Elected as the leader of the boys 

at the beginning of the novel, Ralph is the primary representative of order, civilization, and 

productive leadership in the novel. While most of the other boys initially are concerned with 

playing, having fun, and avoiding work, Ralph sets about building huts and thinking of ways to 

maximize their chances of being rescued. For this reason, Ralph’s power and influence over the 

other boys are secure at the beginning of the novel. However, as the group gradually succumbs to 

savage instincts throughout the novel, Ralph’s position declines precipitously while Jack’s rises. 

Eventually, most of the boys except Piggy leave Ralph’s group for Jack’s, and Ralph is left alone 

to be hunted by Jack’s tribe. Ralph’s commitment to civilization and morality is strong, and his 

main wish is to be rescued and returned to the society of adults. In a sense, this strength gives 

Ralph a moral victory at the end of the novel, when he casts the Lord of the Flies to the ground 

and takes up the stake it is impaled on to defend himself against Jack’s hunters. 

In the earlier parts of the novel, Ralph is unable to understand why the other boys would give in 

to the base instincts of bloodlust and barbarism. The sight of the hunters chanting and dancing is 

baffling and distasteful to him. As the novel progresses, however, Ralph, like Simon, comes to 

understand that savagery exists within all the boys. Ralph remains determined not to let this 

savagery overwhelm him, and only briefly does he consider joining Jack’s tribe to save himself. 

When Ralph hunts a boar for the first time, however, he experiences the exhilaration and thrill of 

bloodlust and violence. When he attends Jack’s feast, he is swept away by the frenzy, dances on 

the edge of the group, and participates in the killing of Simon. This firsthand knowledge of the 

evil that exists within him, as within all human beings, is tragic for Ralph, and it plunges him into 

listless despair for a time. But this knowledge also enables him to cast down the Lord of the Flies 

at the end of the novel. Ralph’s story ends semi-tragically: although he is rescued and returned to 

civilization when he sees the naval officer, he weeps with the burden of his new knowledge about 

the human capacity for evil. 

Jack  

The strong-willed, egomaniacal Jack is the novel’s primary representative of the instinct of 

savagery, violence, and the desire for power—in short, the antithesis of Ralph. From the beginning 

of the novel, Jack desires power above all other things. He is furious when he loses the election to 

Ralph and continually pushes the boundaries of his subordinate role in the group. Early on, Jack 

retains the sense of moral propriety and behavior that society instilled in him—in fact, in school, 
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he was the leader of the choirboys. The first time he encounters a pig, he is unable to kill it. But 

Jack soon becomes obsessed with hunting and devotes himself to the task, painting his face like a 

barbarian and giving himself over to bloodlust. The more savage Jack becomes, the more he can 

control the rest of the group. Indeed, apart from Ralph, Simon, and Piggy, the group largely follows 

Jack in casting off moral restraint and embracing violence and savagery. Jack’s love of authority 

and violence are intimately connected, as both enable him to feel powerful and exalted. By the end 

of the novel, Jack has learned to use the boys’ fear of the beast to control their behavior—a 

reminder of how religion and superstition can be manipulated as instruments of power. 

Simon  

Whereas Ralph and Jack stand at opposite ends of the spectrum between civilization and savagery, 

Simon stands on an entirely different plane from all the other boys. Simon embodies a kind of 

innate, spiritual human goodness that is deeply connected with nature and, in its own way, as 

primal as Jack’s evil. The other boys abandon moral behavior as soon as civilization is no longer 

there to impose it upon them. They are not innately moral; rather, the adult world—the threat of 

punishment for misdeeds—has conditioned them to act morally. To an extent, even the seemingly 

civilized Ralph and Piggy are products of social conditioning, as we see when they participate in 

the hunt-dance. 

In Golding’s view, the human impulse toward civilization is not as deeply rooted as the human 

impulse toward savagery. Unlike all the other boys on the island, Simon acts morally not out of 

guilt or shame but because he believes in the inherent value of morality. He behaves kindly toward 

the younger children, and he is the first to realize the problem posed by the beast and the Lord of 

the Flies—that is, that the monster on the island is not a real, physical beast but rather a savagery 

that lurks within each human being. The sow’s head on the stake symbolizes this idea, as we see 

in Simon’s vision of the head speaking to him. Ultimately, this idea of the inherent evil within 

each human being stands as the moral conclusion and central problem of the novel. Against this 

idea of evil, Simon represents a contrary idea of essential human goodness. However, his brutal 

murder at the hands of the other boys indicates the scarcity of that good amid an overwhelming 

abundance of evil. 

Piggy  

Piggy is the first boy Ralph encounters on the island after the crash and remains the truest and 

most loyal friend throughout Lord of the Flies. An overweight, intellectual, and talkative boy, 

Piggy is the brains behind many of Ralph’s successful ideas and innovations, such as using the 

conch to call meetings and building shelters for the group. Piggy represents the scientific and 

rational side of humanity, supporting Ralph’s signal fires and helping to problem solve on the 

island. However, Piggy’s asthma, weight, and poor eyesight make him physically inferior to the 

others, making him vulnerable to scorn and ostracism. Piggy is also the only boy who worries 

about the rules of English civilization, namely what the grownups will think when they find the 
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savage boys. Piggy believes in rules, timeliness, and order, and as the island descends into brutal 

chaos, Piggy’s position comes under threat of intense violence. 

Piggy’s independence and thoughtfulness prevent him from being fully absorbed by the group, so 

he is not as susceptible to the mob mentality that overtakes many of the other boys. However, like 

Ralph, Piggy cannot avoid the temptations of savagery on the island. The morning after the 

frenzied dance, Piggy, and Ralph both admit to taking some part (although they remain vague) in 

the attack and murder of Simon. While Piggy tries to convince himself that Simon’s murder was 

an accident, his participation suggests that his willingness to be accepted by the group led him to 

betray his own morals and better judgment. Piggy’s death suggests that intellectualism is 

vulnerable to brutality. While Simon’s death can be viewed as an accident or an escalation of mob 

mentality, Piggy’s murder is the most intentional and inevitable on the island, and the moment 

when the group’s last tie to civilization and humanity is severed. 

Roger  

Introduced as a quiet and intense older boy, Roger eventually becomes a sadistic and brutal terrorist 

throughout Lord of the Flies. Midway through the book, Roger’s cruelty begins to surface in an 

episode where he terrorizes the littlun Henry by throwing rocks at him. Still beholden to the rules 

of society, Roger leaves a safe distance between the rocks and the child, but we see his moral code 

beginning to crack. As Jack gains power, Roger quickly understands that Jack’s brutality and 

willingness to commit violence will make him a powerful and effective leader. When he learns 

that Jack plans to torture Wilfred for no apparent reason, he thinks about “the possibilities of 

irresponsible authority,” rather than trying to help Wilfred or find out Jack’s motivation. Roger 

gives in to the “delirious abandonment” of senseless violence when he releases the boulder that 

kills Piggy. He then descends upon the twins, threatening to torture them. The next day, the twins 

Samneric tell Ralph, “You don’t know Roger. He’s a terror.” 

Sam and Eric  

Sam and Eric are twin older boys on the island who are often referred to as one entity, Samneric, 

and who throughout most of Lord of the Flies, remain loyal supporters of Ralph. Sam and Eric are 

easily excited, regularly finish one another’s sentences, and exist within their own small group of 

two. Like Ralph and Piggy, Sam and Eric participate in the death of Simon but insist that they left 

the dance early, too ashamed to admit what really happened. After Jack leaves to start his own 

tribe, the twins are two of the few boys who remain with Ralph and Piggy to help maintain the 

signal fire and look after the littluns. They bravely go with Ralph and Piggy to get the glasses back 

from Castle Rock. But after Piggy’s death, they are coerced and manipulated into joining Jack’s 

tribe. Sam and Eric try to warn Ralph about Jack and Roger’s bloodlust, but they are physically 

dominated the next day and reveal Ralph’s hiding spot in the underbrush. 

8.7  Important Themes in Lord of the Flies   
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Themes are the fundamental and often universal ideas explored in a literary work. 

Civilization versus Savagery 

The novel focuses on an internal human battle between the need for civilization and the 

countervailing drive toward savagery. The side that leans toward civilization feels the need or 

desire to live an ordered life guided by rules and basic respect for others. The side that leans toward 

savagery is only interested in the self-fulfillment of basic needs. This side is willing to use any 

means, including violence, to reach the desired goal. 

The boys land on the island as civilized British school boys. They are accustomed to school rules, 

uniforms, and respect for authority. However, they live in a seemingly civilized world that is in 

the midst of a brutal, savage war. They have left England to escape war and crash-land on the 

island because their plane was shot down. When some boys revert to savagery, they can be seen 

as replicating what they have witnessed in the adult world. 

Ralph and his crew represent civilization. They create rules, live by them, and insist others do the 

same. Their only goal is to get off the island and back to the adult world. Jack and the hunters 

revert to primal savagery. In part, this descent is a degeneration of the values of an English boys' 

public school. In part, too, the fall to savagery reflects the boys' search for a more satisfying order 

than Ralph offers in tribal belongingness, the appeal of rituals such as the dance and the killing 

chant, and the promise of protection from nameless fear through apparent displays of strength. At 

the same time, they develop bloodlust they first take out on a pig and very quickly turn on other 

boys. Jack and the hunters focus on satisfying their basest needs. 

Neither side can understand or appreciate what those on the other are feeling and acts accordingly. 

Just before Piggy is murdered he tries to explain that Jack and his crew need to live by rules. 

Meanwhile, Jack sets the island on fire to destroy Ralph, not considering that this will also destroy 

the fruit trees, the boys' main source of food. 

Loss of Innocence 

Lord of the Flies is a coming-of-age story or bildungsroman. When the boys arrive on the island, 

they are innocent school boys. That innocence is illustrated by their reactions to the lack of adult 

supervision as well as on the island exploration walk that Ralph, Simon, and Jack take. At first, 

the boys look forward to having fun on the island until the adults come get them. 

As their time on the island grows longer, the boys change. With their long hair, unkempt bodies, 

and painted faces, the boys discover and act out different sides of themselves. Many of the boys 

develop bloodlust and ultimately commit terrible acts, including murdering Simon. 
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When the naval officer arrives on the beach in the last chapter, Ralph cries and the others join him 

in despair. They recognize the evil within themselves and humanity at large. They are no longer 

innocent school boys who simply want to have fun. 

Nature of Evil 

As the text demonstrates, Golding believed everyone has the capacity for inhumanity and evil. As 

the novel proceeds, it is easy to forget that the oldest of the protagonists is only 12 years old. They 

are mere boys. Jack, who comes to epitomize savagery, is seen as "a little boy" by the naval officer 

who finds them. The boys' youth gets lost in their horrific actions. One might think a child would 

never do such awful things. However, everyone, children included, has evil within. Even Ralph 

and Piggy, who act reasonably and yearn for civilization, show their capacity for evil as they 

participate in the murder of Simon. This act is just one of a few times that Ralph shows this 

capacity. Even the littluns, who are as young as six, show this propensity toward evil. When they 

gather among themselves, they show the capacity to act cruelly to each other and the land around 

them. Indeed, that the characters are boys underscores Golding's attempt to portray their decline 

into savagery as fundamentally representative of human nature. They are not adults who have been 

fully socialized and can blame their evil on that socialization. Instead, they act on natural human 

impulses. 

As the Lord of the Flies, which represents this evil, says to Simon, you can't kill the evil within 

because it's part of you. 

8.8  Symbols in Lord of the Flies   

Symbols are objects, characters, figures, or colors used to represent abstract ideas or concepts. 

Piggy's Glasses 

Piggy's glasses represent reason and intelligence. They are an extension of Piggy, and he is the 

wisest boy and always insists on reason and sense. Piggy longs to be back with adults because he 

believes adults to be thoughtful beings. He has little respect for children. When he believes the 

boys are acting unreasonably by rushing to start the fire in Chapter 2, he dismisses them scornfully 

as "acting like a crowd of kids!" They are kids, of course, but for Piggy, to be considered a kid is 

a major insult. 

In Chapter 2, Piggy's glasses are used to light the signal fire. The glasses act as an instrument of 

creation and innovation: they are the only way for the boys to create fire, the discovery of which 

will lead the boys back to the civilized, adult world. 

Piggy is rendered useless without his glasses, resulting in the trip that he, Ralph, and Samneric 

take in Chapter 11. When Piggy's glasses are stolen, it represents the end of reason and intelligence 
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on the island. While Jack and his crew will also use the glasses to create fire, they need them to 

make food and later use it for destructive purposes. The fact that one lens breaks early in the book 

suggests the fragility of the civilized veneer the boys have when they first reach the island. 

Conch Shell 

The conch shell represents civilization and the order that Ralph hopes to impose, but this order is 

less rational than the rules and procedures for a meeting might be, as evidenced by the conch shell's 

emotional and symbolic appeal. The conch is described as beautiful and with a glowing white 

appearance. The look and sound give the conch a charismatic appeal to the boys. Ralph blows the 

conch in Chapter 1 to gather those boys who survived the plane crash. It continues to be used for 

gathering purposes as the book proceeds. In Chapter 2, the conch shell is also used to determine 

who has the floor. Holding the conch conveys the charisma of the conch to the holder and gives 

him the right to be heard. 

Jack, who becomes a savage, is not interested in civilization. Because of this lack of interest, he is 

not interested in the conch and tries to strip it of its power. In Chapter 2 Jack says, "The conch 

doesn't count on top of the mountain," and he tells Piggy to shut up. Later, he wants to get rid of 

the conch altogether. In Chapter 6 he says, "We don't need the conch anymore. We know who 

ought to say things." In his group, a conch is not needed. He is a dictator and has the final word on 

all matters. 

Piggy and Ralph hold the conch to be sacred. Ralph is reluctant to blow the conch in Chapter 5 for 

fear it will not be obeyed. He says, "If I blow the conch and they don't come back; then we've had 

it." In Chapter 11 he blows the conch during the meeting in the hope it will remind the boys of 

civilization. Piggy convinces himself that Jack would want to steal the conch in Chapter 10, when, 

in reality, he wants Piggy's glasses, which carry the ability to make fire. Piggy dies while holding 

the conch, which is shattered by the same rock. Thus, the boy with the never-ending faith in order 

and civilization and the symbol of Ralph's tenuous order are destroyed simultaneously. 

Pig's Head 

While the pig's head only appears in three chapters (Chapter 8, Chapter 9, and Chapter 12) and is 

featured primarily in just one scene in Chapter 8, it is a powerful and important symbol. The head 

is seen as the Lord of the Flies by Simon; the phrase is a translation of Beelzebub, one of the 

traditional names of Satan. 

The Lord of the Flies speaks to Simon in Chapter 8 and conveys the author's view of humanity. It 

says, "I'm part of you." When Simon tries to escape, it tells him that he cannot escape and implies 

that it is everywhere. Every person has evil inside of himself or herself. The only chance humanity 

has is to keep the evil inside and not act on its impulses. When people act on their evil impulses, 
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terrible things occur. This is seen time and again in the novel. By the end of the novel, Jack and 

his crew are completely controlled by the evil inside. They are slaves to the Lord of the Flies. 

War Paint 

The war paint worn by Jack and his hunters symbolizes the boys' embrace of violence. Jack puts 

it on first in Chapter 4 as camouflage; he believes the pigs see his pink skin, which is why he is 

unsuccessful in the hunt. Putting the paint on changes him, however. It becomes a mask that 

"liberated [him] from shame and self-consciousness." In other words, he is without a conscience—

the voice of civilization that prevents humans from antisocial behavior or evil actions. 

In Chapter 9 Jack wears the paint even when he is not hunting. He is seen painted while sitting on 

the log, presiding over his tribe as a chief who has unchecked power over his followers. The others 

adopt the war paint as well; first, like Jack, to hunt—it is a means to an end. But by the final 

chapter, they wear the paint even when not hunting. They have fully given themselves over to 

violence. 

Uncontrolled Fire 

The uncontrolled fire that occurs twice in the book symbolizes the chaos and evil that consumes 

the boys. The first time is in the first chapter when the idea of the signal fire is first acted on. The 

Mulberry littlun dies in that fire, and his death, and the boys' reaction to it, foreshadow what will 

come. The littlun dies because the boys cannot control the fire, just as they cannot control the evil 

inside them. When his body is discovered, they do not acknowledge their responsibility, just as 

later they cannot acknowledge the evil they carry inside. 

The second uncontrolled fire comes in the final chapter, when Jack, bent on finding and killing 

Ralph, has the jungle set aflame. There is dramatic irony in this incident in that readers understand 

something that the characters do not. The massive fire brings the naval officer to the island, thus 

ensuring the boys' rescue. Ralph, it turns out, was right—a signal fire would save them, though 

Jack is the unwitting instrument of that saving act. The rescue comes at an opportune time because 

the fire, left unattended, would consume all the life-giving fruit trees and pigs on the island—and 

perhaps the boys themselves. 

Chaos, then, leads to rescue, a fortunate outcome for the boys. There is nothing in the book to 

suggest that Golding thought the chaos unleashed by adult humanity in the real world would also 

lead to a rescue, however. 
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Summary Points  

❖ Lord of the Flies was published in 1954 after the horrors of the World War II were fresh in 

the memory of the western world  

❖ The story is set on an uninhabited island in the Pacific ocean and follows a group of British 

schoolboys stranded on the island after their plane crashes. 

❖ In the absence of adult supervision, the boys try to govern themselves as a society which 

leads to disastrous consequences.  

❖ It is a story of disillusionment with human civilization and the human capacity for cruelty 

and lawlessness.  

❖ It can be read at a literal as well as allegorical level.  

❖ The narrative explores themes of civilization versus savagery, loss of innocence, and the 

true nature of evil in the world.  

❖ Symbols used in the novel include Piggy’s glasses, conch shell, pig’s head, war paint, and 

fire to convey the themes.  
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Self-Assessment Questions  

1. Whose responsibility is it to maintain the first signal fire? 

2. Where does the beast go during the day, according to one littlun? 

3. Why does Piggy ask to join the expedition in Chapter 1 of Lord of the Flies? 

4. In Lord of the Flies, in what ways is Ralph an effective or ineffective leader? 

5. Who sees the dead parachutist first? 

6. Which character speaks to the Lord of the Flies? 

7. What does the conch shell symbolize in Lord of the Flies? 

8. How does the first fire on the island foreshadow the destructive forces that overwhelm the 

boys in Lord of the Flies? 

9. What lures the navy ship to the island? 

10. When Piggy is killed, what else is destroyed? 

11. How and why does Ralph and Jack's relationship change in Lord of the Flies? 

12. What impact does the face paint have on Jack in Lord of the Flies? 
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